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5Abstract
The mathematical treatment of a transient wave theory with complex structural interactions has been investigated in
various elastic problems as a tool for detection and interpretation of material properties by remote sensing methods.
These problems are of great importance when attempting to gain information of an enclosed material when there
is no direct access, with particular significance in worldwide applications including down hole oil exploration and
screening of containers. Here we concentrate on the development of a transient analysis of such elastic wave sensor
problems, employing both rigorous analytical and numerical methods.
The thesis begins with a model problem of a single elastic solid layer under antiplane deformation. With the
availability of analytic solutions, the understanding of the transient response is aided considerably. A forcing piston
theory is thus formulated by distributing the original line load formulation over part of the free surface of the layer
material. From this we evaluate the transient response of the problem numerically using various receiver sensor
outputs, with either the layer thickness or the density of the layer material identified. Along with providing an
overview of some of the main techniques used in the later chapters, the model problem introduces an averaging
method formulation that develops an approximate form of solution, which is utilised throughout the thesis.
The second of these problems presented is a two-dimensional analysis of elastic solid layers enclosing a channel
comprising of a stationary and compressible viscous fluid. A forcing piston of a given displacement is applied to
both of the free elastic surfaces to create a transient disturbance that propagates throughout the layered structure. If
the force is applied with some discrete time-signature, the receiver signal processing mechanism is the measurement
of the surface displacement either away from the piston, or at the piston location itself, at a later time. A number of
ancillary and mathematical tools have been developed here so that various checks on the calculations can be made.
The transient response of the problem is then examined numerically in an attempt to detect variation in the material
parameters of the viscous fluid channel enclosed within the elastic layers.
The two problems considered later in this thesis concentrate on the separate antiplane displacements and plane
strain motions of a partially filled cylinder. This annular structure may be arbitrarily filled anywhere between empty
and fully filled in a simple two phase system. The sensor is modelled as a long line load which reduces the problem
to a two-dimensional analysis at any cross section of the cylindrical pipe, with displacement measurements made at
either the source or elsewhere along the external pipe boundary. The piston theory is again introduced to provide
further insight into the response mechanism of the cylinder structure. The transient response of the problem is then
evaluated numerically to allow detection and quantitative determination of some characteristic material properties,
this being the depth of the partial filling material or the density of the content that is enclosed within the cylinder.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Elastic wave sensor devices have been in commercial use for many years. In remote sensing applications, their
detection mechanism is a mechanical wave at a later time. As the wave propagates through or along the surface of
a material, any changes to the characteristics of the propagation path will affect the velocity and/or amplitude of the
wave. These changes in the wave pattern can be monitored by measuring the magnitude or phase characteristics of
the receiver sensor device, and can be correlated to the corresponding physical quantity being measured. There is
significant interest in developing these wave sensor devices for use in everyday science and engineering applications,
including down hole oil field exploration [1], the non-destructive testing and evaluation of materials [2, 3, 4], fracture
and failure detection [5, 6], seismic analysis of earthquakes, to non-invasive screening of blood flow.
The purpose of the present study is to further our understanding of these wave sensor devices through a math-
ematical viewpoint. Among many areas of investigation, we are particularly interested in the detection and inter-
pretation of material properties within enclosed bodies in single or multiphase situations. Motivated by this, we
attempt a transient analysis for a collection of wave phenomena problems, which are each aligned with the following
principles:
(i) appreciate the vast theory that underpins our knowledge of wave propagation problems,
(ii) apply ancillary methods to develop the theory and understanding of these problems,
(iii) develop numerical methods that lead to reliable signal analysis in real time,
(iv) evaluate the forward problems which detect/quantify material parameters by various receiver sensor outputs,
(v) determine physical properties of systems by non-destructive sensor testing methods,
(vi) provide scope for further progression within these problems.
This thesis concentrates on a collection of problems, each self-contained with a separate overview related to the
problem at hand. In order to provide the reader with the necessary background to later chapters, for the remaining
introduction we aim to give a brief summary of the fundamental theories for which the research has been based
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upon. This includes a mathematical description of elastic waves in solids, alongside introducing terminology and a
numerical technique that will be used throughout the thesis and assumed thereafter. The introduction concludes by
outlining the structure for the remainder of the thesis.
1.2 Elastic waves in isotropic solids
We begin by briefly deriving the main features of the elasticity theory [7]. A deformed state of a solid can be
completely specified by the displacement vector u(r, t), that is, the displacement of the particle at a time t from
its inital position r. Forces generated in the process of deformation are specified by the stress tensor σij(r, t), for
i, j = 1, 2, 3. The stress component σij is the projection of the force acting on the unit area perpendicular to the axis
i upon the axis j. The relation between stresses and deformations in the linear theory of elasticity, for the case of
locally isotropic solids, is given by Hooke’s law:
σij = λekkδij + 2µeij , eij =
1
2
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, (1.1)
where we use the convention that repeated dummy indices imply summation and the Kronecker symbol δij is 1
for i = j and zero otherwise. The rate of strain tensor eij represents the relative extensions of the particle in the
directions of the planar axes (exx, eyy, ezz) and angular rotations (exy, eyz , ezx). As a result, the stress tensor is
symmetric, σij = σji. The material constants λ > 0 and µ > 0 are the Lame´ elastic constants of the first and
second kind, with µ being the shear modulus. For µ = 0, we in fact have an incompressible fluid description with
no resistance to shear. The governing equations of motion are expressions for Newton’s second law for a particle in
a solid in terms of the stress tensor:
∂σij
∂xj
+ Fi = ρ
∂2ui
∂t2
, (1.2)
where ρ is the mass density of the medium and Fi = Fi(r; t) is the body force per unit volume in the i-direction.
The physical meaning of (1.2) is that a particle in the medium is accelerated by the sum of the forces applied to its
boundaries. From substituting (1.1) into (1.2), we obtain the vector form of the equation describing the propagation
of elastic waves in locally isotropic solid. This is formally known as the Navier equations of elastodynamics:
(λ+ µ)∇(∇ · u) + µ∇2u+∇λ∇ · u+∇µ× (∇× u) + 2(∇µ · ∇)u+ F(r, t) = ρ∂
2u
∂t2
, (1.3)
where F(r; t) is the body force vector per unit mass and represents effects such as gravity or centrifugal force which
transmit mechanical energy to an elastic body. Herein the elastic body has a natural, undeformed (quiescent) state
with all external forces removed. In the absence of such body forces, F(r; t) ≡ 0 is assumed henceforth.
From a practical point of view, the system of coupled scalar equations (1.3) is rather complicated and the analysis
of simple limiting cases is important to gain a physical understanding of the problem. For instance, one can assume
a homogeneous description of the elastic solid (that is, the material parameters of the medium are independent of
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both time and space, i.e. constant) and the governing equations of motion reduce to:
λ+ 2µ
ρ
∇(∇ · u)− µ
ρ
∇× (∇× u) = ∂
2u
∂t2
. (1.4)
To further simplify (1.4), we introduce the Helmholtz decomposition of the displacement vector u(r, t), which is
written in terms of the gradient of a scalar field φ and the curl of a divergence-free vector field ψ:
u(r, t) = ∇φ+∇× ψ, (1.5)
and is subject to the additional constraint condition ∇·ψ = 0 to relate the three components of the displacement vec-
tor to the four components of the potential functions. In Cartesian coordinates, the components of the displacement
decomposition (1.5) satisfy:
ux =
∂φ
∂x
+
∂ψz
∂y
− ∂ψy
∂z
, (1.6)
uy =
∂φ
∂y
− ∂ψz
∂x
+
∂ψx
∂z
, (1.7)
uz =
∂φ
∂z
+
∂ψy
∂x
− ∂ψx
∂y
. (1.8)
It is known that the relative change in the volume of the particle during deformation is ∇ · u. Consequently, the
deformation can be connected to a change in the particle volume by ∇φ, and another with a pure shear component
of the form ∇ × ψ. Then from substituting the displacement decomposition (1.5) into equations (1.4), and after
successively applying the divergence and curl operators to these equations, we find that the governing equations of
motion are satisfied if:
∇2φ = 1
c21
∂2φ
∂t2
, ∇2ψi = 1
c22
∂2ψi
∂t2
, i = x, y, z, (1.9)
where c1 and c2 are the longitudinal and shear wavespeeds, respectively. These wavespeeds are defined explicitly
by:
c1 =
√
λ+ 2µ
ρ
, c2 =
√
µ
ρ
. (1.10)
Equations (1.9) are the uncoupled wave equations for the scalar potential φ and the vector field components ψi.
From these equations, it is shown that both longitudinal (dilatational) waves and shear (transverse) waves propagate
independently as spherical body waves in a homogeneous elastic medium. The wavespeeds in (1.10) further satisfy
the causality requirement that c1 >
√
2 c2.
Although the scalar potential φ and the components of the vector potential ψ are generally coupled through the
boundary conditions, which still causes complications, the use of the displacement decomposition (1.5) somewhat
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simplifies the analysis. For example, the simplest solutions of the uncoupled equations now in (1.9) are the plane
wave solutions φ, ψ ∼ f(n · r/ci − t), for arbitrary smooth functions f .
Conversely, to solve initial-boundary value problems, generally it is appropriate to apply integral transform
procedures to the system of equations (1.9). For any problem we encounter, if particular solutions of φ and ψi can
be constructed such that all boundary conditions and initial conditions are satisfied, then the solution to the problem
has been found and this solution is unique by virtue of the uniqueness theorem, as discussed in [8].
1.2.1 Equations of motion in a cylindrical coordinate system
We now consider the theory of elastic waves in rods and pipes and further restrict ourselves to pipes of uniform,
circular cross section and of infinite extent in the axial direction. Introducing the cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z), the
equations of motion for linear elastic deformations [9] are given by:
∂σrr
∂r
+
1
r
(σrr − σθθ) + 1
r
∂σrθ
∂θ
+
∂σrz
∂z
+ Fr = ρ
∂2ur
∂t2
, (1.11)
∂σrθ
∂r
+
2
r
σrθ +
1
r
∂σθθ
∂θ
+
∂σzθ
∂z
+ Fθ = ρ
∂2uθ
∂t2
, (1.12)
∂σrz
∂r
+
1
r
σrz +
1
r
∂σzθ
∂θ
+
∂σzz
∂z
+ Fz = ρ
∂2uz
∂t2
, (1.13)
where we now denote the displacement components in the radial, circumferential and axial directions by u(r, t) =
(ur, uθ, uz). The stress-strain components satisfy σij = λkkδij+2µij for i, j = r, θ, z, where kk = rr+θθ+zz .
The strain-displacement relations are given here by:
rr =
∂ur
∂r
, 2rθ =
1
r
∂ur
∂θ
+
∂uθ
∂r
− 1
r
uθ, (1.14)
θθ =
1
r
ur +
1
r
∂uθ
∂θ
, 2rz =
∂ur
∂z
+
∂uz
∂r
, (1.15)
zz =
∂uz
∂z
, 2zθ =
1
r
∂uz
∂θ
+
∂uθ
∂z
. (1.16)
In cylindrical coordinates, we again consider a decomposition of the displacement vector, u(r, t) = ∇φ +∇× ψ,
with the displacement components written in terms of potential functions by:
ur =
∂φ
∂r
+
1
r
∂ψz
∂θ
− ∂ψθ
∂z
, (1.17)
uθ =
1
r
∂φ
∂θ
+
∂ψr
∂z
− ∂ψz
∂r
, (1.18)
uz =
∂φ
∂z
+
1
r
∂(rψθ)
∂r
− 1
r
∂ψr
∂θ
. (1.19)
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These potential functions then satisfy the following equations:
∇2φ = 1
c21
∂2φ
∂t2
, (1.20)
∇2ψr − ψr
r2
− 2
r2
∂ψθ
∂θ
=
1
c22
∂2ψr
∂t2
, (1.21)
∇2ψθ − ψθ
r2
+
2
r2
∂ψr
∂θ
=
1
c22
∂2ψθ
∂t2
, (1.22)
∇2ψz = 1
c22
∂2ψz
∂t2
. (1.23)
As before, the potential functions φ and ψz in the equations (1.20) and (1.23), are uncoupled. However, in this
cylindrical coordinate system, we must now address the coupled vector potential components ψr and ψθ in the
equations (1.21) and (1.22), which complicates the analysis. Again, if particular solutions of φ and ψi can be
constructed such that all boundary conditions and initial conditions are satisfied, then the solution to the problem has
been found.
1.3 Simplification to two-dimensional motions
In many problems, the variation of some of the elastic quantities are negligible in one of the coordinate directions,
and the resulting problems can be considered to be approximately two-dimensional. Throughout this thesis, we
investigate problems in the (x, y)-plane only, and more specifically, we consider the antiplane and plane strain
motions, which are independent of the z-coordinate.
Assuming the above constraint on the elastic quantities, the stress equations of motion can be derived by setting
derivatives ∂∂z ≡ 0 throughout. We find that the system of equations splits into uncoupled systems, one describing
the antiplane shear deformation (Chapters 2 and 4) with purely the displacement component u3(x, y; t), and another
describing the in-plane motions, of which there are two variants in plane strain and plane stress.
In this thesis, we consider the plane strain motions (Chapters 3 and 5) which are an idealisation of the elastic
state in an infinitely long cylinder body, with the z-axis orientated lengthwise and acted upon by forces in the (x, y)-
plane that are independent of the z-coordinate. The components of all field variables are functions of (x, y) only,
while u3 the elastic displacement in the axial direction vanishes identically, u(x, y; t) = (u1(x, y; t), u2(x, y; t), 0).
As a consequence, the Helmholtz vector potential ψ must be in a plane normal to the plane strain, with the wave
equations for ψi reducing to a single wave equation in the component ψz , where ψ(x, y; t) = (0, 0, ψz(x, y; t)).
1.4 Integral transform methods
The dynamic response of elastic bodies to time varying external (forcing) loads can be investigated in an efficient
manner using integral transform methods. For each of the physical problems under consideration in this thesis, in
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order to solve the set of governing equations in the time and spatial domains, we employ the Laplace and Fourier
transforms, respectively. These reduced equations (with fewer independent variables) are then solved algebraically,
with the solutions expressed in terms of inversion integrals which must be evaluated, by either analytical or numerical
methods, accordingly.
Therefore, to define the integral transform methods used in this thesis, the following notation is introduced and
assumed hereinafter [8, 10]:
(i) The overbar notation denotes the Laplace transform of a function f(t), defined for all time t ≥ 0, to a function
f¯(s) of complex frequency, with the Laplace transform parameter s called the (complex) frequency variable;
this being made under the prerequisite that any singularities of the complex-valued function f¯(s) are to the left
of the contour path of integration Re(s) = γ in the inverse Bromwich integral:
f¯(s) = L [f(t)] =
∫ ∞
0−
e−stf(t) dt, f(t) = L−1 [f¯(s)] = 1
2pii
∫ γ+i∞
γ−i∞
estf¯(s) ds. (1.24)
By using the formal definition of the Laplace transform that includes impulses at time t = 0, it is shown
that the Dirac delta function δ(t) transforms to unity. Consequently, the transform result for an impulsive
time-signature f(t) = δ(t) will be quoted only in the subsequent chapters:
f(t) = δ(t) =⇒ f¯(s) = 1. (1.25)
(ii) The ∗ notation specifies the Fourier transform of a function g(x), defined for any real number of the spatial
variable x, to a function g∗(ζ) of a complex-valued frequency in the Fourier transform parameter ζ; further-
more, the inversion path Γ runs along the real axis from (−∞,∞) and is indented to take account of any
singularities within the contour path of integration (the region of convergence/domain of analyticity for the
inverse transform):
g∗(ζ) = F [g(x)] =
∫ ∞
−∞
eiζxg(x) dx, g(x) = F−1 [g∗(ζ)] = 1
2pi
∫
Γ
e−iζxg∗(ζ) dζ. (1.26)
In the analysis of the Laplace transform, we assume the set of zero initial conditions, whereas for the analysis of the
Fourier transform, we concentrate on functions which vanish as |x| → ∞. From this, we establish the general rule
for derivatives of the integral transforms [8]:
L
[
dmf
dtm
]
= smf¯(s), F
[
dng
dxn
]
= (−iζ)ng∗(ζ), m, n ∈ N. (1.27)
At a later stage of the thesis, we will further introduce a definition of the Mellin transform to investigate the singu-
larity field at the endpoint of an angular sector (this singularity analysis will be discussed in detail in Section 5.6).
This Mellin integral transform is closely related to the Laplace and Fourier integral transforms, and is extremely
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useful for certain applications, including the analysis of algorithms and information theory [8]. It will be formally
introduced, where appropriate, using the following notation:
(iii) The tilde notation denotes the Mellin transform of a function h(r), defined over the positive real values of r, to a
function h˜(p) of a complex frequency in the Mellin transform parameter p; furthermore, the inverse transform
implies that the contour path of integration is taken over a vertical line Re(p) = κ in the complex plane:
h˜(p) =M [h(r)] =
∫ ∞
0
rp−1 h(r) dr, h(r) =M−1
[
h˜(p)
]
=
1
2pii
∫ κ+i∞
κ−i∞
r−p h˜(p) dp. (1.28)
The transform h˜(p) exists if the integral
∫∞
0 x
q−1 |h(x)| dx is bounded for some q > 0, in which case the inverse
h(r) exists with κ > q.
1.5 Numerical methods
Throughout this thesis, we deal with transient wave investigations and the corresponding analysis of complicated
structural formulations in real time. Invariably in these situations, the availability of analytical solutions is limited,
and in most cases they require either an asymptotic theory or a numerical procedure to approximate the inversion
of the Laplace transform. There have been many attempts to provide computational resources for this numerical
evaluation, but in general it is limited to the application of numerical schemes such as [11]. Herein this thesis we
implement, where required, the following numerical package in MATLAB to numerically approximate the inversion
of the Laplace transform.
1.5.1 Inverse Laplace transform: MATLAB package invlap.m
The MATLAB package invlap.m is implemented using Hollenbeck [12], which utilises a quotient difference method
by de Hoog [13]. This is an improved procedure for the numerical inversion of Laplace transforms, based on
accelerating the convergence of the Fourier series obtained from the inversion integral using the trapezoidal rule. At
each time value, a Pade´ approximation is calculated which gives better results than existing acceleration methods.
The MATLAB package itself is a robust tool that handles a broad class of time behaviours for transient problems.
1.6 Thesis plan
The plan of the thesis is as follows:
In Chapter 2, we introduce a model problem of a single elastic layer in antiplane deformation. Analytic funda-
mental solutions are derived and discussed. A forcing piston is applied to part of the layer free surface by distributing
the original line load formulation. Consequently, an eigenvalue analysis at the piston endpoints is tasked. A discreti-
sation procedure for the integral equation formulation is introduced and assumed thereafter. The problem is then
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evaluated numerically to detect either the layer thickness or interpret the material wavespeed of the layer. An av-
eraging method formulation which provides an approximate description of the piston density function, is discussed
and applied to the numerical results.
In Chapter 3, we first introduce the most general description of a compressible viscous fluid that we plan to
investigate. The corresponding problem of elastic solid layers enclosing a viscous fluid channel is then formulated
along with a discussion of possible forcing conditions at the layer surfaces used to simplify the complexity of
the problem. From this, fundamental solutions are derived and an analytic solution of the half-space problem is
developed. Again, a surface forcing piston is introduced through an integral equation formulation; first as a semi-
infinite description with various ancillary calculations examined to determine and confirm the near piston edge
singularity that exists in the piston forcing solution. The problem is then evaluated numerically to detect variation
in the material parameters of the enclosed viscous fluid channel from a direct analysis of the response magnitude
across the piston surface.
The aim of Chapters 4 and 5 is to consider the separate problems of the antiplane displacements and the plane
strain motions for a partially filled cylinder. First, fundamental solutions are derived in both the annular solid cylinder
and in the ‘fluid’ material that partially fills the enclosed region of the cylinder. Integral equation formulations are
introduced to represent the interaction of this partially filling solution with the cylinder. A singularity analysis is
then developed on approaching the wetted endpoints, where the planar fluid surface meets the internal cylinder wall.
As a consequence, the set of coupled Fredholm equations are evaluated numerically, with various field quantities
in the annular elastic cylinder then manipulated as the transient response mechanism. The problem is investigated
numerically to detect and interpret all characteristics by: (i) variation of the depth of filling, (ii) variation of the
enclosed material density, and (iii) variation of the shear fraction to the partially filled cylinder. Again, the averaging
method formulation is provided alongside the piecewise numerical data for a comparison of the receiver sensor
results. The piston theory is later introduced as another remote sensing mechanism.
Finally, the main results of the thesis are summarised in Chapter 6 along with details of improvements and an
outline of possible future investigations.
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Chapter 2
The single layer problem
2.1 Problem statement
To introduce many of the fundamental ideas and methods that are outlined in this thesis, we first construct a model
problem for a single layer material of finite thickness h in the layer region defined by 0 ≤ y ≤ h. This linearly
elastic body is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic throughout. We will attempt to detail the dynamic response
of this layer, with the material motions of the layer represented by a single wave equation of wave velocity c:
∇2φ = 1
c2
∂2φ
∂t2
. (2.1)
Assuming that the initial, instantaneous line load applied to the layer surface y = h is independent of the z-
coordinate, with the surface otherwise traction free, the induced layer disturbance is developed with motions purely
in the (x, y)-plane to the layer channel (−∞ < x < ∞). The lower surface of this single layer material, y = 0, is
further restricted to be rigid in this model problem (see Figure 2.1).
This model problem, as constructed above, is closely related to the two-dimensional motions of a single layer
material undergoing antiplane shear deformation. In both of these formulations, a single wave equation is used to
represent the linearly elastic motions of the layer material. In the case of antiplane shear deformation, the problem
has been extensively studied in both transient and time harmonic situations, and which for reference, some of these
situations are discussed in Achenbach [8].
The aim of the current model problem is to expand on the analytical and numerical techniques that are used
throughout the thesis. This approach is made from an application viewpoint of a simpler problem where explicit
solutions can be developed and evaluated efficiently to measure the time dependent characteristics of the single layer
material.
2.2 Formulation and methodology
Consider the two-dimensional wave equation (2.1) and apply throughout both the Laplace transform in time t and
the Fourier transform in the spatial x-coordinate. In this doubly transformed domain, the governing equation to our
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Figure 2.1: Diagram representing the line load formulation for the single layer problem.
model problem reduces to evaluating solutions of:
d2φ¯∗
dy2
− (ζ2 + k2) φ¯∗ = 0, k = s
c
. (2.2)
For a layer material of finite thickness, the doubly transformed solution is best written in terms of hyperbolic func-
tions. We solve equation (2.2) subject to the following boundary conditions:
(i) At time t = 0, an impulsive normal line forcing is applied along x = 0. In this layer plane formulation, the
forcing condition reduces to ∂φ∂y = δ(x)δ(t) along y = h.
(ii) We further impose rigidity at the lower surface, with φ = 0 along y = 0.
From applying the integral transforms to these boundary conditions, it follows that a doubly transformed solution to
(2.2) exists provided that:
φ¯∗(y) =
sinh
(
y
√
ζ2 + k2
)
√
ζ2 + k2 cosh
(
h
√
ζ2 + k2
) , 0 ≤ y ≤ h. (2.3)
To revert our solution to the original spatial and time domains, we first construct the inverse Fourier transform
followed by the inverse Laplace transform:
φ(x, y; t) =
1
2pii
∫ γ+i∞
γ−i∞
est
 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζx
sinh
(
y
√
ζ2 + k2
)
√
ζ2 + k2 cosh
(
h
√
ζ2 + k2
) dζ
 ds. (2.4)
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In this leading evaluation of the inverse Fourier transform, the Laplace transform parameter smay be regarded as real.
Later, in the inverse Laplace transform, it will be necessary to analytically continue the transform into the complex
s-plane. We now present a few analytical solutions to this model problem that utilises some long-established inverse
transform procedures.
2.2.1 Solution by determining singularities of the integrand
In this method of evaluating the inverse Fourier transform, we are required to consider all branch points and pole
singularities of the integrand in (2.4), with the resulting contour path of integration deformed appropriately around
such discontinuous regions. It is quite clear that, although the radical
√
ζ2 + k2 is double-valued, the integrand
which is an even function of
√
ζ2 + k2 is not, and consequently, the evaluation of the integral in (2.4) does not
contain any branch points. The absence of branch points renders the evaluation of the integral rather straightforward,
requiring only the determination of the pole singularities from the denominator. These are only simple poles, given
by:
cosh
(
h
√
ζ2 + k2
)
= 0 ⇒ ζn = ±i
√
k2 + (2n+ 1)2
pi2
4h2
≡ ±iSn, n ∈ N0. (2.5)
Since the integrand of (2.4) contains only pole singularities, the region in ζ-space for which the inverse Fourier
integral is applied, is such that the integral around a large semi-circular path converges to zero by Jordan’s lemma.
Thus, the integral along the real axis is purely the sum of complex residues in the contour region. For a downstream
receiver position x > 0, we require Im(ζ) < 0 for convergence, and close the contour integral in the lower half
of the ζ-plane. The poles ζn = −iSn along the negative imaginary axis are each simple poles, with the complex
residues readily attainable from the Taylor series expansion:
F (ζ) = cosh
(
h
√
ζ2 + k2
)
= F (−iSn) + (ζ + iSn)F ′(−iSn) ≈ (ζ + iSn)F ′(−iSn), (2.6)
where:
F (−iSn) = 0, F ′(ζ) = sinh
(
h
√
ζ2 + k2
) hζ√
ζ2 + k2
. (2.7)
The pulse function φ¯(x, y) returned to the Laplace transformed domain is found to be the infinite sum of the residues
around the simple poles:
φ¯(x, y) = −2pii
∞∑
n=0
Res
(
G(ζ)
F (ζ)
; ζn = −iSn
)
≡ 1
h
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n sin
(
(2n+ 1)
piy
2h
) e−xSn
Sn
. (2.8)
If we were to consider an upstream receiver position x < 0, which for convergence requires closing the contour
integral in the upper half of the ζ-plane and collecting the simple poles ζn = iSn along the positive imaginary axis,
the same series result to (2.8) would be obtained but now with the exponential factor exSn . This reflects an expected
symmetry from the source singularity at x = 0, and consequently, it is more appropriate to consider a series solution
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of the form e−|x|Sn . This is now assumed.
The inverse Laplace transform is now expressed termwise on the series result (2.8), with the singularities of the
integrand in a plane to the left of any Re(s) = γ > 0:
φ(x, y; t) =
c
h
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n sin
(
(2n+ 1)
piy
2h
)
.
1
2pii
∫ γ+i∞
γ−i∞
est
e
− |x|
c
√
s2+(2n+1)2 pi
2c2
4h2√
s2 + (2n+ 1)2 pi
2c2
4h2
ds. (2.9)
In some instances, tables of transform results [14] allow the inverse Laplace transform to be evaluated directly. For
the integrand in (2.8) this is possible upon quoting the following result:
g¯(s) =
e−η
√
s2+α2
√
s2 + α2
⇒ g(t) = J0
(
α
√
t2 − η2
)
H (t− η) , (2.10)
provided that η ≥ 0, where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and H(t) is the Heaviside function. The
resulting expression determines the final pulse solution within the layer plane:
φ(x, y; t) =
c
h
H
(
t− |x|
c
) ∞∑
n=0
(−1)n sin
(
(2n+ 1)
piy
2h
)
J0
(
(2n+ 1)
pic
2h
√
t2 − x
2
c2
)
. (2.11)
We are most interested in the pulse solution along the layer surface y = h. In this case, the Heaviside factor signifies
the time t = |x|c of the first wave arrival at a receiver sensor positioned at some distance |x| from the initial line
source at x = 0; this wavefront having travelled directly to the receiver sensor along the surface y = h. After the
first wave arrival at the receiver sensor, the Heaviside ‘tap’ remains open for all later arrivals. These later wavefronts
represent the multiple reflections within the layer boundaries, from source to receiver. At the main wavefront, where
t = |x|c , the magnitude of the pulse solution remains unchanged. At later times, from understanding the properties
of the Bessel function J0 with an increasing argument, the pulse solution (2.11) is shown to be subject to dispersion.
2.2.2 Solution by exponential series expansion
We begin this solution method by expanding the integrand of the inverse Fourier transform (2.4) into an exponential
series with exponents of decreasing argument:
φ¯(x, y) =
1
pi
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
∫ ∞
0
cos (ζ|x|)
(
e−((2m+1)h−y)
√
ζ2+k2√
ζ2 + k2
− e
−((2m+1)h+y)
√
ζ2+k2√
ζ2 + k2
)
dζ. (2.12)
We note that for m ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ y ≤ h, we have that ((2m + 1)h± y) ≥ 0, with the series of terms exponentially
decaying. The infinite geometric series can be justified from this argument. Furthermore, from expanding the
integrand in this way, each term in series can be viewed as a unique ray path integral from source to receiver.
Formally, each term is defined here as an integral representation of the modified Bessel function K0, from using
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the definition found in (F.1). By first writing Ri,m to denote the radii length to locations above and below the layer
plane, where:
R1,m =
√
x2 + ((2m+ 1)h− y)2 , R2,m =
√
x2 + ((2m+ 1)h+ y)2 , (2.13)
it is now straightforward to construct the inverse Fourier transform of this series explicitly:
φ¯(x, y) =
1
pi
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m (K0 (kR1,m)−K0 (kR2,m)) , (2.14)
where K0 is the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the second kind. In the Laplace transformed domain, the
pulse solution (2.14) details an initial Green’s function solution which is logarithmically singular at the fundamental
source (x = 0, y = h), followed by an infinite series of images to the primary disturbance to describe the systematic
array of wave signals at the receiver sensor.
For the inverse Laplace transform, we again quote a direct result from tables of transforms [14]:
g¯(s) = K0(sR) ⇒ g(t) = 1√
t2 −R2H(t−R), (2.15)
provided that R > 0, where H(t) denotes the Heaviside function. The pulse solution returned to the original time
and spatial domains, is now determined:
φ(x, y; t) =
1
pi
∞∑
m=0
(−1)m
 1√
t2 − R
2
1,m
c2
H
(
t− R1,m
c
)
− 1√
t2 − R
2
2,m
c2
H
(
t− R2,m
c
) . (2.16)
The first term of this series solution is the initial line source disturbance located at (x = 0, y = h), with all other
series terms acting to rectify the boundary conditions along each of the layer planes. In this sense, each image term
is itself a separate source discontinuity at a greater distance from the layer channel, and fundamentally, causing a
later arrival time at the receiver sensor position. The understanding of these image sources then describes the actual
multiple reflections of waves between the boundaries to the receiver sensor. In this case, the Heaviside functions in
(2.16) can be thought of as to provide a systematic array of time signals to announce when these reflected wavefronts
reach the receiver; this method of solution is obviously advantageous when attempting to distinguish the pattern of
individual wavefronts reaching the receiver sensor.
Finally, the reader should be made aware of a formal derivation to the dynamic result (2.16). This solution has
been developed using the Cagniard-de Hoop method with the aim of bringing a consistency to the results by another
analytical tool (see Appendix A for further information).
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2.3 Introduction of a forcing piston
We now distribute the fundamental solution to the above line source problem to model the application of a finite
piston on the surface of the single layer material. The piston acts by exerting a specified displacement over a part
of the surface y = h and x ∈ [−a, a], in real time. To begin the theory, we first construct an eigenvalue analysis to
determine the singularity field at each piston edge.
2.3.1 Eigenvalue analysis near the piston edge
In the Laplace transformed domain, the elastic motions of the single layer material in (2.1) are represented by
a Helmholtz equation everywhere in the layer region. To determine the singularity field near a piston edge, we
formulate a coordinate system (r, θ) centred at the piston edge. In general, for a singularity analysis it is known
that the highest derivatives of the governing equation(s) makes the singularity field even more singular. Thus, it is
sufficient to consider the Laplace equation to leading order when determining an eigenvalue analysis of the endpoint
singularity at the piston edge:
∇2φ¯ = 0. (2.17)
In polar coordinates, a valid eigenvalue solution is of the form φ¯ ∝ rλ cos (λθ). In the vicinity of the piston edge, the
surface loading is formulated assuming a stationary piston surface, φ¯ = 0 along θ = pi, with traction free conditions
at the free surface everywhere outside of the piston region, ∂φ¯∂θ = 0 along θ = 0. For such surface conditions, one
requires:
cos (λpi) = 0 ⇒ λn = (2n+ 1)
2
, n ∈ N0. (2.18)
The lowest eigenvalue solution here is λ0 = 12 with φ¯ ∝ r
1
2 cos
(
θ
2
)
. From knowing the displacement field the
singular stress field follows as ∂φ¯∂r ∝ O
(
r−
1
2
)
, which is square-root singular at the piston edge.
2.3.2 Discretisation procedure for an integral equation formulation
The main notion of the following theory is the development and resulting evaluation of an integral equation formula-
tion which is used to represent an applied surface piston forcing along part of the surface to the single layer material.
In the Laplace transformed domain, this piston theory is represented by:
φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
=
∫ a
−a
P¯φ(z) K¯φ (|x− z|) dz, (2.19)
where the integral equation formulation (2.19) is constructed from a known kernel function K¯φ(x) (this being the
fundamental line source solution as developed in Section 2.2), which is distributed across some piston contact
footprint y = h and |x| < awith an unknown density distribution P¯φ(z), and φ¯p(x) being the resulting displacement
throughout the single layer structure to replicate the application of the surface piston forcing across the contact
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footprint. In the case of (2.19), the final displacement φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
is restricted to values along the surface y = h of the
single layer material, which can be either along the piston contact footprint or far away from the piston region.
For the problem of a predetermined surface piston application and/or forced integral equation formulation of
this type, the left hand side in φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
is a known boundary condition across the piston contact footprint. Then in
the case of the integral equation (2.19) containing a known and non-trivial kernel function K¯φ (|x− z|), generally
it is rather complicated (or not possible) to solve for the remaining unknown density distribution P¯φ(z) exactly1.
In an attempt to build information of the density distribution when an exact solution is not readily available, for
this problem of a forced piston theory, we instead apply a numerical scheme to equation (2.19) to approximate the
unknown density P¯φ(z) at discrete piecewise locations |z| < a distributed across the piston contact surface only.
This formulation is now discussed:
To develop our understanding of the discretisation procedure which is to be applied in (2.19) and will be adopted
in all chapters henceforth, we consider a generalised description of the integral equation formulation in the Laplace
transformed domain:
φ¯(x) =
∫ a
−a
P¯ (z) K¯ (|x− z|) dz. (2.20)
In this representation, we consider a known kernel function K¯ (|x− z|) which is well-defined (continuous and
continuously differentiable) everywhere except at the fundamental source location |x− z| = 0. This kernel function
is distributed in some manner across the contact footprint |x| < a with an unknown density distribution P¯ (z).
When φ¯(x) = φ¯(x)
∣∣
F
is a forced boundary condition, this Fredholm equation of the first kind can be used to solve
for the density P¯ (z). Furthermore, we assume that the kernel function K¯ (|x− z|) contains, in the worst case, a
logarithmic singularity on approaching the source location |x − z| → 0. Then by independent arguments, for such
a kernel function it can be shown that the unknown density distribution P¯ (z) must contain square-root singularities
at the integral equation endpoints. That is, the density distribution is proportional to (a− z)− 12 and (a+ z)− 12 as z
tends to a and −a, respectively. Introducing the explicit singularity to the density P¯ (z), it can be removed, with a
new form of density distribution in p¯(z) now required to be evaluated:
P¯ (z) =
p¯(z)√
(a− z)(a+ z) =
p¯(z)√
a2 − z2 . (2.21)
Now we suppose that exact solutions of the density p¯(z) are not readily available from (2.20) and so we require
other arguments to proceed with the evaluation of the integral equation. We do this by applying a discretisation
procedure to (2.20). Any successful discretisation procedure requires suitable assignment of quadrature (z)−values
and collocation (x)−values, to produce an efficient numerical scheme with sufficient accuracy. The general method
1Many papers have attempted to make progress in determining available exact solutions of integral equation problems like (2.19), each
to varying levels of success and/or completion. These problems are investigated in most cases for special kernel functions or kernels with
varying degrees of singularity. These papers give an understanding of the complexity in solving these types of integral equation problem, and
provide reasoning to why approximate numerical procedures as discussed in this section are required.
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that is adapted for this numerical approximation follows a Chebyshev-Gauss quadrature rule [15]. The Chebyshev
substitutions z = a cosZ and x = a cosX are first introduced to remove the square-root singularity of (2.21) in
(2.20):
φ¯ (a cosX)
∣∣
F
=
∫ a
−a
p¯(z)√
a2 − z2 K¯ (|a cosX − z|) dz ≡
∫ pi
0
p¯ (a cosZ) K¯ (a |cosX − cosZ|) dZ. (2.22)
On a computational grid space [0, pi], we choose the following grid points Zi ∈ [0, pi] and Xj ∈ (0, pi) where each
Xj is the midpoint value of the interval [Zj−1, Zj ], with:
Zi =
ipi
n
, Xj =
(2j − 1)pi
2n
, i = 0, ..., n, j = 1, ..., n. (2.23)
We choose to discretise equation (2.22) by piecewise linear interpolation on individual intervals [Zi, Zi+1] of the
grid space. Provided that the explicit square-root singularity of the density in (2.21) having already been removed
in (2.22), the remaining density p¯ (a cosZ) is a regular entire function which is slowly varying over each interval.
Under this prerequisite, p¯ (a cosZ) can be approximated at the midpoint of each interval [Zi, Zi+1], with Z ≡ Xi+1.
The density function is then removed from the integral in (2.22), which results in the following discrete piecewise
form of the integral equation formulation:
φ¯ (a cosX)
∣∣
F
=
n−1∑
i=0
p¯ (a cosXi+1)
∫ Zi+1
Zi
K¯ (a |cosX − cosZ|) dZ. (2.24)
The remaining integrals now undergo a trapezium approximation at the interval endpoints. The trapezium rule is
well-suited to evaluating this type of integral numerically since it benefits from fast convergence, particularly on
periodic domains [16]:
∫ Zi+1
Zi
K¯ (a |cosX − cosZ|) dZ = pi
2n
(
K¯ (a |cosX − cosZi|) + K¯ (a |cosX − cosZi+1|)
)
. (2.25)
Furthermore, to manipulate the integral equation formulation into a system of linear equations, the n-discrete den-
sity function values p¯ (a cosXi+1) of (2.24), require the evaluation of n-unique collocation points X ≡ Xj for
j = 1, .., n and with |cosXj − cosZi| 6= 0 for any i, j. This, when subjected to a forcing boundary condition
φ¯ (a cosXj)
∣∣
F
in (2.24), allows the evaluation of the density distribution at discrete piecewise locations |x| < a
across the contact footprint only.
This discretisation procedure is now applied to all integral equation formulations hereinafter as a method of
approximating the density distribution at discrete locations when it cannot be solved for exactly. Any other forms
of ill-posedness (fundamental solutions with different types of source singularity) that exist within the known kernel
functions will be discussed fully with an accompanying regularisation theory to justify the evaluation of the unknown
density distribution.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram representing the piston formulation for the single layer problem in the case of a
specified forcing displacement φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
= U0(x)f¯(s) for |x| < a .
2.3.3 Integral equation formulation for a finite piston loading
The fundamental solution for the displacement from our original line source formulation (Section 2.2), is written
here at the layer surface y = h and in the Laplace transformed domain, by φ¯(x)
∣∣
h
= K¯φ(x). This known kernel
function2 K¯φ(x) details both the contribution of the leading half-space formulation and all reflective interactions
within the layer material.
The piston loading is formally introduced through an integral equation and density function formulation in the
frequency domain. In this piston formulation, the known fundamental solution K¯φ(x) is distributed across the
piston surface y = h and x ∈ [−a, a] to control the continuity conditions across the contact footprint. The unknown
density distribution function P¯φ(z), written here in the new independent variable z, is to be determined entirely over
the piston region. Thus, to evaluate the displacement at the free surface of the layer material, we construct an integral
equation by:
φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
=
∫ a
−a
P¯φ(z) φ¯ (|x− z|)
∣∣
h
dz ≡
∫ a
−a
P¯φ(z) K¯φ (|x− z|) dz. (2.26)
This displacement is now defined along the entire surface of the layer material; both across the piston surface and far
away from the piston region. The kernel function above has been written as a modulus |x− z| to denote the distance
from the source load application, which is symmetric about the fundamental source discontinuity.
We introduce the piston forcing by specifying a forced displacement over the entire contact surface, namely
φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
= U0(x)f¯(s) for |x| < a only. Outside of the piston region, the surface is expected to remain strictly
2We choose this kernel function of the fundamental line source solution from either of the Laplace transformed solutions (2.8) and (2.14),
or from numerically evaluating the inverse Fourier transform of (2.4) by an appropriate trapezoidal approximation.
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traction free (see Figure 2.2). This is a standard forcing piston formulation, requiring:
U0(x)f¯(s) =
∫ a
−a
P¯φ(z) K¯φ (|x− z|) dz, |x| < a, (2.27)
which is an inhomogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind used to determine the density function P¯φ(z). As a
consequence of the eigensolutions in the vicinity of a piston edge (Section 2.3.1), the piston density distribution has
a known singularity field directly related to the singular stress field of the fundamental solution, P¯φ ∼ ∂φ¯∂r . Hence,
by an eigenvalue analysis, the density function is shown to be square-root singular at each piston edge; that is, the
density function will be proportional to (a−z)−1/2 and (a+z)−1/2 as z tends to a and−a, respectively. Introducing
this explicit singularity it can later be removed, with the new form of density function p¯φ now assumed regular over
the entire piston surface:
P¯φ (z) =
p¯φ(z)√
a2 − z2 . (2.28)
Since the forced integral equation (2.27) contains a complicated kernel expression, with no obvious explicit solution
for the density function at hand, to solve for this new form of density function we instead apply a numerical procedure
that develops discrete density function values spaced across the piston surface (Section 2.3.2). By first substituting
z = a cosZ, the integral equation is normalised with the endpoint singularity removed:
U0(x)f¯(s) =
∫ pi
0
p¯φ (a cosZ) K¯φ (|x− a cosZ|) dZ, |x| < a. (2.29)
The remaining integral is estimated by piecewise linear interpolation of n evenly spaced intervals between [0, pi]
and including the endpoints, Zi = ipin for i = 0, .., n. This discretisation procedure with unique collocation points
x = a cosYj leads to:
U0(a cosYj)f¯(s) =
n−1∑
i=0
Q¯φ (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) p¯φ (a cosYi+1) , (2.30)
where Yj =
(2j−1)pi
2n for j = 1, .., n are the midpoints of each interval [Zj−1, Zj ], and
Q¯φ (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) =
pi
2n
(
K¯φ (|a cosYj − a cosZi|) + K¯φ (|a cosYj − a cosZi+1|)
)
. (2.31)
The system of equations (2.30) is constructed in matrix formAp = b to solve for the discrete density function values
p = [p¯φ (a cosY1) , .., p¯φ (a cosYn)]
T . Note here that the forcing strength is deemed uniform over the entire piston
surface when the forcing displacement becomes independent of the collocation points, with (b)j ≡ U0f¯(s) for all j.
The piston formulation can be further investigated for various time-signatures f¯(s), with the density function values
becoming a convolution in time.
Once the density function values have been developed piecewise numerically, we can again manipulate (2.26)
to evaluate the displacement across the entire surface of the layer material, for outside and far away from the piston
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region. Applying a suitable discretisation procedure, results in:
φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
=
n−1∑
i=0
Q¯φ
(
cos−1
(x
a
)
, Zi, Zi+1
)
p¯φ (a cosYi+1) , (2.32)
where x ∈ (−∞,∞) and a cosYj ≡ x.
Returning to the piston theory, the integral equation for the normal traction is determined from distributing the
corresponding line load formulation in the Laplace transformed domain, with ∂φ¯∂y
∣∣∣
h
= δ(x). Applying this condition
through superposition of the integral equation (2.26), the normal traction satisfies:
∂φ¯p
∂y
(x)|h =
∫ a
−a
P¯φ(z) δ (|x− z|) dz = P¯φ(x), |x| < a. (2.33)
Hence, the normal traction is distributed across the piston surface by:
∂φ¯p
∂y
(x)|h =

p¯φ(x)√
a2−x2 |x| < a,
0 Otherwise.
(2.34)
As expected from the local eigensolutions, the normal traction is square-root singular at the boundary edges. For
the direct piecewise numerical method we deduce values of (2.34) at the discrete positions x = a cosYj across the
piston surface. Furthermore, the normal traction is zero outside of the piston region, satisfying the required traction
free conditions along the free surface of the layer material.
As a tool for identifying properties of the single layer material by remote sensing methods, we calculate in real
time the force on the piston required to maintain the forcing displacement distribution. The piston force F¯p
∣∣
h
is
formally introduced as the integral of the normal traction across the piston surface:
F¯p(s)
∣∣
h
=
∫ a
−a
∂φ¯p
∂y
(x)|h dx =
∫ a
−a
p¯φ(x)√
a2 − x2 dx. (2.35)
For the direct numerical procedure, the integral is normalised and discretised appropriately to find that:
F¯p(s)
∣∣
h
=
pi
n
n−1∑
i=0
p¯φ (a cosYi+1) . (2.36)
The piston force is calculated in real time by performing the inverse Laplace transform on each discrete density
function value independently:
Fp(t)|h =
pi
n
n−1∑
i=0
pφ (a cosYi+1; t) . (2.37)
This force calculation is used to determine properties of the single layer channel in real time, possibly without
knowing the parameters of the layer material (thickness or material density), becoming the major focus of the results.
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2.3.4 Application of the computational method in MATLAB
The primary challenge when numerically modelling the time response of the piston sensor, and various layer quan-
tities resulting from the application of the piston sensor, is to introduce a computational grid in such a way that one
can accurately evaluate the values of the piston density function, firstly in frequency s-space. In this Laplace trans-
formed domain, our numerical scheme is modelled with n being the value that controls the discretisation procedure,
as outlined in (2.30), and the computational problem is reduced to evaluating the piston density distribution at values
directly across the piston surface, for y = h and |x| < a.
For a piston sensor of length 2a, we choose n so that the density distribution in p¯φ(z) is finely distributed across
the piston surface. These discrete grid positions, given by p¯φ (a cosYi+1), are located symmetrically about the
centre line (x = 0) of the piston. However, whilst distributed symmetrically about the centre line of the piston,
these grid locations are not evenly spaced across the piston surface |x| < a. In the case of a piston forcing applied
uniformly across the contact surface, we further expect the density distribution to have frequency values in s-space,
or equivalently, density distribution values in real time, that are weighted identically about the centre line of the
piston, i.e. p¯φ (a cosYi+1) ≡ p¯φ (a cosYn−i) for all i. With the density grid locations p¯φ (a cosYi+1) concentrated
towards the endpoints of the piston surface, we expect these values to encapsulate the contribution of the singular
field near the piston endpoints. Conversely, the maximum grid spacing between any two density grid locations
always exists across the centre line of the piston surface, and we aim to control n to minimise this maximum grid
spacing argument.
In the numerical results that follow, one must produce an efficient numerical scheme that is not computationally
exhaustive. Conversely, the accuracy in our solutions exists provided that the computational grid is finely distributed,
with grid points that are sufficiently dense everywhere across the piston surface. Therefore, when choosing a value
of n which controls the numerical modelling for this single layer problem, we do so by satisfying the following
conditions on the discretisation grid spacing scheme:
(i) Ratio of the contact surface length to the number of density distribution values:
2a
n1
≤ 3.0× 10−4, (2.38)
where this value of n1 is dependent on the length 2a of the piston sensor.
(ii) Maximum spacing between any two grid locations of the density distribution as a ratio to the contact surface
length:
|a cos (Yj+1)− a cos (Yj) |
2a
≤ 1.5× 10−2, (2.39)
where Yj =
(2j−1)pi
2n2
and j = ceil
(
n2
2
)
is chosen as the ceiling of the midpoint value in n2.
We then define n ≥ max(ni) as the larger value of ni from the two limit conditions in (2.38) and (2.39).
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In the Laplace transformed domain, it is found that the piecewise density values p¯φ (a cosYi+1) have frequency
solutions which, in some situations, converge for much smaller values of n than those necessarily developed in
the forthcoming numerical results. In this analysis of the density values, the convergence of density distribution
solutions in the Laplace transformed domain will correspond to the convergence of density distribution solutions in
real time. For our chosen value of n, the numerical results in the Laplace transformed domain show full agreement.
Numerical checks, such as altering the relative discretisation size from changing the constraint limits in (2.38) and
(2.39), that is, actions of increasing the number of grid points were employed, with no noticeable change to the final
density distribution values across the piston surface. The resulting limit values, as chosen in the constraint conditions
(2.38) and (2.39), were found to be most suitable for this computational method. These values provide motivation to
ensure that the computational grid is sufficiently dense to allow an accurate evaluation of our numerical results, yet
not computationally exhaustive for the task at hand.
Once the system of density distribution values have been solved for in the Laplace transformed domain, each
discrete density value is required to be approximated numerically in the process of the inverse Laplace transform.
Using the MATLAB package invlap.m (see Section 1.5.1), this numerical approximation of the inverse Laplace
transform is possible, and we return the density distribution to values in the time domain. These density distribution
values are then either combined, such as for the real time force value across the piston surface in (2.37), or will be
subject to a convolution in time, such as to evaluate the displacement far away from the piston in (2.32).
In this numerical modelling of the MATLAB package invlap.m, the program assigns 41 unique frequency s-
values to each fixed time instant t that we approximate the time response for (these s-values are developed automat-
ically by the program, are complex-valued, and follow a one-to-one correspondence with the time value t that we
are evaluating). The resulting numerical system of our density distribution, as constructed in (2.30) with n-discrete
density values to be found for each s-value, is then required to be repeatedly computed for each of the 41 frequency
s-values. Once this numerical system is solved explicitly, the density solutions to the computational method are
layered into a (41 × n) matrix in such a way that each column vector represents an individual density distribution
value that can be approximated independently, using the MATLAB package invlap.m, into a corresponding value t
in the time domain. This process is repeated for each time value we approximate numerically.
Essentially, when attempting a continuous real time analysis of the piston sensor results, this computational
method becomes a computationally intensive task even for the simplest of problems. It is fundamentally important
to be efficient in our numerical method of obtaining solutions, and in the same instance, still retain all the time
dependent information of the interaction that we are investigating. Although, as stated above, this MATLAB package
invlap.m is computationally intensive, it deals well with approximating complicated formulations that are similar to
our computational scheme of the piston sensor. This reasoning, along with some other advantages of the numerical
program in comparison to other approximate methods, are discussed in [17, 18, 19, 20]. Furthermore, from our
understanding of the MATLAB package capabilities, and with our ability to manipulate large system of equations
and data using this program, this method of approximate solution as outlined here so far appears to provide the best
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opportunity of determining an accurate real time analysis of the piston sensor application.
This full numerical evaluation of the surface piston forcing in Section 2.3.3 is now implemented in MATLAB
following the above computational method and approximation of the inverse Laplace transform using the invlap.m
package. A discussion of the numerical results from numerically modelling this piston sensor, and various layer
quantities resulting from the application of this piston sensor, will be made in the next section of this chapter.
2.4 Results and discussion
To gain an intrinsic understanding of the transient motions generated within the layer material, we now investigate
the forward problem of detecting and quantifying the layer material properties from various receiver sensor outputs.
In theory, there are two main contributions that characterise the layer motion; that is, the solution dependence from
a changing thickness (h) and wavespeed (c) of the layer material. Unless otherwise stated, all piston sensor results
are formulated using the following physical quantities:
(i) piston half-length: a = 0.015 m,
(ii) unit strength, step forcing time-signature initiated at time t = 0: U0(x) = 1, f(t) = H(t).
In our integral equation formulation to replicate the piston sensor application (Section 2.3.3), we have done so
through a mathematical viewpoint by modelling the piston sensor as an idealised source loading condition. Specif-
ically, we have modelled the piston sensor with unit strength and a step forcing time dependence, which is applied
uniformly across the piston surface. This simplification is often a necessary assumption to make when beginning
the development of a piston theory to investigate physical applications. In commercial use, many types of sensor
already exist, which include many shapes and sizes for the physical application it is intended for. Typically, the ones
we have encountered at Schlumberger Cambridge, for oil industry research using flow loop simulations, are a one
inch crystal [21]. Physically, in our modelling of the piston sensor, the length scale 2a is relative to this one inch
crystal that already exists in commercial applications.
Furthermore, with the piston half-length considered constant throughout our piston sensor development in Sec-
tion 2.3.3, we expect the modelling of the density distribution at the piston surface to be formulated using a compu-
tational method with the same system of n-equations, as discussed in (2.30) and Section 2.3.4. This will be the case
for any single layer problem we investigate. Under these instructions, the numerical modelling of the piston sensor
is made with the density distribution evaluated at n = 120 grid locations across the piston surface. This value of n
satisfies the limit conditions in (2.38) and (2.39). Numerically, we found that the piston sensor results become invari-
ant from any further increases in the value of n for the time regions we are modelling. Once the density distribution
has been evaluated numerically in frequency space, we then use the MATLAB package invlap.m to approximate the
piston sensor solution and various layer quantities, for a remote time analysis of the piston sensor application.
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2.4.1 Dependence on thickness of the layer
Suppose that we wish to detect and quantify the depth of a single layer material of variable thickness h where the
material properties of the layer are known in advance. That is, we investigate the forward problem for when the
layer wavespeed is restricted to c = 2000 m/s throughout. The layer material is disturbed appropriately by either
a normal line load or a displacement piston forcing, with an array of receiver sensors placed along the free surface
of the layer. Various layer response measurements are then made in later time, possibly back at the piston surface
and/or far away from the piston region, with the receiver sensor results then analysed to investigate the time sensitive
response from changes in the layer thickness. Both the fundamental solution and the piston formulation results are
examined here.
We begin our remote signal analysis with Figure 2.3, which represents the time measurement of the fundamental
solution φ(t)|xR from (2.11) at the fixed receiver sensor position xR = 0.1m away from the line source discontinuity;
this solution is of course symmetric about the receiver sensor position −xR. Since only one type of (shear) wave
propagates in the layer, it becomes a trivial matter of distinguishing the wavefront pattern into individual wavefronts
at the receiver sensor. Irrespective of the layer thickness, the first wave arrival at the receiver sensor is the direct
wavefront that propagates along the free layer surface; this wavefront is the only arrival from the half-space solution
(i.e. with no lower surface considered). Consequently, we say that this direct wave first turns on the receiver sensor
at the same time instant td = xRc , for any layer thickness. All subsequent wavefronts denote the first wave arrivals
from multiple reflections within the boundaries of the layer material, from source to receiver. In this case, we are
most interested in the arrival of the second wavefront at the receiver sensor, this detailing the first returning signal
from the lower layer surface at the time transits t1r = 2c
√
h2i +
(
xR
2
)2 . Increasing the thickness of the layer material
obviously delays the arrival time from this single reflection at the lower surface, for any receiver position xR.
In Figure 2.4, an array of receiver sensors are placed along the free surface of the layer material, with the spatial
measurement of the fundamental solution φ(x)|tR from (2.11) profiled at the time instant tR = 3 × 10−4 s. For
any layer thickness, the same number of receivers are activated at this time instant; that is, the direct wavefront
propagates the same distance along the free layer surface, irrespective of the depth of the layer material beneath
it. In each case, a unique spatial profile is observed at this time instant tR and with the second wavefront clearly
identifiable; this, by time reversal from the position of the wavefront arrival, again provides a realistic estimate of
the layer thickness from a single reflection. It is further noted that by increasing the thickness of the layer material,
the wavefront pattern becomes considerably dispersed along the free layer surface, or equivalently, the number of
wavefronts having already returned to the activated array of receivers diminishes, for any time instant tR.
We now progress to the remote signal analysis of the forcing piston application in real time. To interpret our
findings, in the following investigations, all piston sensor measurements are displayed with layer thickness by:
(i) h1 = 0.04 m [ ],
(ii) h2 = 0.08 m [ ],
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(a) h1 = 0.04 m. (b) h2 = 0.08 m.
(c) h3 = 0.12 m. (d) h4 = 0.16 m.
Figure 2.3: Time measurement of the displacement φ(t)|xR for a receiver sensor positioned at xR = 0.1m
and by varying the thickness hi of the layer material.
(a) h1 = 0.04 m. (b) h2 = 0.08 m.
(c) h3 = 0.12 m. (d) h4 = 0.16 m.
Figure 2.4: Spatial measurement of the displacement φ(x)|tR for receiver sensors observed at time tR =
3× 10−4 s and by varying the thickness hi of the layer material.
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(a) Step forcing f(t) = H(t). (b) Instantaneous forcing f(t) = δ(t).
Figure 2.5: Normal traction across the piston sensor surface at various small time instants by two different
forcing time-signatures f(t).
(iii) h3 = 0.12 m [ ],
(iv) h4 = 0.16 m [ ].
Finally, all averaging method results (see Appendix H.1.1) associated with these depths, are displayed by dotted
lines [ . . . . ] of the same colour.
As a prelude, in Figure 2.5, we provide two examples of the piston sensor application from varying the forcing
time-signature f(t) in (2.27). For the small time instants measured, the piston sensor results detail the wavefront
evolution of the normal traction3 (2.34) across the piston surface, these wavefronts having being initiated from each
piston edge as a consequence of the initial disturbance at time t = 0. In both cases, the piston surface remains undis-
turbed in the central region x ≤ |a− ct|, with each piston edge at these time instants thought of as to representing a
separate semi-infinite edge scattering4 from −a ≤ x and x ≤ a, respectively.
Furthermore, for relatively small times, all piston sensor measurements can be derived from the half-space piston
formulation5; this sensor solution being equivalent to the actual piston response of the layer material up to the time
3In Figure 2.5, the square-root singularity of the normal traction has been removed to allow a clearer visual comparison of wavefronts
across the piston sensor surface.
4This analogy of the piston sensor formulation, where the piston surface is constructed initially by separate semi-infinite edge scatterings
with a time dependent undisturbed central region across the piston contact footprint, is summarised best by Thau and Lu [22].
5In the Laplace transformed domain, the half-space formulation involves only the first term in the series solution (2.14). The piston
formulation is then superimposed onto this source fundamental solution as outlined in Section 2.3.3.
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of a wavefront propagating double the length of the layer thickness (a reflection directly back to the piston receiver
sensor). At subsequent times, the full layer solution deviates away from the half-space formulation, forming an
expected thickness dependent response in real time. Fundamentally, a further analysis of the piston receiver results
can be implemented in real time from varying the layer thickness of the material; that is, the thickness dependent
response of the layer is first generated by a systematic array of real time signals that will correspond directly to the
thickness of the layer material.
In Figure 2.6, we now provide a few snapshots of the normal traction (2.34) across the piston surface at the fixed
time instants ti. In each of these figures, the square-root singularity of the normal traction is removed, this being
the dominant feature of the normal traction when approaching the discontinuity at the piston endpoints. For further
comparison, the normal traction from the half-space formulation is included in each figure, this being displayed
by the sensor solutions [ ]. When the normal traction values across the piston surface are consistent, only the
half-space measurement is present. Equivalently, when the normal traction from the solution of the full layer piston
diverges from the half-space solution, we can conclude that a thickness dependent response has been developed
at that time. In these figures, it is clear that a thickness dependent quantity is first detected in the case of the
thinnest layer h1, then in subsequent time to the thickest layer h4 we investigate. Furthermore, since the half-
space formulation is independent of the layer thickness, here the thickness dependent response is shown to follow a
monotonic order with decreasing magnitude values of the normal traction across the entire piston surface for greater
depths hi of the layer material. This is true certainly when excluding the time regions resonant with major wavefront
arrivals returning to the piston surface (i.e. at later times).
One feature from Figure 2.6(a) that needs to be addressed is the formation of a ‘noise’ quantity at the piston
receiver sensor when the normal traction is measured across the surface of the piston receiver sensor at the time t1 =
8.00 × 10−5 s. This ‘noise’ quantity is attributed to the physical nature of the problem, and is not a computational
error from the numerical method. At this time instant, we are most interested in evaluating the properties of the layer
material with a layer depth given by h2 = 0.08 m, when the piston receiver sensor detects the response of the normal
traction at the exact arrival time of a wave reflection between the surfaces of the layer material. This response of the
normal traction foremost details the sensitivity of the piston receiver sensor solution, especially when compared to
the layer materials which do not exhibit the reflection property at this time instant. Furthermore, the chaotic nature
of the normal traction response resulting from the arrival of a reflected wavefront, details the complex waveform that
can be detected in our receiver signal analysis in this situation. In this case, the endpoints of the piston receiver sensor
are in fact regular since we have previously removed the square-root singularity of the normal traction in (2.34) to
help display the normal traction measurements more clearly. The arrival of the wavefront reflection only causes the
normal traction in depth h2 = 0.08 m to overpower the response properties of the other layer depth measurements
at the piston receiver sensor at this time instant, however, all of the normal traction measurements in Figure 2.6(a)
remain regular across the surface of the piston receiver sensor at this time instant.
For this forward investigation on the thickness dependence of the layer material, the two main quantities we
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(a) t1 = 8.00× 10−5 s. (b) t2 = 1.05× 10−4 s.
(c) t3 = 1.40× 10−4 s. (d) t4 = 2.00× 10−4 s.
Figure 2.6: Normal traction across the piston sensor surface at the fixed time instants ti with the dominant
square-root singularity removed for all layer thickness hj .
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analyse in real time are the the displacement away from the piston (2.32) and the net force value across the piston
surface (2.37). In these results, the thickness dependent response is detected and measured; this is calculated in both
cases by removing the respective half-space contribution in real time.
In Figure 2.7, the displacement for a receiver sensor positioned at xR = 0.115 m away from the piston has been
developed in real time and for each layer thickness hi. In these numerical results, the half-space solution has been
plotted against the full displacement value at the receiver sensor; these measurements first diverge at the time when
the thickness dependent response is initiated. As shown in the numerical results, the first deviation away occurs at a
later time with an increasing thickness of the layer material, each at the expected arrival time for a reflected wavefront
at the receiver sensor for a wave originating from the nearest piston edge scattering. These displacement-time results
are not simple in form due to the increasing complexity of the wave arrivals reaching the receiver, although in Figures
2.7(a–c), it is still possible to detect some wavefront arrivals from multiple reflections between the layer boundaries
to the receiver sensor, this significantly so for the layer thickness h2 = 0.08 m in Figure 2.7(b).
Our final remote signal result from this investigation is the net force value across the piston surface. Here in
Figure 2.8, we measure in real time and for each depth the full piston force minus the half-space value, with the
resulting contribution being the thickness dependent force. With this net force value proportional to the normal
traction value, we only expect a response at the piston receiver sensor from the time of the first reflected wavefront
at the lower layer surface, which by a time delay analysis makes it possible to measure the layer thickness from
tp =
2hi
c . For this forward problem of detecting the material property of the layer thickness, the net force agrees
fully with the expected arrival times at the piston receiver sensor. Additionally, in Figures 2.8(a–c), one can interpret
the distinct time band delays from multiple reflections between the piston sensor and the lower layer surface (these
force value results may not be clearly visible here but the signal fluctuations become more prominent when the first
major signal is removed). Again, these resulting time phases between observable signals, provides further evidence
to support the approximation of the layer thickness with sufficient accuracy.
In all Figures 2.6 to 2.8, we have included the averaging method solution (Appendix H.1.1) associated with these
layer thickness. Although being a crude approximation to the full piecewise numerical system, we evidently see the
time dependent response of the averaging method formulation to be a successful indicator to many of the results
being displayed, with the expected property of the layer thickness clearly visible and in good agreement with the full
numerical solution. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that there exists some noticeable fluctuations (variation in
solution) in regions near wavefront arrivals. These artifacts may be caused due to the sensitivity of the numerical
inverse Laplace transform package (Section 1.5) that we use to approximate the final solution; however, the same
can be said for the piecewise numerical solutions which are also displayed.
For example, in Figure 2.6, it is seen that the normal traction to the averaging method value varies at wavefront
arrivals, or for a small time resulting from a wavefront arrival, but show increasingly good agreement at later times,
almost becoming a steady state. The same can be said for the time measurement of the displacement away from the
piston (Figure 2.7), and the net force value in real time (Figure 2.8), at these major wavefront arrivals. Specifically,
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(a) h1 = 0.04 m. (b) h2 = 0.08 m.
(c) h3 = 0.12 m. (d) h4 = 0.16 m.
Figure 2.7: Time measurement of the displacement φp(t)|xR away from the piston for a receiver sensor
positioned at xR = 0.115 m and by varying the thickness hi of the layer material.
(a) h1 = 0.04 m. (b) h2 = 0.08 m.
(c) h3 = 0.12 m. (d) h4 = 0.16 m.
Figure 2.8: Time measurement of the net force value (thickness dependent force) across the piston sensor
surface from varying the thickness hi of the layer material.
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the averaging method solution contains a vast amount of information for such a simple description and we should
expect to encounter some numerical differences in the discontinuity regions, especially for analysis in real time.
Apart from these discrepancies, which are difficult to control, the averaging method solution provides a ‘cheap’
numerical approximation to the full system and displays many of the expected properties to the single layer problem
to allow its own meaningful comparison of receiver signal results.
2.4.2 Dependence on wavespeed of the layer
In this forward investigation, we concentrate our findings that detail the solution dependence from a changing
wavespeed6 (material properties) of the layer material. To be exact, we now investigate a situation where the layer
has a predetermined fixed depth h = 0.1 m and we wish to quantify the layer material by receiver signal analy-
sis from wavespeed variation7. Again, the layer material is disturbed appropriately by either a normal line load or
displacement piston forcing, with an array of receiver sensors placed along the free surface of the layer to obtain
various layer response measurements. Both the fundamental solution and the piston sensor results are interpreted
for this problem formulation.
In Figure 2.9, the time measurement of the fundamental solution φ(t)|xR from (2.11) is measured for a receiver
positioned at xR = 0.1 m away from the instantaneous line load. Since only one type of wave propagates in the layer,
it remains a trivial matter of distinguishing the wavefront pattern into individual wavefronts at the receiver sensor.
Irrespective of the layer wavespeed, the first wave arrival at the receiver sensor is the direct wavefront that propagates
along the free layer surface; however, by now varying the wavespeed ci of the layer material, the fundamental pulse
solution of (2.11) now details a direct wavefront which has a unique arrival time at the receiver. In reality, this
leading wavefront (from the half-space solution) provides enough information to interpret the wavespeed of the
layer material by a time delay analysis from the receiver sensor position. Consequently, we are only really interested
when the receiver sensor is first activated in real time. The time dependent response from subsequent wavefronts,
for multiple reflections betweeen the boundaries of the layer from source to receiver, only helps to quantify further
the wavespeed value of the layer material.
Now, in Figure 2.10, an array of receiver sensors are placed along the free surface of the layer with the spatial
measurement of the fundamental solution φ(x)|tR from (2.11) profiled at the time intstant tR = 5 × 10−4 s. The
number of receiver sensors activated at this time instant is directly proportional to the wavespeed value of the layer
material; that is, the layer response is again controlled by the direct wavefront that travels furthest along the free
surface at any time instant. It is further noted that by increasing the layer material wavespeed, the wavefront pattern
6In the analogous case of antiplane shear deformation, the shear wavespeed value c = µ
ρ
can of course be interpretated for classification
of the material density ρ, or the second shear coefficient µ, in the layer material.
7Specifically, in this forward investigation, we compare layer materials with wavespeeds given by c1 = 1200 m/s, c2 = 1600 m/s,
c3 = 2400 m/s and c4 = 3200 m/s. The layer material with a constant thickness h = 0.1 m is thin enough to be sensitive to the effect of the
lower surface y = 0, yet for a varying layer wavespeed, provides a definitive time contrast in our numerical results for a comparison of the
layer material characteristic.
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(a) c1 = 1200 m/s. (b) c2 = 1600 m/s.
(c) c3 = 2400 m/s. (d) c4 = 3200 m/s.
Figure 2.9: Time measurement of the displacement φ(t)|xR for a receiver sensor positioned at xR = 0.1m
and by varying the wavespeed ci of the layer material.
(a) c1 = 1200 m/s. (b) c2 = 1600 m/s.
(c) c3 = 2400 m/s. (d) c4 = 3200 m/s.
Figure 2.10: Spatial measurement of the displacement φ(x)|tR for receiver sensors observed at time
tR = 5× 10−4 s and by varying the wavespeed ci of the layer material.
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(a) Step forcing f(t) = H(t). (b) Instantaneous forcing f(t) = δ(t).
Figure 2.11: Normal traction across the piston sensor surface at the small time instant t = 4× 10−6 s by
two different forcing time-signatures f(t).
becomes considerably dispersed along the free surface with a greater number of wavefronts having already returned
to the activated array of receiver sensors.
We now progress to the remote signal analysis of the forcing piston application in real time. To make compar-
isons in these forward investigations, all piston sensor measurements are displayed with layer wavespeed values:
(i) c1 = 1200 m/s [ ],
(ii) c2 = 1600 m/s [ ],
(iii) c3 = 2400 m/s [ ],
(iv) c4 = 3200 m/s [ ].
Finally, all averaging method results associated with these wavespeeds are displayed by dotted lines [ . . . . ] of the
same colour.
In Figure 2.11, we first provide two examples of the piston sensor application from varying the forcing time-
signature f(t) in (2.27). For any small time instant considered, the wavefront evolution of the normal traction across
the piston surface is dependent on the layer wavespeeed value, these wavefronts having being initiated from each
piston edge as a consequence of the initial semi-infinite edge scatterings at time t = 0. In both cases, the piston
surface remains undisturbed only in the central region x ≤ |a−cit|, with the separate semi-infinite edge scatterings8
8Thau and Lu [22] provide a detailed summary of the piston sensor formulation in situations where the piston surface can be described
initially by separate semi-infinite edge scatterings and a time dependent undisturbed central region across the piston contact footprint.
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at −a ≤ x and x ≤ a, now only appropriate for a maximum time limit (that is wavespeed value dependent) before
additional wave interaction effects takes place with the opposing piston edge.
Furthermore, for relatively small times, all piston measurements can again be derived from the half-space piston
formulation. However, with a layer material of variable wavespeed, each half-space solution now has a different
contribution in real time, this being true even for small times up to a wavefront propagating double the length of the
layer thickness (a reflection directly back to the piston receiver sensor). Consequently, the half-space formulation
cannot be used as a basis solution in this situation, but it can be measured independently for each layer material to
detect times when the full layer response first deviates away. Fundamentally, the piston receiver sensor results can
still be implemented in real time to detect a wavespeed dependent response, with these measurements generated in a
systematic array of real time signals that will correspond directly to the wavespeed value of the layer material.
Figure 2.12 now provides a few snapshots of the normal traction (2.34) across the piston surface at the fixed time
instants ti. In each of these figures, the dominant square-root singularity of the normal traction is removed, with the
half-space formulation also discarded due to its varying contribution for each layer material under investigation. For
these full layer solutions, the normal traction does not display any monotonic order (the magnitude of the normal
traction values across the piston surface neither increase or decrease in order with the wavespeed ci of the layer
material), but regardless, when the normal traction first deviates significantly, this still becomes an indicator that
a wavespeed dependent response having been developed. It is expected that a wavespeed dependent quantity is
first detected in the case of the layer with greatest wavespeed c4, then in subsequent time to the layer with slowest
wavespeed c1.
One feature from Figure 2.12(c) that needs to be addressed is the formation of a ‘noise’ quantity at the piston
receiver sensor when the normal traction is measured across the surface of the piston receiver sensor at the time
t3 = 1.25× 10−4 s. As previously discussed in Section 2.4.1 for a changing depth of the layer material, this ‘noise
quantity is attributed to the physical nature of the problem, and is not a computational error from the numerical
method. At this time instant, we are most interested in evaluating the physical properties of the layer material with a
layer wavesped given by c2 = 1600 m/s, when the piston receiver sensor detects the response of the normal traction
at the exact arrival time of a wave reflection between the surfaces of the layer material. The response of this normal
traction foremost details the sensitivity of the piston receiver sensor solution, especially when compared to the layer
materials which do not exhibit the reflection property at this time instant. Furthermore, the chaotic nature of the
normal traction response details the complex waveform that can be detected in our receiver signal analysis in this
situation. The endpoints of the piston receiver sensor are in fact regular since we have previously removed the square-
root singularity of the normal traction in (2.34) to display our normal traction measurements more clearly. The
arrival of the wavefront reflection only causes the normal traction in layer wavespeed c2 = 1600 m/s to overpower
the response properties of the other layer wavespeed measurements at the piston receiver sensor at this time instant,
however, all of the normal traction measurements in Figure 2.12(c) remain regular across the surface of the piston
receiver sensor.
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(a) t1 = 7.00× 10−5 s. (b) t2 = 9.50× 10−5 s.
(c) t3 = 1.25× 10−4 s. (d) t3 = 2.00× 10−4 s.
Figure 2.12: Normal traction across the piston sensor surface at the fixed time instants ti with the domi-
nant square-root singularity removed for all layer wavespeed cj .
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In Figure 2.13, the spatial measurement of the surface displacement (2.32) has been developed at the fixed
time instant tR = 2 × 10−4 s for an array of receiver sensors positioned away from the piston and by varying
the wavespeed ci of the layer material. As before, the leading half-space contribution controls the distance along
the free layer surface that the direct wavefront propagates in real time. Hence, for any time instant the layer with
wavespeed value c4 will have scattering displacements9 farthest from the piston edges, with this response mechanism
diminishing in series to the layer material with slowest wavespeed value. Due to the complexity of the returning
signal, the spatial displacement profile is not easily distinguished into individual wavefronts at this time instant,
other than the leading wavefront along the free layer surface.
Our final remote signal result from this second investigation is the net force value across the piston surface.
In Figure 2.14, we measure in real time and for each layer wavespeed the full piston force minus its own half-
space value, with the resulting contribution being the wavespeed dependent force (2.37). We shall only expect a
response at the piston receiver sensor from the time of the first reflected wavefront at the lower layer surface, which
by a time delay analysis makes it possible to measure the layer wavespeed directly. For this forward problem of
detecting the material property of the layer wavespeed value, the net force agrees fully with the expected arrival
times at the piston receiver sensor. Additionally, in Figures 2.14(b–d), one can interpret the distinct time band
delays from multiple reflections between the piston sensor and the lower layer surface, these measurements being
more identifiable than in the corresponding layer thickness investigation. Once again, these later observable signals
provide further evidence to support the approximation of the layer wavespeed value.
Finally, in the Figures 2.12 to 2.14, we have included the averaging method solution (Appendix H.1.1) associated
with these layer wavespeeds. Here again, we see this averaging method response to be a successful indicator to many
of the layer results being displayed. There still remains some noticeable fluctuations in the solution for regions near
wavefront arrivals; these artifacts may once again be caused by the sensitivity of the numerical inverse Laplace
transform package that we use to approximate the solution. The Laplace dependent coefficient (H.7) that builds
this averaging method response contains a vast amount of information for such a simple description and we should
expect to encounter some numerical differences close to the discontinuity regions, especially for analysis in real
time. Apart from these discrepancies, the averaging method solution provides a crude numerical approximation to
the full numerical system and continues to display many of the expected wavespeed properties to the single layer
problem to allow its own meaningful comparison of receiver signal results.
9The scattering displacements will in turn activate receiver sensors at various locations along the free layer surface. These receiver sensors
are activated or ‘turned on’ at the time instant the receiver sensor first detects a non-zero displacement measurement value. For example, if
we place receiver sensors continuously along the free layer surface, the number of receiver sensors activated at any observation time (that is,
the physical activated distance away from the piston edge) will measure the wavespeed value of the direct wavefront that propagates along
the layer surface only. Consequently, this detection mechanism will evaluate the physical material property of the layer wavespeed which we
aim to interpret.
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(a) c1 = 1200 m/s. (b) c2 = 1600 m/s.
(c) c3 = 2400 m/s. (d) c4 = 3200 m/s.
Figure 2.13: Spatial measurement of the displacement φp(x)|tR away from the piston for receiver sensors
at the time instant tR = 2× 10−4 s and by varying the wavespeed ci of the layer material.
(a) c1 = 1200 m/s. (b) c2 = 1600 m/s.
(c) c3 = 2400 m/s. (d) c4 = 3200 m/s.
Figure 2.14: Time measurement of the net force value (wavespeed dependent force) across the piston
sensor surface from varying the wavespeed ci of the layer material.
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2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have examined the dependence on solution for both the thickness and the material (wavespeed)
properties of the single layer material in real time. This has been achieved through receiver signal analysis along the
free layer surface, for receiver sensors arranged either away or back at the initial location of the surface disturbance,
at a later time. The analysis has been completed for both the fundamental pulse solution (Section 2.2) and from
the introduction of a forcing piston to the free layer surface (Section 2.3.3). In the case of the fundamental pulse
solution, this was aided considerably by the availability of analytical solutions in (2.11) and (2.16); these solutions
each providing a different response interpretation. For the forward problem of detecting the layer response, it was
found that both formulations provide definitive real time observations by an array of receiver signal measurements,
in either a time or spatial description, that can be interpreted to characterise uniquely the material property under
investigation. To be more precise, the receiver sensor analysis suggests that:
(i) Dependence on layer thickness: The numerical results produced in this chapter clearly suggest that the optimal
detection mechanisms used to measure the depth characteristic of the layer material are the time measurement
of the displacement away from the piston (Figure 2.7) and the net force measurement in real time (Figure 2.8).
The averaging method formulation provides a crude but successful approximation to the full numerical system.
(ii) Dependence on layer wavespeed: The numerical results produced in this chapter clearly suggest that the op-
timal detection mechanisms used to measure the wavespeed characteristic of the layer material are the spatial
measurement of the displacement away from the piston (Figure 2.13) and the net force measurement in real
time (Figure 2.14). Again, the averaging method formulation provides a simple yet effective comparison to the
piecewise numerical results.
In both sets of forward investigations, it becomes clear that the natural choice for a transient receiver sensor is
the force measurement across the piston surface. This detection mechanism is now extended to possibly study the
time dependent response in more complicated structures in an attempt to understand the physical properties of the
structure by a non-destructive testing procedure.
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The symmetric strip problem
3.1 Background
It is in our interests to extend the design, application and interpretation of wave sensor devices in order to detect
various properties of flow in single or multiphase situations. This is especially true when dealing with the detection
and interpretation of material properties enclosed within containers when there is no direct access. The purpose here
is to provide a mathematical viewpoint that can further our understanding of these situations.
The transient analysis of elastic wave sensors deals with materials that exhibit properties associated with elastic
deformation and thus support elastic wave propagation. The lasting contribution in this field of research is Lamb’s
classical paper [23] from 1904, which investigated the propagation of vibrations over the surface of a semi-infinite
elastic solid from the application of a source disturbance at the surface or internally within the solid. In time, the
methods of obtaining solutions have been carried out in greater detail, using new and advanced techniques, and in
particular for forcing loads of arbitrary time dependence [24]. Subsequently, the scope of investigation has flooded
drastically into many fields of research, including that of elastic plate theory [2, 4], wave interactions in layered struc-
tures (for example, solid and ideal fluid interfaces [25]), the propagation of guided waves and detection of localised
surface waves [26, 27], to asymptotic theory for small or large time steady-state situations. Recent advancements in
ray theory [28], and associated numerical techniques [12, 29], have brought about further developments to problems
where evaluation by analytical methods is not always advantageous or attainable.
Modelling wave interaction problems with idealistic surface loadings forms a suitable basis for the development
of wave sensor devices in technical and experimental applications. For example, much of the oil industry research
has been built on developing wave sensor devices for use in detecting properties of flows in down hole oil field
exploration [1, 30], or in situations involving the fracture/failure detection of these underground pipe containers
[5, 6]. The mathematical description of these elastic wave sensors has many notions, including the modelling of
guided waves along surfaces (and possibly far distances away) for detection of defects and material characterisation
[2, 5, 31]. Alongside this, there remains the classical forward and backward problems of wave sensor devices,
which involve projecting an outgoing mechanical disturbance throughout (within and along) a structure, with a later
detection and interpretation of physical properties by a suitable receiver mechanism [29].
One such surface wave device that is modelled and explored in this chapter is a remote forcing piston that
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transmits a time dependent displacement throughout a layered structure to obtain measurements of an enclosed
material within; for example, to detect a viscous fluid channel region and interpret the corresponding dissipative
effects of this channel region. Mathematically, many of these piston theory problems have been replicated from
crack-type situations of fracture mechanics (the piston can be modelled as the undisturbed plane in the direction
of the crack opening). The practical importance of these situations ranges from the evaluation of integral equation
formulations that model the piston forcing [32, 33, 34], to deriving solutions for the stress singularities in the vicinity
of the piston edges [35, 22, 36]. These ancillary calculations are discussed within the chapter and are shown to
confirm the expected singularity analysis in the near field to the piston edges.
3.2 Problem statement
In this chapter, we consider the transient and forced wave motions in a multiply-layered domain. The system under
investigation will contain horizontally structured, elastic solid layers of infinite extent |x| < ∞ and thickness l,
which encloses a stationary, compressible viscous fluid in a channel of thickness 2h. Long line sensors are attached
to both of the elastic layer surfaces that vibrate in such a way that we can consider a two-dimensional analysis at
any bisection of the layer planes. Herein we specifically consider the application of normal and shear line loads of
arbitrary time dependence, which are independent of the z-coordinate, perpendicular to the layer planes.
For this chapter, all displacement motions are in the (x, y)-layer plane only and follow the plane strain under-
standing. The mathematical problem reduces to solving Helmholtz equations for the uncoupled potential equations
in the elastic layers (from wave equations) and in the viscous fluid channel (from diffusion equations). These layers
and the fluid channel have, of course, different material properties and where the viscous fluid meets the elastic
layers we must satisfy continuity conditions (see Figure 3.1).
We place sensors at a given location on both of the elastic solid surfaces. These sensors are modelled to produce
a given transient pulse that: (i) simplifies the complexity of the problem, and (ii) subsequently measures a time
dependent displacement or pressure at the same or distant location at some later time. Using this method, one hopes
to be able to detect variation in the material parameters of the viscous fluid channel to infer physical flow properties,
and possibly the dissipative effects of this viscous fluid within, by remote sensing methods.
The problem is considered by investigating the forward problem of a given viscous fluid and evaluating the
nature of the returning signal in time. The method we develop for this is a direct integral equation formulation
for the surface piston sensor, which we then analyse. To do this in real time requires the inversion of the Laplace
transform, which is done approximately. We call this system configuration the Symmetric Strip Problem (SSP).
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Figure 3.1: Diagram representing the line load formulation for the symmetric strip problem.
3.3 Representation of a compressible viscous fluid
3.3.1 Background
In the present work, we analyse and develop a representation of the dynamic equations of motion for a compressible
viscous fluid. A reasonable starting point might be to consider the general postulate from the work of Langlois [37]
in which the defining axiom for a Newtonian viscous fluid is presented:
The components of stress at a given point in the fluid and at a specific instant of time are linear
functions of the first spatial derivatives of the velocity components, evaluated at the same point and at
the same instant. They have no other explicit dependence upon the kinematic variables describing the
fluid motion.
It is also observed that the material coordinates play no role in the defining axiom. This implies, amongst other
things, that a Newtonian viscous fluid has no intrinsic preferred direction (i.e. that it is isotropic).
Similar notion for waves in dissipative fluids have been proposed in the texts by Godin [38] and Landau [39].
In the derivation of an ideal fluid, the sound propagation is assumed adiabatic, however, adiabaticity is violated due
to internal friction and thermal conductivity. As a result, the energy of the motion partly irreversibly converts into
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internal energy of the medium. From this perspective, the Euler’s equation [39] become:
ρ
Dvi
Dt
=
∂σij
∂xj
, σij = −pδij + η
(
∂vi
∂xj
+
∂vj
∂xi
)
+
(
ξ − 2
3
η
)
∂vk
∂xk
δij , (3.1)
which are the well-known Navier-Stokes equations. The parameters η and ξ are the first (shear) and second (volume)
coefficients of viscosity, respectively, both are positive and independent of the velocity v(r, t) of the fluid. In most
cases, the viscosity coefficients do not change noticeably and may be regarded as constant. If the fluid is considered
incompressible, we see that the viscosity is determined by only one coefficient, the kinematic viscosity ν = ηρ .
To elaborate on the above description, Godin [38] details an interpretation of the governing equations of motion
for the absorption in solids. To describe the dissipative processes of an isotropic viscoelastic body, the elastic
constants in Hooke’s law are replaced by time dependent operators:
Bˆ1(t)σij = Bˆ2(t)
∂uk
∂xk
δij + Bˆ3(t)
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
. (3.2)
It is not an unusual assumption that the viscous forces in fluids, as in viscoelastic solids here, are proportional to the
time derivative of defomation [38], corresponding to:
Bˆ1(t) = 1, Bˆ2(t) = λ+
(
ξ − 2
3
η
)
∂
∂t
, Bˆ3(t) = η
∂
∂t
. (3.3)
This suggests a possible representation of a viscous fluid with fluid parameters λf and µf akin to Bˆ2 and Bˆ3,
respectively, that are proportional to the time derivative and operate on the spatial derivatives of the displacement,
and the fluid parameters themselves are possibly complex-valued. Godin also introduces the stress tensor for the
propagation of monochromatic waves (of fixed frequency ω) in an absorbing fluid when the thermal conductivity
can be neglected:
σij =
(
ρc2 − iωξ + 2iωη
3
)
∂uk
∂xk
δij − iωη
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, (3.4)
which coincides with Hooke’s law (1.1) for such assigned λ and µ values. Hence, a viscous fluid under these
assumptions can be treated as an elastic medium with complex λf and imaginary µf ; that is, the longitudinal and
transverse waves in solids being analogous to the dissipative sound and viscous waves in fluids. These formulations
for a viscous fluid in a time harmonic study agree fully with those developed by Korneev [40] and Skelton [41].
3.3.2 Governing equations for further investigation
We now formulate the simplest description of the dynamic equations of motion for a compressible viscous fluid that
will undergo investigation in a later wave interaction problem. In this thesis, we propose a desirable approximation
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of the full system, that the viscous fluid satisfies the Navier-Stokes equations with stress components given by:
ρ
Dvi
Dt
=
∂σij
∂xj
, σij = λf
∂vk
∂xk
δij + µf
(
∂vi
∂xj
+
∂vj
∂xi
)
, (3.5)
where vi are the velocity components of the viscous fluid, with λf and µf the viscous parameters that will soon be
defined more precisely. This formulation given above certainly provides a suitable description for a viscous fluid
having satisfied the general postulate by Langlois and closely following the equations (3.1) for dissipative fluids.
Under the assumption that the velocity components are small (we can remove the non-linear, convective terms
which become negligible), the linearisation of our equations relates the material to the spatial description:
D
Dt
=
∂
∂t
+ (v · ∇) :−→ ∂
∂t
, vi =
Dui
Dt
:−→ ∂ui
∂t
. (3.6)
Now, the governing equations of motion (3.5) reduce to:
ρ
∂2ui
∂t2
=
∂σij
∂xj
, σij = λf
∂
∂t
(
∂uk
∂xk
)
δij + µf
∂
∂t
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, (3.7)
which are consistent with those in (3.2) and (3.4) with time dependent operators on the spatial derivatives of the
displacement. Hence, it is intuitive to suggest that the governing equations we prescribe for a compressible viscous
fluid in (3.7) have a characteristic form which coincides with Hooke’s law, and the equations themselves can be
treated as an ‘elastic medium’ with possibly complex-valued λf and µf . As a result, we can now forward many
of the properties outlined for waves in elastic solids, mainly that two types of dissipating wave (sound and viscous
waves) propagate in a compressible viscous fluid description.
To solve the governing equations (3.7), we again introduce the Helmholtz decomposition of the displacement
into wave potentials, u = ∇φ+∇×ψ, with the equations in Cartesian coordinates now reducing to uncoupled heat
equations for the potential functions:
∇2φ = 1
c23
∂φ
∂t
, ∇2ψi = 1
c24
∂ψi
∂t
, i = 1, 2, 3, (3.8)
where the diffusivity wavespeeds cj are defined explicitly as:
c23 =
λf + 2µf
ρf
, c24 =
µf
ρf
. (3.9)
This will be our final description of the governing equations for a compressible viscous fluid.
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3.4 Formulation and methodology
Herein we denote the superscript (1) for the uppermost elastic solid layer, (2) for the viscous fluid channel, and (3)
for the elastic solid layer beneath. If the elastic material parameters of the layers (1) and (3) are identical, then (1)
is equivalent to (3). For the problem at hand, we restrict ourselves to this assumption.
3.4.1 Symmetric normal line loads
We consider surface excitations in the form of inhomogeneous boundary conditions along both of the layer surfaces.
Suppose we initially prescribe normal line loads of arbitrary time dependence g(t), that are applied to each of the
layer surfaces y = ±(h+ l) and are symmetric with respect to the centre plane y = 0:
σyy(x; t)|y=h+l = Gδ(x) g(t), σyy(x; t)|y=−(h+l) = Gδ(x) g(t), (3.10)
with a further constraint of zero shear traction along the entirety of these layer surfaces (σxy = 0, |x| < ∞) and
g(t) vanishing for t < 0. In view of the forced surface tractions, we find that the field variables σyy, σxx and ux are
all even in y, whereas σxy and uy are odd. As a result, from applying these symmetric normal line loads, we develop
the following conditions along the symmetry line y = 0 of the multiply-layered structure:
uy(x; t)|y=0 = 0, σxy(x; t)|y=0 = 0. (3.11)
3.4.2 Antisymmetric shear tractions
Suppose instead we have the antisymmetric shear traction conditions along the two layer surfaces y = ±(h+ l):
σxy(x; t)|y=h+l = F δ(x)f(t), σxy(x; t)|y=−(h+l) = −F δ(x)f(t), (3.12)
where now the normal traction is zero along the entirety of these layer surfaces (σyy = 0, |x| <∞) and f(t) is the
arbitrary time dependence from the line loading. In this case of the forced surface tractions, symmetry arguments
again suggest that all σxx, σyy and ux are even in y, whereas σxy and uy are odd. Furthermore, with these symme-
try line properties of the field variables being analogous to the symmetric normal line loads, we develop here the
identical centre line conditions (3.11) for the antisymmetric shear traction loadings.
Consequently, as a strategy it is possible to add or subtract components of the applied surface tractions, in either
the form of symmetric normal line loads or antisymmetric shear tractions, with the resulting conditions (3.11) of the
field variables along the symmetry line unchanged.
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3.4.3 Solutions of the doubly transformed governing equations
The elastic solid layers and viscous fluid channel are governed by the potential equations (1.9) and (3.8), respectively.
From the application of surface loads as stated above, the plane strain motions reduce the Helmholtz wave potentials
to functions of φ(x, y; t) and ψz(x, y; t) only. We seek solutions for these field variables by applying the Laplace
and Fourier transforms to the governing equations. For the system of layers we consider, the appropriate general
solutions to these doubly transformed equations, are:
φ¯∗(1)(y) = A1 cosh(k1y) +B1 sinh(k1y), (3.13)
ψ¯∗(1)(y) = D1 cosh(k2y) + E1 sinh(k2y), (3.14)
φ¯∗(2)(y) = A2 cosh(k3y) +B2 sinh(k3y), (3.15)
ψ¯∗(2)(y) = D2 cosh(k4y) + E2 sinh(k4y), (3.16)
where {Ai, Bi, Di, Ei} for i = 1, 2, are as yet unknown functions of (ζ, s). As stated previously, the lower elastic
solid layer has identical material parameters to the uppermost elastic layer and thus attains the same form of general
solution to (3.13) and (3.14), but with interchanging for new coefficients in i = 3. In the above general solutions,
we have introduced the notation ki for i = 1→ 4 to denote the radicals, where:
ki =
√
ζ2 +
s2
c2i
, kj =
√
ζ2 +
s
c2j
, i = 1, 2, j = 3, 4. (3.17)
Furthermore, the wave velocities are stated in terms of closed form relations between the respective material param-
eters, which are given by:
c1 =
√
λs + 2µs
ρs
, c2 =
√
µs
ρs
, c3 =
√
λf + 2µf
ρf
, c4 =
√
µf
ρf
. (3.18)
The branch points of the radicals (3.17) are defined by ζ = ± isci for i = 1, 2 and ζ = ±
i
√
s
cj
for j = 3, 4. These
radicals are made single-valued by an appropriate choice of branch cuts; we do this by choosing the branches of the
Riemann surface that are defined by Re (km) ≥ 0 for all m.
3.4.4 Boundary conditions for the reduced symmetric strip problem
The construction of wave potential solutions for the three regions of the symmetric strip problem, requires the
evaluation of 12 independent boundary conditions to determine a complete set of valid solutions. As a motivation to
reduce the complexity of these solutions, we assume symmetry arguments in the form of applied surface tractions
as stated previously in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. It is then more desirable to approximate the full system of the
symmetric strip problem by investigating the dynamic response of the elastic solid layers and viscous fluid channel
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Figure 3.2: Diagram representing the simplified construction of the symmetric strip problem for regions
above the centre line y ≥ 0 only.
for regions above the centre line only, for 0 ≤ y ≤ h+ l, as shown in Figure 3.2.
With the applied traction conditions at the surface y = h + l and the resulting symmetry conditions along the
centre line y = 0 already constructed, the remaining interface conditions along y = h are chosen to replicate the
properties of the interacting materials. Along any contact boundary, we expect continuity of the normal displacement
and normal traction. There must also be one definite condition to characterise the interface discontinuity; such typical
conditions are the perfect-slip, no-slip or welded contact. In our case of a solid-fluid interface, it is natural to consider
the perfect-slip condition. This now completes the set of boundary conditions, which are as follows:
We stipulate that symmetric normal line loads and antisymmetric shear tractions, both of arbitrary time depen-
dence, are to be applied along the elastic layer surfaces. Now due to the symmetry arguments of the induced motions
within the layered structure, we only need to consider the application of forced loads along the uppermost surface
y = h+ l, which are the source tractions given by:
σ(1)yy (x; t)
∣∣∣
h+l
= Gδ(x) g(t), σ(1)xy (x; t)
∣∣∣
h+l
= F δ(x)f(t). (3.19)
From consideration of the symmetry arguments for all field variables, we develop the following conditions along the
centre line y = 0:
σ(2)xy (x; t)
∣∣∣
0
= 0, u(2)y (x; t)
∣∣∣
0
= 0. (3.20)
At the interface boundary y = h between the elastic solid layer and the viscous fluid channel, continuity of both the
normal displacement and normal traction must be satisfied:
u(1)y (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
= u(2)y (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
, σ(1)yy (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
= σ(2)yy (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
. (3.21)
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Finally, to replicate the material discontinuity at the interface boundary, we introduce the perfect-slip condition1
along this solid-fluid interface y = h:
σ(1)xy (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
= 0 = σ(2)xy (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
. (3.22)
Firstly, the symmetry conditions along the centre line require the coefficients B2 ≡ D2 = 0. A matrix formulation
for the remaining boundary conditions, along with the corresponding doubly transformed forced solutions for the
wave potentials and the displacements in the uppermost elastic solid layer, are described further in the Appendix B.
3.5 Analytic solution of the half-space problem
The dominant contribution of the symmetric strip problem close to the initial line loading, and/or for short times
after, is that of presuming the layered structure to being an incident half-space problem in the regions close to the
surface y = h + l. At these time instants, the induced motions of the outgoing wavefronts have yet to encounter
any material discontinuity from the layer planes beneath, and the wavefronts formed continue to propagate away
from, or along the layer surface y = h+ l, unaffected and following the understanding of Huygen’s principle. These
wavefronts developed from the half-space problem are then consistent with the solutions to the full layered structure
up to the time of the first longitudinal wave arrival at the interface boundary below.
Furthermore, a Tauberian expansion2 of the full vertical displacement (B.4) confirms that close to the initial
source location, the leading contribution of the displacement is exactly that of the half-space problem. Thus, the
transformed solution of the vertical displacement along the surface of the incident elastic half-space, which is de-
noted by u¯∗HSy (ζ, s)
∣∣
h+l
and can be derived from (B.4) by expanding for large values of ζ in the limit |ζ| → ∞, is
given by:
u¯∗HSy (ζ, s)
∣∣
h+l
=
s2
c22
k1Gg¯(s)− iζ (2k1k2 − k5)F f¯(s)
µsR(ζ, s)
, (3.23)
where g¯(s) and f¯(s) are the Laplace transformed time-signatures from our initial source loadings in (3.19), and
R(ζ, s) is the Rayleigh function [42] found from the leading expansion of the denominator in (B.4) for large values
of ζ, where:
R(ζ, s) = k25 − 4ζ2k1k2 ≡
(
2ζ2 +
s2
c22
)2
− 4ζ2
√
ζ2 +
s2
c21
√
ζ2 +
s2
c22
. (3.24)
Many authors have attempted to develop analytical solutions of the form (3.23), possibly for different types of
surface loading and/or to detail the significance of the Rayleigh contribution at the free surface. In our situation, one
1The perfect-slip condition requires an additional constraint of discontinuity in the displacement; [ux] = u
(2)
x (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
− u(1)x (x; t)
∣∣∣
h
6= 0.
2A Tauberian expansion of a function f(x) relates the behaviour for small arguments in variable x, to the transformed function f∗(ζ)
and the behaviour for large values of the transform variable ζ. Corresponding to this, the Tauberian theorem has a special property in that it
relates asymptotic properties of transforms to possibly near field solutions of physical quantities.
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can easily stipulate that the line forcings at the layer surface in (3.19) are formed purely from a normal line load,
with traction free shear otherwise across the entire layer surface (which is justified exactly by specifying the forcing
magnitude F ≡ 0). This restriction to a purely normal line load at the layer surface will be one which we develop
analytical solutions to for the remaining part of the incident half-space problem.
Firstly, by returning to (B.4) with the shear forcing magnitude F ≡ 0 and collecting only the leading Tauberian
contribution related to the half-space problem, which now includes all terms close to the free layer surface but not
necessarily along the surface, the resulting displacement of the half-space problem (3.23) is given by:
u¯∗HSy (ζ, y, s) =
k1k5e
−(h+l−y)k1Gg¯(s)
µsR(ζ, s)
− 2ζ
2k1e
−(h+l−y)k2Gg¯(s)
µsR(ζ, s)
. (3.25)
Note that along the layer surface y = h + l, the normal displacements in (3.23) and (3.25) are consistent. We now
formulate an analytical solution to (3.25) which assumes prior knowledge of Cagniard’s method, as discussed in the
Appendix A.
To begin our solution method, we introduce the inverse Fourier transform to (3.25) and apply a scaled change of
variable given by ζ = sη, where for the moment the Laplace parameter s is assumed real and positive in the leading
analysis of the inverse Fourier transform. Later, in the evaluation of the inverse Laplace transform, we recognise
it will be necessary to analytically continue the transform into the complex s-plane. We find that the displacement
u¯HSy from (3.25) when returned to the Laplace transform domain, can be written in the form of a pair of inverse
transform integrals I¯η1 and J¯η2 by:
u¯HSy (x, y) = I¯η1(x, y) − J¯η2(x, y), (3.26)
where:
I¯η1(x, y) =
Gg¯(s)
2piµs
∫ ∞
−∞
k1ηk5η
R(η, 1)
e−s((h+l−y)k1η+iηx) dη, (3.27)
J¯η2(x, y) =
Gg¯(s)
2piµs
∫ ∞
−∞
2η2k1η
R(η, 1)
e−s((h+l−y)k2η+iηx) dη. (3.28)
Furthermore, we denote k5 by k5η and the radicals ki by kiη for i = 1, 2, such that:
kiη =
√
η2 +
1
c2i
, k5η = η
2 + k22η , (3.29)
with all of the terms independent of the Laplace variable as a result of the explicit dependence from the Laplace
transform variable now only included in the exponential factor of the inverse transform integrals. Finally, R(ζ, s) ≡
R(η, 1) is the Rayleigh function corresponding to (3.24), but with the dependencce of the Laplace variable removed.
We now construct solutions of I¯η1 and J¯η2 separately, with the integral of I¯η1 much simpler to evaluate explicitly.
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The integral of I¯η1 in (3.27) is similar to the integral representation seen previously in (A.1) to (A.3), which for the
Cagniard’s method, requires the evaluation of the contour that is given by the equation:
t = iηx+ (h+ l − y)
√
η2 +
1
c21
⇒ η1± = − it
r
cos θ ± sin θ
√
t2
r2
− 1
c21
, (3.30)
which is for η ≡ η1 and the region given by r ≤ c1t, where we define (r, θ) by:
r =
√
x2 + (h+ l − y)2 , tan θ = h+ l − y
x
. (3.31)
We find that (3.30) describes a simple hyperbola which doesn’t cross any branch points or poles in the complex
η-plane. That is, the vertex η1 = − i cos θc1 is located along the imaginary axis and between the branch points ± ic1 ,
for all 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi. Taking into account the symmetry of the path of integration with respect to the imaginary axis, it
follows that:
I¯η1 =
Gg¯(s)
2piµs
[∫ r
c1
∞
Γ(η1−)
∂η1−
∂t
e−st dt +
∫ ∞
r
c1
Γ(η1+)
∂η1+
∂t
e−st dt
]
, (3.32)
from which the path of integration can be further simplified to:
I¯η1 ≡
Gg¯(s)
piµs
∫ ∞
r
c1
Re
(
Γ(η1+)
∂η1+
∂t
)
e−st dt, (3.33)
and where the integrand function Γ (η) for η = η1± is defined by:
Γ(η) =
k1ηk5η
R(η, 1)
. (3.34)
The integral of J¯η2 in (3.28) is more complicated to evaluate explicitly. To formulate the Cagniard’s method, we are
now required to evaluate the contour of:
t = iηx+ (h+ l − y)
√
η2 +
1
c22
⇒ η2± = − it
r
cos θ ± sin θ
√
t2
r2
− 1
c22
, (3.35)
which is for η ≡ η2 and the region given by r ≤ c2t, where the variables (r, θ) are those defined previously in
(3.31). Depending on the value of θ, the vertex η2± = − i cos θc2 may or may not be located between the branch points
± ic1 . If θ lies in the range cos−1
(
c2
c1
)
≤ θ ≤ pi − cos−1
(
c2
c1
)
, the hyperbola doesn’t cross the branch point and
we generate the situation as in (3.30). Outside of this range in θ, we have to include the integral around the branch
cut. From further symmetry arguments, we only need to consider the range of θ in 0 ≤ θ < cos−1
(
c2
c1
)
≤ pi2 . This
additional path of our contour integration consists of a semi-circle of small radius , which is centred at − ic1 , and
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two supporting segments that are represented by:
ηB = ±− it
r
cos θ + i sin θ
√
1
c22
− t
2
r2
. (3.36)
Equating ηB to − ic1 and − i cos θc2 will determine the range of t for the additional integral around the branch cut. It is
shown that t satisfies all values in the range t∗ ≤ t ≤ rc2 , where:
t∗ =
r
c1
cos θ + r sin θ
√
1
c22
− 1
c21
. (3.37)
Then by similar arguments to (3.33), we can show that the integral of J¯η2 in (3.28) simplifies to:
J¯η2 ≡
Gg¯(s)
piµs
[∫ r
c2
t∗
Re
(
Ω(ηB)
∂ηB
∂t
)
e−st dt +
∫ ∞
r
c2
Re
(
Ω(η2+)
∂η2+
∂t
)
e−st dt
]
, (3.38)
where the integrand functions Ω (η) for each of η = η2+ and η = ηB are defined by:
Ω(η) =
2η2k1η
R(η, 1)
, (3.39)
Therefore, we have transformed the inverse Fourier transform of the vertical displacement (3.25) into a pair of one-
sided Laplace transforms, in (3.33) and (3.38). For the arbitrary time-signature g¯(s) that remains from (3.19), we
still require a convolution integral to return our full solution of (3.26) to the time domain, which is the final stage of
the analysis by Cagniard’s method.
In special situations, the complexity that remains in the integrals (3.33) and (3.38) can be removed successfully.
For our half-space problem, the complexity is removed from specifying an impulsive line load is to be applied at
the free surface. In this special case, the arbitrary time dependence of the forcing function is g(t) = δ(t), and the
Laplace transform of the time-signature is unity, with g¯(s) = 1 from the definition in (1.25). The full solution of the
vertical displacement from (3.26) is then obtained by injectivity of the Laplace transforms in (3.33) and (3.38). It
follows that the time dependent form of the vertical displacement to our half-space problem, must satisfy:
uHSy (r; t) =
G
piµs
[
Re
(
Γ(η1+)
∂η1+
∂t
)
H
(
t− r
c1
)
− Re
(
Ω(ηB)
∂ηB
∂t
)(
H(t− t∗)−H
(
t− r
c2
))
− Re
(
Ω(η2+)
∂η2+
∂t
)
H
(
t− r
c2
)]
. (3.40)
In Figure 3.3, the time dependent solution of the vertical displacement (3.40) has been evaluated at the layer surface
y = h + l (or now for θ = 0) and for various receiver sensors located at distances |x| away from the initial source
location at x = 0. Firstly, the displacement profile of (3.40) is symmetric about the location of the line source
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loading. For small times, the first wavefront detected at the receiver sensor is the longitudinal P-wave that travels
directly along the free layer surface, from source to receiver and with a known detection time given by tP =
|x|
c1
,
shortly followed by the direct shear S-wave with a wavefront arrival at the later detection time of tS =
|x|
c2
.
However, it is evident from Figure 3.3 that the predominant effect of the displacement profile is that of the
Rayleigh wave [8][42]. The Rayleigh wave function3 was derived explicitly in our analysis of (3.24), and it is well-
known that the Rayleigh surface wave produces a solution discontinuity at the free surface at the detection time of
the Rayleigh wave arrival given by tR =
|x|
cR
, where cR is the Rayleigh wave velocity4. After these direct wavefronts
pass the receiver sensor, the vertical displacement (3.40) of the incident half-space problem, is seen to return to its
static solution.
3.5.1 Numerical evaluation of the displacement
One such method to evaluate the normal displacement along the free layer surface is to first expand the doubly
transformed solution (B.4) into the separate half-space problem (3.23) and another contribution of terms containing
all other ’reflective’ displacements as a result of the layered structure not being a homogeneous, semi-infinite region:
u¯∗(1)y (ζ, s)|h+l = u¯∗HSy (ζ, s)|h+l +
(
u¯∗(1)y (ζ, s)|h+l − u¯∗HSy (ζ, s)|h+l
)
, (3.41)
from which it follows that:
u¯∗(1)y (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
s2
c22
k1Gg¯(s)− iζ (2k1k2 − k5)F f¯(s)
ρsc22R(ζ, s)
+
N5(ζ, s)Gg¯(s) +N6(ζ, s)F f¯(s)
D1(ζ, s)
. (3.42)
The latter expression, involving the functions N5, N6 and D1, is a series of exponentially decaying terms. In view
of this, we can conclude that the double transform inversion of the ‘reflective’ expressions in (3.42) can be treated
numerically. A sufficient approximation of the real line inverse Fourier transform is to apply a trapezoidal rule for
the numerical integration. For the remaining inverse Laplace transform, we approximate this using the MATLAB
numerical procedure invlap.m, as outlined in Section 1.5.
The full response of the layered system is now obtained from combining the half-space analytic solution (3.40)
with the numerical evaluation of the ‘reflective’ terms in (3.42). For a remote sensor positioned along the free surface,
3The development of the Rayleigh surface wave can be explained further by returning to the analysis of the inverse integrals in (3.27)
and (3.28). In both of the integrands, the Rayleigh denominator R(η, 1) appears explicitly, and from determining the pole solutions of
R(η, 1) = 0 in (3.24), the Rayleigh poles are found to exist for η = ±i
cR
. Then as θ → 0, the influence of the Rayleigh poles at ±i
cR
becomes
more pronounced in the integration paths (3.30) and (3.35), and for θ = 0, the integration paths fold around the branch cuts with the Rayleigh
pole giving rise to the singularity that propagates along the free surface (and only along the free surface) with the velocity of the Rayleigh
surface wave [24].
4The Rayleigh wave velocity is directly related to the material properties (or, the wavespeeds corresponding to c1 and c2) of the elastic
half-space [8][42]. The Rayleigh wave velocity is slower than both the longitudinal and shear wave velocities, cR < c2 < c1, and so has the
slowest wavefront to be detected at any receiver sensor located along the free surface of the half-space.
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the full solution identifies the received signals from the direct wave arrivals of the incident half-space problem, and
all such reflections, refractions and interactions of propagating waves throughout the system of layers. Hence, it is
plausible to consider only the returning signal from the system of layers by first removing the interference signal
from the direct half-space solution.
In Figure 3.4, an example of these reflective contributions in the normal displacement profile, are shown when
an impulsive normal line load is applied to the free layer surface. In the case of a receiver sensor placed along this
surface (at some position x), we are first able to identify wavefronts as specific ray paths, in the form of reflections
at the interface from source to receiver. These, in particular, are the wavefronts from a single reflection of the
longitudinal P-wave between the layer planes y = h+ l and y = h (denoted by PP), the single reflection of a shear
S-wave (denoted by SS), the wave transfer between a longitudinal and shear wave at the single reflection (denoted
by either of PS or SP), and finally, the triple reflection of a longitudinal wave between the layer planes (denoted by
PPPP). For waves that propagate directly into the viscous fluid channel (these wavefront regions denoted by Q), we
see an immediate loss of signal strength, suggesting a dampening of the returning wave signal; this, in particular, is
attributed to the dissipative effects of waves in the viscous fluid channel.
One significant feature that is observed in Figure 3.4 is the highly attenuated properties of the viscous fluid,
which is detailed by the reduced signal strength from the ray paths PQP and PQQP, for the waves which have passed
through the viscous fluid channel from source to receiver. Even in this simple problem description, the time analysis
of the normal displacement profile provides an appropriate example to discuss the physical nature of the problem
that we encounter, that it may be difficult to detect and measure successfully the viscous fluid properties within the
channel.
3.6 Introduction of a forcing piston
We now distribute the fundamental solution of our initial line source problem (Section 3.4) to model the application
of a finite piston loading on the elastic layer surface. The piston acts by exerting a specified normal displacement
over a part of the surface y = h+ l and x ∈ [−a, a], in real time.
In these situations, many experimental observations have suggested applying a thin lubrication layer to the
contact surface of the piston to reduce friction between the piston loading and the elastic layer beneath. In this
regard, the addition of a thin lubrication layer will cause to remove all significant shear tractions across the piston
contact surface. Hence, it is a reasonable starting assumption to consider only the application of a normal line
load from our original line source problem. This restriction of removing the forced shear tractions at the elastic
layer surface (F ≡ 0 in our solutions formulated from Section 3.4 onwards) will be assumed in all forthcoming
descriptions.
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Figure 3.3: Half-space surface displacements observed at various receiver sensor locations |x| and with
the elastic half-space represented by the material properties of steel (c1 = 5900 m/s, c2 = 3200 m/s).
Figure 3.4: Numerical evaluation of the normal displacement profile detailing the wave signal contribu-
tions from multiple reflections of specific wave types from source to receiver.
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Figure 3.5: Diagram representing the semi-infinite piston loading for the symmetric strip problem in the
case of a specified forcing displacement u¯(1)y (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
= U0f¯(s) for x < 0.
3.6.1 Near piston edge results: the semi-infinite piston problem
Suppose that the piston exerts a specified normal displacement u¯(1)y (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
= U0f¯(s) over a finite part of the
contact surface |x| < a. This boundary condition describes the motion of the piston indentation; it is controlled by
a time-signature f(t) which in the Laplace transformed domain is f¯(s). Furthermore, this piston is applied spatially
with a smooth forcing strength U0(x) = U0 over the contact surface. We define the normal traction σ¯
(1)
yy (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
at the free layer surface to be strictly zero everywhere outside of the piston, with the shear traction zero along the
entirety of the surface (that is, outside of the piston region we expect traction free conditions).
If we were to introduce the coordinate transformation X = s(x − a) centred at the piston endpoint x = a, the
range of application of this piston would be altered to the piston contact surface defined by X ∈ (−2as, 0). Thus,
in the small time limit t → 0 (or equivalently, as s → ∞) the piston distribution would enlarge out of bounds to
that of a semi-infinite one X ∈ (−∞, 0). Therefore, from the perspective of the piston endpoint x = a, the piston
appears as a semi-infinite one for small time instances. For a finite-length piston, this is clearly justifiable at both
piston endpoints by superposition of solutions from semi-infinite pistons at each piston edge; that is, for small time
each edge of the piston appears to act independently to the other and first presumes a separate semi-infinite edge
scattering for motions in the vicinity of the piston edge [43][44]. Only after interaction effects take place between
the opposing piston edges does this assumption render invalid (this being up to the time t = 2ac1 from a longitudinal
wave propagating directly across the piston length).
At this stage of the analysis, we are most interested in the singularity field and the real time behaviour near a
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piston edge. Hence, as a starting point, it is useful to consider the separate problem of a semi-infinite piston (see
Figure 3.5). For a piston of this type, we form a mixed boundary problem for which the Wiener-Hopf technique [45]
becomes most suitable for the analytic evaluation.
We begin this analysis by analytically continuing the boundary data over the entire real line y = h + l. In the
Laplace transformed domain, we introduce the unknown normal displacement u¯(1)y (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
= u¯+(x, s) for x > 0,
along with the unknown normal traction σ¯(1)yy (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
= σ¯−(x, s) for x < 0, so that:
u¯(1)y (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
U0f¯(s)u¯+(x, s) σ¯(1)yy (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
σ¯−(x, s) for x < 0,0 for x > 0. (3.43)
Applying the Fourier transform to the normal displacement on the whole surface boundary y = h+ l, it follows that:
u¯∗ (1)y (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
∫ 0
−∞
U0f¯(s)e
iζx dx +
∫ ∞
0
u¯+(x, s)e
iζx dx =
U0f¯(s)
iζ
+ u¯∗+(ζ, s). (3.44)
The first integral requires Re(iζ) > 0, or equivalently, Im(ζ) < 0 for convergence. To ensure the existence of
the Fourier transform, in the second integral one requires the unknown function u¯+ to be regular and assumed
exponentially bounded, with |u¯+(x, s)| ∼ e−ν0x for some Re(ν0) > 0, to sufficiently dissipate away from the piston
edge as x → ∞. By later arguments, it will be shown that the exponent ν0 exists for all values given by ν0 < sc1 .
The resulting function u¯∗+(ζ, s) is analytic in the upper half of the ζ-plane provided Im(ζ) > −ν0 and is denoted
here as a ‘+’ function (Noble [45]). Consequently, the vertical displacement u¯∗ (1)y (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
is an analytic function
in the strip region −ν0 < Im(ζ) < 0.
Similarly, for the Fourier transform of the normal traction on the whole boundary y = h+ l, it is shown that:
σ¯∗ (1)yy (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
∫ 0
−∞
σ¯−(x, s)eiζx dx = σ¯∗−(ζ, s), (3.45)
which from a priori knowledge of the properties to solutions from elastic wave equations, the unknown function
|σ¯−(x, s)| must be exponentially bounded as x → −∞. This means that σ¯∗−(ζ, s) is certainly an analytic function
in the lower half of the ζ-plane with Im(ζ) < 0 and is denoted as a ‘−’ function (Noble [45]).
Finally, our solution to the original line source problem (Section 3.4 with F ≡ 0) satisfies the traction boundary
conditions along the layer surface y = h + l. In the doubly Laplace and Fourier transformed domain, the normal
stress (3.19) can further be written as a function of the vertical displacement (B.4) by:
σ¯∗ (1)yy (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
µsc
2
2D(ζ, s)
s2k1N4(ζ, s)
u¯∗ (1)y (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
. (3.46)
In view of (3.44) and (3.45), which are two equations for the two unknown functions u¯∗+(ζ, s) and σ¯∗−(ζ, s) that are
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analytic in the regions Im(ζ) > −ν0 and Im(ζ) < 0, respectively, then by superposition of the line source solution
(3.46), we form a single equation that contains the two unknown functions and results in a Wiener-Hopf equation
analytic in the strip −ν0 < Im(ζ) < 0, of the form:
σ¯∗−(ζ, s) =
µsc
2
2D(ζ, s)
s2k1N4(ζ, s)
(
U0f¯(s)
iζ
+ u¯∗+(ζ, s)
)
. (3.47)
The Wiener-Hopf technique can now be applied to (3.47) with the aim of separating this single equation into sec-
tionally analytic functions with regions of analyticity that overlap, which from then using the Liouville’s theorem
[8] will allow solutions of the unknown functions u¯∗+(ζ, s) and σ¯∗−(ζ, s) to be found.
To separate (3.47) into + and− functions that are analytic in the upper and lower complex ζ-planes, first we must
evaluate the product decomposition5 of D(ζ, s) and N4(ζ, s) in (B.11) and (B.15), respectively. These functions in
the limit |ζ| → ∞ are shown to follow:
|D(ζ, s)| → R(ζ, s)
[
k3R(ζ, s) + s
2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
Q(ζ, s)
]
exp((k1 + k2)l + (k3 + k4)h), (3.48)
|N4(ζ, s)| →
[
k3R(ζ, s) + s
2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
Q(ζ, s)
]
exp((k1 + k2)l + (k3 + k4)h), (3.49)
with R(ζ, s) being the well-versed Rayleigh’s function [42] that is defined by:
R(ζ, s) =
(
2ζ2 +
s2
c22
)2
− 4ζ2
√
ζ2 +
s2
c21
√
ζ2 +
s2
c22
, (3.50)
and Q(ζ, s) sharing an equivalent viscous fluid formulation to (3.50) but with the parameters s2 interchanged for
s and the wavespeed pair (c1, c2) exchanged for (c3, c4) throughout. To reduce the large |ζ| quantities (3.48) and
(3.49) to unity in equation (3.47), we multiply by the reciprocal. We define this function by P (ζ, s), such that:
P (ζ, s) =
D(ζ, s)
N4(ζ, s)
1
R(ζ, s)
, (3.51)
where P (ζ, s) is an even function of ζ and now approaches unity with |P (ζ, s)| → 1 in the limit |ζ| → ∞. It is
necessary to evaluate the branch points, zeros and poles of this function. We expect all of the singularities to be
purely imaginary and to lie outside of the analytic strip region; with ν0 < sc1 , these conditions are satisfied and we
can write P (ζ, s) into sectionally analytic functions given by P (ζ, s) = P+(ζ, s)P−(ζ, s). Using Cauchy’s integral
5The product decomposition of a function H(ζ, s) is achieved most directly when the function has neither poles nor zeros in the finite
plane and |H(ζ, s)| approaches unity in the limit |ζ| → ∞. This is sufficient to factorise H(ζ, s) by Cauchy’s Theorem into H(ζ, s) =
H+(ζ, s)H−(ζ, s), with the two functions H+(ζ, s) and H−(ζ, s) analytic in their respective overlapping regions.
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formula [45, 34], it can be shown that P±(ζ, s) have the form:
P±(ζ, s) = exp
(
1
2pii
∫
Γ±
log(P (z, s))
z − ζ dz
)
. (3.52)
Furthermore, in knowing that the poles and branch cuts of P (ζ, s) lie outside of the finite plane and are distributed
symmetrically about the real axis in the complex ζ-plane, then by closing the contour paths of integration Γ± in the
respective half-plane regions of analyticity, we can further factorise P (ζ, s) into P±(ζ, s) with the two functions
now sharing the symmetry property that P+(ζ, s) = P−(−ζ, s).
Now, we consider the product decomposition of the Rayleigh factor R(ζ, s). We do this by introducing the
function S(ζ, s), such that:
S(ζ, s) =
R(ζ, s)
s2κ
(
ζ2 + s
2
c2R
) , (3.53)
where κ = 2
(
1
c22
− 1
c21
)
> 0 and cR is the Rayleigh wavespeed. This explicit function has been investigated in
various papers, including those of mixed boundary half-space problems and propagating crack fields from fracture
mechanics [22][43]. The function S(ζ, s) has neither poles nor zeros (cancelling out with the two zeros ζ = ± iscR
of the Rayleigh function in the zero limit) and approaches unity with |S(ζ, s)| → 1 as |ζ| → ∞; that is, S(ζ, s) is
regular and we can make use of Cauchy’s integral formula to factorise this into two sectionally analytic functions
given by S(ζ, s) = S+(ζ, s)S−(ζ, s), where each S±(ζ, s) satisfy a similar formula to (3.52). The evaluation of
these integrals can be replicated by deforming the integration contour path around the branch cuts found from the
Rayleigh equation. These branch cuts lie outside of the analytic strip region provided ν0 < sc1 . The final result is
stated6 from the text by Freund [34]:
S±(ζ, s) = exp
(
−1
pi
∫ d2
d1
tan−1
(
4η2
√
η2 − d21
√
d22 − η2(
d22 − 2η2
)2
)
dη
η ∓ iζs
)
. (3.54)
Then from substituting the sectionally analytic functions (3.51) and (3.53) into (3.47), it follows that:
σ¯∗−(ζ, s) = κµsc
2
2 L+(ζ, s)L−(ζ, s)
(
U0f¯(s)
iζ
+ u¯∗+(ζ, s)
)
, (3.55)
where:
L±(ζ, s) =
(
ζ ± is
c1
)− 1
2
(
ζ ± is
cR
)
P±(ζ, s)S±(ζ, s). (3.56)
The functions L+ and L− are analytic in the overlapping regions Im(ζ) > −ν0 and Im(ζ) < 0, respectively. The
final additive factorisation of (3.55) is carried out by observation because the only singularity of the mixed function
6The wave slowness of the longitudinal and shear waves are d1 = 1c1 and d2 =
1
c2
, respectively.
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in the upper half-plane is a simple pole at ζ = 0. This is removed by requiring the residue to be zero:
L+(ζ, s)
iζ
=
(
L+(ζ, s)
iζ
− L+(0, s)
iζ
)
+
L+(0, s)
iζ
. (3.57)
The final equation to (3.55) is now analytic in the strip region −ν0 < Im(ζ) < 0:
σ¯∗−(ζ, s)
L−(ζ, s)
−κµsc22 U0f¯(s)
L+(0, s)
iζ
= κµsc
2
2
(
U0f¯(s)
(
L+(ζ, s)
iζ
− L+(0, s)
iζ
)
+ L+(ζ, s) u¯
∗
+(ζ, s)
)
≡ E(ζ, s).
(3.58)
The left hand side of this equation is analytic in the lower half of the ζ-plane for Im(ζ) < 0, whereas the right hand
side is analytic in the upper half of the ζ-plane for Im(ζ) > −ν0. Therefore, the regions of analyticity overlap in
the strip region −ν0 < Im(ζ) < 0. Each side is the unique analytic continuation of the other into a complementary
half-plane and together the two sides represent a single entire function, denoted by E(ζ, s), that is analytic in the
whole complex plane.
Using the Liouville’s theorem to determine properties ofE(ζ, s), will allow us to form solutions for the unknown
functions u¯∗+(ζ, s) and σ¯∗−(ζ, s). The additional requirement on the function E(ζ, s) will be determined by its
behaviour for large ζ in the limit |ζ| → ∞, which is directly related to the behaviour of the physical quantities from
edge conditions on the semi-infinite piston, near to x = 0. In relation to the physical properties near the piston edge,
we should expect some conditions on the unknown functions u¯∗+(ζ, s) and σ¯∗−(ζ, s) at infinity, which are precisely:
σ¯∗−(ζ, s) ∼ O
(
|ζ|− 12
)
, u¯∗+(ζ, s) ∼ O
(|ζ|−1−p) , (3.59)
for some p > 0 and in the limit |ζ| → ∞. That is, the normal traction σ¯−(x, s) is predicted to be square-root
singular near the piston edge as x → 0−, whereas the vertical displacement u¯+(x, s) is expected to vanish as
x → 0+ to ensure continuity with the forced vertical displacement7. Noting that |S±(ζ, s)| → 1, |P±(ζ, s)| → 1
and |L±(ζ, s)| → |ζ|1/2 as |ζ| → ∞, it can be shown that each side of (3.58) vanishes as |ζ| → ∞ in their
corresponding half-plane. By Liouville’s theorem [8], an entire function that is bounded for all values of ζ in the
complex plane, must be a constant. In this case, E(ζ, s) is bounded in the finite plane and E(ζ, s)→ 0 as |ζ| → ∞,
so that the constant must have the value zero. That is, E(ζ, s) ≡ 0 entirely. Consequently, by returning to (3.58), it
must follow that:
σ¯∗−(ζ, s) = κµsc
2
2 U0f¯(s)L+(0, s)
L−(ζ, s)
iζ
, (3.60)
u¯∗+(ζ, s) =
U0f¯(s)
iζ
(
L+(0, s)
L+(ζ, s)
− 1
)
. (3.61)
7From the Tauberian theorem [45] which relates asymptotic properties of transforms to near field physical quantities, we can develop
those limit conditions (3.59) for the unknown functions at infinity. See equations (3.65) and (3.66) for more information.
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We now substitute an expression for the function L+(0, s). The separate components of the product decomposi-
tion P (ζ, s) = P+(ζ, s)P−(ζ, s) may not have been explicitly derived, but we can make use of the property that
P+(ζ, s) = P−(−ζ, s) from (3.52) to determine analytically at the origin that P+(0, s) =
√
P (0, s). Similarly,
from (3.54) it is shown that S+(0, s) =
√
S(0, s) and thus L+(0, s) may be written as:
L+(0, s) =
i
1
2
s
3
2
√
c1D(0, s)
κN4(0, s)
. (3.62)
For small time instants, we are interested in the behaviour of the system near the piston edge, and in this case it is
relatively simple to extract such results. If we wish to investigate the leading term near the piston edge, we need
only consider the following Fourier transform inversion on the leading terms of (3.60) and (3.61) in the expansion
as |ζ| → ∞:
σ¯∗−(ζ, s) = −
µsc
2
2 U0f¯(s)
s
3
2
√
κc1D(0, s)
N4(0, s)
i
3
2
ζ
1
2
+
, (3.63)
u¯∗+(ζ, s) = U0f¯(s)
i
ζ+
− U0f¯(s)
s
3
2
√
c1D(0, s)
κN4(0, s)
(
i
ζ+
) 3
2
, (3.64)
where ζ
1
2
+ is defined as the square-root function of ζ which is cut in the lower half-plane. We now utilise the Tauberian
Theorem to determine asymptotic properties near the piston edge x = 0 from conditions on the Fourier transform.
It is widely known that:
F+
(
xα−
1
2
)
= Γ
(
α+
1
2
)(
i
ζ+
)α+ 1
2
≡
∫ ∞
0
eiζx |x|α− 12 dx
∣∣∣∣
x→0+
, (3.65)
F−
(
(−x)β− 12
)
= F ∗+
(
xβ−
1
2
)
≡
∫ 0
−∞
eiζx |x|β− 12 dx
∣∣∣∣
x→0−
, (3.66)
where α and β are assignable integer values and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate of the equivalent plus transform.
These Tauberian formulae above have right hand sides that are the previous Fourier transforms of the unknown
functions in (3.44) and (3.45), which from assigning α = 1 and β = 0 to the above formulae, the inverse transforms
of (3.63) and (3.64) are now performed by inspection and relate our unknown functions to the edge conditions on
the semi-infinite piston. The normal traction and the normal displacement are then shown to contain the following
fields near to the piston edge at x = 0:
σ¯−(x, s) |x→0− =
µsc
2
2 U0f¯(s)
s
3
2
√
κc1D(0, s)
piN4(0, s)
1
|x| 12
, (3.67)
u¯+(x, s) |x→0+ = U0f¯(s) −
2U0f¯(s)
s
3
2
√
c1D(0, s)
κpiN4(0, s)
|x| 12 . (3.68)
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Consequently, the leading term results in (3.67) and (3.68) satisfy the predicted local analysis solutions close to the
piston edge. Indeed, we have shown that the normal traction is square-root singular approaching the piston endpoint.
To further justify the consistency of these leading field results near the piston edge, one considers an improved
formulation for a finite piston surface loading by means of a generalised Wiener-Hopf equation. This solution
method primarily follows the idea outlined by Thau and Lu [22]. In this situation, we are able to calculate the zeroth
and first order leading edge solutions for the displacement at either side of the piston, along with the normal traction
across the piston surface. In general, the nth order results are valid for (n + 1) longitudinal wave transits between
the piston edges. These solutions are constructed from assuming the separate semi-infinite pistons for x < a and
x > −a, respectively, and then introducing a distribution of corrections either side of the piston. The superposition
of solutions then incorporates the interaction effects of the propagating waves from each piston edge, which would
otherwise violate the boundary conditions on the layer surface y = h+ l. This method is described mathematically
by an iterative series solution in the form of coupled singular integral equations.
Therefore, the asymptotic results (3.67) and (3.68) correspond to the exact, zeroth order semi-infinite piston
scatterings from the piston edge at x = 0 and these results are consistent with a finite-width piston for a time up to
a longitudinal wave transit across the piston surface. Similarly, one can confirm these leading field results through a
separate process of constructing an invariant integral solution, as outlined in the work of Atkinson and Smelser [35].
This is now developed in the next section of the chapter.
3.7 Confirmation of the near piston edge results by an invariant integral approach
In this section, invariant integrals will be derived in the Laplace transformed domain for the coupled elastic solid
layers and viscous fluid channel of the symmetric strip problem. In general, integrals of this type can be used
to obtain the stress and displacement fields at the piston edge, for certain layer problems where displacements
are applied to (possibly one of) the layer surfaces [43]. This type of formulation can also be replicated when
determining the crack tip fields for special strip-related problems [46]. Our procedure in these situations involves
developing a variational principle with path independent integrals (invariant integrals) that can be used to perform
certain calculations near to a singularity. These stess analysis results, when possible, provide the desired fields with
the required singularity properties near to a piston edge (or crack tip). This ancillary calculation method is ultimately
shown to provide an elegant means of obtaining the valid near field solutions in the case of non-trivial problems, one
of which is now discussed.
To obtain the near piston edge results (3.67) and (3.68) from the application of invariant integrals as discussed
in [46], we first Laplace transform the coupled equations of motions (1.2) and (3.7) and then construct a Lagrangian
L which produces the transformed equations as its Euler-Lagrange equations. For the symmetric strip problem, we
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consider a Lagrangian of the form:
L (u¯i,j , u¯i, xj) = −1
2
σ¯ij e¯ij − 1
2
ρs2u¯iu¯i, (3.69)
where u¯i represent the Laplace transformed displacements, σ¯ij are the traction components and e¯ij = 12 (u¯i,j + u¯j,i)
is the rate of strain tensor. The Euler-Lagrange equations satisfy the governing equations of motion in the respective
regions of the (1)-elastic solid and (2)-viscous fluid regions. By first interchanging the subscripts x→ 1 and y → 2
to ease notation, in the Laplace transformed domain we can formally write the Euler-Lagrange equations by:
∂
∂xj
(
∂L
∂u¯i,j
)
− ∂L
∂u¯i
= 0 ⇒ σ¯(k)ij,j = ρks2u¯(k)i , i, j, k = 1, 2, (3.70)
where , j denotes the partial derivative with respect to xj , repeated indices imply summation and ρk is the density in
region k. The stress components are given here by:
σ¯
(1)
ij = λse¯kkδij + 2µse¯ij , σ¯
(2)
ij = s(λf e¯kkδij + 2µf e¯ij). (3.71)
These traction components are those for the elastic solid and viscous fluid in (1.1) and (3.7), respectively. It is
now straightforward to construct an invariant integral from defining a ‘pseudo’ energy-momentum tensor P¯lj in
the Laplace transformed domain; this being a generalisation of the elastic energy-momentum tensor of Eshelby
[47, 48], which was further developed by Atkinson and Smelser [35] for thermoviscoelasticity. Methods based
on this energy-momentum tensor are restricted to crack-like, or equivalently, surface piston loading singularities,
whereas for reciprocal theorem methods these can be extended to wedge and notch singularities, as reviewed by
Atkinson [49, 50]. It should be further noted that when phrased in the Laplace transformed domain, this energy-
momentum tensor P¯lj has no such physical description.
Therefore, for the application of invariant integrals in the symmetric strip problem, the energy-momentum tensor
is formally introduced as:
P¯lj =
∂L
∂u¯i,j
u¯i,l − Lδlj = −σ¯ij u¯i,l − Lδlj . (3.72)
The tensor P¯lj is now shown to be directly useful tool in our stress analysis situation. To illustrate this, we construct
an invariant integral for l = 1. In an elementary manner, it is shown that the energy-momentum tensor P¯lj satisfies
the following property:
P¯lj,j = −
[
∂L
∂xl
]
E
. (3.73)
The subscript notation E (explicit) indicates that the partial differentiation is with respect to the terms in xl which
appear explicitly in the Lagrangian. Then, since all field quantities to this layered symmetric strip problem are
homogeneous in the x-direction, and thus the Lagrangian L does not depend explicitly upon the x-coordinate, we
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Figure 3.6: Diagram representing the integration contour used to determine the stress intensity factor
close to the piston edge in the case of a semi-infinite piston for x < 0.
can deduce that the tensor P¯lj,j with l = 1 satisfies:
P¯1j,j = −
[
∂L
∂x
]
E
= 0. (3.74)
We now take a closed surface S within our layered structure, which does not enclose any singularities (see Figure
3.6). Our procedure for generating an invariant integral is then established from evaluating the surface integral of
the energy-momentum tensor:
F¯l =
∫
S
P¯lj dSj , (3.75)
where dSj = njdS, with nj being the outward normal to the surface element dS. Applying the divergence theorem
with l = 1 leads to:
F¯l =
∫
S
P¯lj dSj =
∫
V
P¯lj,j dV ⇒ F¯1 =
∫
V
P¯1j,j dV = 0. (3.76)
Given such P¯lj from (3.72) with P¯1j,j = 0, it is now possible to derive the following invariant integral for the closed
surface S:
F¯1 =
∫
S
P¯1j dSj = 0. (3.77)
Our closed surface S follows the path as outlined in Figure 3.6. For a semi-infinite piston on the layer surface
y = h + l and along x < 0, we aim to determine the stress intensity factor near the piston endpoint. This result is
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coupled in terms of developing both the normal displacement and the singularity field of the normal traction near the
piston edge.
Along the horizontal surfaces BA and DC, we have the normal nj = ±1 for j = 2 only; furthermore, for the
surface integral in (3.77), it follows directly that
∫
S P¯12 dx = 0 along both of these surfaces. Then for the surface
contour around the piston edge at x = 0 and evaluated in a counter-clockwise direction, one can reduce equation
(3.77) to solving the surface integrals:∫
A1→A2
P¯1j dSj =
∫
AD
P¯1j dSj +
∫
CB
P¯1j dSj . (3.78)
This surface integral result is particularly useful since the integrals representing the ligaments AD and CB may be
evaluated far away for |x| → ∞. In this limit, the governing equations (3.70) are taken to be independent of the
x-coordinate, which reduce to a system of uncoupled ordinary differential equations with solutions given by:
u¯
(1)
1 = A1 cosh (k2∞y) +B1 sinh (k2∞y) , u¯
(1)
2 = D1 cosh (k1∞y) + E1 sinh (k1∞y) , (3.79)
u¯
(2)
1 = A2 cosh (k4∞y) +B2 sinh (k4∞y) , u¯
(2)
2 = D2 cosh (k3∞y) + E2 sinh (k3∞y) , (3.80)
where {Ai, Bi, Di, Ei} for i = 1, 2 are arbitrary coefficients that are possibly functions of the Laplace parameter.
The new quantities ki∞ are defined here as:
k1∞ =
s
c1
, k2∞ =
s
c2
, k3∞ =
√
s
c23
, k4∞ =
√
s
c24
, (3.81)
which are equivalent to the radicals in (3.17) with the ζ-dependence of the Fourier transform removed. To satisfy
the natural boundary conditions outside of the piston as x→∞, we determine the set of zero solutions in (3.79) and
(3.80), with the surface integral result
∫
CB P¯1j dSj = 0 following directly along this ligament. Conversely, under
the action of the inhomogeneous loading condition u¯2|h+l = U0f¯(s) along the piston surface, with additionally
satisfying the interface and centre line boundary conditions, then following some lengthy algebra we develop the
non-zero system of coefficients in the far away limit x→ −∞:
E1(s) =
−U0f¯(s)
(
sinh (k3∞h) sinh (k1∞h)− ρfk1∞ρsk3∞ cosh (k1∞h) cosh (k3∞h)
)
D∞(s)
, (3.82)
D1(s) =
U0f¯(s)
(
sinh (k3∞h) cosh (k1∞h)− ρfk1∞ρsk3∞ sinh (k1∞h) cosh (k3∞h)
)
D∞(s)
, (3.83)
E2(s) =
U0f¯(s)
D∞(s)
, (3.84)
where:
D∞(s) = sinh (k3∞h) cosh (k1∞l) +
ρfk1∞
ρsk3∞
sinh (k1∞l) cosh (k3∞h) . (3.85)
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These are the only non-zero coefficients to our results in (3.79) and (3.80). Then along the ligament AD, we have
the normal nj = −1 for j = 1 only, with P¯11 = −L = 12
(
σ¯22u¯2,2 + ρs
2u¯22
)
since all partials ∂1 ≡ ∂∂x = 0, such
that: ∫
AD
P¯1j dSj =
∫
AD
P¯11(−1) dy = −
∫ h
h+l
P¯
(1)
11 dy −
∫ 0
h
P¯
(2)
11 dy. (3.86)
After some quite lengthy algebra, we obtain a final result for the surface integral around the singularity of the piston
edge: ∫
A1→A2
P¯1j dSj =
(
U0f¯(s)
)2 µsc1c22
2s3
D(0, s)
N4(0, s)
. (3.87)
3.7.1 Calculating the vanishing contour around the singularity of the piston edge
We continue the analysis of the symmetric stip problem by determining the stress intensity factor for a semi-infinite
piston loading. The predicted local analysis solutions for mode-I crack tip fields [51] are formulated here to deduce
both the traction and displacement fields related to the plane strain motions at the piston edge. By first making a
change of angle θ1 = θ + pi, these Laplace transformed tractions satisfy:
σ¯11 =
K¯I(s)√
2pir
sin
(
θ1
2
)[
1 + cos
(
θ1
2
)
cos
(
3θ1
2
)]
, (3.88)
σ¯22 =
K¯I(s)√
2pir
sin
(
θ1
2
)[
1− cos
(
θ1
2
)
cos
(
3θ1
2
)]
, (3.89)
σ¯12 =
K¯I(s)√
2pir
cos
(
θ1
2
)
sin
(
θ1
2
)
sin
(
3θ1
2
)
, (3.90)
with the Laplace transformed displacements taking the form:
u¯1 =
K¯I(s)
µs
√
r
2pi
sin
(
θ1
2
)[
1− 2ν + cos2
(
θ1
2
)]
, (3.91)
u¯2 = −K¯I(s)
µs
√
r
2pi
cos
(
θ1
2
)[
2(1− ν)− sin2
(
θ1
2
)]
. (3.92)
In this formulation, the Poisson’s ratio is defined by ν = λs2(λs+µs) . The stress intensity factor K¯I(s) is a function
of the Laplace parameter. Furthermore, since the stress intensity factor is a local quantity at the piston edge, this
formulation only determines the field quantities near to the piston edge.
It now remains to evaluate the integral (3.87) in the case of a vanishing small contour around the piston edge.
In the first instance, we consider the stationary piston by setting U0 ≡ 0; the full solution is then obtained through
superposition of results. These near edge fields (3.88) to (3.92) on the free layer surface y = h + l, satisfy the
surface conditions σ¯22 = 0 (for θ1 = 0), u¯2 = 0 (for θ1 = pi) and σ¯12 = 0 (for both θ1 = 0, pi), which implies that
the integral around the piston edge singularity is subject to the required surface boundary conditions from the semi-
infinite piston loading (see Figure 3.6). Then returning to (3.87) for a vanishing small contour around the piston
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edge, it follows that: ∫
A2→A1
P¯1j dSj =
∫
A2A1
P¯11 dS1 +
∫
A2A1
P¯12 dS2, (3.93)
where:
P¯11 =
1
2
(
µs
(
u¯21,2 − u¯22,1
)
+ ρsc
2
1
(
u¯22,2 − u¯21,1
)
+ ρss
2
(
u¯21 + u¯
2
2
))
, (3.94)
P¯12 = −µsu¯1,2 u¯1,1 −
(
(λs + µs)u¯1,1 + ρsc
2
1u¯2,2
)
u¯2,1. (3.95)
Applying a transformation rule into polar coordinates will allow one to calculate the desired surface integral result.
We introduce this transformation through the operators:
∂
∂x
= cos θ1
∂
∂r
− 1
r
sin θ1
∂
∂θ1
,
∂
∂y
= sin θ1
∂
∂r
+
1
r
cos θ1
∂
∂θ1
. (3.96)
We only need to consider the integral for the surface element given by dSr = rdθ1, since all integrals in the surface
element dSθ1 = dr are zero when integrated along an arc of constant radius around the endpoint singularity. From
equation (3.93), it now implies that:∫
A2→A1
P¯1j dSj =
∫
A2A1
P¯1r dSr +
∫
A2A1
P¯1θ1 dSθ1 ≡
∫ pi
0
P¯1r r dθ1. (3.97)
From introducing the polar coordinate transformation of the energy-momentum tensor P¯1r = P¯11 cos θ1+P¯12 sin θ1,
we obtain the final result for the counter-clockwise surface integral around the piston edge with a vanishing contour
for r → 0: ∫
A1→A2
P¯1j dSj =
(λs + 2µs)K¯
2
I (s)
8µs(λs + µs)
. (3.98)
Furthermore, combining the surface integral results (3.87) and (3.98), yields the stress intensity factor:
K¯I(s) =
√
2µsc
2
2 U0f¯(s)
s
3
2
√
κc1D(0, s)
N4(0, s)
. (3.99)
Finally, for the application of a semi-infinite piston with a surface loading given by u¯(1)2 (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
= U0f¯(s), the
local analysis solutions (3.89) and (3.92) close to the piston edge and along the surface y = h + l, are found to
satisfy:
σ¯
(1)
22 (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
µsc
2
2 U0f¯(s)
s
3
2
√
κc1D(0, s)
piN4(0, s)
1
|x| 12
, x < 0 (θ1 = pi) , (3.100)
u¯
(1)
2 (x, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
= U0f¯(s) − 2U0f¯(s)
s
3
2
√
c1D(0, s)
κpiN4(0, s)
|x| 12 , x > 0 (θ1 = 0) . (3.101)
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Near to the piston edge, these results for the traction and displacement agree fully with those obtained in (3.67) and
(3.68) from the Wiener-Hopf method. This suggests that, when solutions to these types of problem are possible, the
ancillary calculation method is shown to provide an elegant means of developing the stress intensity factor K¯I(s), as
in (3.99). In these situations, the application of invariant integrals serves to provide an alternative formulation when
confirming the various near field solutions, and in these instances the process forms quite a remarkable check on the
complicated analysis. This is especially so here for the non-trivial problem of the semi-infinite piston formulation
related to the symmetric strip problem.
The above results are given in terms of solutions in the Laplace transformed domain, so further work is required
to evaluate the real time results. We are able to achieve this from approximating numerically the field quantities
using the MATLAB package invlap.m (Section 1.5.1). In doing so, we can return the displacement and traction in
(3.100) and (3.101) to corresponding values in time. These results in the time domain then provide an accurate small
time approximation near to the piston edge.
For a simple example of these near field solutions, the time results of the semi-infinite piston are formulated for
a piston that is now translated to the contact surface y = h+ l and for x < a, with a = 0.05 m. The time dependent
scatterings of the displacement and traction near to the piston edge x = a, are shown in Figure 3.7. In this example,
the surface piston is specified to indent the semi-infinite contact surface x < a with a time-signature of a Heaviside
forcing at time t = 0, f(t) = H(t), which is applied smoothly across the piston surface with unit strength U0 = 1.
The elastic solid layer in contact with the piston has the material properties of steel; the wavespeeds are given here
by c1 = 5900 m/s and c2 = 3200 m/s, with the material density by ρs = 7800 kg/m3. We choose the elastic layer
thickness l to be large enough so we do not need to consider the viscous fluid channel beneath it. That is, in the time
interval we evaluate and close to the surface y = h + l, the elastic solid layer appears to be an elastic half-space in
the region beneath the surface piston loading. Furthermore, these time results show good agreement with the near
piston edge results from a finite piston loading across the contact surface |x| < a, as discussed previously.
3.8 Integral equation formulation for a finite piston loading
The fundamental solution of the vertical displacement (B.4) is written here in the doubly transformed domain by
u¯∗y(ζ, s)
∣∣
h+l
= K¯∗y (ζ)Gg¯(s). This known kernel function K¯∗y (ζ) from the original line load formulation, details both
the contribution of the leading half-space formulation and all ‘reflective’ interactions within the elastic layers and
viscous fluid channel. From first implementing the inverse Fourier transform, we determine the Laplace transformed
form of the displacement, given by:
u¯y(x)|h+l =
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζxK¯∗y (ζ)Gg¯(s) dζ = K¯y(x)Gg¯(s). (3.102)
The piston loading is formally introduced through an integral equation and density function formulation in the
frequency domain. In this piston formulation, the fundamental solution (3.102) is distributed across the piston
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(a) Normal traction near the piston edge x = a. (b) Normal displacement from the piston edge x = a.
Figure 3.7: Small time scatterings for the semi-infinite piston with the piston edge at x = a = 0.05 m and
a surface loading of specified normal displacement in time-signature f(t) = H(t) and strength U0 = 1.
surface x ∈ [−a, a] to control the continuity conditions along the contact footprint. The unknown density distribution
function P¯ (z), written here in the new independent variable z, is to be determined entirely over the piston region.
Thus, to evaluate the normal displacement at the free layer surface, we construct an integral equation8 by:
u¯py(x)
∣∣
h+l
=
∫ a
−a
P¯ (z) u¯y (|x− z|) |h+l dz ≡
∫ a
−a
Gg¯(s)P¯ (z) K¯y (|x− z|) dz. (3.103)
This normal displacement is now defined along the entire surface; both across the piston surface and far away from
the piston region of the elastic layer surface. The kernel function above has been written as a modulus |x − z| to
denote the distance from the source load application, which is symmetric about the fundamental source discontinuity.
As mentioned previously, we introduce the piston forcing by specifying a forced normal displacement over the
entire contact surface, namely u¯py(x)|h+l = U0(x)f¯(s) for |x| < a and zero otherwise. Outside of the piston region,
the surface is expected to remain strictly traction free. This is a standard forcing piston formulation, requiring:
U0(x)f¯(s) =
∫ a
−a
Gg¯(s)P¯ (z) K¯y (|x− z|) dz, |x| < a, (3.104)
which is an inhomogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind used to determine the density function P¯ (z). As a
8The tangential displacement u¯px(x)|h+l is introduced here (although not explicitly) through an equivalent integral equation formulation
with the same density function P¯ (z). The stress fields along the layer surface are then found by superposition of the fundamental solutions,
with the shear traction σ¯pxy(x)
∣∣
h+l
≡ 0 assumed entirely along the layer surface.
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consequence of the preceeding ancillary calculations, the density function behaviour near each piston edge can be
directly related to the singular stress field (3.67) at the piston edge. Fundamentally, the piston density distribution
will be square-root singular approaching each piston edge; that is, the density function will be proportional to
(a − z)−1/2 and (a + z)−1/2 as z tends to a and −a, respectively. Thus, we can introduce a new definition of the
density function in p¯y that removes the explicit singularity at the piston endpoints and which is now assumed regular
over the entire piston surface:
P¯y(z) ≡ Gg¯(s)P¯ (z) = p¯y(z)√
a2 − z2 . (3.105)
Since the forced integral equation (3.104) contains a complicated kernel expression with no obvious explicit solution
for the density function at hand, to solve for this new form of density function we instead apply a numerical procedure
that develops piecewise density function values spaced across the piston surface. By first substituting z = a cosZ,
the integral equation is normalised with the endpoint singularity removed:
U0(x)f¯(s) =
∫ pi
0
p¯y (a cosZ) K¯y (|x− a cosZ|) dZ, |x| < a. (3.106)
The remaining integral is estimated by piecewise linear interpolation of n evenly spaced intervals between [0, pi]
and including the endpoints, Zi = ipin for i = 0, .., n. The discretisation procedure with unique collocation points
x = a cosYj leads to:
U0 (a cosYj) f¯(s) =
n−1∑
i=0
Q¯y (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) p¯y (a cosYi+1) , (3.107)
where Yj =
(2j−1)pi
2n for j = 1, .., n are the midpoints of each interval [Zj−1, Zj ], and
Q¯y (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) =
pi
2n
(
K¯y (|a cosYj − a cosZi|) + K¯y (|a cosYj − a cosZi+1|)
)
. (3.108)
The system of equations (3.107) is constructed in matrix form Ap = b to solve for the discrete density function
values p = [p¯y (a cosY1) , .., p¯y (a cosYn)]
T . Note here with U0(x) ≡ 1 the forcing displacement is invariant over
the piston surface. The piston formulation is further investigated for various time-signatures f¯(s), with the density
function values becoming a convolution in real time.
Returning to the piston theory, the integral equation for the normal traction is determined from distributing the
corresponding normal line load formulation in the Laplace transformed domain, with σ¯yy(x)|h+l = Gg¯(s)δ(x).
Applying this condition through superposition of the integral equation (3.103), the normal traction satisfies:
σ¯pyy(x)
∣∣
h+l
=
∫ a
−a
P¯ (z)Gg¯(s)δ (|x− z|) dz = Gg¯(s)P¯ (x), |x| < a. (3.109)
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Hence, the normal traction is distributed across the piston surface by:
σ¯pyy(x)
∣∣
h+l
=

p¯y(x)√
a2−x2 |x| < a,
0 Otherwise.
(3.110)
As expected from the local eigensolutions, the normal traction is square-root singular at the boundary edges. For
the direct piecewise numerical method we deduce values of (3.110) at the discrete positions x = a cosYj across the
piston surface. Furthermore, the normal traction is zero outside of the piston region, satisfying the required traction
free conditions along the free layer surface.
Proposition 1. The normal traction (3.110) is independent of the fundamental forcing Gg¯(s).
Suppose that we introduce a new normal line load condition (3.19) which is now a forcing function of the form
σ¯Hyy(x)
∣∣
h+l
= Hh¯(s)δ(x). In this situation, we denote all new field quantities by the H notation (we carry the G
notation for our current field quantities).
Firstly, the normal displacements of our fundamental solutions are directly related by u¯Hy (x) =
Hh¯(s)
Gg¯(s) u¯
G
y (x).
Then, from setting up a new integral equation formulation with the piston density function P¯H(z), it follows that:
u¯py(x)
∣∣
h+l
=
∫ a
−a
P¯H(z) u¯
H
y (|x− z|)
∣∣
h+l
dz =
∫ a
−a
Hh¯(s)
Gg¯(s)
P¯H(z) u¯
G
y (|x− z|)
∣∣
h+l
dz, (3.111)
which from comparing to the known result in (3.103), we find that the piston density functions are formally related
by P¯G(z) =
Hh¯(s)
Gg¯(s) P¯H(z). Finally, the normal traction across the piston surface results in:
σ¯pyy(x)
∣∣
h+l
=
∫ a
−a
Hh¯(s)P¯H(z) δ (|x− z|) dz = Hh¯(s)P¯H(x) ≡ Gg¯(s)P¯G(x), |x| < a. (3.112)
Hence, when compared to (3.109), the normal traction across the piston surface is independent of the fundamental
solution forcing. For instance, one can now assume this normal line load to be an impulsive line load of unit strength
(i.e. g¯(s) = 1 and G = 1) throughout the preceding analysis 
As a tool for identifying properties of the enclosed channel material by remote sensing methods, we calculate in
real time the force on the piston required to maintain the forcing displacement distribution. The piston force F¯ pyy
∣∣
h+l
is formally introduced as the integral of the normal traction across the piston surface:
F¯ pyy(s)
∣∣
h+l
=
∫ a
−a
σ¯pyy(x)
∣∣
h+l
dx =
∫ a
−a
p¯y(x)√
a2 − x2 dx. (3.113)
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For the piecewise numerical procedure, the integral is normalised and discretised appropriately to find that:
F¯ pyy(s)
∣∣
h+l
=
pi
n
n−1∑
i=0
p¯y (a cosYi+1) . (3.114)
The piston force is calculated in real time accordingly to find that:
F pyy(t)
∣∣
h+l
=
pi
n
n−1∑
i=0
py (a cosYi+1; t) . (3.115)
In a real time analysis, from controlling and optimising various parameters of the layered structure, this piston
force calculation is used to determine properties of the enclosed viscous fluid channel by outside receiver methods,
becoming the major focus of the results section.
3.8.1 Application of the computational method in MATLAB
The numerical modelling of the piston sensor application again follows the principles outlined in Section 2.3.4
for the single layer problem. In this present study of the symmetric strip problem, the computational method is
computationally more intensive than that of the previous chapter, yet the numerical modelling is still manageable to
provide an accurate time analysis of the piston receiver sensor results.
This complexity in the computational method is for the most part due to the complicated formulation of the
elastic solid layers and viscous fluid channel, which in the case of the full layered solution, first requires another
numerical approximation for the inverse Fourier transform in (3.102). From then distributing the line load solution
to model the piston sensor application, the additional numerical approximation causes the kernel function in (3.103)
to take on a less simplistic form, with the numerical modelling requiring greater computational time to evaluate the
density distribution p¯y (a cosYi+1) from our system of equations (3.107). Nevertheless, our numerical modelling
of the symmetric strip problem is still possible, and we refer back to Section 2.3.4 along with the limit conditions
in (2.38) and (2.39), when choosing our value of n for the numerical simulations. Finally, the MATLAB package
invlap.m is again used to approximate the time value of the piston sensor results that we examine for this symmetric
strip problem.
3.9 Results and discussion
To gain an understanding of the sensitivity of the transient receiver sensor mechanism, along with studying the flow
effects of the compressible viscous fluid within the layer channel, here we investigate the force value across the
piston surface both in real time and as a first response magnitude. Specifically, we consider the time value of the
viscous fluid dependent (VFD) force; this being the force value from the full system response (3.115) minus the
corresponding half-space value. This measurement value will primarily determine the returning signal characteristic
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from the viscous fluid channel, along with all other reflective contributions within the layered structure, as a result
of the piston sensor problem to the symmetric strip problem not being an incident half-space problem.
We do this remote signal analysis by detecting variations in one of the viscous fluid parameters (λf , µf , ρf ) that
define the fluid material completely in (3.9). To study this sensor value of the VFD force, the elastic solid layer must
remain an invariant physical quantity in the following numerical results. Herein we define the elastic layer to have
the material properties of steel:
(i) layer and channel dimensions: l = 0.04 m, h = 0.06 m,
(ii) layer material properties (steel): c1 = 5900 m/s, c2 = 3200 m/s, ρS = 7800 kg/m3.
Furthermore, all of the piston sensor results are formulated using the following physical quantities:
(i) piston half-length: a = 0.05 m,
(ii) unit strength, step forcing time-signature initiated at time t = 0: U0(x) = 1, f(t) = H(t).
In our numerical modelling of the piston sensor application, we have done so by choosing the physical length
scales of the elastic layers and the viscous fluid channel to be comparable with the size and thickness of many pipe
bisections in commercial use [52]. Furthermore, we have chosen the elastic layers (which enclose the viscous fluid
channel) to have the material properties of a steel pipe [53]. This is a reasonable assumption to make since steel is
a widely used commodity in manufacturing industries and for various commercial applications. This is especially
so in pipeline construction in the oil industry. The strength of steel relative to the thickness of pipeline used in
construction makes it beneficial in remote sensing applications, and certainly so when detecting physical properties
of the enclosed material within the pipeline when there is no direct access to the pipeline (i.e. deep underground).
As outlined previously in Section 2.4, to replicate the piston sensor application from our integral equation for-
mulation, we have done so through a mathematical viewpoint by modelling the piston sensor as an idealised source
loading condition. In physical applications, many types of piston sensor are available for commercial use, and a
typical sensor size is a one inch crystal [21]. In our numerical modelling, we have chosen a piston sensor of length
2a = 0.1 m, which although is larger to the one inch crystal, is not an uncommon size for a piston sensor used in
pipe flow simulations.
Furthermore, with the piston half-length considered constant throughout our piston sensor development, in Sec-
tion 3.8 we expect the density distribution at the piston surface to be formulated using a computational method with
the same system of n-equations, as discussed in (3.107) and Sections 2.3.4 and 3.8.1. This will be the case for any
symmetric strip problem we investigate. Under these instructions, the numerical modelling of the piston sensor is
made with the density distribution evaluated at n = 350 grid locations across the piston surface. This value of n sat-
isfies the limit conditions in (2.38) and (2.39). Numerically, we found that the piston sensor results become invariant
from any further increases in the value of n for the time regions we are modelling. Once the density distribution
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has been evaluated numerically in frequency space, we then use the MATLAB package invlap.m to approximate the
piston sensor solution and various layer quantities, for a remote time analysis of the piston sensor application.
3.9.1 Piston application for the half-space problem
We begin our modelling of the piston receiver sensor by examining the force value across the piston surface for the
half-space problem. In this case, the half-space displacement (3.40) is implemented through an integral equation
formulation as outlined in Section 3.8. The resulting force value at the piston receiver sensor is first measured
immediately after the specified forcing displacement has been initiated at the piston surface, with the force value
from the piston sensor expectedly sensitive to the initial surface disturbance (see Figure 3.8). The subsequent jumps
in the force value then detail the direct wavefront arrivals of the body waves (denoted by the wavespeeds c1 and c2),
and more significantly the Rayleigh surface wave (denoted by the Rayleigh wavespeed cR), for wave arrivals at the
piston endpoints; these wavefronts having first traversed across the length 2a of the piston surface from the initial
‘semi-infinite’ edge scatterings9. In later time, the force value of the piston receiver sensor returns to a static value,
with wavefronts having either attenuated sufficiently within the piston boundaries or dispersed away from the piston
region unbounded.
One feature that needs to be addressed from Figure 3.8 is the formation of a ‘noise’ quantity from the initial
action of the measuring the force value at the piston receiver sensor, for small times up to t ≈ 6.50 × 10−6 s.
This ‘noise’ quantity is attributed to the physical nature of the problem, and is not a computational error from the
numerical method. The initial scattered pattern in the force value is a consequence of the piston receiver sensor
taking measurements soon after the initial piston load has been applied, with the piston sensor highly sensitive to the
chaotic nature of the induced disturbance that is formed within the piston boundaries and along the piston surface at
these small times. The time region of this ‘noise’ data is prior to the values from the piston receiver sensor which
we are intending to measure, and at these later time intervals which we evaluate, the piston receiver sensor and the
force value have already stabilised to allow a steady measurement of the force value response.
From the evaluation of the half-space problem in Figure 3.8, the force value related to the piston receiver sensor
can be used interpret the wavespeeds of the elastic material from arrival times of wave types traversing the length
2a of the piston surface. In this example, the longitudinal, shear and Rayleigh wave types are detected at the times
tl =
2a
c1
= 1.69 × 10−5 s, ts = 2ac2 = 3.13 × 10−5 s and tr = 2acR = 3.35 × 10−5 s, respectively. Each of these
detection times is significantly later than the spectrum of ‘noise’ attained prior to the piston load being applied.
Furthermore, if we consider the full layered structure to our piston receiver sensor problem (which follows in the
next section of the results), we will be detecting the force value at times from tll = 2lc1 = 1.36 × 10−5 s, which is
the arrival time resulting from a direct reflection of a longitudinal wave within the elastic layer boundaries. Again,
9Thau and Lu [22] provides a detailed summary of the piston sensor formulation in situations where the piston surface can be described
initially by separate semi-infinite edge scatterings and a time dependent undisturbed central region across the piston contact footprint. See
also our formulation of the semi-infinite piston from Section 3.6.1 which details the small time scatterings from a piston edge.
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Figure 3.8: Time measurement of the force value at the piston receiver sensor for the half-space problem.
these times periods which we measure the force value for, are significantly later than the time region of the ‘noise’
data which we attained previously. In each case, the ‘noise’ data is caused from the physical nature of the problem,
is minimal and can be ignored. It can be further suggested that we switch on the piston receiver sensor subsequent
to the passing of this ‘noise’ data, missing out the ‘noise’ data completely, so not to infer with our interpretation of
the results from the piston receiver senor in the later time periods.
For the remaining part of the results section, we focus our attention to the force value results from the application
of the piston receiver sensor to the full layered configuration of the symmetric strip problem (see Section 3.8).
3.9.2 Detection of the first parameter λf
In this investigation of evaluating the piston receiver sensor for the full symmetric strip problem, we aim to detect
variation in the first parameter λf by controlling the pair of values (µf , ρf ) that together characterise the compress-
ible viscous fluid completely in (3.9). This corresponds to examining the force value (3.115) at the piston receiver
sensor for pairs of known parameter values with increasing order of magnitude, as shown in Table 3.1.
From numerically evaluating the force value at the piston receiver sensor, we detect the first non-zero response
of the VFD force at the expected time tll = 1.36 × 10−5 s of a longitudinal wave having propagated double the
length of the elastic layer thickness (a reflection directly back to the piston sensor). This time measurement of the
force sensor value is compared in Figure 3.9(a) for the viscous fluid values given by:
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(a) Time measurement of the VFD force value. (b) Response magnitude of the VFD force value.
Figure 3.9: Time measurement and first response magnitude of the VFD force value at the piston receiver
sensor when varying the first parameter λf of the viscous fluid only.
(i) shear modulus µf = 1.00× 107 and fluid density ρf = 250,
(ii) first parameter values given by λf1 = 2.50× 106 [ ] and λf2 = 3.98× 109 [ ].
As shown in Figure 3.9(a), the response magnitude in the VFD force value varies with these two values of the first
parameter λfi . Consequently, in Figure 3.9(b), for each pair of shear modulus and fluid density values in Table 3.1,
we measure the magnitude of the first response in the VFD force value, at the time tll and as the first parameter
λf varies. In this forward problem of detecting variation in the material property of the viscous fluid channel, the
response magnitude of the VFD force value does not vary significantly when λf becomes sufficiently large, instead
forming an almost static response due to the dissipative nature of the compressible viscous fluid. Certainly, it is
observed that the magnitude value causes an invariant response, for any first parameter λf , when the shear modulus
and fluid density dominate the viscous fluid characterisation (these detailed by the banded solutions in the region
∼ −3.5× 1012 of the first response magnitude).
3.9.3 Detection of the shear modulus µf
For this forward problem of examining the force value at the piston receiver sensor in relation to the full symmetric
strip problem, we aim to detect variation in the shear modulus µf by controlling the pair of values (λf , ρf ) that
together define the viscous fluid in (3.9). This corresponds to evaluating the force value (3.115) at the piston receiver
sensor for pairs of fluid parameter values with increasing order of magnitude, as detailed in Table 3.2.
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(a) Time measurement of the VFD force value. (b) Response magnitude of the VFD force value.
Figure 3.10: Time measurement and first response magnitude of the VFD force value at the piston
receiver sensor when varying the shear modulus µf of the viscous fluid only.
Again, we detect the first non-zero response of the VFD force value at the expected time tll = 1.36× 10−5 s of
a longitudinal wave reflection directly back to the piston receiver sensor. This time measurement of the force sensor
value is compared in Figure 3.10(a) for the viscous fluid values given by:
(i) first parameter λf = 4.0× 104 and fluid density ρf = 10,
(ii) shear modulus values given by µf1 = 2.0× 102 [ ] and µf2 = 6.0× 106 [ ].
As shown in Figure 3.10(a), the response magnitude in the VFD force value varies significantly with these two values
of the shear modulus µfi , suggesting that in time the transient piston sensor result is sensitive to this shear modulus
value of the viscous fluid channel. Furthermore, in Figure 3.10(b), with the set of first parameter and fluid density
values in Table 3.2, we measure the magnitude of the first response in the VFD force value, at the time tll and as the
shear modulus µf varies. In this forward problem of detecting variation in the material property of the viscous fluid
channel, the receiver sensor mechanism from the VFD force value is sensitive to small shear modulus values, and
as the order of magnitude of the shear modulus increases sufficiently, we see that the response magnitude converges
to a static value, possibly due to the dissipative effects of this enclosed viscous fluid. Certainly for small values of
the shear modulus, this first response magnitude can be used to infer the material parameters of the viscous fluid
channel.
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(a) Time measurement of the VFD force value. (b) Response magnitude of the VFD force value.
Figure 3.11: Time measurement and first response magnitude of the VFD force value at the piston
receiver sensor when varying the fluid density ρf of the viscous fluid only.
3.9.4 Detection of the density ρf
To detect variation in the fluid density ρf from our piston sensor application to the full symmetric strip problem,
we now control the pair of values (λf , µf ) that together characterise the viscous fluid completely in (3.9). This
corresponds to examining the force value (3.115) at the piston receiver sensor for pairs of known parameter values
with increasing order of magnitude, as shown in Table 3.3.
Firstly, the time sensor measurement of the VFD force value is compared in Figure 3.11(a) for the viscous fluid
values given by:
(i) first parameter λf = 8.0× 108 and shear modulus µf = 1.0× 107,
(ii) fluid densities given by ρf1 = 1000 [ ] and ρf2 = 4000 [ ].
In Figure 3.11(a), we again detect the first non-zero response of the VFD force value at the expected time tll =
1.36× 10−5 s of a longitudinal wave reflection directly back to the piston receiver sensor. In this case, the response
magnitude of the VFD force value varies with these two values of the fluid density ρfi . Furthermore, this is expected
from the jump in the same response magnitudes of the VFD force seen in Figure 3.11(b). In general, for the pairs
of material values in Table 3.3 with smaller orders of magnitude, we are able to detect variation in the fluid density
ρf from evaluating the response magnitude of the VFD force at the piston sensor. In this forward problem of
detecting variation in the material property of the viscous fluid channel, the receiver sensor mechanism becomes
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First parameter λf Shear modulus µf Density ρf
Varies 0.25 1
Varies 288 8
Varies 2.88× 105 80
Varies 1.00× 107 250
Varies 3.60× 1010 4000
Varies 3.60× 1011 10000
Table 3.1: Values associated to the shear modulus µf and fluid density ρf of the viscous fluid channel
when varying the first parameter λf .
First parameter λf Shear modulus µf Density ρf
2.0× 102 Varies 1
4.0× 104 Varies 10
6.0× 106 Varies 90
8.0× 108 Varies 400
1.0× 1010 Varies 3000
1.2× 1012 Varies 6000
Table 3.2: Values associated to the first parameter λf and fluid density ρf of the viscous fluid channel
when varying the shear modulus µf .
First parameter λf Shear modulus µf Density ρf
4.0× 104 1.0× 103 Varies
6.0× 106 1.0× 105 Varies
8.0× 108 1.0× 107 Varies
1.0× 1010 1.0× 109 Varies
1.2× 1012 5.0× 1010 Varies
Table 3.3: Values associated to the first parameter λf and shear modulus µf of the viscous fluid channel
when varying the fluid density ρf .
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invariant to changes in the fluid density ρf when the first parameter and the shear modulus dominate the viscous
fluid characterisation (this is detailed by the banded solutions in the region ∼ −3 × 1012 of the first response
magnitude). This suggests that the dissipative effect of the viscous fluid channel becomes significant when the
viscous fluid wavespeeds c3 and c4 become large in value, or equivalently, when the order of magnitude of the fluid
density ρf is many times smaller in comparison.
3.9.5 Dependence on the elastic layer thickness enclosing the viscous fluid channel
Finally, we investigate the effect of the elastic layer thickness on the transient receiver mechanism of the force
value at the piston sensor. Specifically, we consider the elastic layer thickness (the viscous fluid channel remains at
thickness h = 0.06 m) and the viscous fluid values (3.9) given by:
(i) layer thickness: l = 0.01 m [ ], l = 0.02 m [ ], l = 0.03 m [ ], l = 0.04 m [ ], l = 0.05 m [ ],
(ii) time measurement of the VFD force value: c3 = 200, c4 = 100, ρf = 100,
(iii) response magnitude of the first parameter λf : µf = 2.88× 105, ρf = 80,
(iv) response magnitude of the shear modulus µf : λf = 6.0× 106, ρf = 90,
(v) response magnitude of the fluid density ρf : λf = 6.0× 106, µf = 1.0× 105.
Now, with a variable layer thickness enclosing the viscous fluid channel, we detect a time delay of the first response
to the VFD force sensor value, each at the expected time tll = 2lc1 of a longitudinal wave reflection directly back
to the piston receiver sensor at the elastic layer surface, with this response magnitude sensitive to an increasingly
thin layer thickness, as shown in Figure 3.12(a). From the separate response magnitude results of the VFD force in
Figures 3.12(b–d), each measured at their respective first response times tll which are dependent on the elastic layer
thickness, we observe that the magnitude of the VFD force value is sensitive to a variable layer thickness, and this
is certainly true for the elastic layers with thickness ranging from l = 0.01 m and l = 0.05 m.
3.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have evaluated the transient detection and variation of the viscous fluid parameters for a com-
pressible viscous fluid channel enclosed within elastic solid layers. This has been achieved through a remote signal
analysis of the piston sensor at the elastic layer surface, with the measurement of the force value across this piston
surface at a later time acting as the receiver sensor mechanism.
This analysis has been completed from introducing a representation of the governing equations of motion for
a compressible viscous fluid (Section 3.3) and later developing solutions for the full layer and channel configura-
tion undergoing plane strain motions. For the problem formulation corresponding to a normal traction line source,
the doubly transformed solution of the half-space problem was derived analytically (Section 3.5) with the more
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(a) Time measurement of the VFD force value. (b) Response magnitude from changes in λf .
(c) Response magnitude from changes in µf . (d) Response magnitude from changes in ρf .
Figure 3.12: Time measurement and first response magnitude of the VFD force value at the piston
receiver sensor when varying the elastic layer thickness that encloses the viscous fluid channel.
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complicated, reflective contribution of the displacement then evaluated numerically. Prior to introducing a surface
piston sensor of finite length, we first examined the corresponding semi-infinite problem of a surface piston loading.
Motivated by the ancillary calculation methods that provide powerful tools to develop the mathematical viewpoint
(Sections 3.6.1 and 3.7), here we were able to derive rigorous explicit solutions that confirmed the required sin-
gularity fields near each piston edge. This understanding allowed one to progress the development of a surface
piston loading by means of an integral equation formulation (Section 3.8), with the forward problem of detecting
and interpreting the dynamic response to the viscous fluid channel then evaluated numerically (Section 3.9).
To be more precise, the viscous fluid dependent (VFD) force was analysed in real time as both a time measure-
ment and a first response magnitude back at the piston receiver sensor. From these numerical results, it was observed
that:
(i) the first response of the VFD force value at the piston receiver sensor is at the expected time tll = 2lc1 of the
first longitudinal wave reflection back to the piston sensor from the fluid channel boundary,
(ii) the response mechanism struggles to detect variation in the first parameter λf , whereas for the detection of
the shear modulus µf and the fluid density ρf there is more scope for analysis by a response magnitude
investigation of the VFD force value,
(iii) the piston receiver sensor is sensitive to the thickness of the elastic layer that encloses the viscous fluid channel.
Understandably, there is huge scope for further investigation of this transient sensor mechanism. Notably, one could
attempt to vary the physical properties of the piston sensor, that being the surface contact length or the forcing dis-
placement profile, to evaluate the dynamic effect on the receiver sensor solution and further understand the detection
of the enclosed viscous fluid parameters by a remote signal analysis. Another interesting situation, which has gained
some development in recent times and could be studied here, is the problem of a moving viscous fluid channel and
the corresponding detection of the flow velocity from this enclosed channel region [54][55].
In completion, the transient sensor mechanism for this layered solid-fluid configuration, can be used in some
cases, to detect properties of the dissipative system response from the enclosed viscous fluid channel. From a
mathematical viewpoint, the ancillary methods used within the chapter have certainly aided the development of the
direct integral equation formulation, with the calculation tools themselves providing some analytical beauty behind
the extensive numerical modelling of the piston sensor results seen later.
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Chapter 4
The partially filled cylinder: antiplane displace-
ments
4.1 Background
There are many situations where one would like to use remote sensing methods in an attempt to detect and interpret
the response properties of enclosed bodies when there is no direct access; for example, to gain evidence to support
the amount and/or flow properties of the material confined within the container vessel. Problems such as these have
applications in many fields of research, which include but are not limited to, down hole oil exploration [1], pipe
defect analysis [56, 57], screening of cargo containers, petroleum transportation, and blood flow.
One of the most appealing topics with scope to everyday applications is a hollow vessel containing a stationary
or moving (possibly ‘sloshing’) viscous fluid that fills the container. In this chapter, we are specifically interested in
exploring problems dealing with the response properties of long cylindrical pipes that are orientated lengthwise and
are partially filled with a ‘fluid’ material. These container vessels have no direct access and require a non-invasive
testing procedure to gain information on the enclosed material within, such as in [30].
When dealing with situations arising from hollow or fully filled cylindrical containers, the axisymmetric theory
is much simplified and vastly studied for both harmonic and transient problems [58, 59, 60]. These contributions
include many research interests, and cover topics ranging from guided circumferential waves [61, 62], the analysis
of specific modal distributions at certain frequencies [63], to the development of resonance frequency spectrums to
characterise properties of the enclosed material. The structural symmetry that is maintained in these hollow or filled
containers aids the development of a transient solution, with various analytical and numerical studies having been
used as a tool for progression into the more complicated problem of a partially filled cylinder.
Usually analysis of this kind of problem of a partially filled cylinder involves various approximations, such as
shell theory for the cylindrical pipe, or containers enclosing only the simplest ideal fluid description. The geometrical
asymmetry from an enclosed planar surface is the major cause for the complexity of these problems, with the
majority of the development in these wave propagation studies restricted to situations by harmonic analysis [64]. In
recent years, there has been limited progress into the transient response properties of these partially filling containers,
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this particularly by numerical evaluation, including the finite element modelling of the fluid-structure interactions
[65, 66], and boundary integral equation methods with an enclosed ideal fluid [67]. Then in many cases, experimental
observations will attempt to confirm these model predictions, such as in [30].
Motivated to further the general theory of the partially filled cylinder, of which the transient study is limited,
here we investigate a simplified problem but one in which a fairly complete analysis is attempted.
4.2 Problem statement
The problem we investigate in this chapter consists of detailing the dynamic and asymmetric response of a long,
hollow cylinder of an elastic solid enclosing a ‘fluid’ material1 that partially fills the inner core of the cylinder. The
cylinder is constructed with the fluid material filling the cylinder core from the bottom upwards with a planar surface.
The remaining unfilled region of the inner core is assumed to be in a vacuum state. The annular solid cylinder is
initially disturbed somewhere along the external surface of the cylinder, creating vibrations that propagate throughout
the annular solid and later interact with the enclosed fluid material across the wetted interface of the internal cylinder
surface (see Figure 4.1).
We specifically consider a long pipe with a long sensor attached to the surface that vibrates longitudinally in
such a way that we can consider a two-dimensional analysis in any cross section of the pipe. For this chapter, all
displacements are in the third (axial) direction, which is perpendicular to the cross section. We assume no further
symmetry simplifications or shell theory approximation for the annular solid cylinder. The mathematical problem
reduces to solving a Helmholtz equation in the pipe and one in the fluid. These two regions have, of course, different
wavespeeds and where the fluid material meets the pipe we must satisfy continuity of the displacement and traction.
The remaining unfilled part of the cylinder core assumes a vacuum state with traction free conditions, as does the
planar fluid surface.
We place a sensor at a given location on the external surface of the pipe. This sensor can either produce a
given transient pulse and subsequently measure a time dependent displacement or pressure at the same or a distant
location at some later time, or alternatively, the sensor can produce a harmonic signal at some given frequency with
a measurement made on the outer surface of the pipe at some other location [68]. Using either of these methods, one
aims to locate the position (depth) of the planar fluid surface, or detect and measure the physical material properties
of the enclosed material, as suggested in [30].
Motivated by the transient response of the partially filled cylinder, we investigate this by considering the forward
problem of a given fluid surface location and/or material properties and evaluate the nature of the returning signal in
real time. The method we use is to set up a direct integral equation formulation over the fluid-pipe boundary, which
we then analyse. To do this in real time requires the inversion of a Laplace transform, which is done approximately.
1This enclosed material is denoted as a ‘fluid’ simply to distinguish between the elastic solid cylinder that we also refer to. The ‘fluid’ is
for all intents and purposes a solid ‘gunk’ material that fills the pipe from the bottom upwards and shares an equivalent form of the governing
equations to the elastic solid. Nevertheless, this ‘fluid’ notation to describe the partially filling material is assumed henceforth.
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Figure 4.1: Diagrams representing the partially filled cylinder problem.
4.3 Formulation and methodology
For simplicity, we first build the problem formulation in the frequency domain. Fundamental solutions for the
cylinder and partially filling material are derived in each region. A pair of coupled integral equations are introduced
to control the continuity conditions at the wetted interface, with an endpoint singularity analysis used to determine
the actual singularity field on approaching the wetted endpoints. Two density functions are then solved piecewise
numerically, with the corresponding surface displacement analysed as the response mechanism. Accompanying this
numerical evaluation, an averaging method that develops an approximate representation of the density functions, is
discussed in the Appendix H.3. Later, the theory for a forcing piston applied over a part of the external surface, is
introduced as another tool for identifying properties by remote sensing methods.
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4.3.1 Simplification to uncoupled displacement motions
First, we return to Section 1.3 to discuss the uncoupling of displacement motions for this analysis. With the govern-
ing equations of motion written in cylindrical coordinates (Section 1.2.1), we consider a long pipe with a long sensor
attached to the external surface. The sensor moves in such a way that the elastic motions of the pipe can be con-
sidered two-dimensional; here the motions are represented at any cross section of the pipe. These two-dimensional
motions are independent of one coordinate, this being in the axial direction with ∂∂z ≡ 0, and the system of equations
splits into two uncoupled systems. In view of this, equation of motion (1.13) rather simply reduces to an equation
purely for axial (antiplane) displacements uz(r, θ; t), of the form:
∇2uz = ρ
µ
∂2uz
∂t2
, uz = uz(r, θ; t). (4.1)
For the remaining governing equations (1.11) and (1.12), one can suppose that all field variables are independent
of the z-coordinate, with uz vanishing identically. Introducing to these equations the displacement potentials (1.17)
and (1.18), with all terms ∂∂z ≡ 0 (i.e. assuming that ψr, ψθ ≡ 0), leads to obtaining the potential equations which
must be satisfied:
∇2φ = ρ
(λ+ 2µ)
∂2φ
∂t2
, ∇2ψz = ρ
µ
∂2ψz
∂t2
, φ = φ(r, θ; t), ψz = ψz(r, θ; t). (4.2)
These potential equations determine the in-plane motions for the displacement components ur(r, θ; t) and uθ(r, θ; t).
Since all field variables are independent of the z-coordinate, the in-plane motions are those of plane strain.
Consequently, by considering a symmetry of a long pipe with the wave propagations described as the two-
dimensional motions at any cross section of the pipe, the governing equations will uncouple into the antiplane
and plane strain displacements. Therefore, in this situation it is convenient to consider the separate displacement
problems:
u = (ur(r, θ; t), uθ(r, θ; t), 0) , u = (0, 0, uz(r, θ; t)) . (4.3)
4.3.2 Equations for antiplane displacements
We consider a long sensor attached to the external surface of the cylinder that vibrates longitudinally in such a way
that the motions of the cylinder and enclosed material reduce to a two-dimensional analysis in any cross section of
the pipe. For the antiplane shear deformations, all displacement motions are purely in the axial direction which is
perpendicular to the cross section, u = (0, 0, uz(r, θ; t)). The mathematical problem simplifies to solving a single
equation (4.1) in each region of interest:
∇2uz = ρ
µ
∂2uz
∂t2
. (4.4)
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Throughout the analysis, the superscript notation (1) denotes the partially filling ‘fluid’ region, and (2) for the
annular solid cylinder. We consider the dynamic equations in the frequency domain; that is, the overbar notation
denotes the Laplace transform of a function with respect to time. Consequently, we deal with solving a Helmholtz
equation in each region:
∇2u¯(1)z = k24 u¯(1)z , ∇2u¯(2)z = k22 u¯(2)z , (4.5)
where k2 = sc2 and k4 =
s
c4
are the wavenumbers, with c2 and c4 the shear wave velocities in the annular solid
cylinder and the enclosed fluid material, respectively, which have possibly different material parameters given by
c2 =
√
µs
ρs
and c4 =
√
µf
ρf
.
4.4 Known solutions for the annular solid cylinder
Annular cylinder solutions exhibit a polar symmetry (invariance) in a given cross section of the pipe. As a conse-
quence, we construct solutions of (4.5) using separation of variables with expansions in polar coordinates, given by
u¯
(2)
z (r, θ) = Rn(r)Ψn(θ). Since the modal solutions Ψn(θ) must be continuous functions of θ, with continuous
derivatives, we find that n can only be zero or an integer (2pi-periodic solutions exist provided n is a non-negative
integer). By linearity of the problem, the full representation of the displacement is the infinite series of all modal
solutions:
u¯(2)z (r, θ) =
∞∑
n=0
(AnKn (k2r) +BnIn (k2r)) (Dn cos (nθ) + En sin (nθ)) , (4.6)
where In and Kn are the modified Bessel functions. The series of modal coefficients {An, Bn, Dn, En} are deter-
mined by substitution into the appropriate boundary conditions.
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4.4.1 The hollow cylinder
The hollow cylinder is represented by the superposition of two fundamental solutions, GZ and EZ, each with different
boundary conditions2. The first solution (GZ) represents a normal line source placed somewhere along the wetted
interface of the inner cylinder surface, with zero normal derivative condition at the external cylinder surface. The
second solution (EZ) represents the external line forcing of strength F0 at some location along the outer cylinder
surface, with zero normal derivative condition at the internal surface of the hollow cylinder. In view of the antiplane
displacements, the required boundary conditions are:
(i) u¯GZz such that
∂u¯GZz
∂r = δ(θ − θ1) at r = a for |θ1| ≤ α and ∂u¯
GZ
z
∂r = 0 at r = b ,
(ii) u¯EZz such that
∂u¯EZz
∂r = 0 at r = a and
∂u¯EZz
∂r = F0 δ(θ − θ∗) at r = b .
One way to develop solutions is to compare the modal coefficients in (4.6) with the Fourier series expansion of the
Dirac delta function [15]:
δ(θ) =
1
2pi
+
1
pi
∞∑
n=1
cos (nθ) . (4.7)
We find that the displacements must satisfy:
u¯GZz (r, θ, θ1) =
1
2pik2
Γ0 (r, a, b) +
1
pik2
∞∑
n=1
Γn (r, a, b) cos (n (θ − θ1)) , (4.8)
u¯EZz (r, θ, θ
∗) =
F0
2pik2
Γ0 (r, b, a) +
F0
pik2
∞∑
n=1
Γn (r, b, a) cos (n (θ − θ∗)) , (4.9)
where:
Γn (r, a, b) :=
K ′n (k2b) In (k2r)− I ′n (k2b)Kn (k2r)
K ′n (k2b) I ′n (k2a)− I ′n (k2b)K ′n (k2a)
. (4.10)
2The notation GZ and EZ are introduced here to identify the pair of fundamental displacements u¯z that the hollow cylinder solution is
formulated from. They are denoted in such a way that:
(i) GZ details the antiplane (Z) displacement resulting from a Green’s function (G) condition which is formulated from a normal line source
applied somewhere along the wetted interface of the inner cylinder surface,
(ii) EZ details the antiplane (Z) displacement resulting from the application of an external (E) line forcing to the outer cylinder surface.
The fundamental displacements GZ and EZ are developed with in mind to simplify the antiplane boundary conditions u¯z and σ¯rz at the
cylinder surfaces. These boundary conditions are of interest when introducing the separate antiplane displacements of the hollow cylinder
and the partially filling material by integral equation formulations, as developed in the later sections (see Section 4.6 onwards). Since the
normal traction condition at the cylinder surface is proportional to the normal derivative at the cylinder surface for antiplane displacements,
σ¯rz = µ
∂u¯z
∂r
, we find that by formulating the fundamental solutions GZ and EZ in this way with purely normal line source conditions
(derivative in r conditions), the resulting normal derivative condition (4.20) of our integral equation formulation to the hollow cylinder will
be simplified hugely with only the density function S¯z(θ) to be made continuous with the traction of the partially filling material along
the wetted interface boundary. Originally, of course, we could have instead applied some combination of normal and/or shear line source
conditions to the GZ or EZ formulation of the hollow cylinder solution. However, these types of fundamental source condition only develop
a different form of integral equation formulation to the hollow cylinder in (4.19), and the resulting normal traction boundary condition along
the wetted interface from (4.20) may not be simple to manipulate further. Consequently, the fundamental solutions GZ and EZ as formulated
in (4.8) and (4.9), respectively, are the simplest description to manipulate the integral equation formulation and the normal traction boundary
condition along r = a to our advantage.
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In the above notation, ′ denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. Requirements as these above imply that
the fundamental displacement solutions produce traction free conditions on the opposing cylinder surfaces, with the
normal line source along the outer shell maintained (i.e. traction free everywhere expect at the source itself). Here
the series solutions will develop displacements along the wetted part of the interface and along the external cylinder
surface. Furthermore, the EZ displacements are known along the entire inner surface of the cylinder irrespective of
the fluid geometry confined within the pipe.
4.4.2 The fully filled cylinder
In this construction of the filled cylinder, the inner core of the annular cylinder is completely filled with a material of
differing properties. The polar symmetry that exists within this structure suggests that we can make use of the series
expansion (4.6) to separately represent both regions.
The boundary conditions for a fully filled cylinder with purely normal line forcing at the external cylinder surface
and enclosing a fluid material, ensuring continuity of the displacement and normal traction along the entire wetted
inner surface of the cylinder, are:
(i) ∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r = F0 δ(θ − θ∗) at r = b,
(ii) u¯(1)z = u¯
(2)
z and σ¯
(1)
rz = σ¯
(2)
rz at r = a,
with a further requirement of finite solutions at the origin r = 0 through the centre of the pipe. Considering the fluid
series expansion only, which is valid for 0 ≤ r ≤ a, since each Kn (k4r) is singular approaching r = 0 for all n,
those coefficients in the series expansion are strictly zero to ensure bounded solutions.
By expanding the line force as a Fourier series and satisfying all boundary conditions termwise, we are able
to construct solutions in both the solid cylinder and fluid material regions. The displacements in the annular solid
cylinder are shown to follow:
u¯(2)z (r, θ, θ
∗) =
F0
2pik2
N0(r)
D0
+
F0
pik2
∞∑
n=1
Nn(r)
Dn
cos (n (θ − θ∗)) , (4.11)
where both Nn(r) and Dn are functions dependent on the modal number n and are denoted:
Nn(r) = I
′
n(k4a) (Kn(k2a)In(k2r)− In(k2a)Kn(k2r))−
µsk2
µfk4
In(k4a)
(
K ′n(k2a)In(k2r)− I ′n(k2a)Kn(k2r)
)
,
(4.12)
Dn = I
′
n(k4a)
(
Kn(k2a)I
′
n(k2b)− In(k2a)K ′n(k2b)
)− µsk2
µfk4
In(k4a)
(
K ′n(k2a)I
′
n(k2b)− I ′n(k2a)K ′n(k2b)
)
.
(4.13)
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4.4.3 The solid cylinder bar
The solid cylinder bar is isotropic and homogeneous in any cross section, with a general form of the displacement
solution represented by the series expansion (4.6). Again a purely normal line forcing is made on the external
cylinder surface, which is otherwise traction free:
(i) ∂u¯
sol
z
∂r = F0 δ(θ − θ∗) at r = b,
with a further requirement of finite solutions at the origin r = 0. Since each Kn (k2r) is singular approaching r = 0
for all n, those coefficients in the series expansion are strictly zero to ensure bounded solutions.
By expanding the line force as a Fourier series and comparing coefficients termwise, we construct the modal
solutions for the antiplane displacements in the solid cylinder bar:
u¯solz (r, θ, θ
∗) =
F0
2pik2
I0 (k2r)
I ′0 (k2b)
+
F0
pik2
∞∑
n=1
In (k2r)
I ′n (k2b)
cos (n (θ − θ∗)) . (4.14)
Finally, for a discussion of a method which confirms the source singularity for displacements when written as an
infinite series, we refer the reader to Appendix C.
4.5 Fundamental solution for the partially filling material
Suppose we introduce a line source at some position (x1, y1) along the wetted interface of the inner cylinder surface.
We first solve the governing equation (4.5) in region (1) with the solution satisfying the unbounded, initial Green’s
function at the fundamental source:
u¯(1)z = K0
(
k4
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
. (4.15)
The fluid material partially fills the inner core of the cylinder3 with a planar fluid surface at some depth y = h. The
fluid surface is required to be traction free; in the case of antiplane displacements, the normal traction is the require-
ment of ∂u¯
FS
z
∂y = 0 at y = h. We thus construct a new solution to (4.5) by the method of images that automatically
satisfies the traction free conditions along the planar fluid surface. This by the principle of superposition leads to:
u¯FSz = K0
(
k4
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
+ K0
(
k4
√
(x− x1)2 + (y + y1 − 2h)2
)
. (4.16)
3The enclosed fluid material is bounded by the wetted interface r = a and θ ∈ [−α, α] with the planar surface y = h. The wetted
endpoints, which are the intersection of the curved annular surface with the planar fluid surface, are the projection onto the inner cylinder
surface for r = a and θ = ±α. Using the transformation y = r cos θ it follows that h = a cosα. The inner core is fully filled when the fluid
surface pinches at y = −a for α = pi. The cylinder core is empty when the fluid surface reduces to y = a for α = 0. The cylinder is half
filled when y = 0 and α = pi
2
.
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For the partially filled cylinder, it is useful to introduce polar coordinates with the fundamental source for the fluid
material now at some (r1, θ1) along the wetted interface, where:
x = r sin θ, y = r cos θ, x1 = r1 sin θ1, y1 = r1 cos θ1. (4.17)
Therefore, the full solution for the fluid partially filling the cylinder is now reformulated as:
u¯FSz (r, θ, r1, θ1) = K0
(
k4
√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
)
+K0
(
k4
√
r2 + r21 + 2rr1 cos(θ + θ1)− 4h(r cos θ + r1 cos θ1) + 4h2
)
. (4.18)
The fundamental source is located along the wetted interface as the field point approaches r → r1 and θ → θ1 ; in
this limit the source solution (4.15) is logarithmically singular at the source. The image function is a reflection of
the fundamental source at the planar fluid surface, with the image source located at some x = x1 and y = 2h − y1
outside of the enclosed fluid region and above the fluid surface. This image is a regular function everywhere inside
the fluid region, and along the wetted interface, except for possibly at the wetted endpoints (later discussed).
In this fundamental solution it is clear that, although satisfying the traction free conditions at the planar fluid
surface, the full solution (4.18) is unsuccessful at satisfying the Green’s function requirement along the wetted
interface at the internal cylinder surface. Here the normal derivative of (4.18) has the required singularity at the
fundamental source but attains a further ‘tail‘ contribution at all other locations along the wetted boundary. This
‘tail’ contribution is carried through the forthcoming integral equation formulation, with the normal traction later
analysed by removing the singular contribution at the fundamental source.
4.6 Introduction of integral equations and density functions
In the previous sections we have arranged fundamental solutions for both the annular solid cylinder and the fluid
material that partially fills the inner core of the cylinder. We now distribute these fundamental solutions at positions
along the wetted interface to model our final cylinder problem, which we then evaluate in real time. This construction
of new displacement solutions is formally introduced through an integral equation and density function formulation.
These integral equations are formally applied to control the continuity conditions between the annular elastic solid
and the wetted contact region of the fluid material that partially fills the cylinder.
4.6.1 Integral equation formulation for the annular solid cylinder
The hollow cylinder was previously formulated as the superposition of two fundamental solutions (4.8) and (4.9).
In this development of solutions, the normal line forcing condition at the wetted interface produces displacements
(GZ) that are independently distributed throughout the hollow cylinder, and thus representing a degree of freedom
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to the system of equations. Alongside this, the external forcing conditions (EZ) are applied to the hollow cylinder
irrespective of the fluid geometry confined within the pipe.
Therefore, by distributing these GZ displacements along the wetted interface, we only require one unknown
density function S¯z (θ1) to control the boundary conditions of the annular solid cylinder in our integral equation
formulation of the antiplane displacement:
u¯(2)z (r, θ, θ
∗) =
∫ α
−α
S¯z(θ1) u¯
GZ
z (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 + u¯
EZ
z (r, θ, θ
∗). (4.19)
The normal derivative of the displacement follows directly from (4.19), and reduces suitably along the cylinder
surfaces r = a and r = b, to:
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
=
∫ α
−α
S¯z(θ1)
∂u¯GZz
∂r
dθ1 +
∂u¯EZz
∂r
=
 S¯z(θ) r = a, |θ| < α,F0δ(θ − θ∗) r = b. (4.20)
Thus, along the external surface of the cylinder, the purely normal line forcing is maintained with the surface other-
wise traction free. At the internal cylinder surface the independent density function allows for continuity of both the
displacement and normal derivative (traction) across the wetted interface.
4.6.2 Integral equation formulation for the partially filling material
In Section 4.5 a fundamental solution was devised for the partially filling cylinder that automatically satisfied the
traction free conditons at the planar fluid surface. This projection of the source displacement and image field suggests
that the integral equation formulation for the fluid material displacement is controlled by one unknown density
function F¯z (θ1), which is to be determined from the continuity conditions at the wetted interface boundary:
u¯(1)z (r, θ, r1) =
∫ α
−α
F¯z(θ1) u¯
FS
z (r, θ, r1, θ1) dθ1. (4.21)
First, let us check the boundary condition at the planar fluid surface. Here the condition for normal traction passes
through the integral equation formulation with the fundamental solution already justifying the free surface condition
at the fluid surface:
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂y
=
∫ α
−α
F¯z(θ1)
∂u¯FSz
∂y
dθ1 = 0, y = h. (4.22)
Consequently, it is possible to derive the normal derivative at the wetted interface as:
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂r
=
∫ α
−α
F¯z(θ1)
∂u¯FSz
∂r
(r, θ, r1, θ1) dθ1, (4.23)
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where:
∂u¯FSz
∂r
=
− k4 (r − r1 cos(θ − θ1))K1
(
k4
√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
)
√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
+
− k4 (r + r1 cos(θ + θ1)− 2h cos θ)K1
(
k4
√
r2 + r21 + 2rr1 cos(θ + θ1)− 4h(r cos θ + r1 cos θ1) + 4h2
)
√
r2 + r21 + 2rr1 cos(θ + θ1)− 4h(r cos θ + r1 cos θ1) + 4h2
.
(4.24)
4.6.3 Removing the source singularity
Consider a function F kj2 of the form:
F
kj
2 (r, θ, r1, θ1) =
− kj(r − r1 cos(θ − θ1))√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
K1
(
kj
√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
)
. (4.25)
It will become clearer in Chapter 5 why this functional notation is used here. The aim is to establish the dominant
singularity on approaching the fundamental source (r = r1, θ = θ1). Here the fundamental source is located and
distributed along the wetted interface boundary, for r1 = a and |θ1| < α. The field point (r, θ) is moved towards the
source point (r1, θ1) in this limit.
Clearly a singularity of the function (4.25) exists at the fundamental source. Close to the fundamental source it
is possible to extract the asymptotic form of the function F kj2 , denoted by F
A
2 , from using the identity [15]:
K1(Z) ∼ 1
Z
in the limit Z → 0. (4.26)
From using this identity, the asymptotic form of (4.25) follows by:
FA2 =
−(r − r1 cos(θ − θ1))
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
. (4.27)
Moving the field point towards the source point from below (i.e. outwards to the source), it is shown that FA2 contains
a singularity on approaching the source point:
FA2 =

1
|r1−r| →∞ θ = θ1, r → r
−
1
−1
2r1
6= 0 θ 6= θ1, r → r−1 .
(4.28)
Removing this non-zero constant for locations away from the source, whilst maintaining the singular infinite intensity
at the source, will develop the characteristics of a Dirac delta function. We denote this new form of asymptotic
function by FA∗2 :
FA∗2 = F
A
2 −
( −1
2r1
)
=
(r1 − r)2 + 2r1(r1 − r) cos(θ − θ1)
2r1(r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1))
, (4.29)
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where approximately:
FA∗2 → D0 δ(θ − θ1) in the limit r → r−1 , (4.30)
and FA∗2 now has the properties of a Dirac delta function centred at θ = θ1, with an intensity factor D0 in the limit
r → r−1 of approaching the wetted interface boundary. Now integrating (4.30) over all source locations along the
wetted interface boundary, results in:∫ α
−α
FA∗2 dθ1 =
∫ α
−α
D0 δ(θ − θ1) dθ1 = D0 for |θ| < α and r → r−1 , (4.31)
whereas (4.29) can also be integrated over all source locations along the wetted interface boundary, to find that:
∫ α
−α
FA∗2 dθ1 =
−1
r
arctan
tan
(
θ−θ1
2
)
(r + r1)
|r1 − r|
+ θ1
2r1
+
1
r
arctan
(
tan
(
θ − θ1
2
))θ1=α
θ1=−α
. (4.32)
The integrand of (4.32) is non-zero only for θ = θ1 and in the limit r → r−1 . For all |θ| < α, we have that
0 < α+ θ < 2α and 0 < α− θ < 2α, which in the limit r → r−1 and from comparing (4.31) and (4.32), it is shown
that D0 ≡ pir1 for all α ∈ [0, pi]. Consequently, we can write that:
FA∗2 →
pi
r1
δ(θ − θ1) in the limit r → r−1 , (4.33)
and now the full expression for the original function (4.25) satisfies:
F
kj
2 =
(
F
kj
2 − FA2
)
+ FA2 =
(
F
kj
2 − FA2
)
+ FA∗2 −
1
2r1
, (4.34)
where:
F
kj
2 →
pi
r1
δ(θ − θ1)− 1
2r1
in the limit r → r−1 . (4.35)
Therefore, the source singularity of F kj2 is removed in (4.34) with the remaining ‘tail’ contribution of terms now
regular at the source, since
(
F
kj
2 − FA2
)
→ (FA2 − FA2 ) ≡ 0 in this source limit.
4.6.4 Removing the source singularity from the normal traction condition
The source singularity still under consideration is the normal derivative condition (4.24) along the wetted interface
boundary. This particular form of singularity is expected to be dependent on the radial direction when approaching
the fundamental source. Since the partially filling material has an occupied field region r ≤ a, and with the source
point located at the wetted interface for r1 = a, it is logical to move the field point outwards in the limit (from
below, in the limit r → r−1 ) towards the fundamental source. Hence the considerations discussed in Section 4.6.3 are
justified, with the source singularity of the integrand term (4.24) now removed on approaching the wetted interface.
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Introducing the source singularity condition (4.35) to (4.24), it follows that:
∂u¯FSz
∂r
≡ F k42 + image term −→
pi
r1
δ(θ − θ1) + T k4(r, θ, r1, θ1), (4.36)
with T k4 containing both −12r1 from (4.35) and the normal derivative of the image term from (4.24).
4.6.5 Continuity conditions at the wetted interface
The boundary conditions for a partially filled cylinder, ensuring continuity of the displacement u¯(i)z and normal
traction σ¯(i)rz at the wetted interface, are given by:
u¯(1)z = u¯
(2)
z , µf
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂r
= µs
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
, r = r1 = a, |θ| < α. (4.37)
The construction of such boundary conditions develops a pair of coupled integral equations with various singularities.
By first removing the Dirac delta source singularity (Section 4.6.3), it is shown that the normal traction condition
must satisfy:
S¯z(θ) =
µf
µs
(
pi
r1
F¯z(θ) +
∫ α
−α
F¯z(θ1)T
k4(θ, θ1) dθ1
)
, (4.38)
whereas the continuity of the displacement requires:∫ α
−α
F¯z(θ1) u¯
FS
z (θ, θ1) dθ1 =
∫ α
−α
S¯z(θ1) u¯
GZ
z (θ, θ1) dθ1 + u¯
EZ
z (θ, θ
∗). (4.39)
Here all boundary conditions are restricted to the wetted interface, for r = r1 = a and |θ| < α. This pair of coupled
Fredholm equations (4.38) and (4.39) becomes the focus of the chapter, with the external forcing displacements u¯EZz
used to solve the inhomogeneous problem that is constructed.
It is worth noting that the image terms in the above boundary conditions are regular and well-defined along
the wetted interface, except for possibly at the wetted endpoints. A singularity analysis is now formulated on
approaching these wetted endpoints in an attempt to discuss the singularity fields of the coupled integral equations
developed in (4.38) and (4.39).
4.7 Singularity analysis of the wetted endpoint
In general, the highest derivatives of the governing equations control the singularity analysis close to the wetted
endpoints. Thus, for the Helmholtz equations (4.5), we only require an eigenvalue analysis of the Laplace equations
locally in each region to leading order to determine the singularity field on approaching the wetted endpoints:
∇2u¯(1)z = 0, ∇2u¯(2)z = 0. (4.40)
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Figure 4.2: Diagram representing the construction of the angular sector on approaching the wetted end-
point θ = α. This angular sector is developed in terms of the polar coordinate system (rF , θF ) centred
at the corner endpoint.
We now introduce a polar coordinate system (rF , θF ) centred at one corner endpoint of the wetted interface, where
the planar fluid surface meets the annular cylinder surface. This apex is the endpoint singularity we consider. In the
neighbourhood of the wetted endpoint we assume that the curved surface of the cylinder can be scaled to represent
a local tangent that intersects the fluid surface, which separates the solid cylinder and the enclosed fluid region. An
angular sector is thus formed at this endpoint.
In this coordinate system near to the wetted endpoint, the interface between the solid and fluid is close to the local
plane θF = 0; continuity of the normal displacement and normal traction must be adhered to along this boundary.
The planar fluid surface intersects the tangent at an angle θF = α, the angle that controls the depth of filling within
the cylinder, with this surface continuing to satisfy the traction free conditions. In the half-plane θF = −pi, the
solid is assumed to be in contact with the in vacuo state of the unfilled inner core of the cylinder, with traction free
conditions along this planar surface. Corresponding to this formulation, the elastic solid region (2) is defined for
−pi ≤ θF ≤ 0, whereas the fluid sector (1) is valid for 0 ≤ θF ≤ α. Along any plane we consider, the outward
normal is in the θF -direction. See Figure 4.2 for a description of this angular sector construction.
The solutions to the Laplace equations (4.40) are determined by separation of variables. For an eigenvalue
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analysis, we thus derive the eigenvalue solutions in λ which need to be solved:
u¯(1)z = C1 r
λ
F cos (λ (θF − α)) , u¯(2)z = C2 rλF cos (λ (θF + pi)) . (4.41)
These solutions satisfy the local equations (4.40) and the traction free conditions ∂u¯
(1)
z
∂θF
= 0 at θF = α and ∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θF
= 0
at θF = −pi, respectively. The continuity conditions along θF = 0 suggest that the eigenvalues must satisfy the
transcendental equation:
µf tan (λα) = −µs tan (λpi) . (4.42)
Then from evaluating the solutions of the transcendental equation, it is found that:
(i) In the special case of µf = µs, known explicit solutions of (4.42) exist for eigenvalues given by λN = piNpi+α ,
where N ∈ Z≥0. All non-trivial solutions exist with eigenvalues λN ≥ 12 for any depth of filling 0 ≤ α ≤ pi.
(ii) In the general case of µf 6= µs, by using a Newton root finding method to numerically evaluate the solutions
of the transcendental equation (4.42), the eigenvalue analysis suggests the existence of non-trivial solutions for
eigenvalues λ > 12 .
Therefore, the lowest non-trivial solution exists for an eigenvalue λ ≥ 12 , and this eigenvalue will form the leading
term that will dominate the singularity field as the endpoint is approached. Consequently, the resulting singular
stress field at the wetted endpoint will be approximately ∂u¯
(i)
z
∂rF
∝ O
(
rλ−1F
)
, which is less than square-root singular
in each region on approaching the endpoint.
Furthermore, in Appendix D an additional analysis of the endpoint singularity is made utilising a Green’s theo-
rem and far field results to our full field solutions. From introducing an auxiliary field that is non-physical locally to
the endpoint, but admits valid solutions in the far field away from the wetted endpoint, one can determine explicit
expressions for the constants C1 and C2 that satisfy our singularity analysis in (4.41).
Now by independent arguments, it can be shown that the density functions F¯z(θ1) and S¯z(θ1) in the integral
equation formulations of (4.19) and (4.21), each have a singularity field equivalent to the singular stress field ∂u¯
(i)
z
∂rF
on approaching the wetted endpoints. Thus, in view of this endpoint singularity analysis as detailed above, we shall
expect the density functions to be, in the worst case scenario, square-root singular locally to the wetted endpoints.
That is, the density functions will contain the singularities (α− θ1)−1/2 as θ1 → α and (α+ θ1)−1/2 as θ1 → −α,
respectively. From introducing the density functions to be formally square-root singular, we are able to overpower
and remove the explicit singularity that exists for the problem:
F¯z(θ1) =
f¯z(θ1)√
α2 − θ21
, S¯z(θ1) =
s¯z(θ1)√
α2 − θ21
, (4.43)
with this new description of the density functions f¯z and s¯z in (4.43) now assumed regular on approaching the wetted
endpoints. That is, if the original density function F¯j is square-root singular
(
F¯j ∝ r−0.5F f¯j
)
and comparable to the
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singular stress field
(
F¯j ∝ ∂u¯
(j)
z
∂rF
)
on approaching the wetted endpoint, then our new form of density function is
expected to be approximately f¯j ∼ rλ−0.5F , which is now regular at the wetted endpoint since f¯j → 0 in the limit
rF → 0, with λ− 0.5 ≥ 0 from the singularity analysis discussed previously.
As a consequence of determining the singularity field to the angular sector, we have in theory taken care of the
explicit singularity that exists in the problem formulation by overpowering it, with the remaining density functions
in (4.43) now regular at the wetted endpoints for any case of partially filling cylinder. This singularity analysis is
particularly befitting to our problem formulation. In this analysis, the angular sector near to the endpoint benefits
from always being constructed with a subtended angle given by 0 ≤ θ ≤ α ≤ pi, as in Figure 4.2, which includes all
cases of partially filling material from empty to fully filled. As a result, the angular sector forms a singularity field
which is manageable and integrable near the endpoint, as required. In the case of any angular sector with a subtended
angle given by θ > pi, the endpoint singularity analysis creates an inflexion point which forms a singularity field
that is worse than our desired limit of a square-root singular field, and consequently, the problem does not produce
an integrable singularity at the wetted endpoints.
However, in our problem formulation of the partially filled cylinder, the singularity analysis here never fails, and
the construction of an integral equation formulation with integrable singularities, is now developed.
4.8 Discretisation of integral equations
4.8.1 Numerical evaluation of the density functions
It is now satisfactory to apply the discretisation procedure detailed in Section 2.3.2 to the pair of coupled integral
equations (4.38) and (4.39). In each boundary condition the respective density functions from (4.43) are introduced,
with the quadrature substitution θ1 = α cosX and the unique collocation points θ = α cosYj for j = 1, .., n,
then chosen to reduce the coupled integral equations and thus develop a system of 2n-equations for the n-piecewise
density function values of each type.
Firstly, the continuity of the displacement (4.39) is found to satisfy:
n−1∑
i=0
P¯FS (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯z (α cosYi+1) −
n−1∑
i=0
P¯GZ (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) s¯z (α cosYi+1) = u¯
EZ
z (α cosYj , θ
∗), (4.44)
for j = 1, .., n and θ∗ ∈ [−pi, pi], where:
P¯LM (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) =
pi
2n
(
u¯LMz (α cosYj , α cosXi) + u¯
LM
z (α cosYj , α cosXi+1)
)
. (4.45)
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Secondly, the continuity of the normal traction (4.38) is found to satisfy:
W¯N (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) f¯z (α cosYj) +
n−1∑
i=0
i 6=j−1
P¯N (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯z (α cosYi+1) − s¯z(α cosYj) = 0, (4.46)
for j = 1, .., n, where:
W¯N (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) =
µfpi
µsr1
+ P¯N (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) , (4.47)
P¯N (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) =
µfpiα sinYj
2nµs
(
T k4 (α cosYj , α cosXi) + T
k4 (α cosYj , α cosXi+1)
)
. (4.48)
The system of equations (4.44) and (4.46) are evaluated numerically from introducing the matrix formulation:
Ax = b ⇒ x = A−1b, (4.49)
consisting of a (2n× 2n) matrix A of ‘coefficients’ to the discrete density function values and a column vector b of
the external forcing terms only. The resulting solutions for the piecewise density function values:
x =
[
f¯z (α cosYj) ; s¯z (α cosYj)
]T
, (4.50)
are constructed by numerical evaluation of the matrix inverse. Below is a representation of this matrix formulation:
P¯FS(1, 1) . . . P¯FS(1, n) −P¯GZ(1, 1) . . . −P¯GZ(1, n)
...
...
...
...
P¯FS(n, 1) . . . P¯FS(n, n) −P¯GZ(n, 1) . . . −P¯GZ(n, n)
W¯N (1) . . . P¯N (1, n) −1 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
... −1 ...
P¯N (n, 1) . . . W¯N (n) 0 . . . −1

A

f¯z(1)
...
f¯z(n)
s¯z(1)
...
s¯z(n)

x
=

u¯EZz (1, θ
∗)
...
u¯EZz (n, θ
∗)
0
...
0

b
(4.51)
4.8.2 Numerical evaluation of the displacement at each cylinder surface
The antiplane displacement (4.19) in the elastic solid cylinder is considered as the main quantity we analyse when
evaluating the remote sensing response of the partially filled cylinder. In this regard, the displacement field is
evaluated numerically using the previously determined piecewise density function values (4.50), by:
u¯(2)z (r, θ, θ
∗) =
n−1∑
i=0
Q¯GZ (r, θ,Xi, Xi+1) s¯z (α cosYi+1) + u¯
EZ
z (r, θ, θ
∗), a ≤ r ≤ b, (4.52)
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where:
Q¯GZ (r, θ,Xi, Xi+1) =
pi
2n
(
u¯GZz (r, θ, α cosXi) + u¯
GZ
z (r, θ, α cosXi+1)
)
. (4.53)
The external forcing component u¯EZz produces a known displacement field in the annular solid cylinder irrespective
of the fluid material geometry confined within the pipe. More so, in the frequency domain this displacement term
is logarithmically singular at the point of forcing θ = θ∗ along the external surface. Thus, it may be beneficial to
concentrate our analysis to the fluid material displacements u¯FDz only, which can be observed over the entire cylinder
surface:
u¯FDz (r, θ) =
n−1∑
i=0
Q¯GZ (r, θ,Xi, Xi+1) sz (α cosYi+1) , a ≤ r ≤ b. (4.54)
These fluid material displacements are directly related to the partial filling response within the cylinder; that is, any
wave energy that leaks into the fluid fraction will affect this returning signal.
Finally, for a time dependent analysis of these displacement quantities, the response mechanisms in (4.52) and
(4.54) are required to undergo the inversion of the Laplace transform, which is done approximately.
4.8.3 Numerical evaluation at the internal cylinder surface
If, for instance, we can place a thin pressure sensor at the internal cylinder surface to inclusively observe measure-
ments across the internal cylinder surface, then one useful detection mechanism for our receiver sensor analysis is
the force value across the wetted interface. Returning to the normal traction of the annular solid cylinder in (4.20),
at the internal cylinder surface this is now distributed at the discrete density function values given by:
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
a
=
s¯z (θ)√
α2 − θ2 ≡
s¯z (α cosYj)
α sinYj
, |θ| < α, j = 1, .., n. (4.55)
The force at any cylinder surface is formally the integral of the normal traction. At the internal cylinder surface, this
force value reduces to along the wetted interface only and is discretised appropriately to find that:
F¯r(s)
∣∣
a
=
∫ α
−α
s¯z (θ)√
α2 − θ2 dθ ≡
pi
n
n−1∑
i=0
s¯z (α cosYi+1) . (4.56)
Obviously in real time we shall only expect a response in this force value from the time of the first wave interaction
in the vicinity of the wetted interface. Variations in the depth filling and/or material properties of the enclosed fluid
are then analysed. Finally, for a time dependent analysis of this force value, the response mechanism in (4.56) is
required to undergo the inversion of the Laplace transform, which is done approximately.
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4.8.4 Application of the computational method in MATLAB
The primary challenge when numerically modelling the time response of the antiplane displacements to the partially
filled cylinder, and various cylinder surface quantities resulting from the application of the antiplane line forcing
at the external cylinder surface, is to introduce a computational grid in such a way that one can accurately evalu-
ate the values of the coupled density functions at the internal cylinder surface, firstly in frequency s-space. In this
Laplace transformed domain, our numerical scheme is modelled with n being the value that controls the discretisa-
tion procedure, as outlined in the matrix formulation of size 2n in (4.51), and the computational problem is reduced
to evaluating the coupled density distribution at values directly across the wetted interface of the internal cylinder
surface, for r = a and |θ| < α.
For a partially filled cylinder with a wetted interface of contact length 2aα, we choose n so that the density
distributions in f¯z(θ1) and s¯z(θ1) are finely distributed across the contact surface. These discrete grid positions,
given by f¯z (α cosYi+1) and s¯z (α cosYi+1), are located symmetrically about the centre line (θ = 0) of the wetted
interface. However, whilst distributed symmetrically about the centre line of the wetted interface, these grid locations
are not evenly spaced across the contact surface |θ| < α. In the case of a line forcing applied remotely and along the
symmetry line of the partially filled cylinder (at θ∗ = 0,±pi only), we further expect the density distribution to have
frequency values in s-space, or equivalently, density distribution values in real time, that are weighted identically
about the centre line of the wetted interface4, i.e. both f¯z (α cosYi+1) ≡ f¯z (α cosYn−i) and s¯z (α cosYi+1) ≡
s¯z (α cosYn−i) for all i. With the density grid locations f¯z and s¯z concentrated towards the endpoints of the wetted
interface, we expect these values to encapsulate the contribution of the singular field near the wetted endpoints,
where the planar fluid surface meets the internal surface of the cylinder. Conversely, the maximum grid spacing
between any two density grid locations always exists across the centre line of the wetted interface, and we aim to
control n to minimise this maximum grid spacing argument.
In the numerical results that follow, one must produce an efficient numerical scheme that is not computationally
exhaustive. Conversely, the accuracy in our solutions exists provided that the computational grid is finely distributed,
with grid points that are sufficiently dense everywhere across the contact wetted surface. For this problem of a
partially filled cylinder, the depth of filling within the cylinder is controlled by the contact length 2aα of the wetted
interface, ranging from empty (α = 0) to fully filled (α = pi). If we numerically model cases where the depth or
the amount of filling changes within the cylinder, then so too does the contact length 2aα vary in our computational
method. We aim to construct a numerical scheme to this problem where the number of density grid points, controlled
by the value n, is equivalent to the contact length of the interaction at the wetted interface, which is controlled by
the contact length 2aα. That is, we configure our computational method so that the numerical modelling of the
problem will contain the same proportion of grid points to its contact length, i.e. we maintain a constant grid spacing
4With the line forcing at the external cylinder surface applied away from the symmetry line of the partially filled cylinder, that is, for a
forcing location given by any θ∗ 6= 0,±pi, these density functions in f¯z and s¯z form weighted distributions that are not symmetric about the
centre line of the wetted interface, i.e. both f¯z (α cosYi+1) 6= f¯z (α cosYn−i) and s¯z (α cosYi+1) 6= s¯z (α cosYn−i) for all i.
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argument for a varying contact length at the wetted interface. As a result, the value of n we assign to the numerical
procedure will increase with a greater depth of the partially filling material, since the contact length also increases
with a greater depth of filling. Furthermore, when we compare cases of a changing depth of the partially filled
cylinder, each of our numerical results will observe an equivalent sensitivity from the distribution of the density
functions at the wetted interface, when we produce a numerical scheme which has the same finely distribution of
density location across the wetted interface.
Therefore, when choosing a value of n which controls the numerical modelling for this partially filled cylinder
problem, we do so by satisfying the following conditions on the discretisation grid spacing scheme:
(i) Ratio of the contact surface length to the number of density distribution values:
2aα
n1
≤ 5.0× 10−4, (4.57)
where this value of n1 is dependent on the contact length 2aα of the wetted interface.
(ii) Maximum spacing between any two grid locations of the density distribution as a ratio to the contact surface
length:
a|α cos (Yj+1)− α cos (Yj) |
2aα
≤ 1.0× 10−2, (4.58)
where Yj =
(2j−1)pi
2n2
and j = ceil
(
n2
2
)
is chosen as the ceiling of the midpoint value in n2.
We then define n ≥ max(ni) as the larger value of ni from the two limit conditions in (4.57) and (4.58).
In the Laplace transformed domain, it is found that the piecewise density values f¯z (α cosYi+1) and s¯z (α cosYi+1)
have frequency solutions which, in some situations, converge for much smaller values of n than those necessarily
developed in the forthcoming numerical results. In this analysis of the density values, the convergence of density
distribution solutions in the Laplace transformed domain will correspond to the convergence of density distribution
solutions in real time. For our chosen value of n for a partially filling depth given by α, the numerical results in the
Laplace transformed domain show full agreement. Numerical checks, such as altering the relative discretisation size
from changing the constraint limits in (4.57) and (4.58), that is, actions of increasing the number of grid points for
a fixed depth of filling were employed, with no noticeable change to the final density distribution values across the
contact surface. The resulting limit values, as chosen in the constraint conditions (4.57) and (4.58), were found to be
most suitable for this computational method. These values provide motivation to ensure that the computational grid
is sufficiently dense to allow an accurate evaluation of our numerical results, yet not computationally exhaustive for
the task at hand.
Once the system of density distribution values have been solved for in the Laplace transformed domain, each
discrete density value is required to be approximated numerically in the process of the inverse Laplace transform.
Using the MATLAB package invlap.m (see Section 1.5.1), this numerical approximation of the inverse Laplace
transform is possible, and we return the density distribution to values in the time domain. These density distribution
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values are then either combined, such as for the real time force value at the internal cylinder surface in (4.56), or will
be subject to a convolution in time, such as to approximate the antiplane displacement anywhere back at the external
cylinder surface in (4.52).
In this numerical modelling of the MATLAB package invlap.m, the program assigns 41 unique frequency s-
values to each fixed time instant t that we approximate the time response for (these s-values are developed automati-
cally by the program, are complex-valued, and follow a one-to-one correspondence with the time value t that we are
evaluating). The resulting numerical system of our density distributions, as constructed in (4.51) with 2n-discrete
density values to be found for each s-value, is then required to be repeatedly computed for each of the 41 frequency
s-values. Once this numerical system is solved explicitly, the density solutions to the computational method are
layered into separate (41× n) matrices in such a way that each column vector represents an individual density dis-
tribution value that can be approximated independently, using the MATLAB package invlap.m, into a corresponding
value t in the time domain. This process is repeated for each time value we approximate numerically.
Essentially, when attempting a continuous real time analysis of the results to the partially filled cylinder, this
computational method becomes a computationally intensive task even for the simplest of problems. It is fundamen-
tally important to be efficient in our numerical method of obtaining solutions, and in the same instance, still retain
all the time dependent information of the interaction that we are investigating. Although, as stated above, this MAT-
LAB package invlap.m is computationally intensive, it deals well with approximating complicated formulations that
are similar to our computational scheme of the partially filled cylinder. This reasoning, along with some other ad-
vantages of the numerical program in comparison to other approximate methods, are discussed in [17, 18, 19, 20].
Furthermore, from our understanding of the MATLAB package capabilities, and with our ability to manipulate large
system of equations and data using this program, this method of approximate solution as outlined here so far ap-
pears to provide the best opportunity of determining an accurate real time analysis of the partially filled cylinder
application.
This full numerical evaluation of the coupled integral equation formulation to the partially filled cylinder, in Sec-
tion 4.6 onwards, is now implemented in MATLAB following the above computational method and approximation
of the inverse Laplace transform using the invlap.m package. A discussion of the numerical results from numerically
modelling this partially filled cylinder, and various cylinder surface quantities resulting from the application of a line
load forcing at the external cylinder surface, will be made in the next section of this chapter.
4.9 Introduction of a forcing piston at the external cylinder surface
We now distribute the fundamental solution of the initial line source problem (those integral equation formulations
constructed previously from Section 4.4 onwards) to model the application of a finite piston on the external surface
of the cylinder. The piston is securely attached or ‘clamped’ to the external casing of the cylinder, and acts by
exerting a specified displacement over a part of the surface r = b and θ ∈ [−θa, θa], in real time.
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Without any loss of generality, we begin by restricting the fundamental solutions to unit strength F0 = 1 and
prescribed line forcing at θ∗ = 0 along the external cylinder surface; this line forcing now being applied directly
below the occupied region of fluid material and perpendicular to the planar fluid surface that partially fills the inner
core of the cylinder. These constraints form a reasonable starting assumption for the piston theory modelling, since:
(i) Experimental observations suggest that a normal piston loading will attenuate wave energy very quickly in the
circumferential direction, with any observed signals at these locations away from the loading location very
weak. To successfully observe scattering effects from reflections at the fluid surface and within the enclosed
fluid region, which will hopefully infer the depth and/or volume properties of the enclosed material, we require
our piston loading to instigate motions in the most straightforward direction (with sufficient wave energy) to
first interact with the fluid surface and then return a signal to a suitably located receiver. The fundamental
source solution with θ∗ = 0 directly below (and normal to) the planar fluid surface can thus be distributed to
envelope a surface piston loading over a finite region of the external cylinder surface, directly below and in
close proximity to the occupied fluid region, that will project the initial normal forced motions in the radial
direction towards the fluid surface. Furthermore, the receiver sensor must be positioned as part of or very close
to the surface piston region, to successfully analyse the returning signals in the normal orientation to the piston
loading.
(ii) As previously shown in the surface piston formulation of Section 3.8, the normal traction across the piston
surface is independent of the time-signature and forcing strength from the original line source formulation.
In this chapter, we have introduced all forms of line source formulation in the Laplace transformed domain
and independent of any explicit time-signature, with only the forcing strength F0 present. That is, we have
assumed the line source to being constructed in the form of an impulsive source given by g(t) = δ(t), which
in the Laplace transformed domain is g¯(s) = 1, following our definition of the Laplace transform in (1.25).
This impulsive line source condition is carried into the forthcoming surface piston formulation alongside the
requirement of unit forcing strength, with F0 = 1.
(iii) Physically, by restricting the orientation of the object forcing to below the occupied fluid region with θ∗ = 0,
the cylinder is now deemed to be ‘sitting’ on a surface5 with the forcing at the surface as a result of a reaction
from the vibrating surface beneath it. In this configuration, the fluid material fills the container of the inner
core from the bottom upwards, with the planar fluid surface now parallel to the surface that the cylinder is in
contact with. Although still very idealistic, this does seem a natural assertion. Any other orientation of forcing
and the cylinder is required to be suspended to guarantee no other contact reaction at another location along
the external cylinder surface.
5The term ‘sitting’ on describes in this situation a point contact made at θ = θ∗, with the vibrating contact surface directly below the
cylinder. The surface piston formulation is thought of as to ‘cradle’ the cylinder by producing a normal forcing reaction over a finite region
of the external cylinder surface, from beneath it.
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(iv) One heuristic argument to suggest against placing the surface piston above the vacuous unfilled region of the
cylinder, for any depth of partial filling, is that the forced motions are required to first propagate within and
circumferentially around the annular solid cylinder to later interact with the fluid material enclosed within
the inner core. Locating the surface piston below the occupied fluid region provides an interaction almost
immediately with the fluid at the wetted interface, thus optimising the possibility of detecting the fluid material
properties confined within the cylinder, and this being true especially for small times and shallow depths.
From the understanding of the above assumptions, we now proceed to formulate the integral equation formulation
for a finite piston loading of our partially filled cylinder problem at the external cylinder surface.
4.10 Integral equation formulation for a finite piston loading
The piston loading is formally introduced through an integral equation and density function formulation in the
frequency domain. For this piston formulation, the fundamental solution is distributed across the piston surface
r = b and θ ∈ [−θa, θa] to control the continuity conditions along the contact footprint. The unknown density
distribution P¯z(θp), written here in the new independent variable θp, is to be determined entirely over the piston
region. Thus, to evaluate the antiplane displacements at the external cylinder surface, we construct an integral
equation for the piston loading:
u¯pz(θ)|b =
∫ θa
−θa
P¯z(θp) u¯
(2)
z (|θ − θp|) dθp, (4.59)
where the fundamental solution of the displacement in (4.19) is written under the actions of F0 = 1 and θ∗ = 0, with
u¯
(2)
z (b, θ, θ∗) ≡ u¯(2)z (θ). The kernel function has been written as a modulus |θ − θp| to denote the distance from the
source load application, which is symmetric about the fundamental source disturbance. The corresponding piston
displacement u¯pz|b is now defined along the entire cylinder surface, both across the piston surface and at locations
around the cylinder away from the piston region.
We introduce the piston forcing by specifying a forced displacement over the entire contact surface, namely
u¯pz(θ)|b = U0(θ)f¯(s) for |θ| < θa and zero otherwise. Outside of the piston region, the surface is expected to
remain strictly traction free (see Figure 4.3). This is a standard forcing piston formulation, requiring:
U0f¯(s) =
∫ θa
−θa
P¯z(θp) u¯
(2)
z (|θ − θp|) dθp, |θ| < θa, (4.60)
which is an inhomogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind used to determine the density function P¯z(θp). In
this curvilinear coordinate system, we still expect the piston to exhibit singularities at the piston endpoints. By
scaling out the curvature in the neighbourhood of one of the piston endpoints, we find that locally the piston edge
cusps normal to the planar tangent of the cylinder surface. That is, locally the piston edge addresses the contact
surface in the same configuration (i.e. perpendicular to the tangent) as modelled in the planar piston formulations.
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Figure 4.3: Diagram representing the piston formulation for the antiplane displacements of the partially
filled cylinder in the case of a specified forcing displacement u¯pz(θ)|b = U0(θ)f¯(s) for |θ| < θa .
From constructing a singularity analysis at one of the piston endpoints, it is clear here that the results will coincide
with those already seen in Section 2.3.1.
Fundamentally, the piston density function will be square-root singular approaching each piston edge; that is,
the density will be proportional to (θa − θp)−1/2 and (θa + θp)−1/2 as θp tends to θa and −θa, respectively. Thus,
we can introduce a new definition of the density function that removes the explicit singularity at the piston endpoints
and which is now assumed regular over the entire piston surface:
P¯z(θp) =
p¯z(θp)√
θ2a − θ2p
. (4.61)
To solve for this new form of density function p¯z in (4.60), we apply a direct method requiring a piecewise numerical
procedure that develops discrete density function values spaced across the piston surface. By first substituting
θp = θa cosZ, the integral equation is normalised with the endpoint singularity removed:
U0(θ)f¯(s) =
∫ pi
0
p¯z (θa cosZ) u¯
(2)
z (|θ − θa cosZ|) dZ, |θ| < θa. (4.62)
The remaining integral is estimated by piecewise linear interpolation of m evenly spaced intervals between [0, pi]
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and including the endpoints, Zi = ipim for i = 0, ..,m. This discretisation procedure with unique collocation points
θ = θa cosYj leads to:
U0(θa cosYj)f¯(s) =
m−1∑
i=0
L¯z (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) p¯z (θa cosYi+1) , (4.63)
where Yj =
(2j−1)pi
2m for j = 1, ..,m are the midpoints of each interval [Zj−1, Zj ], and
L¯z (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) =
pi
2m
(
u¯(2)z (|θa cosYj − θa cosZi|) + u¯(2)z (|θa cosYj − θa cosZi+1|)
)
. (4.64)
The system of equations (4.63) is constructed in matrix form Ap = b to solve for the discrete density function
values p = [p¯z (θa cosY1) , .., p¯z (θa cosYm)]
T . Note here that the forcing displacement is deemed uniform over the
entire piston surface when U0 becomes independent of the collocation points. The piston formulation can be further
investigated for various time-signatures f¯(s), with the density function values becoming a convolution in time.
Once the density function values have been developed piecewise numerically, we can again manipulate (4.59)
to evaluate the antiplane displacement across the surface of the cylinder, for regions away from the piston loading.
Applying a suitable discretisation procedure, results in:
u¯pz(θ)|b =
m−1∑
i=0
L¯z
(
cos−1
(
θ
θa
)
, Zi, Zi+1
)
p¯z (θa cosYi+1) , (4.65)
where θ ∈ [−pi, pi] and θa cosYj ≡ θ.
Returning to the piston theory, the integral equation for the normal traction is determined from distributing the
corresponding line load formulation in the Laplace transformed domain, with ∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
∣∣∣
b
= F0 δ(θ − θ∗) ≡ δ(θ).
Applying this condition through superposition of the integral equation (4.59), the normal traction satisfies:
∂u¯pz
∂r
(θ)|b =
∫ θa
−θa
P¯z(θp) δ (|θ − θp|) dθp = P¯z(θ), |θ| < θa. (4.66)
Hence, the normal traction is distributed across the piston surface by:
∂u¯pz
∂r
(θ)|b =

p¯z(θ)√
θ2a−θ2
|θ| < θa,
0 Otherwise.
(4.67)
As expected from the local eigensolutions, the normal traction is square-root singular at the boundary edges. For
the direct piecewise numerical method, we deduce values of (4.67) at the discrete positions θ = θa cosYj across the
piston surface. Furthermore, the normal traction is zero outside of the piston region, satisfying the required traction
free conditions along the cylinder surface.
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As a tool for identifying properties of the partially filling material by remote sensing methods, we calculate in
real time the force on the piston required to maintain the forcing displacement distribution. The piston force F¯ pr
∣∣
b
is
formally introduced as the integral of the normal traction across the piston surface:
F¯ pr (s)
∣∣
b
=
∫ θa
−θa
∂u¯pz
∂r
(θ)|b dθ =
∫ θa
−θa
p¯z(θ)√
θ2a − θ2
dθ. (4.68)
For the direct numerical procedure, the integral is normalised and discretised appropriately to find that:
F¯ pr (s)
∣∣
b
=
pi
m
m−1∑
i=0
p¯z (θa cosYi+1) . (4.69)
The piston force is calculated in real time by approximating the inverse Laplace transform on each discrete density
function value independently:
F pr (t)|b =
pi
m
m−1∑
i=0
pz (θa cosYi+1; t) . (4.70)
From controlling and optimising various parameters of the cylinder structure, and for many real time instants, this
piston force calculation is used to determine properties of the enclosed partially filling material by outside receiver
sensor methods.
4.11 Results and discussion
To investigate the physical problem of the time dependent response to the partially filled cylinder, the annular solid
cylinder (pipeline) is constructed as an invariant quantity in the following numerical results. Here we choose the
pipe cross section to have the material properties of steel with a pipe thickness at 12.5% of the inner pipe radius:
(i) cylinder dimensions: a = 0.06 m, b = 0.0675 m,
(ii) cylinder material properties (steel): c2 = 3200 m/s, ρS = 7800 kg/m3.
For the normal traction line source that is applied to the external cylinder surface, we analyse the surface axial
displacement of the fundamental solution at the same or distant location at a later time. In this problem formulation,
the instantaneous line load6 is applied with a forcing strength F0 = 8 × 10−7 in order to control the magnitude of
the resulting displacements that are received back at the external cylinder surface.
In our numerical modelling of the partially filled cylinder, we have done so by choosing the physical length scales
of the cylinder to be comparable with the size and thickness of many pipes in commercial use [52]. Furthermore,
6Many different forms of line load forcing can be applied to the cylinder surface to initiate a time dependent disturbance that transcends
throughout the partially filled cylinder. A line load applied with a Heaviside step forcing time-signature is one that changes the forcing
function at specific times. This type of time-signature is not suited to forcing functions that exert a large force over a small time frame (e.g.
a hammer striking an object). The Dirac delta function, which symbolises the time-signature of an instantaneous line load, is more suited to
these types of forcing function which deal with sudden shocks or impulses that are applied to the cylinder surface.
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we have chosen the pipe to have the material properties of a steel pipe [53]. This is a reasonable assumption to
make since steel is a widely used material in manufacturing industries and for various commercial applications.
This is especially so in pipeline construction in the oil industry. The strength of steel relative to the thickness of
the pipeline used in construction makes it beneficial in remote sensing application, and certainly so when detecting
physical properties of the enclosed material within the pipeline when there is no direct access to the pipeline (i.e.
deep underground at high pressure).
The physical properties of the partially filling material are now varied (by depth, density and shear fraction) in an
attempt to detect and quantify the enclosed fluid material by remote sensing methods. In the numerical simulations
that follow, we have included various spatial profiles of the receiver signal at fixed time instants, these results
having been displayed as both a surface displacement profile and a representation of the solution by a perturbation
away from the cylinder surface. That is, the solution representation displays positive displacements (outwards) and
negative displacements (inwards) around the entire cylinder surface at that time instant. The depth levels of these
partial filling materials are also displayed in the numerical results, with the planar fluid surface level represented by
a dashed line where appropriate.
4.11.1 Known cylinder solutions
Firstly, we shall detail the time dependent response of the known cylinder solutions to the annular solid cylinder (see
Section 4.4). Specifically, we consider the receiver signal measurement attributed to the axial displacements of the
known cylinder solutions, which are represented henceforth by:
(i) the solid cylinder [ ],
(ii) the hollow cylinder [ ],
(iii) the fully filled cylinder [ ],
(iv) the fluid dependent response7 of the fully filled cylinder [ ].
The surface displacements (i) to (iv) each represent a dynamic symmetry about the source loading location θ = θ∗
in a real time analysis. In this case, one can simply choose the loading location θ∗ = 0 directly below the cylinder to
instigate the forced motions throughout the cylinder. For reference, the fully filled cylinder uses the material values
of the partially filling material as outlined in the subsequent Section 4.11.2.
In the problem investigation of Figure 4.4, we have measured the receiver signal by a spatial profile of the known
cylinder displacement solutions at fixed time instants. These spatial observations are made around the entirety of
7The fluid dependent response of the cylinder is formally the normal surface displacement attributed to the response of the partially filled
cylinder minus the hollow cylinder response (i.e. the receiver signal to the normal surface displacement that is purely the contribution from
the partially filling material within the cylinder). In the case of the fully filled cylinder, the fluid dependent response of the cylinder is the
response from the filled core of the cylinder only.
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(a) Surface displacements at time t = 1.60× 10−5 s. (b) Solution representation at time t = 1.60× 10−5 s.
(c) Surface displacements at time t = 4.25× 10−5 s. (d) Solution representation at time t = 4.25× 10−5 s.
(e) Surface displacements at time t = 9.00× 10−5 s. (f) Solution representation at time t = 9.00× 10−5 s.
Figure 4.4: Spatial evolution of the surface displacements for the known cylinder solutions around the
entire cylinder surface θ ∈ [−pi, pi] and with the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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the cylinder surface at a later time to the initial source loading. Alongside this, in Figure 4.5, we have measured
the time evolution of the known cylinder solutions at distant receiver sensor locations along the cylinder surface and
away from the initial source loading. For the small times measured, these numerical results clearly show the direct
wavefront propagating along the cylinder surface, and internally throughout the cylinder, where possible.
As expected, at time t = 1.60× 10−5 s, every spatial profile of the displacement at the cylinder surface remains
undisturbed in the surface regions outside the direct wavefront (Figures 4.4(a–b)). At later time increments, the
regions of disturbed surface displacements are shown to encapsulate the entire cylinder surface. Here, wavefronts
continue to propagate around the cylinder surface and within the annular cylinder, in both positive and negative
circumferential directions, and symmetrically about the source loading location θ∗ = 0. It is also observed that the
solid cylinder solution has a preferred direct wavefront that propagates directly through the the cylinder cross section
to the opposing receiver location at θ = ±pi, whereas all other known cylinder solutions have direct wavefronts that
continue to propagate in the circumferential direction within the boundaries of the elastic solid cylinder (Figures
4.4(c–d)). This is simply a casing point of the wavespeed values considered for this problem formulation; if the
material completely filling the cylinder core had a shear wavespeed greater than that of the annular solid cylinder
(c2 ≤ c4), we should expect the cylinder surface to be first disturbed in these opposing sensor regions at times
preceding that of the solid cylinder solution, since the direct wavefront will traverse the pipe bisection first in time.
At the later time instant of t = 9.00× 10−5 s, when all displacements have at least propagated through a half-plane
of the cylinder, these known cylinder solutions have distinct surface displacement profiles (Figures 4.4(e–f)).
For the transient surface displacements shown in Figure 4.5, the receiver sensors are placed at a finite number
of locations around the cylinder surface and away from the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0. By increasing the
source-receiver distance, a time delay of the first wavefront is expected, these displacements being reciprocal about
the source-receiver location and symmetric with respect to the receiver sensor locations ±θ. Close to the source,
the receiver sensor detects signals from multiple reflections within the boundaries of the annular cylinder (Figure
4.5(a)). As the receiver is moved further along the cylinder surface, it is intuitive to expect for a hollow cylinder that
the first wavefront will be a wave travelling directly along the cylinder surfaces, instead of many reflections within
the thin boundaries of the annular structure (Figures 4.5(b–c)). Certainly, for the hollow cylinder and for a receiver
sensor placed at the opposing cylinder region θ = pi, this first arrival at some time tH is the wavefront that navigates
a half revolution around the cylinder surface, with additional full revolutions around the entire cylinder detected at
this receiver sensor at the time phases of (2n + 1)tH . Conversely, for the solid bar and the fully filled cylinder at
the receiver sensor location θ = pi, one should expect wave signal contributions that propagate directly through the
bisection of the cylinder, from source to receiver, without a distinct time delay patttern observed (Figure 4.5(d)).
From understanding the numerical results of these known cylinder solutions, some important features from the
problem configuration can now be addressed. Firstly, for the problem at hand, by measuring the time delay of
wave arrival times at various receiver sensor locations around the external cylinder surface, one can gain sufficient
information to successfully interpret the material properties of the known cylinder solutions (that being the cylinder
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(a) Receiver sensor at θ = 0.25pi. (b) Receiver sensor at θ = 0.5pi.
(c) Receiver sensor at θ = 0.75pi. (d) Receiver sensor at θ = pi.
Figure 4.5: Surface displacements of the known cylinder solutions for receiver sensors placed at various
locations θ around the the cylinder surface and with the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
thickness, wavespeeds or material density). This procedure is certainly useful in the situation of examining the pipe
material when it may not be known in advance.
More importantly, in our problem formulation, we have restricted the annular solid cylinder to being suitably thin
with a thickness at only 12.5% of the inner pipe radius. This restriction suggests that any forcing applied externally
to the cylinder (preferably from below the cylinder) will transcend a time dependent disturbance that will be in
close proximity to the wetted interface along the internal cylinder surface8. From our measurements of the known
cylinder solutions in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, since the surface displacement profile for both the fully filled cylinder and
8In the situation of a cylinder that is sufficiently thick, due to significant losses of signal from the effects of attenuation and/or dispersion
within the annular boundaries of the elastic solid cylinder, the problem formulation would struggle to create a disturbance that penetrates to
the internal cylinder surface and within the cylinder core with sufficient wave energy.
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the fluid dependent response are detectable at all locations around the cylinder surface, we find that we are able to
detect the response from within the cylinder core. With this in mind, it is suggested that our problem formulation is
configured suitably to allow the detection and measurement of the material dependent response within the partially
filled cylinder by a similar real time analysis.
Furthermore, it is expected that the time dependent response from the partially filled cylinder will be identifiable
and comparable to the limit cases of the hollow cylinder and the fully filled cylinder. To gain suitable insight from
the receiver sensor response mechanism in a real time analysis, we will now measure and interpret the axial surface
displacement across the entirety of the cylinder surface, and further examine targeted regions along it.
4.11.2 Dependence on depth of the partially filling material
To detect and measure the real time response from varying the depth of the fluid material that partially fills the
cylinder core, here we choose to investigate five fillings from a shallow depth to nearly fully filled, each of which
having the identical material properties:
(i) shear wavespeed: c4 = 1800 m/s,
(ii) fluid material density: ρf = 2000 kg/m3.
When detailing the depth of the partial filling within the cylinder, we can do so by either the percentage of volume
filled or the maximal depth height within the cylinder core. This corresponds to investigating depths of the partially
filled cylinder that have length scales along the wetted interface as shown in Table 4.1. Both the surface displacement
(4.52) and the partially filling response (4.54) are represented by these line colours on separate plot results. To further
analyse our receiver sensor results, in these figures we have included the known cylinder solutions from the previous
results section
In the numerical modelling of this fundamental solution to the partially filling cylinder, we have done so under
the principles of the computational method as outlined in Section 4.8.4. This, for the problem of a varying amount of
Length scale α Filling % by volume Filling % by depth Numerical n Singularity βz
0.33pi 19.05% 24.55% 249 0.039630
0.425pi 35.27% 38.33% 321 0.073243
0.5pi 50% 50% 377 0.124100
0.575pi 64.73% 61.67% 434 0.194337
0.67pi 80.95% 75.45% 506 0.284639
Table 4.1: Values associated to the depth scale α for the problem investigation of a changing depth level
of the partially filled cylinder in antiplane displacements.
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filling (depth level) from the fluid material enclosed within the cylinder, the value of n which controls the numerical
method, varies according to the interaction along the contact length 2aα of the wetted interface. Therefore, the value
of n used in our numerical modelling of grid locations, for each depth of filling we investigate, is as shown in Table
4.1. As a consequence of this, the inhomogeneous system of equations used to evaluate the density distributions
f¯z and s¯z in (4.51), are constructed as a matrix of size 2n. Once the density distributions have been evaluated
numerically in frequency space, we then apply the MATLAB package invlap.m to approximate the fundamental
solution of the partially filled cylinder to time domain values. These numerical results are now discussed.
Firstly, in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the spatial profile of the surface displacement and the fluid dependent response
are detailed at the fixed time instant t = 9.0 × 10−5 s with a varying depth level of the partially filling material.
These piecewise numerical results clearly detect a dependence on solution due to a changing depth property of the
enclosed material within the cylinder. Certainly, each of the partially filling depths displays a unique displacement
profile at this time instant which is symmetric about the source location θ∗ = 0. However, in general, this surface
displacement profile is asymmetric by moving the source loading location θ∗ around the cylinder surface, with the
response mechanism of the cylinder not reciprocal between all source to receiver locations. Understandably, at
any time instant, the system response is a complicated mechanism, and naturally it may not be possible to infer a
detectable real time characteristic from varying the depth level within the cylinder.
Nevertheless, in Figure 4.6(a), the surface displacements of the partially filling cylinder at the opposing receiver
sensor location θ = ±pi , clearly follow a monotonic order with a decreasing magnitude value of the surface dis-
placement, for depths from shallow to nearly full that follows an increasing length scale α at the wetted interface
(an increasing partially filling amount within the cylinder), and bounded by the hollow cylinder and the fully filled
cylinder solutions. The same is true for the fluid dependent response in these opposing receiver sensor regions (Fig-
ure 4.7(a)). Returning to the hollow cylinder measurement in Figure 4.5(d), at small times only the direct surface
wave is detected at this focal receiver sensor location, this now being viewed as the response value above the un-
filled region of the cylinder for any partially filled cylinder. Thus, for small times, a similar measurement shall be
expected from the depth filling response after an initial interaction has occurred along the wetted interface at the
internal cylinder surface (this interaction having a length scale 2α corresponding to the depth of the filling mate-
rial). This suggests, in general, one can create a disturbance directly below the occupied region of the cylinder,
that will propagate waves circumferentially around the cylinder surfaces, which by measuring the magnitude of the
surface cylinder displacements at the opposing receiver sensor location θ = pi for small times, will infer the depth
characteristic of the partially filling material by a non-invasive testing procedure.
To further our understanding of the partially filled cylinder with a varying amount of filling (depth level), we
now make use of the averaging method formulation as developed in the Appendix H.3.1. Although vastly simplified
to the integral equation formulation of the fundamental solution (Section 4.8), this averaging method formulation
still retains the time dependence of the interaction and is computationally efficient for the problem at hand. One
important feature of this formulation is that we include the actual singular contribution of the density distribution at
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(a) Surface displacements at time t = 9.0× 10−5 s.
(b) Solution representation at time t = 9.0× 10−5 s.
Figure 4.6: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the partially filled cylinder at the fixed time t = 9.0 ×
10−5 s with a varying depth level α and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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(a) Fluid dependent response at time t = 9.0× 10−5 s.
(b) Solution representation at time t = 9.0× 10−5 s.
Figure 4.7: Spatial profile of the fluid dependent response of the surface displacements for the partially
filled cylinder at the fixed time t = 9.0 × 10−5 s with a varying depth level α and the initial source
loading at θ∗ = 0.
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(a) Force value with depth α = 0.67pi.
(b) Force value with depth α = 0.575pi.
(c) Force value with depth α = 0.5pi.
(d) Force value with depth α = 0.425pi.
(e) Force value with depth α = 0.33pi.
Figure 4.8: Time evolution of the force value at the internal cylinder surface with a varying depth level α and the
initial source loading at θ∗ = pi directly above the unfilled region of the cylinder.
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the integral equation endpoints9 (this singularity behaviour is developed in Section 4.7 for the singularity analysis
approaching the wetted endpoint). This is advantageous when attempting to model the actual physical behaviour
of the problem to a varying depth level of the partial filling material. For this averaging method formulation, we
obtain the real solutions βz = 1− λ from first solving the transcendental equation (4.42) of the singularity analysis
in values of λ (see Appendix H.3.1 for further details).
The values of βz as used in the numerical modelling of the averaging method formulation, for a varying amount
of filling of the partially filled cylinder, are those as included in Table 4.1 to six decimal places. As displayed here,
the amount of filling (depth level) has a direct influence on the singularity behaviour of the density distribution at the
wetted endpoints; that is, the endpoint singularity value βz increases with an increasing depth scale α of the partially
filling cylinder.
To make use of the averaging method formulation as described in the Appendix H.3.1, we now arrange the line
source traction forcing at the location θ∗ = ±pi, directly above the unfilled region of the partially filling cylinder.
Initially, the cylinder response in regions of close proximity to the source location follows that of the hollow cylinder,
with receiver sensors unable to detect the undisturbed form of the partially filling material that fills the cylinder from
beneath it. Consequently, the force value at the internal cylinder surface shall remain neutral until the time instant
the circumferentially propagating wavefronts first reach the wetted endpoints of the wetted interface. At this time
instant, the force value first gets ‘turned on’ and remains so indefinitely to maintain the continuity conditions across
the wetted interface. Thus, by measuring the time delay of the force value in Figure 4.8, we can immediately infer
the depth of partially filling material; as expected, this being in reverse order from the almost full cylinder then in
subsequent time down to the shallow depth filling.
One potential issue that arises in Figure 4.8 is the formation of a small ‘noise’ quantity in the time region given
by t ≈ 2.4 × 10−6 s, with this ‘noise’ quantity existing at the same time region for a changing depth value of the
partially filling material within the cylinder. The earliest possible indicator of the force value we can detect is that for
the fully filled cylinder, and we expect to detect the first response of this force value at the time of a direct wavefront
traversing across the thickness of the cylinder 10, with a detection time of t = b−ac2 = 2.34×10−6 s. With the ‘noise’
quantity and the detection time of the fully filled cylinder coinciding, it is suggested that the force value at the internal
cylinder surface is now sensitive to the interaction of the direct wavefront that first traverses across the thickness of
9In the original integral equation formulation of the fundamental solution, for any depth level of the partially filling cylinder, we corrected
the density distribution to contain a square-root singularity at the wetted endpoints, which may overpower the actual singularity that exists.
Conversely, in the singularity analysis of Section 4.7 with solutions of the transcendental equation (4.42) existing for λ ≥ 1
2
, we showed
that the actual singularity behaviour at the integral endpoints is always less than or equal to (at worst case) square-root singular. This is
not a problem as such for the integral equation formulation since the remaining integrals are well-defined when the square-root singularity
is removed by an appropriate substitution. However, in the case of the averaging method formulation, we now analyse the partially filling
cylinder using the actual endpoint singularity behaviour that exists in the density distriubtion at the wetted endpoints.
10The first response for a fully filled cylinder being the direct wavefront that is initiated from the line source directly above the cylinder
and propagates across the thickness of the cylinder to the internal cylinder surface directly below, which for the fully filled cylinder, the entire
internal cylinder surface now forms the wetted interface which we measure the force value across.
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the cylinder, for any partially filling material which we measure the force value of. However, for a partially filling
material which we are interested in, we expect the first response in the force value to be at a significantly later time, as
the direct wavefront continues to travel circumferentially around the annular solid cylinder11. Consequently, for any
of the partially filling materials which we investigate here, we do not expect this ‘noise’ quantity to exist physically
at the time region it is detected.
With no logical explanation behind the existence of this ‘noise’ quantity in the partially filling case, it must be
attributed to a computational error from the numerical method. However, for our investigation which involves the
time delay to detection, the significance of this isolated quantity of computational ‘noise’ is minimal and can be
ignored. The ‘noise’ data is both formed and erased at a time order much smaller than the response of any force
value that we are interested in, and the ‘noise’ formation is independent to the results of the force value in the later
time region which we concentrate on. If anything, the computational ‘noise’ reminds us of the earliest possible time
to detect the force value, which would be exact in the case of the fully filled cylinder.
The averaging method formulation is again used to discuss the real time response of the depth filling surface
displacements. Here in Figure 4.9, we locate both the source and receiver sensor directly below the occupied region
of the partially filled cylinder at θ∗ = 0, and measure the surface displacements at a later time. As expected, we
first detect a response at the same time instant, for any depth of filling. What becomes obvious for small times is,
by increasing the depth of filling of the partilaly filled cylinder, the depth dependent response has a local minimum
displacement at a later time delay and of increasing (negative) magnitude value. Again, this requires a suitable
measurement analysis to infer the depth characteristic of the partially filling material.
Finally, in Figure 4.10, we provide an example of using the full piecewise numerical results to determine the
actual singularity field of the density distribution on approaching the wetted endpoints. For the partially filling depth
given by α = 0.25pi, we compare the piecewise density function values (4.50) against the known singularity field
(4.42) on approaching the wetted endpoint θ = α. Removing the square-root singularity of the density distribution,
the remaining density is expected to obtain a singularity field s¯z (θ) ∼ (α− θ)λ−
1
2 to be consistent with the sin-
gularity analysis at the wetted endpoint. Thus, by taking the logarithmic plot on approaching the wetted endpoint
θ = α, we see that the numerical value λn − 12 = 0.460370, and the known singularity field λk − 12 = 0.446956,
show good agreement. Similar asymptotic results are observed for all other depths and partially filling properties of
the cylinder.
11For an almost empty cylinder, the time delay to first detect the force value can be approximated by a wave travelling along the internal
cylinder surface, with the force value detected at the time of the wave reaching the endpoint of the wetted interface which interests the planar
fluid surface to the partially filling material, at the approximate time of t = b−a
c2
+ a(pi−α)
c2
s. When the cylinder is close to full and the line
source is applied from directly above the cylinder at θ∗ = pi, we use a direct ray path formulation to determine the detection time of the force
value at the internal cylinder surface. However, this theory is difficult to interpret due to the complexity of the cylinder curvature and the
many types of travelling wave within the cylinder boundaries.
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Figure 4.9: Time evolution of the fluid dependent surface displacements with a varying depth level α and
the initial source-receiver location at θ∗ ≡ θ = 0 directly below the occupied region of the cylinder.
Figure 4.10: Density function logarithmic plot on approaching the wetted endpoint θ = α.
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4.11.3 Dependence on density of the partially filling material
In an attempt to detect changes in the fluid density of the partially filling material in real time, we investigate the
response mechanism of the partially filled cylinder for the physical problem of partially filling materials of identical
half-filled depth (α = 0.5pi) and which maintain a shear modulus ratio µfµs = 0.08 . Specifically, we measure the
time dependent response of three enclosed materials which have densities as those shown in Table 4.2, with only the
shear wavespeed value c4 assigned for the antiplane displacements. In this spatial profile investigation, the surface
displacement of the partially filling material is represented by:
(i) the surface displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (4.52) by [ ],
(ii) the fluid dependent displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (4.54) by [ ].
with dotted lines of the same colour used to display the corresponding averaging method solutions. Obviously, the
response from the fully filled cylinder changes with varying values of the enclosed material within, and consequently,
these three cases of the cylinder response mechanism are displayed as separate plot results. The line colours as
arranged in Table 4.2 are later used for direct comparison of the density dependent responses.
Density ρf (kg/m3) Wavespeed c3 (m/s) Wavespeed c4 (m/s) Singularity βz
815.02 6700 2800 0.123287
1597.44 4785 2000 0.123287
3260.08 3350 1400 0.123287
Table 4.2: Values associated to the fluid material density ρf for the problem investigation of a changing
density of the partially filled cylinder in antiplane displacements.
In our numerical modelling of the variation in the enclosed material density, we have done so by comparing three
cases of a partially filling material with the same amount of filling (depth level) and a constant contact length 2aα
across the wetted interface. We therefore apply our computational method with the same value of n = 377 chosen
for each of the material densities under investigation, as instructed in Section 4.8.4. Then as discussed previously,
the inhomogeneous system of equations used to evaluate the density distributions f¯z and s¯z in (4.51), are constructed
as a matrix of size 2n. We finally apply the MATLAB package invlap.m to return the fundamental solution of the
partially filled cylinder to values in the time domain. These numerical results are now discussed.
Firstly, in Figure 4.11, the spatial profiles of the surface displacement and the fluid dependent response are
detailed with a varying density of the partially filling material. Also included in these numerical results are the
averaging method displacements around the entire cylinder surface (see Appendix H.3.1). At the fixed time t =
1.1×10−4 s, these surface displacements clearly detect a dependence on solution due to a changing density property
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(a) Surface displacements for ρf = 815.02 kg/m3. (b) Solution representation for ρf = 815.02 kg/m3.
(c) Surface displacements for ρf = 1597.44 kg/m3. (d) Solution representation for ρf = 1597.44 kg/m3.
(e) Surface displacements for ρf = 3260.08 kg/m3. (f) Solution representation for ρf = 3260.08 kg/m3.
Figure 4.11: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the partially filled cylinder at the fixed time
t = 1.1× 10−4 s with a varying fluid material density ρf and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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of the enclosed material within. Again here, the surface displacements in receiver sensor locations about θ =
±pi, follow a monotonic order with a decreasing magnitude of the surface displacement value for an increasing
fluid density ρf of the partially filling material. Certainly, from the representative solutions, it is observed that by
increasing the material density the surface displacements around the cylinder surface diverge away from the hollow
cylinder response, with the surface displacements in the unfilled regions of the cylinder notably converging to the
fully filled solution. Although not exact, this averaging method response is a good indicator to the full numerical
displacements, with many of the surface displacement properties, such as wavefronts across the cylinder surface
profile and the monotonic order of displacement values at the receiver sensor locations θ = ±pi, are displayed here
in the numerial results for a varying fluid density ρf .
For further analysis of the transient problem, we now utilise the averaging method system for these density de-
pendent fillings of the partially filled cylinder. In this averaging method formulation, we have included the actual
endpoint singularity that exists for the density distribution. The numerical modelling of this formulation was dis-
cussed in part in the results of Section 4.11.2, with the theory developed separately in the Appendix H.3.1. The
values of βz = 1 − λ as used in the numerical modelling for a varying density of the enclosed material with a
constant depth level of filling, are those from solving the transcendental equation (4.42) of the singularity analysis.
These values of βz are included in the Table 4.2 to six decimal places. As displayed here, the material density of
the enclosed filling material has no influence on the singularity behaviour of the density distribution at the wetted
endpoints; that is, there is no change in the endpoint singularity value βz due to changes in the fluid density ρf .
Locating the source-receiver sensor directly below the occupied region of the cylinder at θ = θ∗ = 0, we can
measure the displacements of the partially filling cylinder at later times (Figure 4.12). As expected, we first detect
a response at the same time instant for any partially filling density. Again, it becomes obvious for these small times
that with an increasing fluid density ρf the fluid dependent response has a local minimum displacement of increasing
(negative) magnitude, but now the time delay occurs in the same later time region for each density response of the
partially filling material.
Furthermore, in Figure 4.13, the averaging method formulation is used to detect the response magnitude of the
fluid dependent displacement for the three cases of a varying internal density ρf we consider. By increasing the
depth of the partially filling material from α = 0.2pi to α = 0.8pi, of which includes all volume fillings from 5%
to 95%, the response magnitude of the fluid dependent displacement is shown to follow a monotonic order12 with a
decreasing value in the displacement for an increasing density ρf of the enclosed material (Figure 4.13(a)). Similarly,
by measuring the fluid dependent displacement at independent source-receiver locations around the cylinder surface,
the response magnitude is found to change as the value is measured at locations around the cylinder surface (Figure
4.13(b)); this being up to the cut off mechanism near θ∗ ≡ θ = 0.5pi, thus giving a clear indication of the correct
12Irrespective of the partially filling depth 0.2pi ≤ α ≤ 0.8pi that we observe for, the fluid dependent displacement (or magnitude of) is
shown to decrease in value (or increase in value) with an increasing fluid density ρf of the enclosed material, at the fixed time instant we
measure for. However, in all density cases we consider, the magnitude value of this response mechanism is not an invariant quantity as the
depth of the partially filling material varies.
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filling depth of this partially filling material within the cylinder.
4.11.4 Dependence on shear fraction of the partially filling material
To detect in real time the cylinder response from changes in the shear modulus ratio µfµs , we investigate partially filling
materials of identical below half-filled depth (α = 0.425pi) and with the fluid material density ρf = 2500 kg/m3
maintained throughout. The three cases which we detail the cylinder response of are shown in Table 4.3, with only
the shear wavespeed value c4 assigned for the antiplane displacements. Again in this investigation, the full surface
displacement profile is represented by:
(i) the surface displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (4.52) by [ ],
(ii) the fluid dependent displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (4.54) by [ ].
with these numerical simulations being displayed here as separate plot results. The line colours, as arranged in Table
4.3, are later used for direct comparison of these shear fraction responses of the partially filled cylinder.
Shear fraction Wavespeed c3 (m/s) Wavespeed c4 (m/s) Singularity βz
0.245 5020 2800 0.152987
0.125 4186 2000 0.099727
0.061 3666 1400 0.059281
Table 4.3: Values associated to the shear fraction value µfµs for the problem investigation of a changing
shear fraction ratio of the partially filled cylinder in antiplane displacements.
In our numerical modelling of the variation in the shear fraction, we have done so by comparing three cases of
a partially filling material with the same amount of filling (depth level) and a constant contact length 2aα across
the wetted interface. We therefore apply our computational method with the same value of n = 321 chosen for
each of the shear fractions under investigation, as instructed in Section 4.8.4. Then as discussed previously, the
inhomogeneous system of equations used to evaluate the density distributions f¯z and s¯z in (4.51), are constructed
as a matrix of size 2n. We finally apply the MATLAB package invlap.m to return the fundamental solution of the
partially filled cylinder to values in the time domain. These numerical results are now discussed.
As with the previous investigations, we first evaluate the spatial profile of the surface displacement and the
fluid dependent response of these partially filling cylinders, this being displayed in Figure 4.14 at the fixed time
t = 1.1 × 10−4 s with a varying shear modulus ratio. Again here, the averaging method solution is developed
around the entire cylinder surface to allow comparison of the receiver sensor results. With each set of piecewise
numerical results having a unique spatial profile along the cylinder surface, evidently at this fixed time these surface
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Figure 4.12: Time evolution of the fluid dependent surface displacements with a varying fluid density ρf
and the initial source-receiver location at θ∗ ≡ θ = 0 directly below the occupied region of the cylinder.
(a) Response magnitude with filling depth. (b) Response magnitude with source-receiver location.
Figure 4.13: Magnitude of the fluid dependent displacement at the response time t = 4.688 × 10−6 s
with a varying fluid material density ρf of the partially filling material.
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(a) Surface displacements for µfµs = 0.245. (b) Solution representation for
µf
µs
= 0.245.
(c) Surface displacements for µfµs = 0.125. (d) Solution representation for
µf
µs
= 0.125.
(e) Surface displacements for µfµs = 0.061. (f) Solution representation for
µf
µs
= 0.061.
Figure 4.14: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the partially filled cylinder at the fixed time
t = 1.1× 10−4 s with a varying shear fraction ratio and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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displacements clearly detect a dependence on solution due a changing shear fraction property of the enclosed material
within. For comparison, the averaging method response, although a crude approximation to the full numerical
system, displays the majority of the time dependent characteristics associated with these displacement profiles.
However, in the immediate investigation, there does not seem to be a receiver sensor location that will provide a
definitive comparison of shear fraction results. As a consequence, further evaluation may be required to gain a true
understanding of the problem at hand.
To elaborate on the analysis of the partially filled cylinder in real time, we again use the averaging method for
this transient problem. In this averaging method formulation, we have included the actual endpoint singularity that
exists for the density distribution. The numerical modelling of this formulation was discussed in part in the results
of Section 4.11.2, with the theory developed separately in the Appendix H.3.1. The values of βz = 1 − λ as used
in the numerical modelling for a varying shear fraction of the partially filled cylinder with a constant depth level of
filling, are those from solving the transcendental equation (4.42) of the singularity analysis. These values of βz are
included in the Table 4.3 to six decimal places. As displayed here, the shear fraction of the partially filled cylinder
has a direct influence on the singularity behaviour of the density distribution at the wetted endpoints; that is, the
endpoint singularity value βz decreases with a decreasing shear fraction of the partially filling cylinder.
For these shear fraction fillings under investigation, and by locating the source-receiver sensor directly below the
occupied region of the cylinder at θ = θ∗ = 0, we can measure the displacements of the partially filling cylinder at
later times (Figure 4.15). As with every investigation, we first detect a response of the fluid dependent displacement
at the same time instant for any partially filling material. It becomes obvious for these small times, that with a
decreasing shear fraction, the fluid dependent response of the cylinder has a local minimum displacement at both a
later time delay and of decreasing magnitude value; this measurement analysis can be used to infer the shear fraction
characteristic related to the partially filling material.
Finally, in Figure 4.16, the averaging method formulation is used to detect the response magnitude of the mate-
rial filling displacement for the three cases of varying shear fraction ratio we consider. As before, with an increasing
depth of the partially filling material from α = 0.2pi to α = 0.8pi, the response magnitude of the fluid dependent dis-
placement is now shown to follow a monotonic order13 with a decreasing value in the displacement for an increasing
shear fraction ratio (Figure 4.16(a)). Furthermore, this response sensor mechanism is not an invariant quantity with
a varying depth of filling. Similarly, by measuring the displacement at independent source-receiver locations around
the cylinder surface, the response magnitude related to the shear fraction varies as the value is measured at locations
around the cylinder surface (Figure 4.16(b)); this up to the cut off mechanism near θ∗ ≡ θ = 0.425pi, thus giving a
clear indication of the correct filling depth of this partially filling material.
13Irrespective of the partially filling depth 0.2pi ≤ α ≤ 0.8pi that we observe for, the fluid dependent displacement (or magnitude of) is
shown to decrease in value (or increase in value) with an increasing shear fraction ratio of the enclosed material, at the fixed time instant we
measure for. However, in all shear fraction cases we consider, the magnitude value of this response mechanism is not an invariant quantity as
the depth of the partially filling material varies.
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Figure 4.15: Time evolution of the fluid dependent surface displacements with a varying shear modulus
ratio and the initial source-receiver location at θ∗ ≡ θ = 0 directly below the occupied region of the
cylinder.
(a) Response magnitude with filling depth. (b) Response magnitude with source-receiver location.
Figure 4.16: Magnitude of the fluid dependent displacement at the response time t = 4.688 × 10−6 s
with a varying shear fraction ratio of the partially filling material.
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4.11.5 Extreme cases of the partially filling material
As a final investigation into the antiplane displacements of a partially filling cylinder, we now introduce the ex-
treme cases of the partially filling material that can be enclosed within the cylinder. In this situation, the partially
filling material shall have the same material properties as the annular solid cylinder, which for the numerical mod-
elling throughout this chapter, we model the cylinder to have the material properties of a steel pipe (see Section
4.11). Furthermore, we choose to investigate in real time the response of both an almost empty and an almost fully
filled cylinder. Specifically, we analyse the cylinder problem for a partially filled cylinder containing the following
physical properties:
(i) material properties: c4 = 3200 m/s, ρf = 7800 kg/m3,
(ii) filling depths: α1 = 0.25pi (9.08% by volume filling), α2 = 0.75pi (90.92% by volume filling).
In our numerical modelling of these extreme cases of filling, the computational method is chosen with n control-
ling the number of grid points at the wetted interface. For the two extreme cases of filling we investigate, the contact
length of the wetted interface, given by 2aα, varies with the amount of filling within the cylinder. Under the instruc-
tions of Section 4.8.4, we build our numerical model with a value n = 189 for a depth given by α = 0.25pi, whereas
we model the computational grid with a value n = 566 for a depth given by α = 0.75pi. In both of these cases, the
inhomogeneous system of equations used to evaluate the density distributions f¯z and s¯z in (4.51), are constructed
as a matrix of size 2n. We finally apply the MATLAB package invlap.m to return the fundamental solution of the
partially filled cylinder to values in the time domain.
For comparison of our receiver signal results, we further include the averaging method response of the cylinder,
which in this case we include the actual endpoint singularity to the density distribution, as formulated in the Ap-
pendix H.3.1. This singularity behaviour is found from solving the transcendental equation (4.42). These values of
βz to six decimal places, where βz = 1− λ for the two extreme cases of the partially filled cylinder, are as follows:
for a depth given by α = 0.25pi we obtain the singularity value βz = 0.200000, whereas for a depth given by
α = 0.75pi we obtain the singularity value βz = 0.428571. Both forms of numerical result are now discussed.
For this problem formulation, with identical material properties and continuity across the wetted interface of
the internal cylinder surface, we essentially form a solid cylinder bar with an internal segment (asymmetric core)
removed. The aim shall be to detect the existence and/or location of this cavity in real time for both cases of extreme
filling. Certainly, in Figure 4.17, we detect a partially filling response at these fixed time instants. For the almost
empty cylinder (Figure 4.17(a–b)), a spatial profile of the solution is observed that is bounded by the hollow and fully
filled cylinder solutions. The cylinder remains undisturbed over parts of the cylinder surface not yet traversed. In
this case, the averaging method solution forms a successful indicator to the full numerical results over the disturbed
region, which is observed from directly below the cylinder in regions close to θ = 0. However, this response
mechanism of the averaging method formulation still produces displacements in the undisturbed region close to
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(a) Surface displacements for depth α = 0.25pi. (b) Solution representation for depth α = 0.25pi.
(c) Surface displacements for depth α = 0.75pi. (d) Solution representation for depth α = 0.75pi.
Figure 4.17: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the extreme cases of a partially filled cylinder
at the fixed times t = 2.50 × 10−5 s for (4.17(a), 4.17(b)) and t = 8.50 × 10−5 s for (4.17(c), 4.17(d))
with a varying depth level α and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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the wavefronts. Physically, displacements are not present in the undisturbed part of the cylinder, and these which
are produced from the averaging method solution, may be a result of the simplicity and the associated limitation
to the averaging method formulation. In this situation, with the cylinder almost empty, it may not be beneficial to
model the cylinder and the coupled interaction of the solid and filling material using the averaging method. Further
investigation is required to gain enough insight into the accuracy and limitations of this method.
In the case of the cylinder that is almost full (see Figure 4.17(c–d)), we have chosen to evaluate the response
of the cylinder at the later time t = 8.50 × 10−5 s when the direct wavefront has already propagated over a half-
revolution around the cylinder surface. At this time, the entire cylinder has been disturbed from the initial line source
loading that is directly below the cyinder at θ∗ = 0. The resulting surface displacement for the partially filling
material is shown by a small perturbation away from the solution of the fully filled cylinder, with the difference
in displacement value more noticeable in the region near the unfilled part of the cylinder, this being at locations
from above the cylinder. In relation to the averaging method solution, the modelled surface displacements provide a
good estimate to the full numerical results for all regions below the cylinder and in close proximity to the partially
filling material. However, from locations above the cylinder where the cylinder contains a small unfilled region, the
averaging method solution produces surface displacements which diverge away from the expected numerical results
of the partially filling material. As discussed, this may be due to a limitation of the averaging method. Further
analysis of the averaging method formulation, especially for regions near the unfilled part of the cylinder, should be
considered to determine the accuracy of the theory in this case. Even so, in both the nearly empty and the nearly
full cylinder as discussed here, the averaging method aprovides an useful approximation to the full numerical results
for regions directly below the cylinder, which in both cases the cylinder contains the filled part of the enclosed fluid
material.
As a final investigation of the antiplane displacements to the partially filled cylinder, we again make use of
the averaging method formulation in an attempt to detect the depth of filling for these extreme cases of partially
filling material, which is detected from the force value measured inside the cylinder. For this investigation, the time
dependent result of the force value will correspond to estimating the location of the planar fluid surface and the size
of the unfilled cavity within the cylinder. To do this accurately, we configure the location of the initial line source
loading to being applied at θ∗ = ±pi, which is directly above the cylinder and includes the unfilled cavity directly
beneath it. In this situation of transmitting outgoing wave signals from above the cylinder, the resulting sensor theory
at the internal cylinder surface (see Section 4.8.3) suggests that we will first detect a response in the force value at
the time of the first wave interaction with the planar fluid surface and the wetted interface at the internal cylinder
surface. Therefore, by measuring the time delay to initiate the force value at the internal cylinder surface, which is
the time taken for waves to transmit around the unfilled part of the cylinder and later interact with the partially filling
material along the wetted interface, we can detect and estimate the depth of filling within the cylinder. This time
evolution of the force value has been provided for the nearly full cylinder in Figure 4.18(a), and the nearly empty
cylinder in Figure 4.18(b), with the detection time at the internal cylinder surface clearly displayed in both cases.
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(a) Force value with depth α = 0.75pi.
(b) Force value with depth α = 0.25pi.
Figure 4.18: Time evolution of the force value at the internal cylinder surface with two extreme depth levels α and
the initial source loading at θ∗ = pi directly above the unfilled region of the cylinder.
As expected, a response in the force value is first detected for the nearly full cylinder, with the nearly empty
cylinder at a much later time. Certainly, when the cylinder is forced from above, the nearly full cylinder contains
a planar fluid surface and wetted interface (that being the ‘sensor’ pad at the internal cylinder surface) in closer
proximity to the initial source loading. The force value is detected much later for the nearly empty cylinder, which
in this case the wave disturbance has to negotiate the majority of the internal cylinder surface before interacting with
the partially filled region of the cylinder beneath it. Furthermore, these extreme cases of filling have detection times
which are ordered correctly when comparing to the partially filling depths that were investigated in the dependence
on depth of the partially filling material, in Section 4.11.2. At this juncture, we also make note that the depth
dependent solutions were investigated with different material properties to the extreme cases of filling. We compare
Figures 4.8 and 4.18 for reference of the detection times. These results confirm that the nearly full cylinder, with a
filling depth given by the length scale α = 0.75pi, is detected before any of the other partially filling depths, which
have depths ranging from α = 0.67pi down to α = 0.33pi, and the nearly empty cylinder with a filling depth given
by α = 0.25pi, is detected subsequent to all of these other force values. This indicates that when the cylinder is
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forced from above, irrespective of the physical properties of the partially filling material within the cylinder, the first
response of the force value at the internal cylinder surface can be estimated by a detection time that is proportional to
the depth length scale 2α along the wetted interface, and this produces an array of time delay signals that correspond
directly to the depth (or amount) of the partially filling material enclosed within the cylinder.
One potential issue that arises in Figure 4.18, for both cases of extreme filling to the partially filled cylinder, is
the formation of a small ‘noise’ quantity in the time region given by t ≈ 2.4 × 10−6 s. As previously discussed
in Section 4.11.2 for a changing depth of the partially filling material, the ‘noise’ quantity is not expected to exist
physically in the time region it is detected. Instead, it is attributed to a computational error from the numerical
method. However, as discussed in Section 4.11.2, this isolated quantity of the computational ‘noise’ is minimal and
can be ignored, with this ‘noise’ formation independent to the later time region which we measure the force value.
4.11.6 Application of a forcing piston
In Section 4.10, the general theory for a surface piston loading at the external cylinder surface was introduced for the
case of antiplane displacements of the partially filled cylinder. Again, this formulation utilised an integral equation
formulation to model the piston displacement forcing over part of the external surface of the cylinder. Whereas for
the normal traction line source loading a later measurement of the fundamental displacement is made at this external
cylinder surface, here for the piston formulation a forced displacement is applied over part of the external surface
with the resulting force across the piston surface being the required measurement in subsequent time. In this latter
case, the force value is used to detect and characterise the response of the partially filling material, either by analysis
of the response magnitude or time delays in returning signals back to the piston receiver sensor.
More specifically, it is intuitive to suggest that a greater sensitivity of the partially filling material will be iden-
tified with the piston loading applied in closer proximity to the majority of the wetted interface to the occupied
region of the cylinder (i.e. it is preferred that the piston is attached from below the cylinder). In the same process,
for measuring the displacement away from the piston region, especially at the opposing receiver sensor above the
unfilled region of the cylinder, we expect to detect a fluid filling response that shares the displacement properties to
the fundamental solution (see Sections 4.11.1 to 4.11.4). Then alternatively, by locating the piston sensor directly
above the unfilled region of the cylinder, we instead measure the time delay away from the hollow cylinder response;
this especially so when attempting to detect and locate the depth of the partially filling material beneath it. Finally,
by increasing the length of finite piston sufficiently to enclose the cylinder within it, the real time evaluation back
at the piston surface will return to a response magnitude problem, this being for any partially filling material with a
planar fluid surface that is enclosed within the cylinder.
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4.12 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have developed a direct integral equation formulation to investigate the transient response of a
partially filled cylinder in the case of the antiplane displacements. This has been achieved through a receiver signal
analysis of the surface displacement and the displacement related to the enclosed ‘fluid’ material, possibly along the
cylinder surface or back at the initial source location, at a later time. With the aim of detecting properties of the
enclosed material when there is no direct access within the cylinder, we have shown a fairly complete description to
the problem.
The problem analysis has been completed by first developing the separate fundamental solutions for the hollow
cylinder and a fluid material that partially fills the cylinder with a planar fluid surface. From this, a direct integral
equation formulation was developed in both the cylinder and the partially filling material, with continuity conditions
along the wetted interface creating a system of coupled integral equations at the internal cylinder surface. An
eigenvalue singularity analysis at the wetted interface was then introduced to confirm the required singularity fields in
the vicinity of the wetted endpoints. As a consequence, we evaluated the response of the dynamic system numerically
by means of both a direct piecewise procedure and from introducing an averaging method formulation that develops
an approximate description of the density function solutions. Later, a surface piston theory was derived as another
sensor mechanism to detect these partially filling properties of the partially filled cylinder.
For the forward problem of detecting and interpretation of the transient response to the partially filled cylinder,
it was found that both formulations provide definitive real time observations, in either a time or spatial description,
to characterise many of the partially filling properties under investigation. To be more precise, the receiver signal
analysis suggests that:
(i) Depth of partial filling material: the displacement solution has a clear dependence on the changing depth of the
partially filling material, in both a spatial and time description. The force value at the internal cylinder surface,
along with evaluating the transient displacements from below the occupied region of the cylinder, can be used
to infer the depth and/or the contact length characteristic of the partially filling material.
(ii) Dependence on material filling density: again the displacement solution has a clear dependence on the changing
material density of the partially filling material, in both a spatial and time description. The local minimum of
the transient displacement, evaluated from below the occupied region of the cylinder, provides evidence to
support the density characteristic that we observe for.
(iii) Dependence on shear fraction: the displacement solutions detail a dependence on the changing shear fraction
that relates the cylinder to the fluid material properties. However, these results are less explicit than the previous
investigations.
In completion, this development of a direct integral equation formulation allows a fairly complete analysis of the
partially filled cylinder in the case of antiplane displacements. Certainly, we have developed the methodology for a
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general theory that provides various sensor measurements of the transient response to the problem by non-intrusive
signal processing methods. This formulation has been built as a generalised model with the purpose to allow (i)
the enclosed fluid material can fill anywhere between empty and fully filled with a planar fluid surface, and (ii)
there is no simplification or approximation to the elastic annular cylinder. Much of the current theory in this area is
limited to a harmonic analysis or to an idealised case of partial filling material, however, now we have have removed
many of these restrictions, with scope for further investigation in real time. Alongside this, an averaging method
formulation has been progressed to gain a new perspective to the problem; this approximate form of solution was
found to provide an inexpensive numerical evaluation that detects many of the characteristics of the partially filling
response to the partially filled cylinder.
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Chapter 5
The partially filled cylinder: plane strain mo-
tions
In this chapter, we study the problem associated to the plane strain motions of the partially filled cylinder. A
background to these type of situations, and the challenges faced in the mathematical development of these problems,
has been included in Section 4.1, so here we do not repeat this discussion.
5.1 Problem statement
The problem we investigate in this chapter consists of detailing the dynamic and asymmetric response of a long,
hollow cylinder of an elastic solid enclosing a ‘fluid’ material that partially fills the inner core of the cylinder.
The cylinder is again constructed with the fluid material filling the cylinder core from the bottom upwards with a
planar surface. The remaining unfilled region of the inner core is assumed to be in a vacuum state. The annular
solid cylinder is initially disturbed somewhere along the external surface of the cylinder, creating vibrations that
propagate throughout the annular solid and later interact with the enclosed fluid material across the wetted interface
of the internal cylinder surface (see Figure 4.1).
We specifically consider a long pipe with a long sensor attached to the surface that vibrates in lateral and shear
movements to induce displacements in such a way that we can consider a two-dimensional analysis in any cross
section of the pipe [30]. For this chapter, all displacements are in the plane of the cross section, which are the plane
strain motions. We assume no further symmetry simplifications or shell theory approximation for the annular solid
cylinder. The mathematical problem reduces to solving Helmholtz equations for the potential equations in both the
pipe and the fluid. These two regions have, of course, different wavespeeds and where the fluid material meets the
pipe we must satisfy continuity conditions across the wetted interface. The remaining unfilled part of the cylinder
core assumes a vacuum state with traction free conditions, as does the planar fluid surface.
We place a sensor at a given location on the external surface of the pipe. This sensor produces a given transient
pulse with a measurement of the displacement at the same or a distant location, made at some later time. Using
this detection method, one hopes to be able to locate the position (depth) of the planar fluid surface, or detect and
measure the physical material properties of the enclosed material. Motivated by this, we investigate the forward
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problem of a given fluid surface location and/or material properties and evaluate the nature of the returning signal in
real time.
5.2 Formulation and methodology
The method we use is to set up a direct integral equation formulation over the fluid-pipe boundary, which we then
analyse. For simplicity, we first build the problem formulation in the frequency domain. These fundamental solutions
in the solid cylinder pipe and in the partial filling fluid are now developed.
5.2.1 Transformation rules between coordinate systems
First, let us derive results that will allow us to negotiate between elastic waves propagating in Cartesian and cylin-
drical coordinate systems. Throughout our derivation we denote the Cartesian system with superscript-(c), and
conversely, we use the superscript-(p) when representing a cylindrical system.
Suppose that the cross section of a pipe can be formulated in either Cartesian-(x, y) or polar-(r, θ) coordinates;
that is, the origin is the centre of the pipe cross section and the axial-(z) plane lies in the perpendicular direction
running through the length of the pipe. It is convenient to introduce the cylindrical coordinates here by:
x = r sin θ, y = r cos θ, z = z, (5.1)
with the transformation rules for partial derivatives given by:
∂
∂x
= sin θ
∂
∂r
+
cos θ
r
∂
∂θ
,
∂
∂y
= cos θ
∂
∂r
− sin θ
r
∂
∂θ
. (5.2)
Furthermore, the displacement fields (ucx, u
c
y, u
c
z) and (u
p
r , u
p
θ, u
p
z) are related by the rotation matrix:

upr
upθ
upz
 =

sin θ cos θ 0
cos θ − sin θ 0
0 0 1
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which implies that:
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x sin θ + u
c
y cos θ, u
p
θ = u
c
x cos θ − ucy sin θ, ucz = upz. (5.4)
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By substitution of the displacement components (1.6) and (1.7), it follows that the potential functions must satisfy:
upr =
∂φc
∂r
− 1
r
∂ψcz
∂θ
− ∂
∂z
(sin θψcy − cos θψcx), (5.5)
upθ =
1
r
∂φc
∂θ
+
∂
∂z
(− cos θψcy − sin θψcx) +
∂ψcz
∂r
. (5.6)
Matching with the decomposition into potential functions (1.17) and (1.18), requires:
φc = φp, −ψcz = ψpz , sin θψcy − cos θψcx = ψpθ , − cos θψcy − sin θψcx = ψpr . (5.7)
Furthermore, it can be shown by substituting (5.7) into upz and satisfying ucz = u
p
z , that:
ψcx = − cos θψpθ − sin θψpr , ψpy = sin θψpθ − cos θψpr . (5.8)
We now confirm that the governing equations of motion follow directly in cylindrical coordinates. Firstly, the
Laplacian is invariant under transformation, with ∇2c ⇔ ∇2p. Using the relations φc = φp and −ψcz = ψpz , it
immediately follows that:
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. (5.9)
Making use of the uncoupled wave equations for the potential components ψcx and ψ
c
y in (1.9), and from introducing
the transformation results in (5.8), it is shown that:
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Hence, it is now straightforward to move between wave propagation problems in Cartesian and cylindrical systems
using the above relations for the displacement fields and potential functions. Essentially, the fairly simple solutions
of the uncoupled equations (1.9) for a Cartesian system can now be applied conveniently in a cylindrical coordinate
system, such as for a hollow or partially filled pipe.
Furthermore, the components of stress are a second rank tensor with a transformation rule between coordinate
systems given by:

σrr σrθ σrz
σθr σθθ σθz
σzr σzθ σzz
 =

sin θ cos θ 0
cos θ − sin θ 0
0 0 1

T 
σxx σxy σxz
σyx σyy σyz
σzx σzy σzz


sin θ cos θ 0
cos θ − sin θ 0
0 0 1
 , (5.11)
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which for the in-plane motions implies that:
σrr = sin
2 θ σxx + cos
2 θ σyy + sin(2θ)σxy, (5.12)
σθθ = cos
2 θ σxx + sin
2 θ σyy − sin(2θ)σxy, (5.13)
σrθ = sin θ cos θ (σxx − σyy) + cos(2θ)σxy. (5.14)
This methodology of constructing relations between coordinate systems will be used in the determination of the
fundamental fluid solution; for the plane strain motions, the complex geometry of the enclosed fluid region with a
planar fluid surface means it is more suited to being solved first in a Cartesian system before translating to cylindrical
components of the displacement and stress tensor. These transformation rules can of course be applied throughout
to interpret the full, three-dimensional configurations of a partially filled pipe.
5.2.2 Equations for plane strain motions
We consider a long pipe with a long sensor attached to the external surface that vibrates in such a way that a two-
dimensional analysis of the plane strain motions are developed in any cross section of the pipe (see Section 4.3.1).
Here all displacements are in planes parallel to the cross section, with u = (ur(r, θ; t), uθ(r, θ; t), 0). Writing the
displacement components in terms of potential functions:
ur(r, θ; t) =
∂φp
∂r
+
1
r
∂ψpz
∂θ
, uθ(r, θ; t) =
1
r
∂φp
∂θ
− ∂ψ
p
z
∂r
, (5.15)
the mathematical problem reduces to solving a pair of uncoupled equations (4.2) in each region of interest:
∇2φp = ρ
(λ+ 2µ)
∂2φp
∂t2
, ∇2ψpz =
ρ
µ
∂2ψpz
∂t2
. (5.16)
We consider the dynamic equations (5.16) in the frequency domain; that is, the overbar notation denotes the Laplace
transform of a function with respect to time. Consequently, we deal with solving a Helmholtz equation for each of
the potential functions:
∇2φ¯p = s
2ρ
(λ+ 2µ)
φ¯p, ∇2ψ¯pz = s
2ρ
µ
ψ¯pz . (5.17)
Throughout the proceeding analysis, the superscript notation (1) denotes the region of the partially filling fluid, and
(2) for the annular solid cylinder.
5.3 Known solutions for the annular solid cylinder
The governing equations that we consider for the annular solid cylinder in plane strain motions, are those which
were derived in (5.16). In the Laplace transformed domain, these uncoupled equations are written in terms of the
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potential functions φ¯(2) and ψ¯(2)z by:
∇2φ¯(2)(r, θ) = k21 φ¯(2)(r, θ), ∇2ψ¯(2)z (r, θ) = k22 ψ¯(2)z (r, θ), (5.18)
where k1 = sc1 and k2 =
s
c2
are the wavenumbers, with c1 and c2 the longitudinal and shear wave velocities,
respectively, which for the solid material parameters (λs, µs, ρs) are formally related by:
c1 =
√
λs + 2µs
ρs
, c2 =
√
µs
ρs
. (5.19)
Annular cylinder solutions exhibit a polar symmetry (invariance) in any cross section of the pipe. As a consequence,
we construct solutions of (5.18) using separation of variables with expansions in the polar coordinates (r, θ). By
linearity of the problem, it is shown that the full solutions for the potential functions are the infinite series of all
modal solutions:
φ¯(2)(r, θ) =
∞∑
n=0
(AnLKn(k1r) +BnLIn(k1r))(DnL cos(nθ) + EnL sin(nθ)), (5.20)
ψ¯(2)z (r, θ) =
∞∑
n=0
(AnTKn(k2r) +BnT In(k2r))(DnT cos(nθ) + EnT sin(nθ)). (5.21)
where In and Kn are the modified Bessel functions. The series of modal coefficients {Anj , Bnj , Dnj , Enj} are
determined by substitution into the appropriate boundary conditions.
5.3.1 The hollow cylinder
The hollow cylinder is represented by the superposition of three fundamental solutions (GN, GS and EF), each with
different boundary conditions. The potential functions here are denoted:
φ¯(2) = φ¯
(2)
GN ; φ¯
(2)
GS ; φ¯
(2)
EF , ψ¯
(2)
z = ψ¯
(2)
GN ; ψ¯
(2)
GS ; ψ¯
(2)
EF . (5.22)
The first two of these solutions are the independent Green’s functions (GN, GS) placed somewhere along the wetted
interface of the internal cylinder surface, with traction free conditions at the external cylinder surface. The latter
solution represents the external forcing (EF) condition of strength F0 at some location along the external surface of
the cylinder, with traction free conditions at the internal surface of the hollow cylinder. In view of the plane strain
motions, the required boundary conditions are:
(i) φ¯(2)GN , ψ¯
(2)
GN such that:
• σ¯GNrr = δ(θ − θ1) and σ¯GNrθ = 0 at r = a for |θ1| ≤ α,
• σ¯GNrr = 0 and σ¯GNrθ = 0 at r = b,
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(ii) φ¯(2)GS , ψ¯
(2)
GS such that:
• σ¯GSrr = 0 and σ¯GSrθ = δ(θ − θ1) at r = a for |θ1| ≤ α,
• σ¯GSrr = 0 and σ¯GSrθ = 0 at r = b,
(iii) φ¯(2)EF , ψ¯
(2)
EF such that:
• σ¯EFrr = 0 and σ¯EFrθ = 0 at r = a,
• σ¯EFrr = F0δ(θ − θ∗) and σ¯EFrθ = 0 at r = b.
One way to develop solutions is to compare the modal coefficients in (5.20) and (5.21) with the Fourier series
expansion of the Dirac delta function in (4.7). We find that the potential functions must satisfy:
φ¯
(2)
GN (r, θ) =
1
2
φ¯GN0 (r) +
∞∑
n=1
φ¯GNn (r) cos(n(θ − θ1)), (5.23)
ψ¯
(2)
GN (r, θ) =
∞∑
n=1
ψ¯GNn (r) sin(n(θ − θ1)), (5.24)
φ¯
(2)
GS(r, θ) =
∞∑
n=1
φ¯GSn (r) sin(n(θ − θ1)), (5.25)
ψ¯
(2)
GS(r, θ) =
1
2
ψ¯GS0 (r) +
∞∑
n=1
ψ¯GSn (r) cos(n(θ − θ1)), (5.26)
φ¯
(2)
EF (r, θ) =
1
2
φ¯EF0 (r) +
∞∑
n=1
φ¯EFn (r) cos(n(θ − θ∗)), (5.27)
ψ¯
(2)
EF (r, θ) =
∞∑
n=1
ψ¯EFn (r) sin(n(θ − θ∗)). (5.28)
The associated modal expressions are expanded in the Appendix E. Each set of solutions will develop displacements
(5.15) along the wetted part of the interface and along the external cylinder surface. Furthermore, the EF solutions
will develop displacements along the internal surface of the cylinder irrespective of the fluid geometry confined
within the pipe.
5.3.2 The fully filled cylinder
The polar symmetry that is exhibited in the fully filled cylinder suggests that we can make use of the series expansions
(5.20) and (5.21) to separately represent both the annular solid cylinder and the enclosed fluid region. In this
development of modal solutions, the series expansions have different material parameters ki, with i = 1, 2 for the
annular solid and i = 3, 4 for the fluid.
The boundary conditons for a fully filled cylinder with a purely normal traction line forcing made at the ex-
ternal cylinder surface and enclosing a fluid material, with either free-sliding shear or full continuity for boundary
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conditions along the internal cylinder surface, are:
(i) σ¯(2)rr = F0 δ(θ − θ∗) and σ¯(2)rθ = 0 at r = b,
(ii) if free-sliding shear: u¯(1)r = u¯
(2)
r , σ¯
(1)
rr = σ¯
(2)
rr with σ¯
(1)
rθ = 0 = σ¯
(2)
rθ at r = a,
(iii) if full continuity: u¯(1)r = u¯
(2)
r , u¯
(1)
θ = u¯
(2)
θ , σ¯
(1)
rr = σ¯
(2)
rr with σ¯
(1)
rθ = σ¯
(2)
rθ at r = a,
with a further requirement of finite solutions at the origin r = 0 through the centre of the pipe. Considering the fluid
series expansions only, which are valid for 0 ≤ r ≤ a, since each Kn(kir) is singular approaching r = 0 for all n,
those coefficients in the series expansions are strictly zero to ensure bounded solutions.
5.3.3 The solid cylinder bar
The polar invariance that is exhibited in the solid cylinder bar concurs with a general form of solution represented by
the infinite series expansions (5.20) and (5.21). Again a normal traction line forcing is made on the external cylinder
surface, which is otherwise traction free:
(i) σ¯solrr = F0 δ(θ − θ∗) and σ¯solrθ = 0 at r = b,
with a further requirement of finite solutions at the origin r = 0. Since each Kn(kir) is singular approaching
r = 0 for all n, those coefficients in the series expansions are strictly zero to ensure bounded solutions. Using the
generalised functions (E.8) to (E.11) from the Appendix E, it is possible to write the modal solutions for the potential
functions of the solid cylinder bar, as:
φ¯
(2)
sol(r, θ) =
F0b
2
2pi
I0(k1r)
Hb(I0)
+
F0b
2
pi
∞∑
n=1
Wb(In) In(k1r)
Hb(In)Wb(In) + 4µsn2Jb(In)Xb(In)
cos(n(θ − θ∗)), (5.29)
ψ¯
(2)
sol(r, θ) =
F0b
2
pi
∞∑
n=1
2nXb(In) In(k2r)
Hb(In)Wb(In) + 4µsn2Jb(In)Xb(In)
sin(n(θ − θ∗)). (5.30)
5.4 Fundamental solution for the partially filling material
The governing equations that we consider for the plane strain motions in the fluid region, are those which were
derived in (5.16). In the Laplace transformed domain, these uncoupled equations are written in terms of the potential
functions φ¯(1) and ψ¯(1)z by:
∇2φ¯(1)(r, θ) = k23 φ¯(1)(r, θ), ∇2ψ¯(1)z (r, θ) = k24 ψ¯(1)z (r, θ), (5.31)
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where k3 = sc3 and k4 =
s
c4
are the wavenumbers, with c3 and c4 as the longitudinal and shear wave velocities for
waves propagating in the fluid, respectively, which for the fluid material parameters (λf , µf , ρf ) are formally:
c3 =
√
λf + 2µf
ρf
, c4 =
√
µf
ρf
. (5.32)
Due to the complex geometry of the enclosed fluid region, which is constrained to partially fill the inner core of
the pipe with a planar fluid surface, the method of images for these plane strain motions is not a simple task. The
coupling of potential functions in the traction conditions means that rather complicated expressions will be derived
to satisfy the free surface conditions at the planar fluid surface.
5.4.1 First attempt solution
To begin our construction of a fundamental solution in the fluid region, we first consider the uncoupled equations
(1.9) to represent the wave fields in Cartesian coordinates; for these motions in the fluid, the equations are constructed
with ∂∂z ≡ 0 and the wave velocities replaced by c3 and c4. Then for the in-plane motions of the partially filled
cylinder, we only require φ¯c and ψ¯cz , assuming both ψ¯
c
x, ψ¯
c
y ≡ 0 from (1.5). One such initial Green’s function
producing outgoing waves from a source placed at some (x1, y1), is:
φ¯c = K0
(
k3
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
, ψ¯cz = K0
(
k4
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
. (5.33)
To satisfy the traction free conditions σ¯yy = 0 and σ¯yx = 0 along the planar fluid surface y = h, a further image field
must be introduced by superposition. Applying a Fourier transform in x, denoted by the ∗ superscript, the governing
equations (1.9) are arranged as:
d2φ¯∗c
dy2
− (ζ2 + k23) φ¯∗c = 0, d2ψ¯∗czdy2 − (ζ2 + k24) ψ¯∗cz = 0, (5.34)
which suggests imposing the following image field solutions1 given by:
φ¯∗c = B(ζ, s)e−q3|y−β|, ψ¯∗cz = D(ζ, s)e
−q4|y−β|, (5.35)
with β < h, and
q23 = ζ
2 + k23, q
2
4 = ζ
2 + k24, Re(qi) > 0, i = 3, 4. (5.36)
Assuming a long planar fluid surface with source and image fields below and above, respectively, these image
functions combined with the Fourier transforms of (5.33) are chosen to satisfy the free surface conditions of the fluid
1These image field functions are valid for outgoing waves that decay in all orientations as |y| → ∞; with β < h, these outgoing waves
are valid image sources located at some x = x1 and y = β above the planar fluid surface.
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surface exactly. The full field results in the fluid region and returned to the frequency domain, are:
φ¯c = K0
(
k3
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
− K0
(
k3
√
(x− x1)2 + (y + y1 − 2h)2
)
−
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
(
4ζ2q4e
−q3(y1−h) + 2iζq5 sgn(x− x1)e−q4(y1−h)
)
e−q3(y−h)
Rf (ζ, s)
dζ, (5.37)
ψ¯cz = K0
(
k4
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
− K0
(
k4
√
(x− x1)2 + (y + y1 − 2h)2
)
+
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
(
2iζq5 sgn(x− x1)e−q3(y1−h) − 4ζ2q3e−q4(y1−h)
)
e−q4(y−h)
Rf (ζ, s)
dζ, (5.38)
with q5 = ζ2 + q24 , and
Rf (ζ, s) = q
2
5 − 4ζ2q3q4 , (5.39)
where Rf is the well-versed Rayleigh function for waves at the free surface of the enclosed fluid material.
Now reformulating the fundamental source into cylindrical coordinates at some (r1, θ1) below the fluid surface,
where x1 = r1 sin θ1 and y1 = r1 cos θ1, and from using the transformation rules (5.7) as derived in Section 5.2.1,
the full field solutions of (5.31) in cylindrical coordinates become:
φ¯(1)(r, θ) = φ¯c(r, θ, r1, θ1), ψ¯
(1)
z (r, θ) = − ψ¯cz(r, θ, r1, θ1), (5.40)
where φ¯c and ψ¯cz are those solutions constructed in (5.37) and (5.38) for a Cartesian coordinate system.
These potential functions in (5.40) form one possible fundamental solution for the fluid satisfying the initial
Green’s function at the source with traction free conditions at the planar fluid surface. However, for these plane strain
motions of the partially filled cylinder, one is yet to discuss the desired singularity fields that are to be expected at
the fundamental source (along the wetted interface) to allow a successful analysis of the problem in the forthcoming
integral equation formulation.
5.4.2 Revised fundamental solution
Previously, for the antiplane displacements of the partially filled cylinder, it was shown that the fundamental solution
for the displacement (4.18) was logarithmically singular at the source, with the resulting normal traction at the wetted
interface (4.24) approaching a Cauchy singularity at the source. The nature of these singularities are expected for
the plane strain motions of the partially filled cylinder; that is, our aim is to derive a fundamental solution with
the normal displacement u¯FSr containing (at worst) a logarithmic singularity at the source and the resulting normal
traction σ¯FSrr approaching a Cauchy singularity. Such results will allow us to derive coupled integral equations with
manageable singularities, that are eventually evaluated numerically.
First, let us return to Section 5.4.1, where one possible solution for the enclosed material of the partially filling
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cylinder was developed. In hindsight, these source potential functions in (5.33) already contain a logarithmic sin-
gular contribution at the source, and the subsequent displacement (and stress) fields which are derivatives of (5.33),
are even more singular again. The introduction of integral equations and density functions would only cause the
existence of hypersingular kernel functions, from which would contradict the Fredholm equation analysis that fol-
lows. Therefore, this first attempt of a fundamental source solution is disregarded. Nonetheless, the idea adopted
previously at least provides a straightforward example to the method that is now employed.
To develop our revised fundamental solution, we first develop an initial Green’s function for an infinite medium.
These unbounded solutions when placed along the wetted interface are to have the desired singularity fields for the
fundamental source. Using the Fourier transformed equations (5.34) and assuming the fundamental source is located
at some (x1, y1), such valid solutions for outgoing waves that decay in all orientations as |y| → ∞, are:
φ¯∗c(y) = A(ζ, s) e−q3|y1−y|, (5.41)
ψ¯∗cz (y) = C(ζ, s) e
−q4|y1−y|. (5.42)
To determine conditions on the coefficientsA(ζ, s) andC(ζ, s), the inverse Fourier transform is implemented. Using
the derived transformation relations φ¯c = φ¯p and ψ¯cz = −ψ¯pz from (5.7), the radial displacement (5.15) is written in
terms of the Cartesian system by:
u¯FSr =
∂φ¯p
∂r
+
1
r
∂ψ¯pz
∂θ
≡ ∂φ¯
c
∂r
− 1
r
∂ψ¯cz
∂θ
, (5.43)
with:
∂
∂r
=
x
r
∂
∂x
+
y
r
∂
∂y
,
∂
∂θ
= y
∂
∂x
− x ∂
∂y
. (5.44)
Substituting for the source solutions, the potential functions now satisfy:
∂φ¯c
∂r
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
[
−x
r
iζ sgn(x− x1) + y
r
q3 sgn(y1 − y)
]
A(ζ, s) e−q3|y1−y| dζ, (5.45)
1
r
∂ψ¯cz
∂θ
=
1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
[
−y
r
iζ sgn(x− x1)− x
r
q4 sgn(y1 − y)
]
C(ζ, s) e−q4|y1−y| dζ, (5.46)
where the signum function, sgn(Z), of a real number Z is defined as:
sgn(Z) =
Z
|Z| =

−1 Z < 0,
0 Z = 0,
1 Z > 0.
(5.47)
Keeping in mind to manage the desired singularity field of the displacement u¯FSr at the fundamental source, one can
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suggest constructing both (5.45) and (5.46) to containing a logarithmic singularity contribution2. This singularity
requirement is easily addressed from our formulations by mapping both to an integral representation of the zeroth
order modified Bessel function, K0(Z), as shown in the Appendix F. It is found that there are two options when
choosing suitable functions for the coefficients. In our problem, they are constructed with:
A(ζ, s) =
−pi sgn(x− x1)
iζq3
, C(ζ, s) =
pi sgn(x− x1)
iζq4
. (5.48)
Now the potential components read:
∂φ¯c
∂r
=
x
r
K0
(
k3
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
− y sgn(x− x1, y1 − y)
2r
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|e−q3|y1−y|
iζ
dζ, (5.49)
1
r
∂ψ¯cz
∂θ
= −y
r
K0
(
k4
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2
)
− x sgn(x− x1, y1 − y)
2r
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|e−q4|y1−y|
iζ
dζ, (5.50)
and when combined, these justify the radial displacement (5.43) to containing the correct logarithmic singularity. At
this stage, we note that the integrals still to be evaluated explicitly are well-defined and shown to approach constant
values at the fundamental source (see Appendix F).
Various field quantities outgoing from the source are now formulated using these revised fundamental source
solutions. For instance, the displacement components
(
u¯FSx , u¯
FS
y
)
both observe the expected logarithmic singularity
field at the source, which for X = (x− x1) and Y = (y1 − y) are given by:
u¯FSx = K0
(
k3
√
X2 + Y 2
)
− sgn (X,Y )
∫ |X|
0
k4|Y |√
u2 + Y 2
K1
(
k4
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du, (5.51)
u¯FSy = K0
(
k4
√
X2 + Y 2
)
+ sgn(X,Y )
∫ |X|
0
k3|Y |√
u2 + Y 2
K1
(
k3
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du. (5.52)
Next we suppose this unbounded, initial Green’s function is in fact a buried source problem [69]; that is, the funda-
mental source is now located somewhere along the wetted interface and directly below a planar fluid surface. This
configuration when fully constructed will define the geometry of the enclosed fluid that partially fills the inner core
of the cylinder. To construct a fundamental solution that satisfies the traction free conditions of the fluid surface,
a further image field (5.35) is introduced by superposition that is valid for outgoing waves from directly above the
2Instead of implementing a specific forcing condition, here the coefficients A(ζ, s) and C(ζ, s) are chosen to having a desired singularity
field. Consequently, these coefficients represent some combination of normal and shear stress loadings at the fundamental source.
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fluid surface and well-defined within the occupied fluid region3:
φ¯∗c(y) = A(ζ, s) e−q3|y1−y| +B(ζ, s) e−q3|y−β|, (5.53)
ψ¯∗cz (y) = C(ζ, s) e
−q4|y1−y| +D(ζ, s) e−q4|y−β|. (5.54)
These are the generalised form of solutions for outgoing waves from both the fundamental source and image field.
The coefficients A(ζ, s) and B(ζ, s) in (5.48) have already been chosen to deduce the required singularity field at
the fundamental source along the wetted interface, whereas the image potentials (5.35) are constructed with in mind
to satisfying the free surface conditions σ¯FSyy = 0 and σ¯
FS
yx = 0 along the planar fluid surface y = h. The image
field will have the action of attaining the same magnitude of normal tractions at the fluid surface, but opposite sign
in application to the normal tractions of the outgoing source at the fluid surface, thus producing a traction free fluid
surface. From these actions, explicit solutions for the coefficients B(ζ, s) and D(ζ, s) are constructed.
We now somewhat regress to develop a system of equations that are to be our main focus in an integral equation
formulation of the partially filled cylinder. Recently established were the displacement components
(
u¯FSx , u¯
FS
y
)
for
outgoing motions from the fundamental source at the wetted interface. These displacement fields are separated into
individal projections of the potential equation systems, which are to be solved according to:
(i) Case (I):
(
u¯SIx , u¯
SI
y
)
representing the fundamental source displacements (5.51) and (5.52) with CI(ζ, s) ≡ 0,
and then introducing the image field
(
u¯Ix, u¯
I
y
)
chosen to satisfy the traction free conditions along the fluid
surface y = h, such that:
σ¯Iiy ≡ σ¯iy
[
u¯SIx
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯Ix
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯SIy
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯Iy
]
= 0, i = x, y. (5.55)
(ii) Case (II):
(
u¯SIIx , u¯
SII
y
)
representing the fundamental source displacements (5.51) and (5.52) with AII(ζ, s) ≡
0, and then introducing the image field
(
u¯IIx , u¯
II
y
)
chosen to satisfy the traction free conditions along the fluid
surface y = h, such that:
σ¯IIiy ≡ σ¯iy
[
u¯SIIx
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯IIx
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯SIIy
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯IIy
]
= 0, i = x, y. (5.56)
Instead of the full source and image field contributions in (5.53) and (5.54), here the outgoing source fields for
the displacements are the combination of individual potential components, which each separately project outgoing
tractions at the planar fluid surface which must be rectified for by an image field. In each case, the image field is
introduced using (5.35) and controlled by the coefficients Bi(ζ, s) and Di(ζ, s), for i = I, II. From this, the image
3The occupied fluid region satisfies
√
x2 + y2 ≤ a such that |x| ≤ a, h ≤ y ≤ a and β < h < y1. The image field has an imaginary
fluid surface at y = h and occupies some region |x| ≤ a and 2h − a ≤ y ≤ h. The distribution of fundamental sources along the wetted
internal surface of the cylinder are directly mapped to the image field distribution of sources along an imaginary wetted surface, outside and
above the fluid region.
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field displacements
(
u¯ix, u¯
i
y
)
are formulated and detailed as in the Appendix G.
5.5 Introduction of integral equations and density functions
In previous sections, we have arranged fundamental solutions for both the annular solid cylinder and the fluid mate-
rial that partially fills the inner core of the cylinder. We now distribute these fundamental solutions at positions along
the wetted interface to model our final cylinder problem, which we then evaluate in real time. This construction of
new displacement solutions is formally introduced through an integral equation and density function formulation.
These integral equations are formally applied to control the continuity conditions between the annular elastic solid
and the wetted contact region of the fluid material that partially fills the cylinder.
5.5.1 Integral equation formulation for the annular solid cylinder
In Section 5.3.1, the annular solid cylinder was formulated as the superposition of three fundamental solutions. In
this arrangement, it was found that the Green’s function solutions (GN, GS) each produce displacements that are
independently distributed throughout the hollow cylinder and thus represent two degrees of freedom to the system
of equations. Alongside this, the external forcing conditions (EF) are applied to the hollow cylinder irrespective of
the fluid geometry confined within the pipe. Therefore, only two unique density functions are required to control the
independent distributions of the GN and GS source solutions across the wetted interface4.
We introduce the integral equations in the form of displacement components, with S¯r(θ1) and S¯θ(θ1) the un-
known density functions, which are to be determined from controlling the continuity conditions at the wetted inter-
face boundary:
u¯(2)r (r, θ, θ
∗) =
∫ α
−α
S¯r(θ1) u¯
GN
r (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
S¯θ(θ1) u¯
GS
r (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 + u¯
EF
r (r, θ, θ
∗), (5.57)
u¯
(2)
θ (r, θ, θ
∗) =
∫ α
−α
S¯r(θ1) u¯
GN
θ (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
S¯θ(θ1) u¯
GS
θ (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 + u¯
EF
θ (r, θ, θ
∗). (5.58)
In the above formulation, each kernel function u¯pqr and u¯
pq
θ (pq = GN,GS,EF ) represents the displacement com-
ponent (5.15) found from substituting for the respective potential functions developed in Section 5.3.1. The stress
fields then follow directly as:
σ¯(2)rr (r, θ, θ
∗) =
∫ α
−α
S¯r(θ1) σ¯
GN
rr (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
S¯θ(θ1) σ¯
GS
rr (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 + σ¯
EF
rr (r, θ, θ
∗), (5.59)
σ¯
(2)
rθ (r, θ, θ
∗) =
∫ α
−α
S¯r(θ1) σ¯
GN
rθ (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
S¯θ(θ1) σ¯
GS
rθ (r, θ, θ1) dθ1 + σ¯
EF
rθ (r, θ, θ
∗). (5.60)
4The fundamental Green’s functions GN and GS produce the displacement pairs
(
u¯GNr , u¯
GN
θ
)
and
(
u¯GSr , u¯
GS
θ
)
, which are independent
and arbitrary up to a constant. By distributing these displacement solutions over locations along the wetted part of the interface, for r1 = a
and |θ1| ≤ α, the arbitrary constants become density functions with the original displacement solutions now as kernel functions, and we
integrate in θ1 over all locations along the wetted interface boundary.
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Substituting the required boundary conditions from Section 5.3.1, these integral equations for the traction conditions
reduce suitably along the cylinder surfaces r = a and r = b, to:
σ¯(2)rr (r, θ, θ
∗) =
S¯r(θ)F0δ(θ − θ∗) σ¯(2)rθ (r, θ, θ∗) =
S¯θ(θ) r = a, |θ| < α,0 r = b. (5.61)
Thus, along the external surface of the cylinder, the normal traction line source is maintained with the surface
otherwise traction free. At the internal cylinder surface, the independent density functions allow for continuity of
both types of traction component across the wetted interface. Obviously the same is true for the continuity of the
displacement components (5.57) and (5.58) at the wetted interface.
5.5.2 Integral equation formulation for the partially filling material
In Section 5.4.2, two fundamental systems were introduced for the partially filling cylinder. In each system, inde-
pendent source displacements and an image field were constructed to satisfy the traction free conditions at the planar
fluid surface. This is the standard formulation for a buried source below a planar surface. The two degrees of free-
dom, resulting from the projection of the independent source fields, suggests that the integral equation formulations
in the partially filling fluid are controlled by two unknown density functions, say F¯x(θ1) and F¯y(θ1), which are
constructed as the displacement components:
u¯(1)x (r, θ, r1) =
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)
[
u¯SIx + u¯
I
x
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)
[
u¯SIIx + u¯
II
x
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1) dθ1, (5.62)
u¯(1)y (r, θ, r1) =
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)
[
u¯SIy + u¯
I
y
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)
[
u¯SIIy + u¯
II
y
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1) dθ1. (5.63)
First, let us check the boundary conditions at the planar fluid surface y = h. Here the tractions assume the form:
σ¯
(1)
iy =
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)
(
σ¯iy
[
u¯SIx + u¯
I
x
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯SIy + u¯
I
y
])
dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)
(
σ¯iy
[
u¯SIIy + u¯
II
x
]
+ σ¯iy
[
u¯SIIy + u¯
II
y
])
dθ1.
(5.64)
The separate cases (5.55) and (5.56) were each developed with in mind of satisfying traction free conditions at the
fluid surface, and consequently, in this integral equation formulation, both kernel functions are automatically zero.
Hence, the traction free conditions σ¯(1)xy = 0 and σ¯
(1)
yy = 0 are immediately satisfied along the planar fluid surface.
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Consequently, it is possible to derive the displacement and stress components at the wetted interface, as:
u¯(1)r (r, θ, r1) =
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)
(
u¯FSr(x) + u¯
I
r
)
dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)
(
u¯FSr(y) + u¯
II
r
)
dθ1, (5.65)
u¯
(1)
θ (r, θ, r1) =
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)
(
u¯FSθ(x) + u¯
I
θ
)
dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)
(
u¯FSθ(y) + u¯
II
θ
)
dθ1, (5.66)
σ¯(1)rr (r, θ, r1) =
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)
(
σ¯FSrr(x) + σ¯
I
rr
)
dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)
(
σ¯FSrr(y) + σ¯
II
rr
)
dθ1, (5.67)
σ¯
(1)
rθ (r, θ, r1) =
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)
(
σ¯FSrθ(x) + σ¯
I
rθ
)
dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)
(
σ¯FSrθ(y) + σ¯
II
rθ
)
dθ1, (5.68)
where the kernel functions in the above integral equation formulations are detailed explicitly in the Appendix G.
The integral equations as developed in (5.65) to (5.68) are the general formulation to allow all possible types of
continuity condition at the wetted interface. In theory, this interface boundary could exist between either of a fluid-
solid or solid-solid configuration of the partially filled pipe. Essentially, in both cases here, the above formulation
already justifies a planar free surface for the material enclosed within the pipe.
Now we take interest in developing the coupled integral equations that are formed from the interaction between
the annular solid cylinder and the partially filling material along the wetted interface boundary; this being for either
free-sliding shear or full continuity conditions at the wetted interface.
5.5.3 Partially filling material: free-sliding shear at the wetted interface
The boundary conditions for a partially filled cylinder with free-sliding shear conditions at the wetted interface, are:
u¯(1)r = u¯
(2)
r , σ¯
(1)
rr = σ¯
(2)
rr , σ¯
(1)
rθ = 0 = σ¯
(2)
rθ , r = r1 = a, |θ| < α. (5.69)
In this case, continuity of the normal displacement and normal traction are considered at the internal cylinder surface
alongside the free-sliding conditions on both sides of the wetted interface.
First, let us consider the free-sliding conditions. From (5.61), it is clear that the annular solid cylinder must
satisfy S¯θ(θ) = 0 everywhere for |θ| < α. This constraint certainly simplifies the remaining continuity conditions
which now have only one degree of freedom with respect to the integral equations (5.57) and (5.59) in the annular
solid cylinder. On the contrary, for the free-sliding shear of the partially filling material in (5.68), by first removing
the Dirac delta source singularity (see Section 4.6.3 and the Appendix G), it is shown that the free-sliding boundary
condition must satisfy:
2piµf cos θ
r1
F¯x(θ) − 2piµf sin θ
r1
F¯y(θ) +
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1) Q¯
I
rθ(x) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1) Q¯
II
rθ(y) dθ1 = 0. (5.70)
Following a similar procedure, it is shown that the continuity of the normal displacement from (5.57) and (5.65)
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requires:∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1) Q¯
I
r(x) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1) Q¯
II
r(y) dθ1 =
∫ α
−α
S¯r(θ1) u¯
GN
r (θ, θ1) dθ1 + u¯
EF
r (θ, θ
∗), (5.71)
whereas the continuity of the normal traction from (5.61) and (5.67) satisfies:
S¯r(θ) =
2piµf sin θ
r1
F¯x(θ) +
2piµf cos θ
r1
F¯y(θ) +
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1) Q¯
I
rr(x) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1) Q¯
II
rr(y) dθ1. (5.72)
Here all three remaining boundary conditions are restricted to the wetted interface, for r = r1 = a and |θ| < α. For
free-sliding shear at the wetted interface, this system of coupled Fredholm equations (5.70) to (5.72) becomes the
focus of the problem.
5.5.4 Partially filling material: full continuity at the wetted interface
The boundary conditions for a partially filled cylinder with full continuity at the wetted interface, are:
u¯(1)r = u¯
(2)
r , u¯
(1)
θ = u¯
(2)
θ , σ¯
(1)
rr = σ¯
(2)
rr , σ¯
(1)
rθ = σ¯
(2)
rθ , r = r1 = a, |θ| < α. (5.73)
In this case, continuity of all displacement and traction components are considered along the wetted interface bound-
ary. Under this prerequisite, we now have the density function S¯θ(θ) 6= 0 trivially, by which forms two degrees of
freedom with respect to the integral equations (5.57) and (5.59) in the annular solid cylinder. Consequently, a set of
four boundary conditions are developed along the wetted interface.
Firstly, the continuity of the displacement components (5.57) and (5.58) with (5.65) and (5.66), suggests that:∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)Q¯
I
r(x)dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)Q¯
II
r(y)dθ1 =
∫ α
−α
S¯r(θ1)u¯
GN
r (θ, θ1)dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
S¯θ(θ1)u¯
GS
r (θ, θ1)dθ1 + u¯
EF
r (θ, θ
∗),
(5.74)
and∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1)Q¯
I
θ(x)dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1)Q¯
II
θ(y)dθ1 =
∫ α
−α
S¯r(θ1)u¯
GN
θ (θ, θ1)dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
S¯θ(θ1)u¯
GS
θ (θ, θ1)dθ1 + u¯
EF
θ (θ, θ
∗).
(5.75)
Now, the continuity of the shear traction from (5.61) and (5.68) is shown to follow:
S¯θ(θ) =
2piµf cos θ
r1
F¯x(θ) − 2piµf sin θ
r1
F¯y(θ) +
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1) Q¯
I
rθ(x) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1) Q¯
II
rθ(y) dθ1, (5.76)
alongside the continuity of the normal traction which had previously been developed in (5.72):
S¯r(θ) =
2piµf sin θ
r1
F¯x(θ) +
2piµf cos θ
r1
F¯y(θ) +
∫ α
−α
F¯x(θ1) Q¯
I
rr(x) dθ1 +
∫ α
−α
F¯y(θ1) Q¯
II
rr(y) dθ1. (5.77)
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Here all four remaining boundary conditions are restricted to the wetted interface, for r = r1 = a and |θ| < α.
In this case of full continuity at the wetted interface, the system of coupled Fredholm equations (5.74) to (5.77)
becomes the focus of the problem.
It is worth noting at this stage of the analysis that the image field quantities in the above boundary conditions
are regular and well-defined within the occupied fluid region and along the wetted interface; this is true everywhere
except for possibly at the wetted endpoints that are the intersection of the curved internal surface of the cylinder and
the planar fluid surface5. These wetted endpoints form part of the singularity analysis that is now addressed.
5.6 Singularity analysis of the wetted endpoint
The construction of an integral equation formulation in Section 5.5 with fundamental displacement solutions as the
kernel functions, and these kernel functions containing source displacements that are logarithmically singular at
the wetted interface (as discussed in Section 5.5), suggests that the density functions F¯x(θ1), F¯y(θ1), S¯r(θ1) and
S¯θ(θ1) will each be square-root singular at the endpoints of the wetted region. Nonetheless, this singularity field
in the density functions cannot be guaranteed until a complete investigation is made on approaching the wetted
endpoints. We attempt this analysis primarily from a method detailed in Bourne and Atkinson [70, 71], with the
endpoint singularity calculation being made for stress singularities in angular sectors but in the purely elastic case,
i.e. the time dependent functions µ(p) and κ(p) in [70, 71] are replaced by an appropriate form of constant.
For the in-plane motions at any cylinder cross section, the system is one of plane strain deformations. We begin
by introducing a polar coordinate system (r, θ) centred at one corner endpoint of the wetted interface, where the
planar fluid surface meets the annular cylinder surface. This apex (notch) is the endpoint singularity we consider;
our system is constructed such that the singularity field will be symmetric about both of the endpoints. Near the
corner of the endpoint, the curved surface of the cylinder can be scaled to represent a planar tangent that intersects
the fluid surface at an angle θ = α, this being the angle that controls the depth of filling within the cylinder. An
angular sector is thus formed near to this endpoint. The elastic solid region (2) is defined for −pi ≤ θ ≤ 0, whereas
the fluid sector (1) is valid for 0 ≤ θ ≤ α. Along any plane we consider, the outward normal is in the θ-direction.
The boundary conditions of our angular sector are now detailed (see Figure 5.1). The region above the fluid
surface represents the solid-vacuum state of the unfilled cylinder, with the surface of the elastic solid (θ = −pi)
requiring traction free boundary conditions; σ(2)θr = 0 and σ
(2)
θθ = 0. The fluid surface (θ = α) must also satisfy
traction free conditions along its entirety; σ(1)θr = 0 and σ
(1)
θθ = 0. Below the fluid surface, and for along the
wetted interface (θ = 0), we require continuity of the normal displacement and normal traction; u(1)θ = u
(2)
θ and
σ
(1)
θθ = σ
(2)
θθ . Then for the various forms of interacting material at the wetted interface, we further prescribe one of
the following conditions:
5These image field expressions, which are still to undergo Fourier transform inversion, have integrands that are exponentially decaying
within the occupied fluid region, except for possibly the wetted endpoints. Later in this work it is shown that the collocation points of the
discretisation procedure closely approach but never actually include these wetted endpoints.
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Figure 5.1: Diagram representing the construction of the angular sector for the singularity analysis on
approaching the wetted endpoint θ = α.
(i) Full continuity at the wetted interface (θ = 0): u(1)r = u
(2)
r and σ
(1)
θr = σ
(2)
θr ,
(ii) Free-sliding shear at the wetted interface (θ = 0): σ(j)θr = 0 for j = 1, 2 with
[
u
(k)
r
]
6= 0.
Our governing equations follow directly from those referenced for the viscoelastic case [70, 71]. The functions
with a double overbar notation are the doubly Laplace and Mellin transformed variables (see Section 1.4). In
particular, the transforms of the displacement component u(r, θ, t) are defined by:
u¯(r, θ, s) =
∫ ∞
0−
e−st u(r, θ, t) dt, ˜¯u(p, θ, s) =
∫ ∞
0
rp u¯(r, θ, s) dr, (5.78)
whereas the transforms of the stress component σ(r, θ, t) are represented by:
σ¯(r, θ, s) =
∫ ∞
0−
e−st σ(r, θ, t) dt, ˜¯σ(p, θ, s) =
∫ ∞
0
rp+1 σ¯(r, θ, s) dr. (5.79)
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The relevant equations for a linearly elastic and isotropic body in plane strain deformations, may be stated as:
2µj
(
˜¯u(j)r + i ˜¯u
(j)
θ
)
= κjAj(p, s) e
−i(p+2)θ + (p+ 1)A∗j (p, s) e
i(p+2)θ −B∗j (p, s) eipθ, (5.80)
˜¯σ(j)rr + i ˜¯σ
(j)
rθ = −(p+ 1)
(
Aj(p, s) e
−i(p+2)θ + (p+ 3)A∗j (p, s) e
i(p+2)θ −B∗j (p, s) eipθ
)
, (5.81)
˜¯σ
(j)
θθ − i ˜¯σ(j)rθ = −(p+ 1)
(
Aj(p, s) e
−i(p+2)θ − (p+ 1)A∗j (p, s) ei(p+2)θ +B∗j (p, s) eipθ
)
, (5.82)
where for the present analysis only, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate of an arbitrary function. Equations (5.80) to
(5.82) are required in each region (1) and (2) with different material values. For the plane strain motions in the elastic
case, κj = 3− 4νj , with νj being Poisson’s ratio for linear elasticity. Furthermore, µj denotes the shear modulus of
each material region. The coefficients Aj(p, s) and B∗j (p, s) are themselves possibly functions of the Laplace and
Mellin transformed parameters.
5.6.1 Full continuity at the wetted interface
From substitution of the required boundary conditions into (5.80) to (5.82), and following some lengthy algebra, the
coefficients in A1 and A2 are found to be coupled and rather complicated in form:
A1(p, s) =
C2(p)A
∗
1(p, s)
D(p)
, A2(p, s) =
C4(p)A
∗
1(p, s)
D(p)
. (5.83)
Similar equations can be derived for the coefficients B∗1 and B∗2 , but these are not required for the analysis here. In
the above functional form, our complex-valued components C2 and C4 are shown to be:
C2(p) = (p+ 1)
(
e2iα − 1) (µ2 (1− e2ippi)+ µ1 (κ2 + e2ippi)) , (5.84)
C4(p) = µ2(p+ 1) (κ1 + 1)
(
e2iα − 1) , (5.85)
with the common denominator defined as:
D(p) = µ2
(
κ1 + e
−2i(p+1)α
) (
1− e2ippi)− µ1 (1− e−2i(p+1)α) (κ2 + e2ippi) . (5.86)
By invoking the property of involution, and from writing the square of the absolute value by |Cj |2 = CjC∗j = C∗jCj ,
one can return to (5.83) to replace A∗1 for a pair of equations in A1 and A2 only: C4 −C2
C4C
∗
2 −|D|2
 A1
A2
 =
 0
0
 . (5.87)
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The transcendental equation of our endpoint singularity analysis is the determinant of (5.87) and is the requirement
for non-trivial solutions. In our case, the transcendental equation simplifies to finding solutions of:
[
C4
(|C2|2 − |D|2) ] (p) = 0. (5.88)
The spectrum of possibly complex-valued solutions to (5.88) are used to evaluate the singularity fields close to the
notch tip, irrespective of the fact that the complex coefficients A1 and A2 cannot be constructed explicitly. Such
exact forced solutions are possible if, for example, some arbitrary load was applied to one of the surface planes,
which in this case, expressions for the displacement and traction components are developed in each region, as shown
in [70, 71]. However, to understand the singularity analysis at the wetted endpoints, we are only required to calculate
the determinant function of (5.88) for non-trivial solutions.
5.6.2 Free-sliding shear at the wetted interface
To construct a singularity analysis under these boundary conditions, the complex coefficients must first be written
into real and imaginary parts, sayAj = AjR+iAjI for j = 1, 2, with similar expressions devised for the coefficients
in B∗j . Then by substitution of the required boundary conditions into (5.80) to (5.82), a system of equations is
developed in the components of the complex coefficients A1 and A2 only:
0 µ2(1 + κ1) 0 −µ1(1 + κ2)
T1(p) T2(p) 0 0
p cos(ppi)T3(p) cos(ppi)T4(p) 0 −2 cos(pα) sin(ppi)
p sin(ppi)T3(p) sin(ppi)T4(p) −2 cos(pα) sin(ppi) 0


A1R
A1I
A2R
A2I
 =

0
0
0
0
 ,
(5.89)
where the matrix elements Ti(p) are given by:
T1(p) = 2 cos(pα) sin((p+ 2)α) + p sin(2α), (5.90)
T2(p) = −p cos(2α)− 2 cos(pα) cos((p+ 2)α) + (p+ 2), (5.91)
T3(p) = cos((p+ 2)α)− cos(pα), (5.92)
T4(p) = p sin((p+ 2)α)− (p+ 2) sin(pα). (5.93)
Thus, for free-sliding shear at the wetted interface, the final transcendental equation of our endpoint singularity
analysis is the determinant of (5.89) and is the requirement for non-trivial solutions. This determinant result has
been developed explicitly but is rather complicated in form, and consequently, it has been omitted at this juncture.
However, this transcendental equation is still evaluated numerically to study the singularity field on approaching the
wetted endpoint.
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5.6.3 Singularity fields close to the notch tip
Inverting the Mellin and Laplace transforms will establish the displacement and stress fields of an angular sector
in real time, for arbitrary forced solutions as discussed in [70, 71]. Although explicit solutions to (5.87) and (5.89)
are not available, the Mellin inversion process6 may be formally applied within the strip −2 < Re(p) < 0 to study
the singularity fields on approaching the wetted endpoint. In this regard, numerically evaluating the solutions to
the transcendental equations of (5.87) and (5.89) within this range will be consistent to measuring the singularity
fields of the displacement and stress for small r close to the corner endpoint. Furthermore, we are most interested
in the worst case scenario, this being the solution to the respective transcendental equation which has the leading
term that will dominate the singularity field as the wetted endpoint is approached (i.e. we look for the solution to the
transcendental equation with the most singular field solution).
The following statements are true for both the full continuity and free-sliding shear boundary conditions at the
wetted interface, along with the transcendental equations from Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2, that are developed for this
singularity analysis:
For small r, by using a suitable Newton root finding method and picking up the relevant contributions from
the complex roots, it can be shown for either transcendental equation, that there always exists at least one root
pk = pR± i whose real part lies between−2 < Re(pk) < −1.5. This is the worst case scenario of our root finding
solutions, with the displacement and stress fields proportional to:
u¯(j)q ∼ Tq(pk, s) r−(pk+1), (5.94)
σ¯(j)qw ∼ Tqw(pk, s) r−(pk+2), q, w = r, θ; j = 1, 2. (5.95)
These are the singularity fields as the wetted endpoint is approached (see [70, 71] for further details). Here, Tq and
Tqw are coefficients7 which may be dependent on the Laplace parameter, and r is the measured distance from the
wetted endpoint with r → 0. It should be noted that this worst case solution of the most singular field from the
leading singularity will dominate the singularity field at the wetted endpoint, which in this circumstance, allows for
the possibility of an oscillatory form of singularity when pk has a small imaginary part, given by I(pk) = ±i 6= 0.
In view of this, the stress singularity field (5.95) follows as:
σ¯(j)qw ∼ r−(pk+2) = r−(pR+2)e±i ln r, (5.96)
6The Mellin transform has an important property in singularity analysis in that it provides a direct mapping between asymptotic expansions
of a function near zero or infinity and the set of singularities of the transform in the complex plane. The strip −2 < Re(p) < 0 is taken as a
limit condition on performing the inverse Mellin transform and is a requirement for the transform to exist, as discussed in [70, 71].
7These arbitrary coefficients may be influenced by forcing loads, different material properties and/or the depth of filling (angular varia-
tions) within the cylinder. From discounting any special cases of loading when the leading coefficient is zero, the exponents of the singularity
field in r are maintained at the notch tip as r → 0.
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which has a real part and magnitude component of:
Re
(
σ¯(j)qw
)
∼ r−(pR+2) cos( ln r),
∣∣∣σ¯(j)qw ∣∣∣ ∼ r−(pR+2). (5.97)
Since −2 < pR < −1.5 even in the worst case solution, the resulting magnitude of the singular stress field is shown
to be less than square-root singular on approaching the wetted endpoint.
Fundamentally, the above limit of the stress singularity field is true for either case of boundary condition at the
endpoints of the wetted interface, in Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2. Then by a further separate analysis, it can be shown
that the density functions F¯x(θ1), F¯y(θ1), S¯r(θ1) and S¯θ(θ1) in the integral equation formulations of (5.57, 5.58)
and (5.62, 5.63), each have a singularity field equivalent to the singular stress field of (5.96) on approaching the
wetted endpoints. Consequently, to take account of the magnitude singularity of the singular stress field in (5.97), by
introducing the density functions to be exactly square-root singular at the wetted endpoints, we are able to overpower
and remove the actual explicit singularity that exists for the density functions at the wetted endpoints:
F¯x(θ1) =
f¯x(θ1)√
α2 − θ21
, F¯y(θ1) =
f¯y(θ1)√
α2 − θ21
, S¯r(θ1) =
s¯r(θ1)√
α2 − θ21
, S¯θ(θ1) =
s¯θ(θ1)√
α2 − θ21
. (5.98)
This new description of the density functions in (5.98) are now assumed regular on approaching the wetted endpoints.
That is, if the original density function F¯j is square-root singular
(
F¯j ∝ r−0.5f¯j
)
and comparable to the singular
stress field
(
F¯j ∝ σ¯(j)qw
)
on approaching the wetted endpoint, then our new form of density function is expected to
be approximately f¯j ∼ r−(pR+1.5)e±i ln r, which is now regular at the wetted endpoint since f¯j → 0 in the limit
r → 0, with 0 < −(pR + 1.5) < 0.5 and
∣∣e±i ln r| = 1 from the singularity analysis discussed previously.
Certainly, the magnitude of the density function |f¯j | ∼ r−(pR+1.5) is exactly that seen for the singularity analysis
of the antiplane displacements in Chapter 4. The complex term e±i ln r is a further contribution to reflect the coupling
of motions with the depth of filling within the cylinder; that is, as the depth varies so will this quantity. Even so,
the oscillatory nature of the singularity is manageable, especially with the density function f¯j regular (converging
to zero) at the wetted endpoints. Evidently here, the square-root singularity dominates the singularity field; it may
however oscillate in the process of nearing the wetted endpoint.
As a consequence of determining the singularity field to the angular sector, we have in theory taken care of the
explicit singularity that exists in the problem formulation by overpowering it, with the remaining form of the density
functions in (5.98) now regular at the wetted endpoints for any case of partially filling cylinder. The singularity
analysis developed in this section is particularly befitting to our problem formulation. In this analysis, the angular
sector near to the endpoint benefits from always being constructed with a subtended angle given by 0 ≤ θ ≤ α ≤ pi,
as in Figure 5.1, which includes all cases of partially filling material from empty to fully filled. As a result, the
angular sector forms a singularity field which is manageable and integrable near the endpoint, as required. In the
case of any angular sector with a subtended angle given by θ > pi, the endpoint singularity analysis creates an
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inflexion point which forms a singularity field that is worse than our desired limit of a square-root singular field, and
consequently, the problem does not produce an integrable singularity at the wetted endpoints.
However, in our problem formulation of the partially filled cylinder, the singularity analysis here never fails, and
the construction of an integral equation formulation with integrable singularities, is now developed.
5.7 Discretisation of integral equations with free-sliding shear at the wetted interface
To undergo further analysis in the remainder of this chapter will be the case of a fluid material partially filling the
pipe with free-sliding shear conditions at the wetted interface (see Section 5.5.3). Before proceeding to discretise
the system of equations (5.70) to (5.72), we first regularise the remaining source singularities that arise in both the
displacement and stress components of our integral equation formulations.
5.7.1 Regularisation of the remaining source singularities
In Section 4.6.3, the source function F kj2 was introduced with the singularity shown to represent a Dirac delta func-
tion at the fundamental source. For the plane strain motions, this source function appears in the traction components;
that is, from already introducing the singularity into the wetted interface conditions (5.70) to (5.72), it has been ac-
counted for and removed. Now it remains to apply a regularisation theory for the singular functions F kj1 and F
kj
3 in
(G.1) and (G.3).
Firstly, consider the source function F kj3 in (G.1). The leading singular contribution for the analysis [15] will be:
F
kj
3 ∼
1
r1 (θ − θ1) , r = r1, θ → θ1. (5.99)
The integral equation formulation is introduced here as a Cauchy principal value with (5.99) a Cauchy singular kernel
to the square-root singular density f(θ1). Following the description of Section 2.3.2, the Chebyshev substitutions
θ1 = α cosX and θ = α cosYj are introduced to remove the square-root singularity of the density function, with the
discretisation procedure then applied to each individual interval [Xi, Xi+1] by approximating the density function at
the midpoint value:
−
∫ α
−α
f(θ1)√
α2 − θ21
1
r1(θ − θ1) dθ1 =
n−1∑
i=0
f (α cosYi+1)
r1α
−
∫ Xi+1
Xi
1
cosYj − cosX dX. (5.100)
These are all well-defined integrals except for the interval that contains Yj as the midpoint value. For this interval,
and close to the singularity, consider:
−
∫ Yj+
Yj−
1
cosYj − cosX dX =
−1
sinYj
[
ln
∣∣∣∣∣sin
(
1
2 (X + Yj)
)
sin
(
1
2 (X − Yj)
)∣∣∣∣∣
]Yj+
Yj−
=
−1
sinYj
ln
∣∣∣∣∣sin
(
1
2 (2Yj + )
)
sin
(
1
2 (2Yj − )
)∣∣∣∣∣ . (5.101)
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In the Cauchy principal value limit → 0 with Yj ∈ (0, pi) and sinYj 6= 0, we find that:
−
∫ Yj+
Yj−
1
cosYj − cosX dX −→
−1
sinYj
ln
∣∣∣∣sin (Yj)sin (Yj)
∣∣∣∣ = 0. (5.102)
Therefore, by integrating through the interval, the Cauchy singularity (5.99) is regularised8. Furthermore, every
integral equation formulation containing this F kj3 singularity is said to be regularised under these actions.
Next, let us consider the source function F kj1 in (G.3), where the leading logarithmic singularity [15] is again
analysed:
F
kj
1 ∼ − ln |θ − θ1|, r = r1, θ → θ1. (5.103)
By first removing the density function, we consider the integral as a Cauchy principal value in an interval close to
the source θ = θ1, which in the Cauchy principal value limit δ → 0 is well-defined:
−
∫ θ+δ
θ−δ
ln |θ − θ1| dθ1 = 2δ (ln |δ| − 1) −→ 0. (5.104)
Hence, in a similar manner to the above analysis, it is found that the logarithmic singularity (5.103) is regularised by
evaluation at the interval endpoints in our integral equation formulation.
5.7.2 Numerical evaluation of the density functions
Following the regularisation practice of Section 5.7.1, it is now satisfactory to proceed with the discretisation pro-
cedure as previously detailed in Section 2.3.2 and now applied throughout the system of coupled integral equations
(5.70) to (5.72). In each boundary condition, the respective density functions of (5.98) are introduced, with the
quadrature substitution θ1 = α cosX and the collocation points θ = α cosYj for j = 1, .., n, then chosen to reduce
the integral equation formulations and thus develop a system of 3n-equations for the n-piecewise density function
values of each type.
Firstly, the free-sliding condition (5.70) is found to satisfy:
W¯ Irθ(x) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) f¯x (α cosYj) +
n−1∑
i=0
i 6=j−1
P¯ Irθ(x) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯x (α cosYi+1)
+ W¯ IIrθ(y) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) f¯y (α cosYj) +
n−1∑
i=0
i 6=j−1
P¯ IIrθ(y) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯y (α cosYi+1) = 0, (5.105)
8In fact, all integral intervals can be evaluated strictly at the interval endpoints using (5.101); here choosing  = pi
2n
→ 0 and with an
increasing number of approximations n→∞, the Cauchy principle value transforms into the interval [Xj−1, Xj ] and is evaluated likewise.
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for j = 1, .., n and θyj = α cosYj , where:
W¯ Irθ(x) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) =
2piµf cos θyj
r1
+ P¯Lrθ(l) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) , (5.106)
W¯ IIrθ(y) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) = −
2piµf sin θyj
r1
+ P¯Lrθ(l) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) , (5.107)
P¯Lrθ(l) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) =
piα sinYj
2n
(
Q¯Lrθ(l) (α cosYj , α cosXi) + Q¯
L
rθ(l) (α cosYj , α cosXi+1)
)
. (5.108)
The continuity of the normal displacement (5.71) is now given by:
n−1∑
i=0
P¯ Ir(x) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯x (α cosYi+1) +
n−1∑
i=0
P¯ IIr(y) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯y (α cosYi+1)
−
n−1∑
i=0
P¯GNr (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) s¯r (α cosYi+1) = u¯
EF
r (α cosYj , θ
∗), (5.109)
for j = 1, .., n and θ∗ ∈ [−pi, pi], where:
P¯Lr(l) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) =
pi
2n
(
Q¯Lr(l) (α cosYj , α cosXi) + Q¯
L
r(l) (α cosYj , α cosXi+1)
)
, (5.110)
P¯GNr (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) =
pi
2n
(
u¯GNr (α cosYj , α cosXi) + u¯
GN
r (α cosYj , α cosXi+1)
)
. (5.111)
Finally, the continuity of the normal traction (5.72) follows as:
W¯ Irr(x) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) f¯x (α cosYj) +
n−1∑
i=0
i 6=j−1
P¯ Irr(x) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯x (α cosYi+1)
+ W¯ IIrr(y) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) f¯y (α cosYj) +
n−1∑
i=0
i 6=j−1
P¯ IIrr(y) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) f¯y (α cosYi+1) = s¯r(α cosYj), (5.112)
for j = 1, .., n and θyj = α cosYj , where:
W¯ Irr(x) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) =
2piµf sin θyj
r1
+ P¯ Irr(x) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) , (5.113)
W¯ IIrr(y) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) =
2piµf cos θyj
r1
+ P¯ IIrr(y) (Yj , Xj−1, Xj) , (5.114)
P¯Lrr(l) (Yj , Xi, Xi+1) =
piα sinYj
2n
(
Q¯Lrr(l) (α cosYj , α cosXi) + Q¯
L
rr(l) (α cosYj , α cosXi+1)
)
. (5.115)
The full system of equations (5.105), (5.109) and (5.112) are evaluated numerically from introducing the matrix
formulation:
Ax = b, ⇒ x = A−1b, (5.116)
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consisting of a (3n × 3n) matrix A of ‘coefficients’ to the piecewise density function values and a column vector b
of the external forcing terms only. The resulting solutions for the discrete density function values:
x =
[
f¯x (α cosYj) ; f¯y (α cosYj) ; s¯r (α cosYj)
]T
, (5.117)
are constructed by numerical evaluation of the matrix inverse. Below is a representation of this matrix formulation:
P¯ I
r(x)
(1, 1) . . . P¯ I
r(x)
(1, n) P¯ II
r(y)
(1, 1) . . . P¯ II
r(y)
(1, n) −P¯GNr (1, 1) . . . −P¯GNr (1, n)
...
...
...
...
...
...
P¯ I
r(x)
(n, 1) . . . P¯ I
r(x)
(n, n) P¯ II
r(y)
(n, 1) . . . P¯ II
r(y)
(n, n) −P¯GNr (n, 1) . . . −P¯GNr (n, n)
W¯ I
rr(x)
(1) . . . P¯ I
rr(x)
(1, n) W¯ II
rr(y)
(1) . . . P¯ II
rr(y)
(1, n) −1 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
... −1
...
P¯ I
rr(x)
(n, 1) . . . W¯ I
rr(x)
(n) P¯ II
rr(y)
(n, 1) . . . W¯ II
rr(y)
(n) 0 . . . −1
W¯ I
rθ(x)
(1) . . . P¯ I
rθ(x)
(1, n) W¯ II
rθ(y)
(1) . . . P¯ II
rθ(y)
(1, n) 0 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
P¯ I
rθ(x)
(n, 1) . . . W¯ I
rθ(x)
(n) P¯ II
rθ(y)
(n, 1) . . . W¯ II
rθ(y)
(n) 0 . . . 0

A

f¯x(1)
...
f¯x(n)
f¯y(1)
...
f¯y(n)
s¯r(1)
...
s¯r(n)

x
=

u¯EFr (1, θ
∗)
...
u¯EFr (n, θ
∗)
0
...
0
0
...
0

b
(5.118)
5.7.3 Numerical evaluation of the normal displacement at each cylinder surface
The radial displacement (5.57) in the elastic solid cylinder is considered as the main quantity we analyse when
evaluating the remote sensing response of the partially filled cylinder at the external surface of the cylinder. Here the
displacement field is evaluated numerically using the previously determined density function values (5.117), by:
u¯(2)r (r, θ, θ
∗) =
n−1∑
i=0
Q¯GNr (r, θ,Xi, Xi+1) s¯r (α cosYi+1) + u¯
EF
r (r, θ, θ
∗), a ≤ r ≤ b, (5.119)
where:
Q¯GNr (r, θ,Xi, Xi+1) =
pi
2n
(
u¯GNr (r, θ, α cosXi) + u¯
GN
r (r, θ, α cosXi+1)
)
. (5.120)
The external forcing component u¯EFr produces a known displacement field in the annular solid cylinder irrespective
of the fluid geometry confined within the pipe. More so, this normal displacement is logarithmically singular at the
point of forcing θ = θ∗ along the external surface. Thus, it may be beneficial to concentrate our analysis to the fluid
dependent displacements u¯FDr only, which can be observed over the entire cylinder surface:
u¯FDr (r, θ) =
n−1∑
i=0
Q¯GNr (r, θ,Xi, Xi+1) s¯r (α cosYi+1) , a ≤ r ≤ b. (5.121)
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These fluid material displacements are directly related to the partial filling response within the cylinder; that is, any
wave energy that leaks into the fluid fraction will affect this returning signal.
Finally, for a time dependent analysis of these displacement quantities, the response mechanisms in (5.119) and
(5.121) are required to undergo the inversion of the Laplace transform, which is done approximately.
5.7.4 Numerical evaluation at the internal cylinder surface
If, for instance, a thin pressure sensor can be located to take measurements along the internal cylinder surface, then
one especially useful detection mechanism is the force value across the wetted interface. Returning to the traction
conditions of the annular solid cylinder (5.61) at the internal cylinder surface, the non-trivial normal traction is now
distributed at the discrete density function values by:
σ¯
(2)
rθ
∣∣∣
a
= 0, σ¯(2)rr
∣∣∣
a
=
s¯r (θ)√
α2 − θ2 ≡
s¯r (α cosYj)
α sinYj
, |θ| < α, j = 1, .., n. (5.122)
The force at any cylinder surface is then formally the integral of the normal traction. At the internal cylinder surface,
this force value reduces to along the wetted interface only and is discretised appropriately to obtain:
F¯rr(s)
∣∣
a
=
∫ α
−α
s¯r (θ)√
α2 − θ2 dθ ≡
pi
n
n−1∑
i=0
s¯r (α cosYi+1) . (5.123)
Obviously in real time we shall only expect a response in this force value from the time of the first wave interaction in
the vicinity of the wetted interface. Variations in the depth filling and/or material properties of the enclosed material
are then analysed. Finally, for a time dependent analysis of this force value, the response mechanism in (5.123) is
required to undergo the inversion of the Laplace transform, which is done approximately.
5.7.5 Application of the computational method in MATLAB
The numerical modelling of the plane strain motions to the partially filled cylinder again follows the principles as
outlined in Section 4.8.4 for the antiplane displacements of the same cylinder problem, but now we must deal with
three coupled density distribution values in f¯x, f¯y and s¯r which are to be evaluated from a matrix formulation of
size 3n in (5.118). In this present study of the plane strain motions, the computational method is computationally
more intensive than that of the previous chapter for the antiplane displacements, yet the numerical modelling is still
manageable to provide an accurate time analysis of the partially filled cylinder results.
This complexity in the computational method is for the most part due to the complicated and coupled formulation
of the interaction across the wetted interface at the internal cylinder surface, as developed for this problem by the
integral equation formulations of Section 5.5 onwards. Essentially, the numerical modelling of the 3n-discrete
density values require a huge amount of computational time to evaluate the density distributions f¯x (α cosYi+1),
f¯y (α cosYi+1) and s¯r (α cosYi+1) from our system of equations (5.118). Nevertheless, our numerical modelling
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of the partially filled cylinder is still possible, and we refer back to Section 4.8.4, along with the limit conditions
in (4.57) and (4.58), when choosing our value of n for the numerical simulations. Finally, the MATLAB package
invlap.m is again used to approximate the time value of the cylinder plane strain motions that we examine for the
problem of the partially filled cylinder.
5.8 Introduction of a forcing piston at the external cylinder surface
We now distribute the fundamental solution of the initial line source problem (those integral equation formulations
constructed previously from Section 5.5 onwards) to model the application of a finite piston on the external surface
of the cylinder. The piston is securely attached or ‘clamped’ to the external casing of the cylinder, and acts by
exerting a specified normal displacement over a part of the surface r = b and θ ∈ [−θa, θa], in real time. Following
the assumptions of Section 4.9, we again restrict the fundamental solutions to unit strength F0 = 1 and prescribed
line forcing at θ∗ = 0 along the external surface.
5.9 Integral equation formulation for a finite piston loading
The piston theory is formally introduced through an integral equation and density function formulation in the fre-
quency domain. In this piston formulation, the fundamental solution is distributed across the piston surface r = b
and θ ∈ [−θa, θa] to control the continuity conditions along the contact footprint. The unknown density distribution
function P¯r(θp), written here in the new independent variable θp, is to be determined entirely over the piston region.
Thus, to evaluate the normal displacement at the external cylinder surface, we construct an integral equation9 for the
piston loading:
u¯pr(θ)|b =
∫ θa
−θa
P¯r(θp) u¯
(2)
r (|θ − θp|) dθp, (5.124)
where the fundamental solution of the displacement (5.57) is written under the actions of F0 = 1 and θ∗ = 0, with
u¯
(2)
r (b, θ, θ∗) ≡ u¯(2)r (θ). The kernel function has been written as a modulus |θ − θp| to denote the distance from the
source load application, which is symmetric about the fundamental source discontinuity. This radial displacement
u¯pr |b is now defined along the entire cylinder surface; both across the piston surface and at locations around the
cylinder away from the piston region.
As mentioned previously, we introduce the piston loading by specifying a forced normal displacement over the
entire contact surface, namely u¯pr(θ)|b = U0(θ)f¯(s) for |θ| < θa and zero otherwise. Outside of the piston region,
9The circumferential displacement u¯pθ(θ)|b is introduced here (although not explicitly) through an equivalent integral equation formulation
with the same density function P¯r(θp). By superposition of the fundamental solutions, the shear traction is σ¯prθ(θ)|b ≡ 0 entirely along the
external cylinder surface.
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the surface is expected to remain strictly traction free. This is a standard forcing piston formulation, requiring:
U0(θ)f¯(s) =
∫ θa
−θa
P¯r(θp) u¯
(2)
r (|θ − θp|) dθp, |θ| < θa, (5.125)
which is an inhomogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind used to determine the density function P¯r(θp). In
this curvilinear coordinate system, we still expect the piston to exhibit singularities at the piston endpoints. By
scaling out the curvature in the neighbourhood of one of the piston endpoints, we find that locally the piston edge
cusps normal to the planar tangent of the cylinder surface. That is, locally the piston edge addresses the contact
surface in the same configuration (i.e. perpendicular to the tangent) as modelled in the planar piston formulations.
From constructing a singularity analysis at one of the piston endpoints, it is clear here that the results will coincide
with those already seen in Sections 2.3.1.
Fundamentally, the piston density function will be square-root singular approaching each piston edge; that is,
the density will be proportional to (θa−θp)−1/2 and (θa+θp)−1/2 as θp tends to θa and−θa, respectively. Thus, we
introduce a new definition of the density function that removes the explicit singularity at the piston endpoints and
which is now assumed regular over the entire piston surface:
P¯r(θp) =
p¯r(θp)√
θ2a − θ2p
. (5.126)
To solve for this new form of density function p¯r in (5.125), we apply a piecewise numerical procedure that develops
discrete density function values spaced across the piston surface. By first substituting θp = θa cosZ, the integral
equation is normalised with the endpoint singularity removed:
U0(θ)f¯(s) =
∫ pi
0
p¯r (θa cosZ) u¯
(2)
r (|θ − θa cosZ|) dZ, |θ| < θa. (5.127)
The remaining integral is estimated by piecewise linear interpolation of m evenly spaced intervals between [0, pi]
and including the endpoints, Zi = ipim for i = 0, ..,m. The discretisation procedure with unique collocation points
θ = θa cosYj leads to:
U0(θa cosYj)f¯(s) =
m−1∑
i=0
L¯r (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) p¯r (θa cosYi+1) , (5.128)
where Yj =
(2j−1)pi
2m for j = 1, ..,m are the midpoints of each interval [Zj−1, Zj ], and
L¯r (Yj , Zi, Zi+1) =
pi
2m
(
u¯(2)r (|θa cosYj − θa cosZi|) + u¯(2)r (|θa cosYj − θa cosZi+1|)
)
. (5.129)
The system of equations (5.128) is constructed in matrix form Ap = b to solve for the discrete density function
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values p = [p¯r (θa cosY1) , .., p¯r (θa cosYm)]
T . Note here that the forcing displacement is deemed uniform over the
entire piston surface when U0 becomes independent of the collocation points. The piston formulation can be further
investigated for various time-signatures f¯(s), with the density function values becoming a convolution in time.
Once the density function values have been developed piecewise numerically, we can again manipulate (5.124)
to evaluate the radial displacement across the entire surface of the cylinder, for regions away from the piston loading.
Applying a suitable discretisation procedure results in:
u¯pr(θ)|b =
m−1∑
i=0
L¯r
(
cos−1
(
θ
θa
)
, Zi, Zi+1
)
p¯r (θa cosYi+1) , (5.130)
where θ ∈ [−pi, pi] and θa cosYj ≡ θ.
Returning to the piston theory, the integral equation for the normal traction is determined from distributing the
corresponding line load formulation in the Laplace transformed domain, with σ¯(2)rr (θ)
∣∣∣
b
= F0 δ(θ − θ∗) ≡ δ(θ).
Applying this condition through superposition of the integral equation (5.124), the normal traction satisfies:
σ¯prr(θ)|b =
∫ θa
−θa
P¯r(θp) δ (|θ − θp|) dθp = P¯r(θ), |θ| < θa. (5.131)
Hence, the normal traction is distributed across the piston surface by:
σ¯prr(θ)|b =

p¯r(θ)√
θ2a−θ2
|θ| < θa,
0 Otherwise.
(5.132)
As expected from the local eigensolutions, the normal traction is square-root singular at the boundary edges. For the
direct piecewise numerical method, we deduce values of (5.132) at the discrete positions θ = θa cosYj across the
piston surface. Furthermore, the normal traction is zero outside of the piston region, satisfying the required traction
free conditions along the free surface of the cylinder.
As a tool for identifying properties of the partially filling material by remote sensing methods, we calculate in
real time the force on the piston required to maintain the forcing displacement distribution. The piston force F¯ prr
∣∣
b
is formally introduced as the integral of the normal traction across the piston surface:
F¯ prr(s)
∣∣
b
=
∫ θa
−θa
σ¯prr(θ)|b dθ =
∫ θa
−θa
p¯r(θ)√
θ2a − θ2
dθ. (5.133)
For the direct numerical procedure, the integral is normalised and discretised appropriately to find that:
F¯ prr(s)
∣∣
b
=
pi
m
m−1∑
i=0
p¯r (θa cosYi+1) . (5.134)
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The piston force is calculated in real time by approximating the inverse Laplace transform on each discrete density
function value independently:
F prr(t)|b =
pi
m
m−1∑
i=0
pr (θa cosYi+1; t) . (5.135)
From controlling and optimising various parameters of the cylinder structure, and for many real time instants, this
piston force calculation is used to determine properties of the enclosed partially filling material by outside receiver
sensor methods.
5.10 Results and discussion
To investigate the physical problem that is the time dependent response of the partially filled cylinder, the annular
solid cylinder (pipeline) is constructed as an invariant physical quantity in the following numerical results. Here we
choose the pipe cross section to have the material properties of steel with a pipe thickness at 12.5% of the inner pipe
radius:
(i) cylinder dimensions: a = 0.06 m, b = 0.0675 m,
(ii) cylinder material properties (steel): c1 = 5900 m/s, c2 = 3200 m/s, ρS = 7800 kg/m3.
For the normal traction line source that is applied to the external cylinder surface, we analyse the surface radial
displacement of the fundamental solution at the same or distant location at a later time. In this problem investigation,
the instantaneous line load10 is applied with a forcing strength F0 = 2× 104 in order to control the magnitude of the
resulting motions that are received back at the external cylinder surface.
In our numerical modelling of the partially filled cylinder, we have done so by choosing the physical length
scales of the annular solid cylinder to be comparable with the size and thickness of many pipes in commercial
use [52]. Furthermore, we have chosen the pipe to have the material properties of a steel pipe [53]. This is a
reasonable assumption to make since steel is a widely used commodity in manufacturing industries, and especially
so in pipeline construction in the oil industry which we are most interested in. Furthermore, the strength of steel
relative to the thickness of the pipeline used in construction makes it beneficial for investigational use in remote
sensing applications, and certainly when attempting to detect physical properties of the enclosed material within the
steel pipeline when there is no direct access to the pipeline (i.e. deep underground at high pressure).
The physical properties of the partially filling material are now varied (by depth, density, and shear fraction) in
an attempt to detect and quantify the enclosed material by remote sensing methods. In the numerical simulations
10Many different forms of line load forcing can be applied to the external cylinder surface to initiate a time dependent disturbance that
transcends throughout the partially filled cylinder. A line load applied with a Heaviside step forcing time-signature is one that changes the
forcing function at specific time instants. This form of time-signature is not suited to forcing functions that exert a large force over a small
time frame (e.g. a hammer striking an object). The Dirac delta function, which symbolises the time-signature of an instantaneous line load,
is a more natural form of forcing function to deal with these sudden shocks or impulses that are applied to the cylinder surface.
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that follow, we have included various spatial profiles of the receiver signal at fixed real time instants; these results
are displayed as both a surface displacement profile and a representation of the solution by a perturbation away
from the cylinder surface. The depth level (amount of filling) of the partially filling material is also displayed
diagrammatically in the numerical results, with the planar fluid surface level represented by a dashed line where
appropriate.
5.10.1 Known cylinder solutions
Firstly, we shall detail the time dependent response of the known solutions to the annular solid cylinder (see Section
5.3). Specifically, we consider the receiver signal measurement attributed to the normal surface displacement11 of
the known cylinder solutions, which are represented henceforth by:
(i) the solid cylinder bar [ ],
(ii) the hollow cylinder [ ],
(iii) the fully filled cylinder [ ],
(iv) and the fluid dependent response12 of the fully filled cylinder [ ].
The surface displacement solutions (i) to (iv) each represent a dynamic symmetry about the source loading location
θ = θ∗ in a real time analysis. In this situation, one can simply choose the loading location θ∗ = 0 directly below
the cylinder to instigate the forced motions throughout the cylinder.
Furthermore, with the solution to the fully filled cylinder including a core of an enclosed material, here we make
use of the material values associated to the properties of the partially filling material, as instructed in the subsequent
Section 5.10.2, when making our receiver signal analysis of the fully filled cylinder. This will allow one to not only
build a surface displacement profile for the fully filled cylinder, but further allow a direct comparison of various
receiver signal measurements to the partially filled cylinder when it is later introduced (i.e. the fully filled cylinder
being the limit case). Therefore, the material values of the enclosed fluid material are not quoted here for the fully
filled cylinder, but are known.
In the problem investigation of Figure 5.2, we have measured the receiver signal by a spatial profile of the known
cylinder displacement solutions at fixed time instants. These spatial observations are made around the entirety of the
cylinder surface at a later time to the initial source loading. Conversely, in Figure 5.3, we have measured the time
11For each known cylinder solution, the normal (radial) surface displacement is formally constructed by returning the associated potential
functions (as developed in Section 5.3) to the normal displacement component ur in (5.15), and finally setting r = b.
12The fluid dependent response of the cylinder is formally the normal surface displacement attributed to the response of the partially filled
cylinder minus the hollow cylinder response (i.e. the receiver signal to the normal surface displacement that is purely the contribution from
the partially filling material within the cylinder). In the case of the fully filled cylinder, the fluid dependent response of the cylinder is the
response from the filled core of the cylinder only.
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(a) Surface displacements at time t = 1.80× 10−5 s. (b) Solution representation at time t = 1.80× 10−5 s.
(c) Surface displacements at time t = 5.00× 10−5 s. (d) Solution representation at time t = 5.00× 10−5 s.
(e) Surface displacements at time t = 1.20× 10−4 s. (f) Solution representation at time t = 1.20× 10−4 s.
Figure 5.2: Spatial evolution of the surface displacement for the known cylinder solutions around the
entire cylinder surface θ ∈ [−pi, pi] and with the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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evolution of the known cylinder solutions at distant receiver sensor locations along the cylinder surface and away
from the initial source loading. In both of these numerical simulations, for the small times measured, it is clear that
a unique displacement profile is observed for each of the known cylinder solutions. Most importantly, the receiver
signal results suggest that the normal displacement profile is sensitive and detectable to a changing cylinder property
in a real time analysis.
As expected, at the time t = 1.80 × 10−5 s, every spatial profile of the displacement at the cylinder surface
remains undisturbed in the surface regions outside of the direct longitudinal wavefront (see Figures 5.2(a–b)). In
this situation, it is observed that the solid cylinder bar produces a direct wavefront that propagates directly through
the cross section of the homogeneous material, whereas the other known annular solutions have direct wavefronts
that continue to propagate in the circumferential direction and within the boundaries of the elastic solid cylinder.
Furthermore, at the later time t = 5.00 × 10−5 s, when specifically the evolution of the surface displacement has
at least navigated through a half-plane of the cylinder, the resulting region of all forced surface displacements is
now found to encapsulate the entire cylinder surface (see Figures 5.2(c–d)). Here wavefronts continue to propagate
around the cylinder surface and within the annular cylinder, in both positive and negative circumferential directions,
and symmetrically about the source location θ∗ = 0. At this small time observed, every known cylinder solution
forms a distinct and unique normal displacement profile. Furthermore, at the time instant t = 1.20 × 10−4 s, and
in the regions of the cylinder surface that are given by θ =
(−pi2 ,−pi3 ) and θ = (pi3 , pi2 ), we find that the produced
spatial profiles of the displacement each appear to ‘bulge’, with either a local minima or local maxima of the surface
displacement in these focal regions (see Figures 5.2(e–f)). Locating the receiver sensor in close proximity to these
surface regions will be of interest in the later investigation of the partially filled cylinder.
For the transient displacements shown in Figure 5.3, a finite number of receiver sensors are placed at the various
locations θ around the cylinder surface and away from the line source loading at θ∗ = 0. By increasing the distance
from source to receiver, a time delay of the direct wavefront is expected and measured. Furthermore, due to the
dynamic symmetry of the known cylinder solutions with respect to the location of the initial source loading, the
surface displacements produced in Figure 5.3 are shown to be reciprocal about the source-receiver location and
symmetric with respect to the receiver sensor locations ±θ, in a real time analysis. For a receiver sensor located
close to the source loading at θ = 0.25pi, the receiver sensor detects multiple signals from reflections of both the
longitudinal and shear wave types within the boundaries of the elastic solid cylinder (see Figure 5.3(a)). As the
receiver sensor is moved along the cylinder surface and further away from the location of the initial source loading,
it is intuitive to expect the first detected wavefront to be a longitudinal wave travelling directly along one of the
cylinder surfaces, instead of the many reflections within the thin boundaries of the annular structure (see Figures
5.3(b–d)).
From understanding the numerical results of the known cylinder solutions, some important features from the
problem configuration can now be addressed. Firstly, for the problem at hand, by measuring the time delay of
the longitudinal wave arrival at various receiver sensors located along the external cylinder surface, one can gain
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(a) Receiver sensor at θ = 0.25pi. (b) Receiver sensor at θ = 0.5pi.
(c) Receiver sensor at θ = 0.75pi. (d) Receiver sensor at θ = pi.
Figure 5.3: Surface displacements of the known cylinder solutions for receiver sensors placed at various
locations θ around the the cylinder surface and with the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
sufficient information to approximate the material properties (wavespeed or density) of the known cylinder solutions.
This procedure is certainly useful in the situation of examining the pipe material when it may not be known in
advance, but it is not required here.
More importantly, in our problem formulation, we have restricted the annular solid cylinder to being suitably thin
with a thickness at only 12.5% of the inner pipe radius. This restriction suggests that any forcing applied externally
to the cylinder (preferably from below the cylinder) will transcend a time dependent disturbance that will be in
close proximity to the wetted interface along the internal cylinder surface13. From our measurements of the known
13In the situation of a cylinder that is sufficiently thick, due to significant losses of signal from the effects of attenuation and/or dispersion
within the annular boundaries of the elastic solid cylinder, the problem formulation would struggle to create a disturbance that penetrates to
the internal cylinder surface and within the cylinder core with sufficient wave energy.
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cylinder solutions in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, since the surface displacement profile for both the fully filled cylinder and
the fluid dependent response are detectable at all locations around the cylinder surface, we find that we are able to
detect the response from within the cylinder core. With this in mind, it is suggested that our problem formulation is
configured suitably to allow the detection and measurement of the material dependent response within the partially
filled cylinder by a similar real time analysis.
Furthermore, it is expected that the time dependent response from the partially filled cylinder will be identifiable
and comparable to the limit cases of the hollow cylinder and the fully filled cylinder. To gain suitable insight from the
receiver sensor response mechanism in a real time analysis, we will now measure and interpret the normal surface
displacement across the entirety of the cylinder surface, and further examine targeted regions along it.
5.10.2 Dependence on depth of the partially filling material
To detect and measure the real time response from varying the depth of the fluid material that partially fills the
cylinder, here we choose to investigate five fillings from a shallow depth to nearly fully filled, each of which having
the identical material properties:
(i) wavespeeds: c3 = 4000 m/s, c4 = 1800 m/s,
(ii) fluid material density: ρf = 2000 kg/m3.
Firstly, in Figure 5.4, we evaluate the displacement profiles that detail the transient response of the partially filled
cylinder from modelling the full piecewise numerical solutions (see Section 5.7). Specifically, we analyse the spatial
profiles of the surface displacement that correspond to the partial filling depths given by α = 0.33pi (see Figures
5.4(a–b)) and α = 0.425pi (see Figures 5.4(c–d)). These spatial displacement profiles are represented in the numer-
ical solutions from including:
(i) the surface displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (5.119) by [ ],
(ii) the fluid dependent displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (5.121) by [ ].
To further analyse our receiver sensor results, in these figures we have included the numerical values of the known
cylinder solutions from the previous results section. In our numerical modelling, we have further instructed the
instantaneous source loading to being applied at the cylinder surface from below the cylinder, at θ∗ = 0.
In this numerical modelling of the fundamental solution to the partially filling cylinder, we have done so under
the principles of the computational method as outlined in Sections 4.8.4 and 5.7.5. This, for the physical problem
of a varying amount of filling (depth level) from the fluid material enclosed within the cylinder, the value of n
which controls the numerical method, varies according to the interaction along the contact length 2aα of the wetted
interface. Therefore, in the numerical modelling of grid locations along the wetted interface, we do so by stipulating
n = 249 for a depth level given by α = 0.33pi, whereas n = 321 for a depth level given by α = 0.425pi (these values
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of n are those defined previously in Table 4.1 for the separate problem of the antiplane displacements to the partially
filled cylinder). Furthermore, as a consequence of this piecewise numerical formulation, the inhomogeneous system
of equations used to evaluate the density distributions f¯x, f¯y and s¯r in (5.118), are constructed as a matrix of size 3n.
Once these density distributions have been evaluated numerically in frequency space, we then apply the MATLAB
package invlap.m to approximate the fundamental solution of the partially filled cylinder into time domain values.
Certainly the aforementioned numerical results of Figure 5.4 show a strong dependence on solution to the par-
tially filling material within the cylinder. At these fixed time instants, the spatial profile of the normal surface
displacement that we measure for the response mechanism, is time sensitive to the enclosed material within the
cylinder. This is displayed in our numerical modelling of the solution by a distinct and unique displacement profile
around the cylinder surface. Although the numerical results for the depths given by α = 0.33pi and α = 0.425pi can-
not be compared directly, since the displacement profiles were measured at different time values in Figures 5.4(a–b)
and 5.4(c–d), they can at least be used to illustrate the clear sensitivity on solution to the changing depth level within
the cylinder. Furthermore, the results of the numerical modelling suggest that it is possible to detect and measure a
changing material property during the plane strain motions of the partially filled cylinder, in a real time analysis.
Now somewhat due to the exhaustive computational requirements of the piecewise numerical modelling, along
with a lack of available data for the problem investigation, for the remaining part of this chapter we will instead
utilise the averaging method formulation to construct our numerical solution of the partially filled cylinder.
Although vastly simplified to the integral equation formulation and piecewise numerical modelling of the fun-
damental solution (see Section 5.7), this averaging method formulation, which produces an approximate form of
solution as developed in the Appendix H.4.1, still retains the time dependence of the interaction and is computation-
ally efficient for the problem at hand. One significant feature from this alternative formulation is that we include the
actual singular contribution of the density distribution at the integral equation endpoints14 (this singularity behaviour
of the density distribution is developed in Section 5.6.2 from the singularity analysis of the wetted endpoint with
free-sliding shear continuity conditions).
This singularity characteristic of the averaging method formulation is expected to be advantageous when at-
tempting to model the actual physical behaviour of the problem, which in our case, is to a varying depth level of
the partially filling material. Thus, for this averaging method formulation, we are required to obtain the singularity
solutions βip = Re(pk + 2) of the density distribution from first solving the transcendental equation of (5.89) in
complex values of pk (see Appendix H.4.1 for further details). These values of βip for a varying depth level of the
14In the original integral equation formulation of the fundamental solution (see Section 5.7), for any depth level of the partially filled
cylinder, we corrected the density distribution to contain a square-root singularity at the wetted endpoints, which may overpower the actual
singularity that exists in our formulation. Conversely, from the singularity analysis of Section 5.6.2, and with solutions of the transcendental
equation (5.89) existing for −2 < Re(pk) < −1.5, we showed that the actual singularity behaviour at the integral endpoints is always less
than or equal to (at worst case) square-root singular. This is not a problem as such for the integral equation formulation of Section 5.7 since
the remaining integrals are well-defined when the square-root singularity is removed by an appropriate substitution. However, in the case of
the averaging method formulation, we now analyse the partially filled cylinder using the actual endpoint singularity behaviour that exists in
the density distribution at the wetted endpoints of the internal wetted interface.
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(a) Surface displacements for depth α = 0.33pi. (b) Solution representation for depth α = 0.33pi.
(c) Surface displacements for depth α = 0.425pi. (d) Solution representation for depth α = 0.425pi.
Figure 5.4: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the partially filled cylinder at the fixed times
t = 3.25 × 10−5 s for (5.4(a), 5.4(b)) and t = 4.20 × 10−5 s for (5.4(c), 5.4(d)) with a varying depth
level α and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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partially filled cylinder, are those as included in Table 5.1 to six decimal places. As displayed here, the amount of
filling (depth level) of the partially filled cylinder has a clear dependence on the singularity behaviour of the density
distribution at the wetted endpoints.
Thus, to further our understanding of the partially filled cylinder with a varying amount of filling (depth level),
we now make use of the averaging method formulation as developed in the Appendix H.4.1. When detailing the
depth of filling of the enclosed material, we shall do so by the length scale α along the wetted interface, as shown in
Table 5.1. Both the radial surface displacement (5.119) and the fluid dependent response (5.121) are now represented
by these line colours on separate plot results. Again the known cylinder solutions are displayed on these numerical
results using their original colour values (see Section 5.10.1).
Length scale α Filling % by volume Filling % by depth Singularity βip
0.33pi 19.05% 24.55% 0.484848
0.425pi 35.27% 38.33% 0.223975
0.5pi 50% 50% 0.034839
0.575pi 64.73% 61.67% 0.249815
0.67pi 80.95% 75.45% 0.397145
Table 5.1: Values associated to the depth length scale α for the problem investigation of a changing depth
level of the partially filled cylinder in plane strain motions.
In Figure 5.5, the spatial profile of the radial surface displacement and the fluid dependent response are measured
at the fixed time instant t = 4.0× 10−5 s for a varying depth level of the partially filling material. These averaging
method results are found to detect a dependence on solution due to a changing depth property of the material enclosed
within the cylinder. Certainly, for the partially filling depths here, each display a unique displacement profile at this
time instant. Furthermore, every spatial displacement profile is symmetric about the source loading location at
θ∗ = 0, and each profile appears to ‘bulge‘ with a local minimum of the displacement in the regions of the cylinder
surface close to θ = ±pi3 , which is a response location below every planar fluid surface level within the cylinder. In
general, due to the asymmetry of the problem formulation, the surface displacement profile is asymmetric by moving
the source loading location around the cylinder surface (for θ∗ 6= 0), with the response mechanism not reciprocal
between all source to receiver locations.
Understandably, at any time instant, the system response from the partially filled cylinder is a complicated
mechanism. However, in Figure 5.5, the surface displacements observed at the opposing receiver sensor location
θ = ±pi are found to follow a monotonic order with a decreasing value (increasing magnitude value) of the surface
displacement, for depths from shallow to nearly full that follow an increasing length scale α at the wetted interface
(an increasing partially filling amount within the cylinder), and bounded by the hollow cylinder and the fully filled
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cylinder solutions. By measuring the surface displacement at this opposing receiver sensor location, and from
applying a linear regression analysis to the results, there is potential to extract the depth characteristic related to the
physical problem of the partially filling material, from a remote sensing testing procedure.
5.10.3 Dependence on density of the partially filling material
In an attempt to detect changes in the material density of the partially filling material by a real time analysis, we
investigate the response mechanism of the partially filled cylinder for the physical problem of partially filling ma-
terials that are of identical half-filled depth (α = 0.5pi) and which maintain a shear modulus ratio of µfµs = 0.08 .
Specifically, we measure the time dependent response of two enclosed materials which have densities given by
ρf = 815.02 kg/m3 and ρf = 3260.08 kg/m3, as included in Table 5.2, with now both the longitudinal and shear
wavespeeds expected for the plane strain motions of the partially filled cylinder (these values of the fluid material
density were used previously in Table 4.2 for the separate problem of the antiplane displacements to the partially
filled cylinder). When modelling the surface response mechanism of these partially filling materials, we do so by
developing the spatial displacement profiles from:
(i) the surface displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (5.119) by [ ],
(ii) the fluid dependent displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (5.121) by [ ].
Obviously, the fully filled response of the cylinder changes with varying values of the enclosed fluid material, and
consequently, these pair of surface displacement results are displayed separately.
Density ρf (kg/m3) Wavespeed c3 (m/s) Wavespeed c4 (m/s) Singularity βip
815.02 6700 2800 0.035507
1597.44 4785 2000 0.035506
3260.08 3350 1400 0.035507
Table 5.2: Values associated to the fluid material density ρf for the problem investigation of a changing
density of the partially filled cylinder in plane strain motions.
For analysis of the transient problem with free-sliding shear conditions at the wetted interface, we now utilise the
averaging method system for a pair of density dependent fillings ρf = 815.02 kg/m3 and ρf = 3260.08 kg/m3 of the
partially filled cylinder. In this averaging method formulation, we have included the actual endpoint singularity that
exists for the density distribution. The numerical modelling of this formulation was discussed in part in the results
of Section 5.10.2, with the theory developed separately in the Appendix H.4.1. The values of βip = Re(pk + 2),
as used in the numerical modelling for a varying density of the enclosed fluid material with a constant depth level
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(a) Surface displacements at time t = 4.0× 10−5 s. (b) Solution representation at time t = 4.0× 10−5 s.
(c) Fluid dependent response at time t = 4.0× 10−5 s. (d) Solution representation at time t = 4.0× 10−5 s.
Figure 5.5: Spatial profile of the surface displacement (5.5(a), 5.5(b)) and the fluid dependent response
(5.5(c), 5.5(d)) for the partially filled cylinder at the fixed time t = 4.0 × 10−5 s with a varying depth
level α and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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of filling, are those from solving the transcendental equation of (5.89) from the singularity analysis. These values
of βip, for each of the enclosed fluid material densities ρf (which, for reference, includes the singularity value for
the density ρf = 1597.44 kg/m3 from Table 4.2), are included in the Table 5.2 to six decimal places. As displayed
here, the material density of the enclosed filling material has no influence on the singularity behaviour of the density
distribution at the wetted endpoints; that is, there is no change in the endpoint singularity value βip due to changes
in the fluid density ρf .
In Figure 5.6, we again apply the averaging method formulation to evaluate the spatial profile of the displacement
back at the cylinder surface. At the fixed time t = 5.0× 10−5 s, the surface displacement does not show an obvious
dependence on solution due to a changing density property of the enclosed fluid material within the cylinder. Here
only slight variations in the magnitude of the minimum or maximum radial surface displacement are detected as
we measure this receiver signal value around the cylinder surface. Again, the spatial displacement profile appears
to ‘bulge’ in regions near θ = ±pi3 , with these surface regions providing the correct monotonic order of increasing
values in the surface displacement profile, from empty, to partially filled, and then fully filled.
The absence of a solution dependence from a changing density property, may initially be attributed to a limitation
of the averaging method formulation, as discussed in the Appendix H. However, from Chapter 4 for the antiplane
displacements of the partially filled cylinder, the surface displacement solutions were shown to obtain a clear depen-
dence on the changing density property of the enclosed fluid material within the cylinder. Furthermore, in this case
of antiplane displacements, it was shown that the averaging method formulation provided an accurate approximation
of the surface displacement solution when compared to the full numerical results. Therefore, we expect the averag-
ing method formulation to follow a similar accuracy in solution for the plane strain motions of the partially filled
cylinder. Instead, the resulting absence of a dependence from a changing density property, may be a consequence of
the nature of the physical problem for these plane strain motions. Further investigation of the partially filled cylinder
with different fluid density properties to Table 5.2, and at various fixed time instants, will be required to confirm
that the surface displacement solution has a clear dependence on the changing density property of the enclosed fluid
material within the cylinder.
5.10.4 Dependence on shear fraction of the partially filling material
In an attempt to detect in real time the response of the partially filled cylinder from changes in the shear modulus
ratio, here we investigate partially filling materials that are of identical below half-filled depth (α = 0.425pi) and
with the fluid material density ρf = 2500 kg/m3 maintained throughout. The pair of shear fraction values we
detail the response of, these being the shear fractions given by µfµs = 0.125 and
µf
µs
= 0.061, are shown in Table
5.3, with now both the longitudinal and shear wavespeeds assigned for the plane strain motions of the partially filled
cylinder (this pair of shear fraction values were used previously in Table 4.3 for the separate problem of the antiplane
displacements to the partially filled cylinder). In this forward investigation, the surface response mechanism of the
radial displacement is represented by:
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(a) Surface displacements for ρf = 815.02 kg/m3. (b) Solution representation for ρf = 815.02 kg/m3.
(c) Surface displacements for ρf = 3260.08 kg/m3. (d) Solution representation for ρf = 3260.08 kg/m3.
Figure 5.6: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the partially filled cylinder at the fixed time
t = 5.0× 10−5 s with a varying fluid material density ρf and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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(i) the surface displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (5.119) by [ ],
(ii) the fluid dependent displacement of the partially filled cylinder in (5.121) by [ ].
To elaborate on the receiver sensor analysis of the partially filled cylinder in real time, we again use the averaging
method for this transient problem. In this averaging method formulation, we have included the actual endpoint
singularity that exists for the density distribution. The numerical modelling of this formulation was discussed in
part in the results of Section 5.10.2, with the theory developed separately in the Appendix H.4.1. The values of
βip = Re(pk + 2), as used in the numerical modelling for a varying shear fraction of the partially filled cylinder
with a constant depth level of partial filling, are those from solving the transcendental equation of (5.89) from the
singularity analysis. These values of βip, for each of the shear fraction ratios (which, for reference, includes the
singularity value for the shear fraction µfµs = 0.245 from Table 4.3), are included in the Table 5.3 to six decimal
places. As displayed here, the shear fraction of the partially filled cylinder has a direct influence on the singularity
behaviour of the density distribution at the wetted endpoints; that is, the endpoint singularity value βip decreases
with a decreasing shear fraction of the partially filling cylinder.
Shear fraction Wavespeed c3 (m/s) Wavespeed c4 (m/s) Singularity βip
0.245 5020 2800 0.201396
0.125 4186 2000 0.153210
0.061 3666 1400 0.069312
Table 5.3: Values associated to the fraction µfµs for the problem investigation of a changing shear fraction
of the partially filled cylinder in plane strain motions.
In Figure 5.7, we now apply the averaging method formulation to discuss the surface displacement results at the
fixed time t = 5.0 × 10−5 s for a varying shear modulus ratio. Clearly, at this fixed time, each set of surface dis-
placements has a unique spatial profile along the cylinder surface, from which detects a dependence on solution due
a changing shear fraction property of the enclosed fluid material within. Certainly, as the shear fraction decreases,
these spatial profiles of the displacement are less pronounced around the entire cylinder surface. Furthermore, both
shear fraction solutions tend to produce displacements which ‘bulge’ in surface regions about θ = ±pi3 , but now they
do not necessarily follow a monotic order from a hollow to fully filled cylinder solution.
5.10.5 Extreme cases of the partially filling material
As a final investigation into the plane strain motions of the partially filled cylinder, we now introduce the extreme
cases of a partially filling material enclosed within the cylinder. Here the partially filling material shall have the
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(a) Surface displacements for µfµs = 0.125. (b) Solution representation for
µf
µs
= 0.125.
(c) Surface displacements for µfµs = 0.061. (d) Solution representation for
µf
µs
= 0.061.
Figure 5.7: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the partially filled cylinder at the fixed time
t = 5.0× 10−5 s with a varying shear fraction µfµs and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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same material properties as the solid annular cylinder, which for the numerical modelling throughout this chapter,
we model the cylinder to have the material properties of a steel pipe (see Section 5.10). Furthermore, we choose
to investigate in real time the response of both an almost empty and an almost fully filled cylinder. The numerical
modelling of the response mechanism to the surface displacement will be completed using the averaging method
formulation of the partially filled cylinder (see Appendix H.4.1). Specifically, we analyse the cylinder problem for a
cylinder containing the following physical properties:
(i) enclosed material properties (steel): c3 = 5900 m/s, c4 = 3200 m/s, ρf = 7800 kg/m3,
(ii) filling depths: α1 = 0.25pi (9.08% by volume filling), α2 = 0.75pi (90.92% by volume filling).
For the two extreme cases of filling we investigate, we again use the averaging method formulation to develop our
numerical results. As with the previous result sections, in our averaging method response we include the actual
endpoint singularity to the density distributions, as developed in the Appendix H.4.1. This singularity behaviour
is found from solving the transcendental equation of (5.89). These values of βip to six decimal places, where
βip = Re(pk + 2) for the two extreme cases of the partially filled cylinder, are as follows: for a depth given by
α = 0.25pi we obtain the singularity value βip = 0.129367, whereas for a depth given by α = 0.75pi we obtain the
singularity value βip = 0.477579. Both forms of extreme case of filling are now discussed.
The aim of this forward investigation shall be to detect the existence and/or the location of the unfilled cavity
within the cylinder shell, for both cases of extreme filling, and from analysis of the surface displacement in real
time. Certainly in the case of the almost empty cylinder, in Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b), we detect a partially filling
response at this fixed time instant t = 1.40 × 10−5 s. As shown in the numerical results, at this small time instant
the direct wavefront that propagates along the external cylinder surface only causes vibrational disturbances to part
of the surface given by |θ| ≤ c1tR1b , with the regions above the cylinder filling remaining in a quiescent state. In this
case, a spatial profile is observed at the cylinder surface that is sensitive to the almost empty form of the partially
filling response, with the surface displacements prominent in magnitude in the disturbed region along (and from
below) the cylinder surface.
On the contrary, in Figures 5.8(c) and Figures 5.8(d) and at the fixed time instant t = 4.00×10−5 s, the averaging
method response for the almost fully filled cylinder detects only a minor perturbation away from the hollow cylinder
response. Physically, we expect the response of the partially filling material to be close to, or exact to, the time
dependent response of the fully filled cylinder, since structurally only 9% volume of the unfilled part of the cylinder
varies to the fully filled cylinder. This is especially so for small times when the initial excitation is from below
the cylinder, wherein both situations the cylinder response appears completely filled when measured as the receiver
sensor mechanism. This is not the case here.
Consequently, for this extreme case of filling and at the fixed time instant considered, the sensor mechanism
appears to struggle when attempting to detect the response of the enclosed partially filling material. This may be due
to the simplicity of the theory in Appendix H.4.1, and the resulting limitation of the averaging method formulation.
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Further investigation of this formulation is required to gain sufficient understanding of the partially filling response,
and to determine if the theory is accurate for this extreme case of filling.
5.11 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have developed a system of integral equations to investigate the transient response of a partially
filled cylinder undergoing plane strain motions. This has been achieved through a receiver signal analysis of the
normal surface displacement and the displacement field related to the enclosed ‘fluid’ material within, both along
the cylinder surface and back at the initial source location, at a later time. With the aim of detecting properties of
the enclosed partially filling material when there is no direct access to the cylinder, we have shown a fairly complete
description to the problem.
The analysis has been completed by first developing the separate fundamental solutions for the hollow cylinder
and a fluid material partially filling the cylinder with a planar fluid surface. From this, a direct integral equation
formulation was developed in both the cylinder and in the partially filling material, with different possibilities of
continuity conditions across the wetted interface creating various systems of coupled integral equations at the internal
cylinder surface. In each of these problems, a singularity analysis at the wetted interface was then introduced to
confirm the required singularity fields in the vicinity of the wetted endpoints. Thereafter, we concentrated solely on
the problem with free-sliding shear conditions at the wetted interface. As a consequence, we evaluated the dynamic
system response numerically by means of both a direct piecewise procedure and, for the majority of the results,
from introducing an averaging method formulation that develops an approximate description of the density function
solutions. Later, a surface piston theory was derived as another sensor mechanism to detect these partially filling
properties.
For the forward problem of detecting and interpreting the transient response to the partially filled cylinder,
it was found that the averaging method formulation provided information by real time observations to suggest a
characterisation of the partially filling properties under investigation. To be more precise, the receiver signal analysis
suggests that:
(i) Depth of partial filling: the displacement solution has a clear dependence on the changing depth of the partially
filling material in a spatial description.
(ii) Dependence on fluid material density: the displacement solution is unable to detect a clear variation due to a
changing fluid material density of the partially filling material.
(iii) Dependence on shear fraction: the displacement solution details a dependence on the changing shear fraction
that relates the cylinder to the fluid material properties, but without any clear characteristic to interpret further.
Obviously, there is clear opportunity for further development in these situations to gain a true understanding of the
problems at hand. Certainly, the full continuity problem is yet to be evaluated numerically and this may provide
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(a) Surface displacements for depth α = 0.25pi. (b) Solution representation for depth α = 0.25pi.
(c) Surface displacements for depth α = 0.75pi. (d) Solution representation for depth α = 0.75pi.
Figure 5.8: Spatial profile of the surface displacements for the extreme cases of a partially filled cylinder
at the fixed times t = 1.40× 10−5 s for (5.8(a), 5.8(b)) and t = 4.00× 10−5 s for (5.8(c), 5.8(d)) with a
varying depth level α and the initial source loading at θ∗ = 0.
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more definite real time observations to consider. Alongside this, we are yet to fully gauge the time response of the
normal displacements at certain receiver sensor locations and/or the force value at the internal surface of the cylinder.
However, currently this is more due to exhaustive computational process required to obtain numerical results for
these problems. Even for the averaging method formulation, it becomes an intensive task comptutationally.
In completion, this development of a direct integral equation formulation has indicated a fairly complete analysis
of the partially filled cylinder in the case of plane strain motions. Certainly, we have developed the methodology
for a general theory that provides various sensor measurements of the transient response to the problem by remote
signal processing methods. This formulation has been built as a generalised model with the purpose to allow (i)
the enclosed fluid material can fill anywhere between empty and fully filled with a planar fluid surface, and (ii)
there is no simplification or approximation to the elastic annular cylinder. Much of the current theory in this area
is limited, however, now we have have removed many of these restrictions with huge scope for further investigation
in real time. Alongside this, an averaging method formulation has been progressed to gain a new perspective to the
problem; this approximate form of solution was found to provide a numerical evaluation that detects many of the
successful characteristics of the partially filling response to the partially filled cylinder.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
In this thesis, a collection of wave phenomena problems were studied with the aim of developing the theory and ap-
plications to elastic wave sensors for use in remote signal analysis. These situations included various receiver sensor
mechanisms in an attempt to detect and interpret material properties from possibly within enclosed containers where
there is no direct access. Each of these problems considered the mathematical viewpoint from the perspective of a
transient analysis. In the formulation of solutions, both rigorous analytical and numerical methods were developed
to assist our necessity to provide real time observations to the problems we investigated in detail.
We began with Chapter 2, for the single layer material under antiplane deformation. This model problem was
built primarily to demonstrate some of the analytical and numerical tools to be used in later chapters. Nevertheless,
within this chapter it was shown that there are many receiver sensor mechanisms able to detect and quantify the
physical properties of the layer material. The problem itself also provided a means of introducing the averaging
method formulation; this new perspective of solution would be used in all later chapters and would be shown to
provide an effective and inexpensive approximation to the full numerical evaluation under investigation.
In Chapter 3, we constructed the symmetric strip problem from a two-dimensional analysis of elastic solid layers
enclosing a compressible, viscous fluid channel. Again, the transient analysis was evaluated numerically by means
of the forward problem for detecting variation in the material parameters of the enclosed fluid. In this development
of a surface piston loading, many ancillary calculations were derived in the near field to the piston edge with the aim
of using analytic methods to confirm our mathematical understanding in these increasingly complex situations.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we investigated the transient response of a partially filled cylinder. This was considered
by the separate problems of the antiplane displacements and plane strain motions in a two-dimensional analysis of
the cylinder at any cross section. In each of these problems a direct integral equation formulation was developed
to represent the coupled fluid-solid interactions at the wetted interface boundary. Again a variety of ancillary cal-
culations were developed through a form of singularity analysis approaching the wetted endpoints. The resulting
surface displacement was evaluated numerically as the primary sensor mechanism to the transient forward prob-
lem, from which provided conclusive results in the detection and interpretation of the enclosed material properties.
Significantly, these problems were developed by means of a general method which removed many simplification
restrictions, especially with the fluid material allowed to fill the cylinder pipe anywhere from empty to fully filled
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with a planar fluid surface.
In completion, for the present study we have provided various analytical and numerical methods to determine
physical properties of systems by wave sensor devices and using remote sensor methods. There however remains
much possibility of further investigation in these problems.
6.1 Future work
We finally detail some areas of improvement and/or possible investigation which may be of interest. These will be
general and applicable to many of the problems within the main chapters of the thesis:
(i) Optimisation of the physical properties on wave sensor devices
There still remains the question of the dependence on solution to the physical properties of the piston sensor device;
this being either the surface contact length or the forcing displacement distribution applied to the contact surface.
One would like to evaluate the dynamic effect on the receiver sensor from variation of these sensor properties.
In each problem, by introducing an integral equation formulation will considerably complicate the computational
numerical evaluation, this especially so for the cylinder problems in a transient analysis. Along with optimising the
piston sensor device, one would like to continually improve the computational efficiency of studying these problems.
(ii) Fixed frequency analysis of wave sensor devices
Each of these problems has been developed in a general formulation and one hopes to be able to study the correspond-
ing time harmonic analysis of the problem from evaluating these solutions in the frequency domain. Numerically,
this is a much simpler investigation in comparison to the transient response that requires a final approximation of the
inverse Laplace transform. Furthermore, understanding the resonant frequencies of these fixed frequency problems
will provide another means of a sensor device mechanism. Certainly, for the cylinder problems in Chapters 4 and
5, the denominators of the known series solutions are the corresponding modal dispersion equations for the fixed
frequency analysis, with the resonant frequencies the zeros to these dispersion functions. One hopes to be able to
characterise the physical properties of the enclosed material from determining the approximate resonant frequencies
of the partially filling material.
(iii) Averaging method formulation
In this approximate formulation for the density function, one removes the explicit singularity at the endpoints to
leave only a Laplace dependent coefficient which is then solved for. This new perspective of solution provided a
crude yet effective and efficient approximation to the full numerical investigation. Nevertheless, for such a simple
description, this averaging method formulation contains a huge amount of information, especially for analysis in the
time domain. For a better approximation to this averaging method formulation, one could instead introduce a series
of terms to represent the Laplace dependent coefficient, this possibly by an expansion of a Chebyshev series. This
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introduction to a series of terms for the density will increase the number of terms required to be evaluated in the
averaged boundary conditions, but this construction of a solution remains small and efficient in comparison to the
piecewise numerical evaluation of the density function. One hopes this improved averaging method formulation will
help build a greater understanding of the final profiles for the displacement, traction and/or piston force to further
detect and interpret the various receiver sensor mechanisms in real time.
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Appendix A
Cagniard-de Hoop method for the single layer
problem
In our attempts of constructing valid solutions to the single layer problem, the inverse transforms of the fundamental
solution were obtained by evaluating the two inversion integrals one at a time (see Section 2.2). This process was
aided considerably by the availability of known results in tables of integral transforms. A more efficient method
of formulating the final solution directly from its double transform is by inverting the two integral transforms in
one operation. This method was formally introduced within the context of the application of the Cagniard-de Hoop
method [8, 27], and it is now outlined for the single layer problem.
We begin the solution method by returning to the integrals in (2.12) and introducing a scaled change of variable
by ζ = scζ1, where for the moment the Laplace parameter s is assumed real and positive in the leading analysis of the
inverse Fourier transform. Later, in the evaluation of the inverse Laplace transform, we recognise it will be necessary
to analytically continue the transform into the complex s-plane. We find that a general form of the integrals from
(2.12) can be denoted by I¯m(x, y), where m ∈ N0 and
I¯m(x, y) =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−
s
c
iζ1xe−
s
c
((2m+1)h±y)
√
ζ21+1√
ζ21 + 1
dζ1. (A.1)
The idea of the Cagniard-de Hoop method is to deform the path of integration in the complex ζ1-plane in such a way
that the inverse Laplace transform of the integral along the new path of integration can be obtained by inspection. In
the case of integral (A.1) we find that the required path of integration is defined by the equation:
iζ1x+ ((2m+ 1)h± y)
√
ζ21 + 1 = ct, (A.2)
which can be solved for ζ1 to yield:
ζ1± = − ict
r
cos θ ± sin θ
√
c2t2
r2
− 1 , (A.3)
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where in the above formulation we have used that:
r2 = x2 + ((2m+ 1)h± y)2, tan θ = (2m+ 1)h± y
x
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi. (A.4)
We find that equation (A.3) describes a hyperbola; if Re (ζ1±) = 0 we must have ct = r and the vertex of the
hyperbola is defined by ζ1± = −i cos θ, which is imaginary and lies between the branch points of
√
ζ21 + 1 , since
| cos θ| ≤ 1. Furthermore, the modulus |ζ1±| becomes larger as t increases from rc to∞ as we move out along the
hyperbola. The resulting transition to the Cagniard contour of ζ1± is fairly simple because no poles or branch points
are crossed:
I¯m(r) =
1
2
∫ r
c
∞
1√
ζ21− + 1
(
∂ζ1−
∂t
)
e−st dt +
1
2
∫ ∞
r
c
1√
ζ21+ + 1
(
∂ζ1+
∂t
)
e−st dt. (A.5)
Now due to the symmetry of the contour path it is possible to simplify these integrals further. Returning to equation
(A.3) it can be shown that:
1√
ζ21± + 1
(
∂ζ1±
∂t
)
=
±c
r
√
c2t2
r2
− 1
, (A.6)
with the pair of integrals in (A.5) now simplifying to:
I¯m(r) =
∫ ∞
r
c
1√
t2 − r2
c2
e−st dt. (A.7)
Therefore, by using the Cagniard-de Hoop method, we have transformed the inverse Fourier transform into a one-
sided Laplace transform. Consequently, we can deduce that I¯m(r) is the Laplace transform of the integrand, which
by using the property of injectivity it must follow that:
Im(r, t) =
1√
t2 − r2
c2
H
(
t− r
c
)
. (A.8)
Finally, by substituting the result (A.8) termwise into (2.12), we recover the full series solution (2.16) for the single
layer problem. It is worth mentioning that the Cagniard-de Hoop method is applicable here because we can uniquely
factorise the Laplace parameter due to the simplicity of the integrand and the exponential terms in (A.1). This
approach is not always achievable analytically and instead requires a numerical procedure to complete the analysis
(for an example, see Craster [27]).
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Appendix B
Wave potentials and displacement functions for
the symmetric strip problem
To solve the system of equations (3.19) to (3.22) we construct a matrix with entries corresponding to the unknown
coefficients of the transformed potential functions, see (B.6) overleaf. The process of consecutive row elimination
will obtain solutions for these entities, which are rather complicated expressions. The resulting wave potentials in
the elastic solid layer, and the displacements along the layer surface, are now detailed in their simplest form:
(i) The dilatational-wave potential function (3.13) in the elastic solid layer, is:
φ¯∗(1)(ζ, y, s) =
k5β(ζ, y, s)Gg¯(s)− 2iζk2α(ζ, y, s)F f¯(s)
µsD(ζ, s)
, h ≤ y ≤ h+ l. (B.1)
(ii) Similarly, the distortional-wave potential function (3.14) in the elastic solid layer, is:
ψ¯∗(1)(ζ, y, s) =
k5κ(ζ, y, s)F f¯(s) + 2iζk1χ(ζ, y, s)Gg¯(s)
µsD(ζ, s)
, h ≤ y ≤ h+ l. (B.2)
(iii) The displacement components are obtained from substituting the potentials (B.1) and (B.2) into the transforms
of (1.6) and (1.7), respectively. Along the layer surface y = h+ l these displacements are found to satisfy:
u¯∗(1)x (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
s2
c22
k2N1(ζ, s)F f¯(s) + iζ [2k1k2N2(ζ, s)− k5N3(ζ, s)]Gg¯(s)
µsD(ζ, s)
, (B.3)
u¯∗(1)y (ζ, s)
∣∣∣
h+l
=
s2
c22
k1N4(ζ, s)Gg¯(s)− iζ [2k1k2N2(ζ, s)− k5N3(ζ, s)]F f¯(s)
µsD(ζ, s)
. (B.4)
In the above expressions we have introduced the notation:
k5 = ζ
2 + k22, k6 = ζ
2 + k24. (B.5)
Overleaf are the explicit expressions for the numerator components of the above wave potentials and surface dis-
placements.
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The matrix formulation to the forced system of equations (3.19) to (3.22) is shown to satisfy:
k5 cosh (k1(h+ l)) k5 sinh (k1(h+ l)) 2iζk2 sinh (k2(h+ l)) 2iζk2 cosh (k2(h+ l)) 0 0
−2iζk1 sinh (k1(h+ l)) −2iζk1 cosh (k1(h+ l)) k5 cosh (k2(h+ l)) k5 sinh (k2(h+ l)) 0 0
k5 cosh (k1h) k5 sinh (k1h) 2iζk2 sinh (k2h) 2iζk2 cosh (k2h) − sµfµs k6 cosh (k3h) −2iζ
sµf
µs
k4 cosh (k4h)
k1 sinh (k1h) k1 cosh (k1h) iζ cosh (k2h) iζ sinh (k2h) −k3 sinh (k3h) −iζ sinh (k4h)
−2iζk1 sinh (k1h) −2iζk1 cosh (k1h) k5 cosh (k2h) k5 sinh (k2h) 0 0
0 0 0 0 −2iζk3 sinh (k3h) k6 sinh (k4h)


A1
B1
D1
E1
A2
E2

=

Gg¯(s)
µs
F f¯(s)
µs
0
0
0
0

(B.6)
The numerator components corresponding to the potential functions (B.1) and (B.2), are:
α(ζ, y, s) = k3k
2
5 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h) sinh(k1(h+ l − y)) + k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 sinh(k1(y − h)) cosh(k2l)− 4ζ2k1k2 cosh(k1(y − h)) sinh(k2l)
)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
cosh(k1(y − h)) cosh(k2l)
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
, (B.7)
β(ζ, y, s) = 4ζ2k1k2k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h) cosh(k1(h+ l − y)) + k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 sinh(k1(y − h)) sinh(k2l)− 4ζ2k1k2 cosh(k1(y − h)) cosh(k2l)
)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
cosh(k1(y − h)) sinh(k2l)
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
, (B.8)
χ(ζ, y, s) = k3k
2
5 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h) sinh(k2(h+ l − y)) + k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 cosh(k1l) sinh(k2(y − h))− 4ζ2k1k2 sinh(k1l) cosh(k2(y − h))
)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
sinh(k1l) sinh(k2(y − h))
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
, (B.9)
κ(ζ, y, s) = 4ζ2k1k2k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h) cosh(k2(h+ l − y)) + k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 sinh(k1l) sinh(k2(y − h))− 4ζ2k1k2 cosh(k1l) cosh(k2(y − h))
)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
cosh(k1l) sinh(k2(y − h))
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
. (B.10)
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The doubly transformed denominator is a common entity for all field variables. Many properties of motion arise from analysis of this function:
D(ζ, s) = k3k
2
5 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 sinh(k1l) sinh(k2l) + 8ζ
2k1k2
)
− 8ζ2k1k2k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 cosh(k1l) cosh(k2l)− 2ζ2k1k2 sinh(k1l) sinh(k2l)
)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
(
k25 cosh(k1l) sinh(k2l)− 4ζ2k1k2 sinh(k1l) cosh(k2l)
)
(k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)).
(B.11)
The numerator components corresponding to the displacements (B.3) and (B.4), are:
N1(ζ, s) = k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 sinh(k1l) cosh(k2l)− 4ζ2k1k2 cosh(k1l) sinh(k2l)
)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
cosh(k1l) cosh(k2l)
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
, (B.12)
N2(ζ, s) = k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 cosh(k1l) cosh(k2l)− 4ζ2k1k2 sinh(k1l) sinh(k2l)
)− k3k25 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
sinh(k1l) cosh(k2l)
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
, (B.13)
N3(ζ, s) = k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 sinh(k1l) sinh(k2l)− 4ζ2k1k2 cosh(k1l) cosh(k2l)
)
+ 4ζ2k1k2k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
cosh(k1l) sinh(k2l)
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
, (B.14)
N4(ζ, s) = k3 sinh(k3h) sinh(k4h)
(
k25 cosh(k1l) sinh(k2l)− 4ζ2k1k2 sinh(k1l) cosh(k2l)
)
+ s2k1
µfc
2
4
µsc22
sinh(k1l) sinh(k2l)
(
k26 cosh(k3h) sinh(k4h)− 4ζ2k3k4 sinh(k3h) cosh(k4h)
)
. (B.15)
Using the above functional relations, it is shown that the denominatorD(ζ, s) can be written in a form closely related to that of the Rayleigh function:
D(ζ, s) = k25N3(ζ, s)− 4ζ2k1k2N2(ζ, s). (B.16)
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Appendix C
Confirmation of the source singularity for dis-
placements written as an infinite series
It is not necessarily obvious that the modal series solutions in the annular solid cylinder (Section 4.4) each contain
the required logarithmic singularity at the source location. This singularity result can be derived analytically from
using a form of Graf’s Bessel function addition theorem and the Wronskian formula [15]:
K0
(
k2
√
b2 + r2 − 2rb cos (θ − θ∗)
)
=
∞∑
m=−∞
Km (k2b) Im (k2r) cos (m (θ − θ∗)) , (C.1)
where this first identity is true for r < b (however, the result is symmetric with respect to r and b), and
W [Km, Im] = Km (k2b) I
′
m (k2b)− Im (k2b)K ′m (k2b) ≡
1
k2b
. (C.2)
Introducing these formulae to the solid cylinder bar in (4.14), it can be shown that the series solution now satisfies:
u¯solz (r, θ, θ
∗) =
F0b
2pi
K0
(
k2
√
b2 + r2 − 2rb cos (θ − θ∗)
)
− F0b
pi
∞∑
n=0′
In (k2r) In (k2b)K
′
n (k2b)
I ′n (k2b)
cos (n (θ − θ∗)) ,
(C.3)
where the notation n = 0′ denotes an additional factor 12 for the zeroth term only. Since I
′
n (k2b) 6= 0 for k2b 6= 0,
the series solution in (C.3) is now well-defined. Consequently, in the limit of the approaching the forced source
location at the external surface, as r → b and θ → θ∗, the solid cylinder bar is evidently logarithmically singular.
Furthermore, since all other forced series solutions in Section 4.4 can be written as a perturbation of the solid
cylinder bar solution (they all share the line source condition at r = b and θ = θ∗ plus further boundary conditions
within the cylinder), then:
u¯(2)z (r, θ, θ
∗) = u¯solz (r, θ, θ
∗) +
∞∑
n=0
P¯n(r) cos (n (θ − θ∗)) , (C.4)
and with P¯n(r) expressed as complex but well-defined functions, each of the series solutions in (4.9) and (4.11) are
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logarithmically singular at the forced source location, as r → b and θ → θ∗.
Moreover, from interchanging b for a and θ∗ for θ1 in the first identity (C.1), it can be further shown that the
GZ modal series solution in (4.8) shares this logarithmic singularity (source) property but at the inner surface of the
cylinder, as r → a and θ → θ1.
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Appendix D
Determination of the endpoint singularity coef-
ficients for antiplane displacements
For the problem of a partially filled cylinder in Chapter 4, one can determine the singularity behaviour at the wetted
endpoints from using a method that approximately determines the singular field from our full field calculations.
The method is achieved primarily from considering far field results and an appropriate choice of (auxiliary) dual
functions, as outlined in the work of Barone and Robinson [72] for elasticity and later applied to various elastic
problems by Stern [73].
This ancillary method begins in the Laplace transformed domain by introducing a Green’s Theorem (first and
second identities) for the two field quantities u¯(i)z and ψ¯(i) in some region (i). From using these two identities, it
follows directly that:
∮
∂U
(
ψ¯(i)
∂u¯
(i)
z
∂n
− u¯(i)z
∂ψ¯(i)
∂n
)
dS =
∫
U
(
ψ¯(i)∇2u¯(i)z − u¯(i)z ∇2ψ¯(i)
)
dV, (D.1)
where V is an arbitrary volume with a surface S and ∂ψ¯
(i)
∂n is the directional derivative of ψ¯
(i) in the direction of the
outward pointing normal n to the surface element dS, which is also written as ∂ψ¯
(i)
∂n = ∇ψ¯(i) · n.
In the case of the antiplane displacements to the partially filled cylinder, in the Laplace transformed domain we
consider the Helmholtz equation (4.5) in each region, for i = 1, 2. On the understanding that the displacements u¯(i)z
are our actual field solutions, we can show that the Green’s Theorem (D.1) is zero in each region provided that we
define the auxiliary fields ψ¯(i) to satisfy the same Helmholtz equations (i.e. with the same material properties):
∇2ψ¯(1) = k24 ψ¯(1), ∇2ψ¯(2) = k22 ψ¯(2). (D.2)
Consequently, in each region (i) the reciprocal theorem can now be deduced from (D.1) to satisfy:
∮
∂U
(
ψ¯(i)
∂u¯
(i)
z
∂n
− u¯(i)z
∂ψ¯(i)
∂n
)
dS = 0, i = 1, 2. (D.3)
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Figure D.1: Diagram representing the contour paths used in the determination of the endpoint singularity
coefficients C1 and C2 in (4.41) from introducing the auxiliary field regions (1) to (3).
We note that an appropriate choice of the auxiliary field is one whose equations of motion provide an additional
field supporting the true problem of determining available solutions to the actual field. The basic understanding
is to generate eigensolutions from the governing equations of these auxiliary fields ψ¯(i) in (D.2), which are then
combined with our actual field solutions u¯(i)z in the reciprocal theorem (D.3). The singular behaviour of our actual
field solutions are already known near the wetted endpoints from an eigenvalue analysis made previously (see Section
4.7); the eigensolutions of the auxiliary fields are chosen so that the coefficients of the singular behaviour in (4.41)
can be extracted and related to far field results1.
The following system (see Figure D.1) is thus constructed to determine the singularity field on approaching the
wetted endpoint, for r = a and θ = α. We will attempt to determine the singularity locally to the wetted endpoint
for both of the regions (1) and (2), which are uncoupled. Near to the wetted endpoint we construct local analysis
solutions with the field (rF , θF ) centred at the endpoint, whereas at all other surfaces we use the full field results.
1At this stage of the analysis we make clearer the far field description by defining all far field results as any field quantity that is well-
defined away from the endpoint singularity that we are considering.
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The straight line tangents will be the most complicated to evaluate, requiring a coordinate transformation originating
from the wetted endpoint (rF , θF ). In Section 4.7 we have already outlined the formulation for the actual field of
this problem, including boundary conditions along the tangent planes, so here we do not repeat this information.
Firstly, the auxiliary functions are derived locally to the endpoint (rF , θF ). These eigensolutions are chosen to
satisfy the same local analysis conditions as our actual fields centred at the endpoint. From constructing the boundary
conditions as developed in Section 4.7 but for the auxiliary field, and from choosing ψ¯(3) ≡ 0 trivially throughout,
we find that the auxiliary fields must satisfy:
ψ¯(1) = F1(rF ) cos(λ(θF − α)), ψ¯(2) = F2(rF ) cos(λ(θF + pi)). (D.4)
Then from applying continuity conditions along θF = 0, these eigensolutions must satisfy the transcendental equa-
tion:
µf tan(λα) = −µs tan(λpi), (D.5)
which is the same eigenvalue equation in λ as seen previously in (4.42). In this equation, µf and µs represent
the shear modulus of the fluid (1) and the elastic solid (2) regions, respectively. The auxiliary functions are valid
solutions provided they satisfy the full auxiliary equations (D.2). For instance, F1(rF ) in (D.4) must satisfy:
d2F1
dr2F
+
1
rF
dF1
drF
− 1
r2F
(k24r
2
F + λ
2)F1 = 0. (D.6)
Therefore, eigensolutions to equations of this type exist provided that F1 and F2 satisfy:
F1(rF ) = A1Kλ(k4rF ), F2(rF ) = A2Kλ(k2rF ), (D.7)
where Kλ is the modified Bessel function and A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants. These auxiliary field solutions,
(D.4) with (D.7), satisfy not only the field equations entirely in each region but the desired local conditions close
to the endpoint singularity. The eigenvalue λ thus satisfies the transcendental equation (D.5) not only locally but
everywhere in the region. The auxiliary field will determine a dual function; the singular behaviour locally will be
shown to be non-physical at the endpoint, yet a wholly justifiable function elsewhere.
For the auxiliary field in (D.4) the contributions made locally to the wetted endpoint are found by expanding the
Bessel function as rF → 0. Hence, the asymptotic representations of (D.7) are shown to satisfy:
F1(rF ) ∼ A1
2
Γ(λ)
(
1
2
k4rF
)−λ
, F2(rF ) ∼ A2
2
Γ(λ)
(
1
2
k2rF
)−λ
, (D.8)
with Re(λ) > 0 and rF → 0. Again our auxiliary functions ψ¯(i) are chosen locally to the endpoint singularity to
satisfy the desired local conditions, with the eigenvalue analysis subject to (D.5). The full field solutions of (D.7)
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satisfy the auxiliary field for all rF (or equivalently, when written in terms of r) and so satisfy the Green’s Theorem
(D.3) in each region.
Similarly, for our actual field u¯(i)z we can derive expressions that satisfy the local contributions and are valid
locally to the endpoint singularity. For this eigenvalue analysis we use the Laplace equations and developed solutions
as outlined in Section 4.7. Furthermore, with the eigenvalue equation identical to (D.5), these eigenvalue results are
consistent (i.e. there exists a unique λ to both our actual and auxiliary field solutions).
It is now a matter to discuss the surface integrals in each region, which are uncoupled and applied separately.
D.1 Coordinate transformation to the wetted endpoint origin
The auxiliary field solutions (D.4) are constructed locally to the wetted endpoint (r = a, θ = α) by means of the
polar coordinate system (rF , θF ), which is centred at the endpoint. As we emanate away from the endpoint we
are still subject to this coordinate system, but now with the full expressions of Fi(rF ) as in (D.7). To integrate
along any surface with respect to the initial (r, θ)-system, we are first required to make a change of variable from
the coordinates (rF , θF ). One such transformation that satisfies the change of origin to the wetted endpoint, with a
rotation such that the major axis lies along the tangent plane θF = 0 with increasing θF counter-clockwise, is:
xF = rF cos θF , yF = rF sin θF . (D.9)
The xF -axis lies along the plane θF = 0 with the yF -axis perpendicular and returning to the origin of the (r, θ)-
system. The required transformation is found to be:
xF = yE sinα− xE cosα, yF = −yE cosα− xE sinα, (D.10)
where xE = rE sin θE , yE = rE cos θE and xE = x− a sinα, yE = y − a cosα. Using these changes of variable,
the following results can be used to interchange between coordinate systems:
r2F = r
2 + a2 − 2ar cos(θ − α), tan θF = r cos(θ − α)− a
r sin(θ − α) , (D.11)
where r2F denotes the general equation of a circle that is centred at the wetted endpoint (r = a, θ = α). Conversely,
we can write the equations relating the coordinate systems by:
r2 = r2F + a
2 − 2arF sin θF , tan θ = rF cos(θF − α)− a sinα
rF sin(θF − α)− a cosα. (D.12)
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To satisfy the reciprocal theorem (D.3) in the fluid region (1), one can form a closed contour along the planar fluid
surface and the wetted interface boundary which doesn’t enclose the singularity at the wetted endpoint. For this
analysis we refer the reader to the surface contour in region (1) of Figure D.1.
Near to the wetted endpoint θ = α we apply the local analysis solutions (4.41) and (D.8). By forming a small
contour from θF = 0 to θF = α, with an outward normal in the rF -direction (dSrF = rFdθF ) and a ‘vanishing’
radius rF → 0, the following surface integral result is obtained:
∫ α
0
(
ψ¯(1)
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂rF
− u¯(1)z
∂ψ¯(1)
∂rF
)
rF dθF =
A1C1λ
2
Γ(λ)
(
2
k4
)λ(
α+
sin(2λα)
2λ
)
, (D.13)
where Γ(λ) is the gamma function.
Along the planar fluid surface y = h we use the full field solutions; that is, we separate components assuming
either the surface has an outward normal in the y-direction with ∂u¯
(1)
z
∂y = 0, or extends along the plane θF = α with
an outward normal in the θF -direction (dSθF = drF ) and
∂ψ¯(1)
∂θF
= 0. In each case, there is no contribution to the
surface integral result:
∫ (
ψ¯(1)
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂n
− u¯(1)z
∂ψ¯(1)
∂n
)
dS =
∫
ψ¯(1)
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂y
dx −
∫
u¯(1)z
∂ψ¯(1)
∂θF
drF = 0. (D.14)
Away from the local analysis of the wetted endpoint, the auxiliary field satisfies the full field solution (D.7). However,
in the neighbourhood of the opposing endpoint r = a and θ = −α, our actual field u¯(1)z is again developed by means
of the Laplace equation (Section 4.7) but now locally to this endpoint. As seen previously, it is possible to construct
an eigensolution in the vicinity of this opposing endpoint, with u¯(1)z = D1rλB cos(λ(θB − α)), where D1 is an
arbitrary constant. In this case, the (rB, θB)-coordinate system is centred at the wetted endpoint θ = −α and is
orientated with the major axis along the tangent plane θB = 0.
The surface integral locally to this opposing endpoint θ = −α is a small contour with an outward normal in the
rB-direction and a ‘vanishing’ radius rB → 0. With rF 6= 0 near to θ = −α, the modified Bessel function (D.7) is
well-defined and consequently so too is ψ¯(1) and ∂ψ¯
(1)
∂rB
. Along this surface contour it then follows that:
∫ 0
α
(
ψ¯(1)
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂rB
− u¯(1)z
∂ψ¯(1)
∂rB
)
rB dθB =
∫ 0
α
D1
(
λ rλBψ¯
(1) − rλ+1B
∂ψ¯(1)
∂rB
)
cos(λ(θB − α)) dθB −→ 0,
(D.15)
where the terms rλB and r
λ+1
B tend to zero in the limit rB → 0 with Re(λ) > 0. Ultimately, there is no contribution
from the singularity at the opposing endpoint from the viewpoint of the endpoint singularity analysis at θ = α.
The final contribution to this closed surface integral is the contour along the wetted interface that encloses the
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fluid region:
∫ (
ψ¯(1)
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂n
− u¯(1)z
∂ψ¯(1)
∂n
)
dS =
∫ α
−α
(
ψ¯(1)
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂r
− u¯(1)z
∂ψ¯(1)
∂r
)
a dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
r=a
. (D.16)
For the auxiliary field we have ψ¯(1) with (D.7), and
∂ψ¯(1)
∂r
=
∂ψ¯(1)
∂rF
∂rF
∂r
+
∂ψ¯(1)
∂θF
∂θF
∂r
. (D.17)
From (D.7) and (D.11) it can be shown that:
∂ψ¯(1)
∂rF
= A1k4
(
−Kλ+1(k4rF ) + λ
k4rF
Kλ(k4rF )
)
cos(λ(θF − α)), (D.18)
∂ψ¯(1)
∂θF
= −A1 λKλ(k4rF ) sin(λ(θF − α)), (D.19)
∂rF
∂r
=
r − a cos(θ − α)√
r2 + a2 − 2ar cos(θ − α) , (D.20)
∂θF
∂r
=
a sin(θ − α)
r2 + a2 − 2ar cos(θ − α) , (D.21)
and for r = a we substitute expressions for:
rF = a
√
2
√
1− cos(θ − α) , θF = arctan
(
sinα− sin θ
cosα+ cos θ
)
. (D.22)
From our actual full field solutions, the fluid u¯(1)z has a known displacement (4.21) and normal traction (4.38) along
the wetted interface. These results are combined with (D.17) to (D.22) to deduce the surface integral result (D.16).
Finally, we combine the surface integrals (D.13) to (D.16), with the Green’s Theorem result (D.3) satisfied in
region (1) since no singularities are enclosed. This allows one to develop an explicit formula for the unknown
coefficient C1 ≡ C¯1(s), which is our local analysis solution (4.41) to the actual field. For this closed form surface
integral it follows that:
− A1C1λ
2
Γ(λ)
(
2
k4
)λ(
α+
sin(2λα)
2λ
)
=
∫ α
−α
(
ψ¯(1)
∂u¯
(1)
z
∂r
− u¯(1)z
∂ψ¯(1)
∂r
)
a dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
r=a
. (D.23)
We note in the above result that the auxiliary field constant A1 is independent to the final solution once all functions
ψ¯(1) have been formally introduced. In this formula it is anticipated that our actual field, u¯(1)z from (4.21), is evaluated
more accurately in the far field rather than on approaching the endpoint singularity. This allows the numerical data
in the integrals (D.23) to be moved away from the endpoint singularity to deduce the correct singular field behaviour
of the coefficient C¯1(s) in the Laplace transformed domain.
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D.3 Annular elastic solid region
To satisfy the reciprocal theorem (D.3) in the elastic solid region (2), one can form a closed contour along the
tangent planes and the external cylinder surface which doesn’t enclose the singularity at the wetted endpoint. For
this analysis we refer the reader to the surface contour in region (2) of Figure D.1.
Near the wetted endpoint singularity at r = a and θ = α, a small contour is constructed from θF = 0 to
θF = −pi and for a ‘vanishing’ radius rF . Using the local analysis solutions (4.41) and (D.8) for both the actual and
auxiliary fields, it is easily shown that the local contribution to the surface integral in the limit rF → 0, is:
∫ −pi
0
(
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂rF
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂rF
)
rF dθF = − A2C2λ
2
Γ(λ)
(
2
k2
)λ(
pi +
sin(2λpi)
2λ
)
. (D.24)
The surface integrals along the tangent planes θF = 0,−pi use the full field solutions, with the outward normal in
the θF -direction. Along the plane θF = 0 we say that the tangent intersects the external surface of the cylinder at
some r = b and θ = β1, and similarly, for the plane θF = −pi we say that the tangent intersects at some r = b and
θ = β2 , with the restriction that β1 < β2. Along both of these planes tan θF = 0, and from (D.11) it follows that:
r =
√
r2F + a
2 − 2arF sin θF , cos(θ − α) = a√
r2F + a
2 − 2arF sin θF
. (D.25)
These polar coordinates along the tangent planes are centred at the wetted endpoint θ = α, when rF = 0. In general,
away from the endpoint, for θF = 0 (θF = −pi) we take the smaller (larger) root of the angle θ in (D.25). Evidently,
to evaluate along the extended tangent planes we are required to make a change of variable. We do so by writing the
full solution u¯(2)z from (4.19) in terms of (rF , θF ), by:
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θF
=
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
∂r
∂θF
+
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θ
∂θ
∂θF
, (D.26)
where:
∂r
∂θF
=
−arF cos θF√
r2F + a
2 − 2arF sin θF
,
∂θ
∂θF
=
−rF (rF − a sin θF )
r2F + a
2 − 2arF sin θF . (D.27)
The integral equation formulation of our actual full field has fundamental solutions written as a Fourier series of
modal terms in (r, θ), with the displacement (4.19) and the normal derivative (D.26) now relatively straightforward
to formulate. Using the above change of variables, the auxiliary field is well-defined along each of the tangent
planes. Notably, we can show that:
∂ψ¯(2)
∂θF
[θF = 0] = −A2λKλ (k2rF ) sin (λpi) , ∂ψ¯
(2)
∂θF
[θF = −pi] = 0, (D.28)
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where the latter result is the known traction free condition from the in vacuo local analysis contribution, which is
further extended along the tangent plane. These surface integrals are now determined. Along θF = 0 one finds that:
∫ (
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂n
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂n
)
dS =
∫ 0
√
b2−a2
(
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θF
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂θF
)
drF
∣∣∣∣∣
θF=0
, (D.29)
and similarly for θF = −pi it is shown that:
∫ √b2−a2
0
(
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θF
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂θF
)
drF =
∫ √b2−a2
0
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θF
drF
∣∣∣∣∣
θF=−pi
. (D.30)
We are left to evaluate the surface integral along the outer surface of the cylinder and between the tangent intersec-
tions. Using our full field solutions and with an outward normal in the r-direction, we are required to make a change
of variable in ψ¯(2) into the (r, θ)-coordinate system. This has been developed previously in (D.17) for the surface
integral along the wetted boundary, but now it is evaluated along the outer surface r = b, with:
rF =
√
b2 + a2 − 2ab cos(θ − α), θF = arctan
(
b cos(θ − α)− a
b sin(θ − α)
)
. (D.31)
The surface contour connects the intersection points θ = β2 ≡ α + arccos
(
a
b
)
to θ = β1 ≡ α − arccos
(
a
b
)
.
Our actual full field (4.19) is a superposition of two fundamental solutions that are now evaluated along the outer
surface r = b. Both produce known displacements which vibrate along this surface region. In the integral equation
formulation of Section 4.6.1 it was further assumed that the external forcing condition (4.20) was maintained at the
outer surface. Consequently, this normal derivative condition will only produce a non-zero contribution if θ = θ∗ lies
within the contour of which we are integrating along. For the present analysis we can restrict this forcing condition
to an area outside of the surface contour of region (2); that is, the cylinder is disturbed elsewhere in region (3).
Combining this formulae, we are able to determine the surface integral along the outer cylinder surface:
∫ (
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂n
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂n
)
dS =
∫ β1
β2
(
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂r
)
b dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
r=b
. (D.32)
Finally, we combine the surface integrals (D.24, D.29, D.30) and (D.32), with the Green’s Theorem result (D.3)
satisfied in region (2) since no singularities are enclosed. This closed form surface integral allows us to develop an
explicit formula for the unknown coefficient C2 ≡ C¯2(s), which is our local analysis solution (4.41) to the actual
field:
∫ β1
β2
(
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂r
)
b dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
r=b
+
∫ √b2−a2
0
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θF
drF
∣∣∣∣∣
θF=−pi
−
(
ψ¯(2)
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂θF
− u¯(2)z
∂ψ¯(2)
∂θF
)
drF
∣∣∣∣∣
θF=0
=
A2C2λ
2
Γ(λ)
(
2
k2
)λ(
pi +
sin(2λpi)
2λ
)
. (D.33)
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We note in the above result that the auxiliary field constant A2 is independent to the final solution once all functions
ψ¯(2) have been formally introduced. Again it is anticipated that our actual field, u¯(2)z from (4.19), is evaluated more
accurately in the far field rather than on approaching the endpoint singularity. This allows the numerical data in the
integrals (D.33) to be moved away from the endpoint singularity to deduce the correct singular field behaviour of
the coefficient C¯2(s) in the Laplace transformed domain.
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Appendix E
Modal series expansions for the annular solid
cylinder in plane strain motions
E.1 External forcing modes
For the external forcing boundary conditions in (5.27) and (5.28), the modal series expansions have a radial depen-
dence given by:
φ¯EFn (r) =
F0b
2
pi
(−AnIn(k1r) +BnKn(k1r))
Dn
, (E.1)
ψ¯EFn (r) =
−2nF0b2
pi
(PnIn(k2r)−QnKn(k2r))
Dn
, (E.2)
where In and Kn are the modified Bessel functions. The coefficients to these modal solutions, are:
An = 4µsn
2 [(Xb(Kn)Wa(In)−Wb(In)Xa(Kn))Ja(Kn) + (Wb(Kn)Xa(Kn)−Wa(Kn)Xb(Kn))Ja(In)]
+ (Wb(Kn)Wa(In)−Wa(Kn)Wb(In))Ha(Kn), (E.3)
Bn = 4µsn
2 [(Xb(In)Wa(In)−Wb(In)Xa(In))Ja(Kn) + (Wb(Kn)Xa(In)−Wa(Kn)Xb(In))Ja(In)]
+ (Wb(Kn)Wa(In)−Wa(Kn)Wb(In))Ha(In), (E.4)
Pn = 4µsn
2(Xb(Kn)Xa(In)−Xb(In)Xa(Kn))Ja(Kn)
+ (Xa(In)Wb(Kn)−Xb(In)Wa(Kn))Ha(Kn) + (Xb(Kn)Wa(Kn)−Xa(Kn)Wb(Kn))Ha(In), (E.5)
Qn = 4µsn
2(Xb(Kn)Xa(In)−Xb(In)Xa(Kn))Ja(In)
+ (Xa(In)Wb(In)−Xb(In)Wa(In))Ha(Kn) + (Xb(Kn)Wa(In)−Xa(Kn)Wb(In))Ha(In). (E.6)
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The denominator to these modal solutions is shown to satisfy:
Dn = 16µ
2
sn
4(Xb(In)Xa(Kn)−Xb(Kn)Xa(In))(Jb(In)Ja(Kn)− Jb(Kn)Ja(In))
+ 4µsn
2(Xb(In)Wa(In)−Wb(In)Xa(In))(Hb(Kn)Ja(Kn)− Jb(Kn)Ha(Kn))
+ 4µsn
2(Wb(In)Xa(Kn)−Xb(Kn)Wa(In))(Hb(In)Ja(Kn)− Jb(Kn)Ha(In))
+ 4µsn
2(Wb(Kn)Xa(In)−Xb(In)Wa(Kn))(Hb(Kn)Ja(In)− Jb(In)Ha(Kn))
+ 4µsn
2(Xb(Kn)Wa(Kn)−Wb(Kn)Xa(Kn))(Hb(In)Ja(In)− Jb(In)Ha(In))
+ (Wa(Kn)Wb(In)−Wb(Kn)Wa(In))(Hb(In)Ha(Kn)−Hb(Kn)Ha(In)). (E.7)
These modal expansions are written in terms of generalised functions, which are:
Hj([..]) = j
2(λs + 2µs)k
2
1[..]
′′(k1j) + jλsk1[..]′(k1j)− λsn2[..](k1j), (E.8)
Jj([..]) = jk2[..]
′(k2j)− [..](k2j), (E.9)
Wj([..]) = −j2k22[..]′′(k2j) + jk2[..]′(k2j)− n2[..](k2j), (E.10)
Xj([..]) = jk1[..]
′(k1j)− [..](k1j), (E.11)
for j = a, b and [..] = In,Kn. Here the notation ′ denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. For example,
we can have that:
Ha(Kn) = a
2(λs + 2µs)k
2
1K
′′
n(k1a) + aλsk1K
′
n(k1a)− λsn2Kn(k1a). (E.12)
One quick way to check the suitability of the solutions is to consider the zeroth modes only, which have no explicit
θ-variation. Since ψ¯EF0 (r) ≡ 0 from our series expansion (5.28), only φ¯EF0 (r) contributes. The traction conditons
now assume the form:
σ¯EFrr ≈
(
(λs + 2µs)
∂2
∂r2
+
λs
r
∂
∂r
)
1
2
φ¯EF0 (r), (E.13)
σ¯EFrθ ≈ 2µs
∂
∂θ
1
2
φ¯EF0 (r) = 0. (E.14)
Hence, the shear traction value σ¯EFrθ = 0 is observed immediately along both of the surfaces r = a, b. Now for the
zeroth mode only, we have that:
φ¯EF0 (r) =
F0b
2
pi
(Ha(K0)I0(k1r)−Ha(I0)K0(k1r))
(Hb(I0)Ha(K0)−Hb(K0)Ha(I0)) , (E.15)
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and by substitution into the normal traction condition we find that:
σ¯EFrr =
F0b
2
2pi
1
r2
(Ha(K0)Hr(I0)−Ha(I0)Hr(K0))
(Hb(I0)Ha(K0)−Hb(K0)Ha(I0)) =
 0 r = a,F0
2pi r = b.
(E.16)
For r = b this is the expansion coefficient of the Dirac delta function from the external forcing condition, and
consequently with traction free conditons along r = a, these together are the expected EF boundary conditions
along each cylinder surface, for the zeroth modes only.
This idea can of course be developed to confirm the boundary conditions in the general case of the series expan-
sion; here the manipulation of the modal solutions is somewhat cumbersome and is left to the reader.
E.2 Fundamental source modes at the wetted interface
The modal functions φ¯GNn (r) and ψ¯
GN
n (r) used to represent the normal Green’s function solutions in (5.23) and
(5.24), are constructed directly from the EF modes (E.1) and (E.2) by interchanging r = a for r = b throughout;
we further restrict F0 = 1 and θ∗ = θ1 to represent the fundamental source conditions along the wetted interface.
These changes in variable deduce a bijective map between the EF and GN boundary conditions, which from under
these actions, the modal coefficients follow relations given by AGNn (a, b) ≡ AEFn (b, a), and vice versa. Although
not explicitly shown, the GN modal solutions are developed as the details here suggest.
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Appendix F
Integral contributions at the fundamental source
in plane strain motions
When evaluating the integrals for the displacement and stress components at the fundamental source, it is useful to
manipulate some known integral results from Abramowitz and Stegun [15]. Here we consider the integral forms:∫ ∞
0
e−qjY
qj
cos(ζX) dζ = K0
(
kj
√
X2 + Y 2
)
, (F.1)∫ ∞
0
e−qjY cos(ζX) dζ =
kjY√
X2 + Y 2
K1
(
kj
√
X2 + Y 2
)
, (F.2)
where the following notation is used throughout:
X > 0, Re(Y ) > 0, Re(kj) > 0, qj =
√
ζ2 + k2j . (F.3)
Now from introducing the integral correspondence:
∫ X
0
cos(ζX) dX =
sin(ζX)
ζ
, (F.4)
we can choose to integrate (F.1) and (F.2), with respect to X , to derive the following results:
∫ ∞
0
e−qjY
ζqj
sin(ζX) dζ =
∫ X
0
K0
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du, (F.5)∫ ∞
0
e−qjY
ζ
sin(ζX) dζ =
∫ X
0
kjY√
u2 + Y 2
K1
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du. (F.6)
These integral representations are used to interpret the outgoing displacements and tractions, which can be close to
or at the fundamental source along the wetted interface. For the plane strain motions of the partially filled cylinder,
it can be shown that (F.5) and (F.6) hold true for X = |x− x1| and Y = |y1 − y|.
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F.1 Integrals in the source limit
The integrals represented in (F.5) and (F.6) appear throughout the fundamental solutions of the partially filled cylin-
der, and each representation requires consideration in the limit of approaching the fundamental source. In this case,
the source limits are required for X = |x− x1| and Y = |y1 − y|:
(i) Suppose that X and Y are sufficiently close to the source (i.e. small enough) to express the asymptotic formu-
lation of K0(Z) ∼ − ln(Z) in the limit Z → 0, which on integrating becomes:∫ X
0
K0
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du ∼
[
−u ln(kj)− u
2
ln
(
u2 + Y 2
)
+ u− Y arctan
( u
Y
)]X
0
. (F.7)
Approaching the source
(
θ = θ1, r → r−1
)
the right hand side is easily shown to be zero, and consequently,
the integral representation converges to this limit value:
∫ X
0
K0
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du −→ 0. (F.8)
(ii) Suppose thatX and Y are sufficiently close to the source to express the asymptotic formulation ofK1(Z) ∼ 1Z
in the limit Z → 0, which on integrating becomes:
∫ X
0
kjY√
u2 + Y 2
K1
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du ∼ arctan
(
X
Y
)
. (F.9)
In the limit of approaching the source the right hand side is shown to attain constant values, suggesting that the
integral representation must satisfy:
∫ X
0
kjY√
u2 + Y 2
K1
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du −→

pi + θ1 −pi ≤ θ1 ≤ −pi2 ,
−θ1 −pi2 ≤ θ1 ≤ 0,
θ1 0 ≤ θ1 ≤ pi2 ,
pi − θ1 pi2 ≤ θ1 ≤ pi.
(F.10)
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Appendix G
Functional notation and image field representa-
tions in plane strain motions
In our development of fundamental solutions to the partially filled cylinder, three source functions F kji (i = 1, 2, 3)
are introduced to simplify the notation of the repeated terms in the displacement and stress components. These
functions are explicitly:
F
kj
1 (r, θ, r1, θ1) = K0
(
kj
√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
)
, (G.1)
F
kj
2 =
∂F
kj
1
∂r
=
− kj(r − r1 cos(θ − θ1))√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
K1
(
kj
√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
)
, (G.2)
F
kj
3 = −
1
r
∂F
kj
1
∂θ
=
kj r1 sin(θ − θ1)√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
K1
(
kj
√
r2 + r21 − 2rr1 cos(θ − θ1)
)
. (G.3)
The remaining source integrals Ikjm (m = 0, 1) are expressed using the notation X = |x − x1| and Y = |y1 − y|,
such that:
I
kj
0 (x, y, x1, y1) = sgn(x− x1)
∫ X
0
K0
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du, (G.4)
I
kj
1 (x, y, x1, y1) = sgn(x− x1, y1 − y)
∫ X
0
kjY√
u2 + Y 2
K1
(
kj
√
u2 + Y 2
)
du. (G.5)
The resulting displacement components as derived in the integral equations (5.65) and (5.66), are:
u¯FSr(x) ≡
x
r
u¯SIx +
y
r
u¯SIy = sin θ F
k3
1 + cos θ I
k3
1 , (G.6)
u¯FSr(y) ≡
x
r
u¯SIIx +
y
r
u¯SIIy = cos θ F
k4
1 − sin θ Ik41 , (G.7)
u¯FSθ(x) ≡
y
r
u¯SIx −
x
r
u¯SIy = cos θ F
k3
1 − sin θ Ik31 , (G.8)
u¯FSθ(y) ≡
y
r
u¯SIIx −
x
r
u¯SIIy = − sin θ F k41 − cos θ Ik41 . (G.9)
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The stress components are formally introduced in the integral equations (5.67) and (5.68) by:
σ¯FSrθ(i) ≡ µf
(
1
r
∂u¯FSr(i)
∂θ
+
∂u¯FSθ(i)
∂r
− 1
r
u¯FSθ(i)
)
, σ¯FSrr(i) ≡ (λf + 2µf )
∂u¯FSr(i)
∂r
+
λf
r
u¯FSr(i) +
λf
r
∂u¯FSθ(i)
∂θ
. (G.10)
In functional form, the stress components of (G.10) are expressed as:
σ¯FSrθ(x) = −2µf sin θ F k33 + 2µf cos θ F k32 − µfk23 sin 2θ Ik30 , (G.11)
σ¯FSrθ(y) = −2µf cos θ F k43 − 2µf sin θ F k42 − µfk24 cos 2θ Ik40 , (G.12)
σ¯FSrr(x) = 2µf sin θ F
k3
2 + 2µf cos θ F
k3
3 + k
2
3 (λf + 2µf cos
2 θ) Ik30 , (G.13)
σ¯FSrr(y) = 2µf cos θ F
k4
2 − 2µf sin θ F k43 − µfk24 sin 2θ Ik40 . (G.14)
In this construction of fundamental solutions, the F kj2 singularity is removed from the source stress components to
represent a Dirac delta function of infinite intensity at the source (see Section 4.6.3). The above stress components
are now reformulated to:
σ¯FSrθ(x) =
2piµf cos θ
r1
δ(θ − θ1) + Z¯FSrθ(x), (G.15)
σ¯FSrθ(y) =
−2piµf sin θ
r1
δ(θ − θ1) + Z¯FSrθ(y), (G.16)
σ¯FSrr(x) =
2piµf sin θ
r1
δ(θ − θ1) + Z¯FSrr(x), (G.17)
σ¯FSrr(y) =
2piµf cos θ
r1
δ(θ − θ1) + Z¯FSrr(y), (G.18)
where the remaining functions, Z¯FSrθ(i) and Z¯
FS
rr(i) for i = x, y, are the original stress components in (G.11) to (G.14)
but with functions F kj2 replaced by R
kj throughout.
On removal of the F kj2 singularity, the remaining kernel functions in (5.67) and (5.68) are expressed as:
Q¯Irθ(x)(θ, θ1) =
[
Z¯FSrθ(x) + σ¯
I
rθ
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1), (G.19)
Q¯IIrθ(y)(θ, θ1) =
[
Z¯FSrθ(y) + σ¯
II
rθ
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1), (G.20)
Q¯Irr(x)(θ, θ1) =
[
Z¯FSrr(x) + σ¯
I
rr
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1), (G.21)
Q¯IIrr(y)(θ, θ1) =
[
Z¯FSrr(y) + σ¯
II
rr
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1). (G.22)
Finally, the kernel functions for the normal displacements in (5.71) are written as:
Q¯Ir(x)(θ, θ1) =
[
u¯FSr(x) + u¯
I
r
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1), (G.23)
Q¯IIr(y)(θ, θ1) =
[
u¯FSr(y) + u¯
II
r
]
(r, θ, r1, θ1). (G.24)
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The image field displacements developed for the cases (5.55) and (5.56), are:
u¯Ix = −
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
q3Rf (ζ, s)
[(
q25 + 4ζ
2q3q4
)
e−q3(y−h) − 4q3q4q5 e−q4(y−h)
]
e−q3(y1−h) dζ, (G.25)
u¯Iy =
sgn(x− x1)
2
∫ ∞
−∞
i e−iζ|x−x1|
ζRf (ζ, s)
[(
q25 + 4ζ
2q3q4
)
e−q3(y−h) − 4ζ2q5 e−q4(y−h)
]
e−q3(y1−h) dζ, (G.26)
u¯IIx =
sgn(x− x1)
2
∫ ∞
−∞
i e−iζ|x−x1|
ζRf (ζ, s)
[
4ζ2q5 e
−q3(y−h) − (q25 + 4ζ2q3q4) e−q4(y−h)] e−q4(y1−h) dζ, (G.27)
u¯IIy =
1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
q4Rf (ζ, s)
[
4q3q4q5 e
−q3(y−h) − (q25 + 4ζ2q3q4) e−q4(y−h)] e−q4(y1−h) dζ. (G.28)
The image field in cylindrical displacement components are derived using the above image field results, where:
u¯ir =
x
r
u¯ix +
y
r
u¯iy, u¯
i
θ =
y
r
u¯ix −
x
r
u¯iy, i = I, II. (G.29)
The resulting image fields of the stress components as derived in the integral equation formulations (5.67) and (5.68),
are:
σ¯Irθ =
µf
r2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
ζq3Rf (ζ, s)
[(
q25 + 4ζ
2q3q4
)
Q1rθ e
−q3(y−h) − 2ζq3q5Q2rθ e−q4(y−h)
]
e−q3(y1−h) dζ, (G.30)
σ¯Irr =
1
2r2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−iζ|x−x1|
ζq3Rf (ζ, s)
[(
q25 + 4ζ
2q3q4
)
Q1rr e
−q3(y−h) − 8µfζq3q5Q2rr e−q4(y−h)
]
e−q3(y1−h) dζ, (G.31)
σ¯IIrθ =
−µf sgn(x− x1)
2r2
∫ ∞
−∞
i e−iζ|x−x1|
ζq4Rf (ζ, s)
[
8ζq4q5Q
1
rθ e
−q3(y−h) − (q25 + 4ζ2q3q4)Q2rθ e−q4(y−h)] e−q4(y1−h) dζ,
(G.32)
σ¯IIrr =
− sgn(x− x1)
r2
∫ ∞
−∞
i e−iζ|x−x1|
ζq4Rf (ζ, s)
[
2ζq4q5Q
1
rr e
−q3(y−h) − µf
(
q25 + 4ζ
2q3q4
)
Q2rr e
−q4(y−h)
]
e−q4(y1−h) dζ.
(G.33)
Finally, to ease the notation somewhat, the following functions are introduced to the above integral results:
Q1rθ(ζ, s) = ixy
(
ζ2 + q23
)
sgn(x− x1) + ζq3
(
y2 − x2) , (G.34)
Q2rθ(ζ, s) = 4ixyζq4 sgn(x− x1) + q5
(
y2 − x2) , (G.35)
Q1rr(ζ, s) = i sgn(x− x1)
(
x2
(
(λf + 2µf )ζ
2 − λfq23
)
+ y2
(
λfζ
2 − (λf + 2µf )q23
))
+ 4µfxyζq3, (G.36)
Q2rr(ζ, s) = xyq5 − iζq4
(
y2 − x2) sgn(x− x1). (G.37)
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Appendix H
An averaging method formulation for approxi-
mate solutions of density functions
To provide a general overview of this averaging method evaluation, from which we include the results of in the main
chapters of the thesis, we begin with the following integral equation and density function formulation in the Laplace
transformed domain:
F¯ (x, y) =
∫ a
−a
D¯(z) u¯
(√
(x− z)2 + y2
)
dz. (H.1)
In this representation, u¯ is a known kernel function containing a source singularity at (0, 0) that is distributed across
the interval |x| ≤ a by an unknown density function D¯(z), which is to be determined. This integral equation
formulation controls an arbitrary forcing function F¯ (x)
∣∣
y=0
= U¯(x) along the contact domain y = 0 and |x| ≤ a
only. When this forcing condition is applied, an inhomogeneous Fredholm equation of the first kind is formed to
evaluate the density D¯(z). Notably, the integral equation formulation (H.1) is constructed in the Laplace transformed
domain and this notation is maintained throughout the proceeding development of the averaging method.
To introduce this averaging method formulation, suppose we can show by independent arguments (an eigenvalue
analysis, for instance) that the unknown density D¯(z) contains an explicit β-singularity field at the endpoints of the
integral equation interval. That is, the density function is proportional to (a − z)−β and (a + z)−β as z tends to a
and −a, respectively. More specifically, the β-singularity field will be restricted to values given by β ≤ 12 , which
results in the singularity field of the density to be at most square-root singular. On account of this β-singularity field,
the density function D¯(z) will contain the explicit singular form given by:
D¯(z) =
d¯(z)
(a2 − z2)β
, (H.2)
with d¯(z) now to be determined. On returning to the forcing contact domain y = 0 and |x| ≤ a, the integral equation
(H.1) satisfies:
U¯(x) =
∫ a
−a
d¯(z)
(a2 − z2)β
u¯ (|x− z|) dz, (H.3)
which can be used to evaluate d¯(z). We expect the density d¯(z) to be slowly varying and regular (smooth) over the
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entire integral equation domain, since the explicit singularities at the endpoints have been taken care of and removed
in (H.2). Furthermore, with the forcing function applied uniformly across the contact domain, the density d¯(z) is
symmetric so we approximate this by a constant (but still possibly a function of the Laplace parameter) and satisfy
(H.3) on average by integrating both sides with respect to x along the interval space x ∈ [−a, a]. By writing the
density as d¯(z) = d¯0, we are able to determine an explicit expression for this density coefficient:
d¯0(s) =
∫ a
−a U¯(x) dx∫ a
−a
∫ a
−a
1
(a2−z2)β u¯ (|x− z|) dz dx
. (H.4)
Since this rather simple approximation is merely averaging over the spatial domain of the forcing function U¯(x),
which for a spatially constructed applied forcing is independent to the time-signature of the forcing, we expect to
retain the time dependence of the interaction. In this general case, the procedure of the averaging method provides
an approximate solution of the density function in (H.2), which in this case is for the coefficient d¯(z) = d¯0.
In such situations, a more complicated solution method would be to solve for d¯(z) by writing z = a cos θ and
x = a cosφ and then discretising equation (H.3) over θ, or else expanding d¯ (a cos θ) in terms of polynomials in
cos θ. For each of these methods, a separate numerical solution (an increasingly large system of equations which
is numerically expensive) would have to be determined for specified values of the Laplace parameter s, with the
inverse Laplace transform then evaluated by a numerical procedure. With our simple approximation, a formula is
obtained in (H.4) as an explicit function of the Laplace parameter.
Throughout the thesis, a comparison of the approximate solution in relation to the full numerical results, has
been discussed. For the integral equation formulation representing the surface piston forcing (Chapters 2 and 3), a
formula for the approximate solution of the piston density has been developed in the forthcoming Sections H.1.1 and
H.2.1. In these piston theory problems, an independent eigenvalue analysis confirms that the known β-singularity
field is square-root singular
(
β = 12
)
at the piston endpoints. The simplicity and usefulness of these approximate
solutions are discussed in the results sections of Chapters 2 and 3.
Furthermore, an approximate solution by our averaging method can be applied to the much more complicated
problem of the partially filled cylinder, where again the precise singular behaviour of the density distribution is taken
care of. For instance, far away from the contact domain the integral equation (H.1) simplifies to:
F¯ (y)
∣∣
|x|→∞ = u¯ (|y|)
∫ a
−a
D¯(z) dz, (H.5)
with u¯ (|y|) a given functional form independent of arguments in x. From introducing the density in the form of
(H.4) and writing z = a cosφ, it follows that:
F¯ (y)
∣∣
|x|→∞ = u¯ (|y|)
∫ pi
0
(a sinφ)1−2β d¯(a cosφ) dφ, (H.6)
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so the field measured some distance from the contact domain will depend principally on
∫ pi
0 (a sinφ)
1−2β d¯(a cosφ) dφ.
This is especially important in the understanding to problems of the partially filled cylinder (Chapters 4 and 5) when
the interaction contact domain is along the wetted interface for r = a and θ ∈ [−α, α], whereas the field measured
is primarily elsewhere along the external surface of the cylinder.
For the separate problems of the partially filled cylinder, the approximate solution method for the interaction at
the contact wetted interface has been formulated in the forthcoming Sections H.3.1 and H.4.1. As discussed in the
endpoint singularity analysis in Sections 4.7 and 5.6, the known β-singularity field varies with the depth of filling
(and many other factors) but always exists for values given by Re(β) ≤ 12 , which is at most square-root singular at
the wetted endpoints of the contact domain. A comparison to these approximate density solutions and associated
cylinder surface results, has been made in the results sections of Chapters 4 and 5.
In conclusion, the averaging method formulation develops an approximate form of solution in certain instances
which require constructing solutions to problems by integral equations and density functions. The main argument
behind why the formulation works well in these situations is that we have already established the correct form
(known singularity behaviour) of the density function from a prior endpoint singularity analysis, with the remaining
density then assumed smooth and slowly varying over the integral equation domain. Certainly, when the field is
measured far away from the contact domain, the averaging method formulation is claimed to provide an accurate
approximation to the full numerical solution.
Furthermore, in time dependent problems which require a final numerical approximation of the inverse Laplace
transform, the averaging method formulation retains the time dependence of solution. For our full numerical scheme,
we are restricted to modelling and solving a large system of n-equations for each Laplace s-value (for an outline
of the previous numerical procedure, see Section 2.3.4). Significantly here, for an approximate form of solution
only a single formula (n = 1) is required for each s-value, which is comparatively much simpler to construct a
numerical solution from in MATLAB. This numerical modelling of the averaging method formulation is found to
be computationally efficient, with the field solutions showing good agreement to the full numerical results for the
problems which we address in the thesis.
H.1 The single layer problem
For the single layer problem of Chapter 2, we are able to use the averaging method formulation to approximate the
receiver sensor solution from the application of a surface piston loading at the layer surface. This formulation and
the associated results are now discussed.
H.1.1 Approximate solution for a surface piston loading
In the construction of the piston receiver sensor to evaluate the single layer problem, an integral equation formulation
(2.26) was introduced to replicate the surface piston loading along part of the layer surface y = h. From a separate
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eigenvalue analysis discussed in Section 2.3.1, it was found that the unknown piston density P¯φ (z) of (2.26) was
required to be square-root singular at the piston endpoints
(
β = 12
)
. Consequently, the piston density was found to
maintain the explicit singular form of (2.28), with p¯φ(z) required to be determined. Now, instead of implementing a
direct numerical method and solving for many discrete density values of p¯φ(z) in a large system of equations (2.30),
here we introduce the averaging method formulation to (2.27) by removing the explicit singularity and approximating
for the remaining unknown coefficient of the slowly varying density, with p¯φ(z) = P¯0(s).
In this piston theory problem, the piston sensor has a known forcing displacement (2.27) across the piston contact
surface, which from applying the averaging method and satisfying (2.27) on average by integrating both sides with
respect to x along the surface x ∈ [−a, a], results in a formula for evaluating the density coefficient P¯0(s) by:
P¯0(s) =
∫ a
−a U0(x)f¯(s) dx∫ pi
0
∫ pi
0 a sinX K¯φ (|a cosX − a cosZ|) dZdX
, (H.7)
where the substitutions x = a cosX and z = a cosZ have been introduced in (H.7) to remove the endpoint sin-
gularity of the density in the denominator. In theory, the density function coefficient P¯0(s) is a hugely valuable
commodity, containing all the required information of the single layer system within its simple description and re-
taining the time dependence of the interaction. Notably, this time dependent coefficient can be easily manipulated to
characterise variations in the depth and/or wavespeed properties of the layer material.
Once P¯0(s) has been evaluated in (H.7) it can be used to approximate various receiver sensor quantities back at
the layer surface. Following the theory of Section 2.3.3, the displacement (2.26) at the free surface and away from
the piston region, is shown to satisfy:
φ¯p(x)
∣∣
h
= P¯0(s)
∫ a
−a
K¯φ (|x− z|)√
a2 − z2 dz, (H.8)
whereas the normal traction (2.34) across the piston surface is now:
∂φ¯p
∂y
(x)|h =

P¯0(s)√
a2−x2 |x| < a,
0 Otherwise,
(H.9)
with the force (2.37) required to maintain the piston forcing displacement in real time, to be:
F¯p(s)
∣∣
h
= piP¯0(s) ⇒ Fp(t)|h = piP0(t). (H.10)
These results from the averaging method formulation are now compared to the direct numerical procedure that
determines the piecewise linear interpolation of discrete density function values (2.30) spaced across the piston
contact surface. We expect this averaging method of the single layer problem to be a crude approximation of the full
numerical system, but overall retain the time dependence of interation and provide a useful indicator to many of the
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observed results we encounter. For example, it is shown that the approximate force in (H.10) becomes the average
value of the full numerical system in (2.37) when these force results are compared:
P0(t) ≡ 1
n
n−1∑
i=0
pφ (a cosYi+1; t) . (H.11)
H.2 The symmetric strip problem
For the symmetric strip problem of Chapter 3, we are able to use the averaging method formulation to approximate
the receiver sensor solution from the application of a surface piston loading at the free surface of the layered structure.
This formulation and the associated results are now discussed.
H.2.1 Approximate solution for a surface piston loading
In the construction of the piston receiver sensor to evaluate the symmetric strip problem, an integral equation for-
mulation (3.103) was again introduced to replicate the surface piston forcing along both of the free surfaces of the
layered structure. This alongside various ancillary calculations described in the chapter, it was shown that the un-
known piston density P¯ (z) in (3.105) was required to be square-root singular approaching the piston endpoints.
Now we formulate the averaging method formulation to (3.104) which removes the explicit singularity and solves
for the remaining unknown coefficient of the piston density. This approximate solution procedure follows directly
from (3.104) by integrating again both sides with respect to x over the piston surface x ∈ [−a, a], with:
P¯ (z) =
P¯0(s)√
a2 − z2 ⇒ P¯0y(s) ≡ Gg¯(s)P¯0(s), (H.12)
which results in a formula for evaluating the density coefficient P¯0y(s) by:
P¯0y(s) =
∫ a
−a U0(x)f¯(s) dx∫ a
−a
∫ a
−a
1√
a2−z2 K¯y (|x− z|) dxdz
. (H.13)
The normal traction, which is independent of the fundamental forcing Gg¯(s), now follows directly from (3.110) by:
σ¯pyy(x)
∣∣
h+l
=

P¯0y(s)√
a2−x2 |x| < a,
0 Otherwise,
(H.14)
with the force value (3.113) across the piston surface in real time, is now:
F¯ pyy(s)
∣∣
h+l
= piP¯0y(s) ⇒ F pyy(t)
∣∣
h+l
= piP0y(t). (H.15)
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The time dependent coefficient P0y(t) is found to control the real time response of the piston forcing application.
From (H.13), this density coefficient contains all the information of the layered structure within it to characterise
both the physical parameters (layer thickness, channel depth) and the material properties (material density, viscous
ratio) by analysis of either the response magnitude or time delays in returning signals. The findings of the averaging
method formulation are compared to the direct numerical procedure (3.107) in the results section of the chapter.
H.3 The partially filled cylinder: antiplane displacements
For the antiplane displacements of the partially filled cylinder in Chapter 4, we are able to use the averaging method
formulation to both: (1) model the coupling of motions between the elastic solid cylinder and enclosed fluid from
the continuity conditions along the wetted interface, and (2) approximate the receiver sensor solution from the
application of a surface piston loading at the external cylinder surface. These formulations and the associated results
are now discussed.
H.3.1 Approximate cylinder solutions to the fundamental line source problem
Previously, in our development of an integral equation and density function formulation to model the displacement
solutions of the elastic solid cylinder and enclosed partially filling material, an endpoint singularity calculation at the
wetted interface (Section 4.7) was developed in view of determining the actual βz-singularity field of the unknown
densities, for any depth of filling. In this integral equation formulation, the density functions (4.43) were chosen to
be square-root singular
(
βz =
1
2
)
, which is a reasonable assumption to make for the singularity behaviour but one
that ‘overpowers’ the actual endpoint singularity that exists for the problem formulation.
Thus, to model the coupling of motions from the continuity conditions along the wetted interface (Section
4.6.5), instead of implementing a direct numerical method and solving for many discrete density values in a large
coupled system of equations, now we incorporate the actual βz-singularity field for each of the density functions and
approximate for the remaining unknown coefficients of the slowly varying densities:
F¯z(θ1) =
F¯0(s)(
α2 − θ21
)βz , S¯z(θ1) = S¯0(s)(α2 − θ21)βz , βz ≤
1
2
, (H.16)
where the value βz = 1 − λ is chosen to match with the endpoint singularity calculation (4.42). Introducing this
form of density function to the system of integral equations (4.38) and (4.39), and by averaging over the wetted
interface with another integral in θ for θ ∈ [−α, α], we develop a pair of coupled boundary conditions at the wetted
interface which are solved for the density coefficients F¯0(s) and S¯0(s); this now instead of a much larger (and
computationally intense) 2n-matrix system for the piecewise density function values in (4.51).
Once this approximate description of the densities has been constructed, we can return to the solution for the
annular solid cylinder to evaluate the field characteristics of the partially filling solution by outside sensor methods.
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Using this response mechanism, we measure the displacement (4.19) at locations around the external surface of the
cylinder:
u¯(2)z (b, θ, θ
∗) = S¯0(s)
∫ α
−α
1(
α2 − θ21
)βz u¯GZz (b, θ, θ1) dθ1 + u¯EZz (b, θ, θ∗). (H.17)
Formally, the partially filling solution is interpreted as introducing a contact forcing footprint along the wetted
interface boundary, with the density function coefficients now being a superposition of line forces along the boundary
surface to the hollow cylinder solution (4.9). The contribution of the fluid dependent displacement u¯FDz at the
external cylinder surface is then a projection of the density function coefficient S¯0(s) and an integral equation with
a pre-determined kernel function (4.8) of solid cylinder properties only. Since the radial dependence of the modal
series solution u¯GZz can be removed, we are left with integrals which contain information about the fluid material
enclosed within the cylinder:
u¯FDz (b, θ) =
∞∑
n=0
R¯n(b)
[
S¯0(s)
∫ α
−α
1(
α2 − θ21
)βz cos (n (θ − θ1)) dθ1
]
. (H.18)
In the frequency domain, this displacement solution represents a series of terms with composition by:
(i) S¯0(s): a frequency dependent value from all contributions of the partially filling material. This includes
information from the contact length 2aα along the wetted interface (depth scale of filling), the interaction of
motions across the wetted interface (continuity conditions) and the material properties of the fluid enclosed
within the cylinder.
(ii) The integral is itself a frequency independent value representing both the contact length/depth scale of the
partially filling material and the material properties (shear fraction) from the interaction at the wetted interface;
this dependence being a consequence of the endpoint singularity calculation (4.42) and the integral equation
directly.
Combining (i) and (ii) will provide the necessary information on the partially filling material to allow characterisation
of receiver sensor properties in frequency space. Obviously, in real time, this displacement component requires a
convolution with the radial dependence of the solution, which further complicates the analysis.
Alternatively, if we were able to place a thin pressure sensor at the internal surface of the cylinder to inclusively
allow measurements across the contact footprint of the wetted interface, one such significant detection mechanism
would be the force value across this wetted contact surface. Returning to (4.20), the normal traction at the internal
cylinder surface is now distributed by:
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
a
=
S¯0(s)
(α2 − θ2)βz
, |θ| < α. (H.19)
Furthermore, the force value (4.56) at the internal cylinder surface that is required to maintain the continuity condi-
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tions across the wetted interface, is now formally:
F¯r(s)
∣∣
a
=
∫ α
−α
∂u¯
(2)
z
∂r
∣∣∣∣∣
a
dθ = S¯0(s)
α1−2βz
√
pi Γ (1− βz)
Γ
(
3
2 − βz
) . (H.20)
This approximation of the force value is purely the combination of the frequency dependent coefficient S¯0(s) and a
frequency independent value relating the contact length α to the endpoint singularity βz . In real time, the response of
the partially filling solution is then best analysed by comparing values of S0(t). Obviously, we shall only expect to
detect a response in the force from the time of the first wave interaction in the vicinity of the wetted interface, from
which variations in the depth of filling and/or material properties of the enclosed fluid material can be analysed.
H.3.2 Approximate solution for a piston loading at the external cylinder surface
Again previously in Chapter 4, an integral equation formulation was introduced to replicate the surface piston forcing
along the external surface of the annular solid cylinder (Section 4.10). Using the aforementioned averaging method
solution (H.17) for the fundamental line source forcing of the partially filled cylinder, we can now formulate a
fully averaged system for the surface piston theory by using the approximate form of solution for the piston density
function (4.61), which now removes the explicit square-root singularity at the piston endpoints with only a Laplace
dependent coefficient P¯0z(s) remaining to evaluate:
P¯z(θp) =
P¯0z(s)√
θ2a − θ2p
. (H.21)
The piston coefficient at the contact surface now controls the piston sensor response. Introducing this approximate
form of density solution to (4.60), and by integrating again in θ over the piston contact surface θ ∈ [−θa, θa], it
follows directly that:
P¯0z(s) =
∫ θa
−θa U0(θ)f¯(s) dθ∫ θa
−θa
∫ θa
−θa
1√
θ2a−θ2p
u¯FDz (|θ − θp|) dθdθp +
∫ θa
−θa
∫ θa
−θa
1√
θ2a−θ2p
u¯EZz (|θ − θp|) dθdθp
. (H.22)
Since the hollow cylinder solution (4.9) is invariant to the partially filling material enclosed within the cylinder,
the piston coefficient is shown to be inversely related to the previous averaged properties from the fluid dependent
response:
P¯0z(s) ∼ 1
S¯0(s)
∫ θa
−θa
∫ θa
−θa
∫ α
−α
1
(α2−θ21)
βz√
θ2a−θ2p
u¯GZz (|θ − θp|, θ1) dθ1dθdθp
. (H.23)
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Then, from our previously determined results for the surface piston theory, the normal traction distribution across
the piston surface (4.67) is now shown to satisfy:
∂u¯pz
∂r
(θ)|b =

P¯0z(s)√
θ2a−θ2
|θ| < θa,
0 Otherwise.
(H.24)
Finally, the force value across the piston surface (4.68) is found to satisfy:
F¯ pr (s)
∣∣
b
= piP¯0z(s) ⇒ F pr (t)|b = piP0z(t). (H.25)
This time dependent coefficient P0z(t) controls the real time response of the piston forcing application at the external
cylinder surface. From (H.23), this piston coefficient contains all the information of the partially filling material to
characterise both the physical parameters (volume or depth of filling) and the material properties (material density,
shear fraction) by analysis of either the response magnitude or time delays in signals back to the piston receiver
sensor.
H.4 The partially filled cylinder: free-sliding shear at the wetted interface
For the plane strain motions of the partially filled cylinder in Chapter 5, we are able to use the averaging method
formulation to both: (1) model the coupling of motions between the elastic solid cylinder and enclosed fluid from
the continuity conditions and free-sliding shear along the wetted interface, and (2) approximate the receiver sensor
solution from the application of a surface piston loading at the external cylinder surface. These formulations and the
associated results are now discussed.
H.4.1 Approximate cylinder solutions to the fundamental line source problem
Previously, in our development of an integral equation and density function formulation to model the displacement
solutions of the elastic solid cylinder and enclosed partially filling material for the plane strain motions of the
partially filled cylinder, an endpoint singularity calculation at the liquid-solid wetted interface (Section 5.6) was
developed in view of determining the actual βip-singularity field of the unknown densities, for any depth of filling.
In this integral equation formulation, the density functions (5.98) were chosen to be square-root singular
(
βip =
1
2
)
,
which is a reasonable assumption to make for the singularity behaviour but one that ‘overpowers’ the actual endpoint
singularity that exists for the problem formulation.
Thus, to model the coupling of motions from the continuity conditions and free-sliding shear along the wetted
interface (Section 5.5.3), instead of implementing a direct numerical method and solving for many discrete density
values in a large coupled system of equations, now we incorporate the actual βip-singularity field for each of the
density functions (with S¯θ(θ1) ≡ 0 trivially from the already developed solutions) and approximate for the remaining
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unknown coefficients of the slowly varying densities:
F¯x(θ1) =
F¯0x(s)(
α2 − θ21
)βip , F¯y(θ1) = F¯0y(s)(α2 − θ21)βip , S¯r(θ1) =
S¯0r(s)(
α2 − θ21
)βip , (H.26)
where the value βip = Re (pk + 2) ≤ 12 is chosen to match with the endpoint singularity calculation (5.95). In-
troducing this form of density function to the system of integral equations (5.70) to (5.72), and by averaging over
the wetted interface with another integral in θ for θ ∈ [−α, α], we develop a triple system of coupled boundary
conditions at the wetted interface which are solved for the remaining density coefficients; this now instead of a much
larger (and computationally intense) 3n-matrix system for the piecewise density function values in (5.118).
Once this approximate description of the densities has been constructed, we can return to the solution for the
annular solid cylinder to evaluate the field characteristics of the partially filling solution by outside sensor methods.
Using this response mechanism, we measure the normal displacement (5.57) at locations around the external surface
of the cylinder:
u¯(2)r (b, θ, θ
∗) = S¯0r(s)
∫ α
−α
1(
α2 − θ21
)βip u¯GNr (b, θ, θ1) dθ1 + u¯EFr (b, θ, θ∗). (H.27)
Again, the partially filling solution is interpreted as introducing a contact forcing footprint along the wetted interface
boundary, with the density function coefficients now being a superposition of line forces along the boundary surface
to the hollow cylinder (EF) solution. The contribution of the fluid dependent displacement u¯FDr at the external
cylinder surface is then a projection of the density function coefficient S¯0r(s) and an integral equation with a pre-
determined kernel function of solid cylinder (GN) properties only. Since the radial dependence of the modal series
solution can be removed, we are left with integrals which contain information about the fluid material enclosed
within the cylinder (see H.18).
In the frequency domain, this displacement solution represents a series of terms with composition by:
(i) S¯0r(s): a frequency dependent value from all contributions of the partially filling material. This includes
information from the contact length 2aα along the wetted interface (depth scale of filling), the interaction of
motions across the wetted interface (continuity conditions) and the material properties of the fluid enclosed
within the cylinder.
(ii) The integral is itself a frequency independent value representing both the contact length/depth scale of the
partially filling material and the material properties from the interaction at the wetted interface; this dependence
being a consequence of the endpoint transcendental calculation (5.89) and the integral equation directly.
Combining (i) and (ii) will provide the necessary information on the partially filling material to allow characterisation
of receiver sensor properties in frequency space. Obviously, in real time, this normal displacement component
requires a convolution with the radial dependence of the solution, which further complicates the analysis.
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On the other hand, if we were able to place a thin pressure sensor at the internal cylinder surface to inclusively
allow measurements across the contact footprint of the wetted interface, one such significant detection mechanism
would be the force value across this wetted contact surface. Returning to (5.61), the non-trivial normal traction at
the internal cylinder surface is now distributed by:
σ¯
(2)
rθ
∣∣∣
a
= 0, σ¯(2)rr
∣∣∣
a
=
S¯0r(s)
(α2 − θ2)βip , |θ| < α. (H.28)
Furthermore, the force value (5.123) at the internal cylinder surface that is required to maintain the continuity
conditions and free-sliding shear across the wetted interface, is now formally:
F¯rr(s)
∣∣
a
=
∫ α
−α
σ¯(2)rr
∣∣∣
a
dθ = S¯0r(s)
α1−2βip
√
pi Γ (1− βip)
Γ
(
3
2 − βip
) . (H.29)
This approximation of the force value is purely the combination of the frequency dependent coefficient S¯0r(s) and a
frequency independent value relating the contact length α to the endpoint singularity βip. In real time, the response
of the partially filling solution is then best analysed by comparing values of S0r(t). Obviously, we shall only expect
to detect a response in the force from the time of the first wave interaction in the vicinity of the wetted interface,
from which variations in the depth filling and/or material properties of the enclosed fluid material can be analysed.
H.4.2 Approximate solution for a piston loading at the external cylinder surface
Again previously in Chapter 5, an integral equation formulation was introduced to replicate the surface piston loading
along the external surface of the annular solid cylinder (Section 5.9). Using the aforementioned averaging method
solution (H.27) for the fundamental line source forcing of the partially filled cylinder in the case of free-sliding shear
at the wetted interface, we can now formulate a fully averaged system for the surface piston theory by using the
approximate form of solution for the piston density function (5.126), which now removes the explicit square-root
singularity at the piston endpoints with only a Laplace dependent coefficient P¯0r(s) remaining to evaluate:
P¯r(θp) =
P¯0r(s)√
θ2a − θ2p
. (H.30)
The piston coefficient at the contact surface now controls the piston sensor response. Introducing this approximate
form of density solution to (5.125), and by integrating again in θ over the piston contact surface θ ∈ [−θa, θa], it
follows directly that:
P¯0r(s) =
∫ θa
−θa U0(θ)f¯(s) dθ∫ θa
−θa
∫ θa
−θa
1√
θ2a−θ2p
u¯FDr (|θ − θp|) dθdθp +
∫ θa
−θa
∫ θa
−θa
1√
θ2a−θ2p
u¯EFr (|θ − θp|) dθdθp
. (H.31)
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Since the hollow cylinder solution (EF) is invariant to the partially filling material enclosed within the cylinder,
the piston coefficient is shown to be inversely related to the previous averaged properties from the fluid dependent
response:
P¯0r(s) ∼ 1
S¯0r(s)
∫ θa
−θa
∫ θa
−θa
∫ α
−α
1
(α2−θ21)
βip
√
θ2a−θ2p
u¯GNr (|θ − θp|, θ1) dθ1dθdθp
. (H.32)
Then, from our previously determined results for the surface piston theory, the normal traction distribution across
the piston surface (5.132) is now shown to satisfy:
σ¯prr(θ)|b =

P¯0r(s)√
θ2a−θ2
|θ| < θa,
0 Otherwise.
(H.33)
with the shear traction σ¯prθ(θ)
∣∣
b
= 0 along the entirety of the external cylinder surface. As a result, the force value
across the piston surface (5.133) reduces to:
F¯ prr(s)
∣∣
b
= piP¯0r(s) ⇒ F prr(t)|b = piP0r(t). (H.34)
This time dependent coefficient P0r(t) controls the real time response of the piston forcing application at the external
cylinder surface. From (H.32), this piston coefficient contains all the information of the partially filling material to
characterise both the physical parameters (volume or depth of filling) and the material properties (material density,
shear fraction) by analysis of either the response magnitude or time delays in signals back to the piston receiver
sensor.
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